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PART  ONE    
INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW  

Long Range Objectives, Regulations, Community & District Characteristics, & Demographics 
Updated LRFP Report 30th January 2012 

FOUNDATIONAL COMPONENTS FOR LONG RANGE PLANNING 
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UPDATE TO THE LRFP (30th January 2012 Revisions) 

 

Finally to maintain continuity and keep resources available to the 
district, alternative options explored during the planning process 
are included in the expanded Appendix.  
 
The aim of a Long Range Facility Plan (LRFP) is to look ahead 
at how existing facilities can best be adapted to meet future 
educational program needs through capital repairs, upgrades, 
expansion, and improvements to the learning environments. The 
focus of the updated 30th January 2012 LRFP is to present a 
prioritized Action Plan that lays out a direction for the School 
District to follow.  
 
Of particular note are fundamental changes being proposed 
regarding grade configuration, new construction and renovation 
projects. Redistricting will be involved if the District implements 
the Action Plan which recommends a shift to a three-tier 
educational delivery system of seven PK-5 ES, two 6-8 MS, and 
one 9-12 HS.  
 
Major changes include the conversion of current Grade 5-6 
Sampson G. Smith School into the district’s second Grade 6-8 
Middle School. Alterations to Grade 7-8 Franklin MS to 
accommodate Grades 6-8 teams. Additions and alterations to 
existing PK-4 elementary schools as they transform into 
neighborhood PK-5 ES and the construction of one new PK-5 
ES on the BOE’s Claremont property. The District is committed 
to its mission and vision and is planning to implement changes 
to meet its needs in the 21st century. The LRFP is its guide on 
this path of change, growth, and  

The Franklin Township Board of Education met on the 25th of 
October 2011 and again on the 19th of January 2012 to review 
the Long Range Facilities Plan completed by SSP Architectural 
Group. Component findings of the report along with its proposed 
Action Plan were reviewed and discussed. There were questions 
asked and suggestions made by the BOE and the consensus 
was to clarify the LRFP report so as to reflect public comment 
and BOE discussion.  
 
This 30th January 2012 updated version of the LRFP Report 
represents the revised document. The report has been clarified 
and revised to reflect BOE direction on  the following items.  
 
In Part I (Overview), the enrollment projections have been 
updated to incorporate data from the October 15th 2011 state 
report. It is noted that district enrollment has dropped slightly 
from one year ago and the new numbers reflect this change. 
Overall the  projections have been reduced by +/-100 students.  
 
Part II (Research) remains unchanged in content and vision.  
 
Part III (Existing Conditions, Analysis, & Concept Options) has 
been modified and streamlined. Capacity figures have been re-
examined and the section now includes only one recommended 
concept per school as opposed to showing multiple alternatives.  
 
Part IV (Goals, Policies, & Priorities) remains intact with some 
minor adjustments within the text to incorporate BOE and public 
comments on the Action Plan and priority rankings.  
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INTRODUCTION OF LRFP & FACILITY PLANNING PROCESS 

 

2011 VOLUNTEER LONG RANGE PLANNING TASK FORCE: 
In an effort to garner community input from stakeholders and 
volunteers interested in the facility planning process, the BOE 
invited community members to serve on the 2011 Long Range 
Facilities Plan Advisory Task Force. The group met on several 
occasions from late May to July 2011 and  worked with SSP 
Architectural Group as part of an inclusive planning process. 
Task Force meetings were structured to receive community 
input, discuss goals, consider creative planning ideas, and serve 
as a “sounding board” to presentations being made on the 
physical assessments of existing facilities and BOE properties.  
 
The LRFP Advisory Task Force was comprised of a range of 
volunteer members and invested stakeholders including district  
educators, parents, concerned citizens, civic leaders, and staff 
from Franklin Township Public Schools. The Task Force toured 
school buildings, participated in general discussions, and worked 
on one of three subcommittee groups that focused attention on 
targeted topics and facility needs related to educational planning 
issues, BOE property evaluations, district-wide capital repair 
needs, and infrastructure renewal issues. 
  
Based upon their own experiences with the schools, guidance 
from the A/E Team, input and insight from building staff and  
school principals, the Task Force worked together to examine 
facility needs and report back on their findings back to the whole 
group. Summaries of the Advisory Task Force input, findings, 
and deliberations are included in this LRFP report and some 
highlights form the basis for recommendations being made to the 
Franklin Township Board of Education. Input from the advisory 
task force was especially helpful when grade reconfiguration 
scenarios were put forth and discussed as a topic of review. 

The Franklin Township Board of Education commissioned SSP 
Architectural Group to assess its existing facilities and create a 
long range plan for the future. SSP was charged with reviewing 
existing sites and building conditions, updating demographic 
projections, and evaluating sustainable ways to accommodate 
enrollment growth (over next  5 to 10 years) within the context of 
supporting 21st century educational trends and curriculum needs.   
 
The process involved in preparing a Long Range Facility Plan 
(LRFP) is comprehensive in nature. It looks at how existing 
facilities can best be adapted to meet future educational program 
needs through capital upgrades, expansion, and improvements 
to learning environments. The Plan analyzes current limitations 
and obstacles to achieving district’s educational and operational 
goals and includes information on physical plant, program 
needs, site layouts, space utilization, and activity functions. It 
presents a series of options for renovation and new construction 
projects, which may feasibly accommodate district’s objectives 
and desires for change to meet its needs in the 21st century. The 
Long Range Facility Plan (LRFP) has  four basic sections:  
 

•Part I introduces a district overview and presents updated 
demographics with 5 to 10 year enrollment projections.  
•Part II presents research on educational trends and facility 
planning criteria pertaining to High Performance Schools. 
•Part III reviews existing conditions, analyzes sites, assesses 
capacities, functional utilization & LRFP development  potential. 
•Part IV reviews District goals, objectives, policies and top 
priority needs as it evaluates “LRFP development options” 
including scenarios for new construction and renovations.  
•Appendix documents alternatives considered during the 
process and criteria impacting preliminary budget planning 
associated with ballpark costs aiding decision-making.  
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LONG RANGE PLANNING MISSION & OBJECTIVES 

 

LRFP OBJECTIVES: The following planning objectives were derived 
with input from the District Administration and 2011 Volunteer LRFP 
Task Force. These assumptions reflect community values and may be 
used by the BOE as guidelines in their LRFP decision-making process. 
  

1) Improving academic outcomes and striving for higher levels of 
achievement and excellence  is  a top priority focus that is highly 
valued by the community; therefore academic intervention  programs 
and resources should be strengthened and supported by facilities. 
 

2) There is strong support for reconfiguring school boundaries and 
grade alignments to improve educational services, deliver programs, 
and eliminate problems with Grade 5-6 pairing. Reconfiguration should 
accommodate enrollment growth and a key element returns 5th grade  to 
ES and incorporates 6th grade into MS:   The LRFP Projected Needs 
•  Six PK-5 Elementary Schools (including adding 1 new PK-5 ES) 
• Two 6-8 Middle Schools (converting SGS to a 2nd 6-8 MS) 
• One 9-12 High School  (enlarging existing FHS when needed) 
 

3) Significant building re-investments and capital infrastructure 
repairs are needed to improve functional operations, revitalize 
building systems, conserve energy, and enhance classrooms to support  
hands on collaboration, active learning, flexibility, growth, and change. 
 

4) Maximum School Size and Target Class Size should be considered 
during planning phase and may be based upon NJ DOE  FES Guideline:  
        Eliminate substandard trailers & replace with permanent CR’s   
        Establish District Models  to help guide development decisions 
        Consider NJ DOE FES Class Size Guideline:  Pre-K at 15/class;    
        K-3rd at 21/class;   4th-8th at 23/class;  &  9th-12th at 24/class. 
 

5) It is preferable to educate SE students within the District as 
opposed to out-of-district placements, whenever possible and feasible. 
 

6) LRFP “Action Plan” shall accommodate the projected enrollment 
growth, new educational opportunities in support of 21st century skills, 
advancements in technology, capital repair and upgrades to core activity 
areas as part of an approved LRFP response to district-wide needs. 

The Mission of the Franklin Township Public Schools is to provide 
excellent educational opportunities that meet or exceed New Jersey 
Core Curriculum Content Standards for every student; maintain an 
environment that engenders an appreciation of the value of every 
student; develop every student to his/her highest potential; and instill  
attitudes, skills, and knowledge necessary to become independent, 
contributing members of a democratic, multi-cultural society.  
 
The Board of Education is responsible to all people for whose benefit 
Franklin Township Public School District was established.  Each 
Board's current decisions influence the course of education in future 
years to come. By virtue of this responsibility, each Board member 
must look to the future and to the needs of all people more than the 
average citizen finds necessary. This requires a comprehensive 
perspective and long-range planning focus. In addition to setting 
policies the BOE shall propose facility initiatives that will provide 
safe, healthy and effective learning environments. The District shall 
devise and implement energy efficient, effective maintenance and 
management operations at all facilities while implementing building 
designs and upgrades to promote student achievement and reduce 
energy consumption and waste  
  
The BOE's primary objective is to establish district-wide goals, 
programs, procedures, and facilities which best produce the 
educational achievement needed by district students now and in 
the future.  It must accomplish this while also being responsible 
for the wise management of available resources. BOE must fulfill 
these responsibilities by functioning primarily as a legislative body to 
formulate and adopt policy. They will select an executive officer to 
implement policy and  evaluate the results on a short term and long 
range basis.  Furthermore, it must carry out these functions openly 
while seeking public input and the contributions of volunteers, 
students, and staff. 
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LONG RANGE PLANNING GOALS & OPPORTUNITIES 

 

An  important feature of the long range planning process is 
its opportunity to reset priorities and increase educational 
opportunities by re-considering ways to enhance learning 
environments and improve responsiveness to the district’s 
local, particularized student needs. LRFP changes are intended 
to support data-driven, research-based programs that facilitate the 
work of academic coaches, resource and intervention teams along 
with organizing school spaces to work together as a cohesive whole.  
 
LRFP design intent is to incorporate innovative features into new 
and renovated facilities, while also promoting flexibility and 
adaptability over time. There is an inherent paradox which notes 
the more a room is customized, the less its space is flexible. 
Customized, inflexible spaces can resist curriculum changes and 
stifle innovations if they are not properly designed or envisioned.  
 
One foundational tenet is the “LRFP design vision” to 
support and enhance collaboration and active learning  in all 
spaces. Incorporating flexibility will emphasize the use of wireless 
technology and  universal access, and it will link voice, video, and 
data with WAN and LAN networking capabilities. The design 
intent is to create “design overlap” in how spaces get used over 
time and in different manners. Examples of this strategy include: 
 

•Adding hi-tech broadcast capabilities in cafeteria/stage areas will further 
increase multipurpose operations and foster partnership opportunities.  
•Designing floor areas with different features and for different purposes. 
•Designing and securing core spaces to support community use and 
promote its function as a shared resource with public and private entities.  
•Designing outdoor plazas and play areas to benefit adjacent spaces and  
support weekend/year-round use by community recreational groups. 
•Using structural components to support movable partitions and change. 
•Designing facilities for multiple configurations and hosting future growth. 

Goal of the 2011-2021 LRFP Report is to present “a sustainable 
action plan for the district’s growth into the next decade”.  The 
LRFP  provides an overview of resources available for planning 
purposes over the next five years as well as shows the potential 
for master plan development at each school site that 
extends beyond the 5-year window. Scenarios to expand the  
total number of available classrooms are based upon meeting 
the most current demographic projections and forecasts for the 
net development impact over the next 5-10 years.  To this end, 
a Demographic Report has been prepared by Dr. Joseph 
Richardson of Whitehall Associates and presented in Part I . 
 
The LRFP report is illustrated with schematic diagrams, which 
graphically show how existing classrooms are being utilized and 
which explore “master plan concepts” for expansion, renovation, 
and reconfiguration possibilities. These diagrams are reviewed 
in terms of how best they respond to program needs and 
accommodate long range planning goals. Layouts examine ways 
to renovate, adapt, and expand district facilities to accommodate  
enrollment increases, tech advances, and curriculum changes.   
 
To assist in the BOE’s evaluation process, preliminary feasibility 
assessments are used to ascertain the viability of proposed 
options (in regards to the magnitude of its scope of work 
magnitudes and timeline impact). The “existing conditions” 
information assembled under Part III is the result of field visits to 
the school and conversations with Principals, staff, supervisors, 
and  administrative personnel.  Acknowledgment is hereby made 
for their keen insights and valuable cooperation in helping the 
team understand how existing facilities are being used and what 
programmatic issues are being encountered in their present use.  
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 
Consulting Team Members & Component Parts 

Producing a LRFP involves multiple steps, overlapping tasks, and a full team of participants. The following  identifies key players in the process: 
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 
Phases of Work and Action Steps 

Conduct Interviews, Meetings, School Tours, Documentation of Facility Information, 
Review of Records, Examination of Existing Conditions, Recording of Site 
Features, Resources, and Community Context 

 
 
Review Current Research on Educational Trends, Demographic Changes and 

Influences; Understand district-wide program needs and assess capital 
improvement infrastructure needs and top priority issues 

 
 
Summarize Investigations and Present Findings to District Administration, BOE, LRFP 

Task Force, etc. Elicit community input & insert creativity into  the planning 
process; Conduct programming sessions and develop concept design 
diagrams to convey ideas, strategies, and facility initiatives 

 
 
Examine options, review governing guidelines & establish design criteria to help set 

priorities, facilitate consensus-building, and select feasible solutions for 
recommendations; Review “order of magnitude” preliminary budget 
implications on a selected set of conceptual options which may range from 
new construction to alterations to capital repairs 

 
 
Report on Educational Adequacy Issues and Infrastructure Needs; Consider and 

recommend ways to prioritize the list of needs and communicate findings to 
the BOE and community; summarize vision and direction for staff 

 
 
Prepare documentation needed for BOE reviews and approvals, perform LRFP data 

entry as needed on State website and finalize submissions to NJ DOE for 
LRFP acceptance and approval 

 

I. Information  
Gathering 

II. Information  
Assessment 

III. Information 
Sharing & Idea 
Innovation 

IV. Information 
Evaluation 

V. Information 
Dissemination 

VI. Reviews,  
Approvals &  
Submission 
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS  
Sequential & Concurrent Tasks 

•Visit all schools 
to perform on-site 
review of facilities 
 

•Meet with each 
school principal 
 

•Coordinate with 
District Staff to 
affirm space 
inventories & the 
current room use  
 

•Identify areas of 
deficiency and 
substandard 
conditions 
 

•Identify aging 
conditions and 
end of life cycle 
equipment that 
warrant renewal 

•Dr. Joseph 
Richardson of 
Whitehall Asso.  
shall verify  
demographics 
and project future 
enrollments and 
net development 
impact 
 
Gather data 
needed to project  
demographic 
trends & review  
school by school 
enrollment history 
 
Gather data to 
include projection 
of special needs 
students 

•Conduct ongoing 
meetings with 
District supervisors 
to review & define 
curriculum needs 
 
•Sort & program data   
being collected from 
principals , staff, and 
teachers 
 

•Evaluate the grade 
structure, programs, 
support services, 
teaching schedules, 
room utilization, tech 
objectives, FES 
compliance, school 
and class size issues 
and special needs 

•Formulate LRFP Task 
Force with scheduled 
sessions to occur in 
June to July 2011 
 

•Set up Focus Groups 
to examine key District 
issues, school size, 
trailers, delivery of early 
childhood , SGI & SE 
services and  the 
revamping of  MS  and 
ES grade configuration 
 

•Utilize multimodal 
communications  to 
help engage 
participants and  inform  
the public of progress 

•Access LRFP 
website to analyze 
and verify  data 
 

•Present reports 
and options for 
review by Task 
Force, Admin Staff 
& BOE  members 
 

•Review LRFP 
recommended 
projects and 
priorities. Align 
LRFP entries with 
approved schedule 
of implementation; 
Review cost 
implications with 
Staff and BOE 

•Summarize LRFP 
infrastructure and 
capital  repair  
needs for existing 
facilities & systems 
 

•Develop new 
projects & space to 
accommodate long 
range growth and 
development needs 
 
•Consider site 
improvements and 
changes needed 
 

•Develop LRFP  
projects that 
address top priority 
health, safety & 
security issues 

•Consider options 
to present to  the 
BOE & public for 
discussion,  input, 
& review of key 
long range 
planning issues 
 

•Consider options 
to recommend 
and submit to NJ 
DOE as part of 
approval process 
 

•Target LRFP 
approval by BOE 
& implement  the 
follow up  data 
entry submission  
of the web-based 
LRFP to NJDOE  
in the Fall of 2011 

Producing a LRFP involves a series of sequential and concurrent tasks being performed and 
completed by the A/E Team. Throughout the process, community and staff input is sought 

and incorporated into the envisioning and planning process. 
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 

WHAT THE PLAN NEEDS TO ADDRESS 
 
 

ISSUE  Strategies to provide sufficient, high performance facilities for a rising enrollment 
Considerations Determine how much future capacity is needed in the District & Recommend what to do with Trailers 
  Propose where to add capacity (Elementary, Middle and/or High School levels) 
 

ISSUE  Strategies to support academic resource programs and enhance rising test scores 
Considerations Consider grade configuration, class size & models of excellence (evaluate FES & Size Caps) 
  Consider District School Models & Capacities (ES of 500-700; MS of 600-900 or larger; HS of 2,200+) 
  Maintain the momentum of curriculum improvements, workshop successes, LEED & HP Criteria 
  Consider Site Development Potential & SAFE ROUTES to Schools partnership with municipality 
 

ISSUE  Strategies to revitalize and re-invest in the renewal of aging Infrastructure 
Considerations Address substandard conditions (including undersized K, SGI, SE CRs, offices, support, etc) 
  Address parity issues across District Programs and at targeted art, music, & MPR activities 
  Address long standing need to upgrade technology and replace aging fixtures 
  Address priority needs to replace leaky roofs, upgrade equipment & improve energy efficiency 
   

ISSUE  Strategies to address 21st century Learning Modalities & Resource-sharing Opportunities 
Considerations Expand capacity resource for ESL & Special Ed students (bring back out-of-district placements) 
  Support academic teaming, small learning communities, intervention resources & project based learning 
  Increase personalization and clustering of age appropriate groups (especially at MS and HS levels) 
  Support staff development, make schools welcoming to parents and to resource-sharing 
  Plan for future community changes (new housing starts, changing demographics, traffic, etc) 
   

ISSUE  Strategies to implement the best Grade Reconfiguration & Program Delivery for FTPS 
Considerations Research options and evaluate merits of 6-8 MS with PK-K Annex/1-5 or PK-5, 6-8, 9-12 configurations 
  Identify Community Values, Design Vision, and garner input on alternatives & resource funds available  
  Prioritize educational goals and objectives to help determine recommended solution 
 



COMMUNITY 
PARTICIPATION IS 
ESSENTIAL FOR A 
COMPLETE PLAN 

Goal is to integrate the District’s 

Educational Objectives & Facilities 

Goals with the Community’s Vision 

and Values; to do so successfully 

requires Community participation 

LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 
Encouraging Participation in the Planning Process 

Strive for inclusion and balanced input by 
encouraging a wide range of participants  
 

• Board of Education members 
• District Administrators 
• Facilities Management Directors 
• Community Partners & Stakeholders 
• Teaching Staff, Athletics Staff, Arts Staff 
• Students and Parents 
• Civic and Business Leaders  

 
Set up and commission different input groups 
with specific tasks as (and when) needed 
 

•  LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force  (Initial Planning) 
•  Steering Committee / Community Action  Group 
•  Referendum Task Force (& Key Communicators) 

 
Define the hierarchy of decisions to be made 
 
Gear meetings to inform and receive full 
feedback; encourage collaboration & review 
 
Respond appropriately to the input received 
 
Provide follow up and answer questions 
 
Provide support for the subcommittee work 
 
Summarize findings & communicate to all 
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 
Community Involvement in Franklin Township’s LRFP  

FTPS convened LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force  
(ATF) to examine key issues for Demographics,  
Educational Adequacy, Infrastructure, & Site Use 

 
ATF contributed input on Governing Guidelines for  
Student Placement and Grade Re-Configuration 

 

ATF affirmed District-wide Vision & Performance  
Criteria guiding the direction & overall magnitude   
of projects being planned for the District LRFP 

ATF helped to identify Top Priority infrastructure  
needs & considered ways to inform Community  
about LRFP Findings and Recommendations 

Franklin Township Board of Education invited committed volunteers to 
join its newly formed Long-Range Facility Advisory Task Force.  As 
FTPS  develops its next round of long range planning criteria, hearing 
the voices of the community is recognized as an important way to 
achieve long term success. Planning for school facilities requires an 
understanding of the needs of everyone that will use our schools and 
this includes hearing from students, staff, parents, civic leaders, 
business owners, administrators, and community members.   
 
The Task Force is concentrating its efforts by meeting regularly during the 
months of June and July 2011 at five different locations. The meetings were 
preceded by building tours of the following buildings – Franklin MS, Sampson 
G. Smith, Franklin Park, Elizabeth Avenue, and Middlebush Administration.  
 
SSP Architectural Group facilitated the long range planning process in 
conjunction with Pennoni Engineers, Whitehall Associated (demographics) and 
District staff. Task Force members subdivided into Three Focus Groups: 

• Educational Organization & Adequacy Focus Group  (issues 
regarding Demographics, program delivery, school size, clusters, etc.) 
• Site Development & Community Outreach Focus Group (issues 
regarding public use, recreation, athletics, parking access, PE, etc.) 
• Building Infrastructure Focus Group (issues regarding physical plant, 
building systems, M&E needs, technology, and security) 

  
Action Steps involved in the planning process  included: 
Review of Existing Conditions and input on the identification of pressing 
deficiencies and district-wide facility challenges ; 
 

Input on developing  Facility Needs List and substantive Educational 
Inadequacies that warrant attention over the next 5-10 years; 
 

Input on developing Guideline Criteria for evaluating options, formulating 
solutions, and ranking priorities; 
 

Discussion of ideas, concepts and possible ways to fund facility work; 
Focus on subcommittee tasks and establishing a shared vision; 
 

Input on triaging priorities to help establish where and how limited resources 
are most effectively allocated and most efficiently implemented. 
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 
(EFCFA) REGULATORY EXCERPTS 

 

FACILITY FUNDING FORMULAS: As part of the EFCFA legislation 
there is a process in place for approving facility projects and for 
determining the State’s share of support.  All districts must submit 
project information along with Educational Specifications to the 
Commissioner of Education to determine “eligible” project funding. 
Some pertinent, legislative excerpts include the following: 
 

Districts must  have an approved Long-Range Facilities Plan 
(LRFP) prior to submitting a project application. 
 
Construction Act Section C.18A:7G-7 indicates that preliminary eligible 
costs for constructing new school facilities and additions shall be approved 
only for reasons of unhoused students. State funding shall be based upon 
the formula:  
 

Preliminary eligible costs (for new construction) = AU (Approved 
Area for Unhoused Students) x C (Area Cost Allowance) 
 

Preliminary eligible costs for a rehabilitation project (defined as including 
reconstruction, remodeling, alteration, modernization, renovation or repairs 
which keep the building functional for its original purpose without increasing 
the gross square footage  of the original facility) shall be funded based upon 
the formula: 
 

Preliminary eligible costs (for rehabilitation) = estimated actual costs  
 

Construction Act Section C.18A:7G-7G-5g(1) indicates commissioner shall 
approve  square foot area allowances in excess of  area allowances 
derived  from the Facilities Efficiency Standards  (FES) if the District  
demonstrates that school facilities program needs cannot be addressed 
within FES area allotment sand if all other proposed spaces are consistent 
with those standards or if the additional area allowances are necessary to 
accommodate centralized facilities to be shared among two or more school 
buildings within the district and the centralized facilities represent a more 
cost effective alternative.  

Requirements to develop a Long Range Facilities Plan are tied 
to NJ state legislation enacted July 18, 2000 and entitled the 
“Educational Facilities Construction Financing Act (EFCFA)”. 
The Act provides an equitable funding formula intended to  support 
education and school facility construction in New Jersey.  
Previously, legal hearings and court decisions demonstrated the 
impact of how finances and resources were inequitably applied to 
support educational programs and facilities. As a result of the Act, 
NJ’s Commissioner of Education is charged with determining 
equitable funding formulas on an annual basis for categorical 
programs. The distribution of this aid imposes fiscal constraints on 
school budgets and impacts program delivery and planning options.   
 
Since 2000, the NJ DOE has worked with various state 
organizations (NJ SCC and SDA) to implement facility projects. 
State funds have supported a percentage of costs associated 
with capital repairs, life safety upgrades and infrastructure 
renewal as well as new construction of schools and additions. 
Most of the funding is directed towards special needs districts, 
while a smaller portion is allocated for Regularly Operating 
Districts (RODs) and vocational schools.  
 
Most recently, there have been three rounds of grant funding for 
RODs providing a percentage of support (state share) for 
implementing capital upgrades, renovations and additions. The 
future of continued bond appropriations and funding support is 
unclear at this time. And this report does not attempt to predict 
future policies or assess the potential impact of alternative 
strategies such as new regional charter schools, educational 
vouchers, 12-month school year, or elongation of the school day. 
These issues may have to be considered at an appropriate time 
to qualify any recommendations being presented to the public. 
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LRFP PLANNING PROCESS 
(EFCFA) REGULATORY EXCERPTS  

 

LRFP must include District Enrollment Projections certified by 
a qualified demographer and based on required five-year cohort 
survival methodology, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:23-2.3. Building 
inventories must be analyzed against approved projections to 
determine whether the Plan provides adequate capacity. If an 
alternative enrollment methodology is reasonable, then it may be 
submitted for approval. If the district receives Early Childhood 
Program Aid (ECPA), then Pre-Kindergarten calculations must be 
included. At the time of project application, NJ DOE requires a 
current enrollment projection update prepared within one year 
of project application date to verify that LRFP's planned capacity 
models meet the District's needs. 
  
For State funding purposes, the functional capacity of each school  
shall be determined by dividing the adjusted gross square footage 
of the facility (total SF minus excluded spaces) by the minimum 
area allowance per Full-time Equivalent (FTE) student per grade 
level contained therein. A critical component of the legislation is 
determining the district’s “Unhoused Students” which is defined 
by EFCFA as the number of students projected to be enrolled 
that exceeds the functional capacity of district facilities as 
calculated pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:23-2.2(c). “Unhoused 
Students” figures are compared to enrollment projections and to 
functional capacities (based on EFCFA formulas and District 
Operational Methodology). LRFP must include target capacities of 
District School Models to determine if the Plan is educationally 
adequate in its proposals and has sufficient capacity identified to 
adequately house the 5-Year projected enrollments at all grade 
levels without leaving unhoused students unaddressed. The intent 
of the LRFP is verify the District's needs assessment and to 
calculate the maximum allowable area (eligible for funding)  
and for new construction. This is calculated per legislated formula. 

When planning school facility projects, a significant amount of 
information must be submitted to the Commissioner of Education 
to receive educational approvals and determine the appropriate 
amount of eligible costs that may qualify for state shares and 
local costs. NJDOE submissions require drawings, educational 
specifications, financial spreadsheets with cost breakdown data 
related to rehabilitation and new construction costs and Existing 
Building Functional Capacity Worksheets for each school. 
EFCFA requires analysis of “eligible costs” for new construction 
supporting unhoused students based upon a five year projection 
of district students, analysis of “eligible costs” for infrastructure 
rehabilitation and health and safety compliance, and analysis of 
“eligible costs” for educational adequacy improvements.  
 
Funding strategies under current law encourage updating 
existing spaces to restore them for original purposes as 
well as modernizing  spaces to accommodate new purposes 
within the building’s original footprint. A financial analysis of 
“eligible costs” for renovation work or additional area allowances 
(not addressed by FES allotments) require back up data and 
justification for cost effectiveness. Once preliminary findings of 
“eligible costs” (state share) and “ineligible costs” (local share) 
for capital improvements are determined then a District can 
present projects to the voters for local funding and support.  
 
It is expected that the financial formulas and regulatory 
guidelines in the EFCFA legislation will influence the design 
and planning of all NJ educational facilities in the years to 
come. The intent of the LRFP is to consider the financial 
implications of the legislation in place, including current funding 
strategies, in order to assess options and recommend planning 
scenarios that may maximize the amount of State funding. 
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COMMUNITY & DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS 

 

The district is proud of its heritage of residents working together to 
maintain community assets, preserve open land, and support a thorough 
and efficient education system. The region attracts single family 
residential development and enrollment trends K-12 have mirrored the 
area’s trends in housing construction and family patterns. Enrollment 
mushroomed in the 1950’s and 1960’s when many new homes were 
constructed and stabilized in the 1970s when the housing growth slowed 
for a decade of time. Since the 1980’s school enrollment has once again 
climbed steadily to its current level of serving  +/-8,000 students. 
 
Residential construction and property development continued robustly 
during the decades of the 80s, 90s and 2000s when double-digit growth 
took place for over 40 years. Many schools were constructed in 1950’s 
and 1960’s when there was a sustained period of housing development 
and rapid growth. Its oldest, active structure, however, dates back to 
1926 and is currently serving as the Middlebush Administrative Building. 
FTPS has been serving students for over 100 years. Recently facility 
improvement efforts included addition and renovation work undertaken 
during the late 1990’s including the expansion at Conerly School and 
construction of the newest elementary school at Franklin Park site. By 
2000, the district was at a crossroads about how best to structure and 
accommodate its secondary education programs. After lengthy reviews 
and debates and a series of referendums, the district constructed a new 
high school in 2005 and converted its former high school into a 7-8 
middle school. This allowed former middle school (Sampson G. Smith) to 
be used as a 5-6 school. In addition, sizable wing additions were added 
onto Hillcrest, MacAfee and Elizabeth Avenue schools in 2004. 
 
Administrative activities take place in three facilities including the main 
offices at Middlebush Administrative Building, Building and Grounds 
Operations occurring in the Middlebush Annex across from BOE building 
and transportation activities occurring in the Transportation Trailer on 
Churchill Ave. The BOE has acquired an undeveloped piece of property 
located at 175 Claremont Road. This parcel includes 43.8 acres and is 
suitable for development as an elementary or middle school complex. 

COMMUNITY PROFILE: Franklin Township Public Schools (FTPS) 
are located in southeast section of Somerset County near Middlesex 
County border. The district oversees the operation of nine schools and 
serves a wide range of different neighborhood groups within its 44.67 
square miles of land. Community population is over 63,000 residents 
and the District has been in operation since the 19th century.  
 
The region is socially and economically diverse and is known as a desirable 
place to live and raise a family. The community has been enriched by active 
measures to preserve open space, support farmland activities, encourage the 
growth of industry and business, and dedicate space for parklands.  There are 
economic and cultural opportunities afforded in nearby New York City and New 
Brunswick. The community is bordered by the City of New Brunswick along its 
northeastern edge and North Brunswick and South Brunswick respectively 
along eastern and southeastern borders. Other adjacencies include Princeton 
and Montgomery townships and Rocky Hill along southwestern and western 
boundaries and Millstone and Hillsborough Township along the northwest. 
Major transportation routes include Interstate 287, State Highway 27, Easton 
Avenue, as well as many local and county roads.  
 
Historically development began in areas closest to New Brunswick. Northeast 
section of Franklin Township is heavily developed with mostly older detached 
single-family homes. Commercial development and newer residential units are 
located along major roadways. Easton Avenue a heavily trafficked northern 
thoroughfare which connects New Brunswick to Route 287 and has seen the 
development of shopping centers, fast-food restaurants, medical and 
professional offices which serve two hospitals (St. Peter’s and Robert Wood 
Johnson University Hospital). Mixed-use development has also continued 
south of Franklin along Route 27. Along this stretch of roadway there are large, 
planned residential developments as well as numerous professional offices and 
small shopping centers.  Other important developments are referred to as the 
“Worlds Fair” and “Atrium Complex” located in the northern area near I-287. 
This section includes numerous industrial, office and hotel development. 
Nearby “open tracts of land” have planned residential units approved for 
construction once the economy improves. Industrial development is also taking 
place along the northeast border along Veronica Avenue.  Development here is 
seen as an extension of an older more established industrial section of nearby 
New Brunswick  located on the opposite side of Route 27. 
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COMMUNITY & DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS 
Historical Development Patterns of Franklin Township 
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Franklin Township has doubled its population size in the past thirty years growing from 31,000 residents in 1980 (majority centered around 
Somerset) to 63,000 residents in 2010. At the same time, the community has preserved open space and actively managed its rate of growth. 



Current District Facilities 
1.  EAS – 363 Elizabeth Ave. 2.  FHS – 500 Elizabeth Ave. 

3.  SGS – 1649 Amwell Rd. 4.  CRS – 35 Conerly Rd. 

5.  MRS – 53 MacAfee Rd. 6.  PGM – 130 Highland Ave. 

7.  HS – 500 Franklin Blvd. 8.  FMS – 415 Francis St. 

9. MAA – 1755 Amwell Rd.  10. FPS – 30 Eden St.    

11. FPA – 30 Eden St. 12. CR – 175 Claremont Rd.  
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SCHOOL LOCATIONS 

          Community Context   
 

•    Suburban Community with an Urban Edge 
fronting New Brunswick border & Rt. 27 Corridor 
 

•    Increasing  Densification in several parts of  
community with changing Demographic Profile 
 

•    Increasing Traffic Congestion especially at 
rush hour, which presents Access Challenges 
 

•    Community still has Strong Roots & Rural Ties 
to its agricultural past, farmland preservation 
efforts, historic  homes, and village settlements 
 

•   Considered  Desirable  Location to raise family 
& take advantage of Quality of Life amenities 
 

•    More than a commuter community, it is now 
perceived as a  Destination Community with 
popular parklands & preserved Open Space  

Franklin Township 
 Public Schools 



Community  
& District 
 Features 
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Community Changes & Development  
  

•   Highest density development and socio-economic issues 
continue to surround  neighborhoods around Somerset ; 
 
•   Franklin HS property is located close to upcoming 
development area based upon planning board applications;  
 
•   Sampson G. Smith and Franklin MS serve as community 
centers and their site amenities are used on regular basis 
for meetings, recreation and adult education programs; 
 
•   Conerly & MacAfee schools share special relationship 
while Conerly & Hillcrest share bus route assignments; 
 
•   Pine Grove Manor & Hillcrest share special relationship 
while PGM & MacAfee share bus routes; 
 
•   Central administrative offices are located at Middlebush 
BOE Bldg  and the nearby Transportation Bldg; 
 

•   Franklin Park & Annex serve a growing neighborhood 
population and local enrollment continues to exceed 
capacity; overflow is being sent to Elizabeth Avenue; 
 
•   Elizabeth Avenue boundary area is projected to grow 
from nearby development impact, continued assignment of 
ESL Bilingual students and overflow from Franklin Park ES. 

Rt. 287 &  
Elizabeth Ave.  

Corridor 

Future 
Growth  
Area 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 



ELEMENTARY TRANSPORTATION MAP 2005 
ORIGINAL 2005 ATTENDANCE BOUNDARIES & BUS ROUTE LINKS 

•Original 2005 District Sending Boundary & 
Transportation Map has changed over time 
to handle ongoing enrollment growth & in-
migration of students; 
 

•In past 5 years, Franklin Park area growth 
has exceeded school capacity resulting in 
targeted re-districting and overflow (100-
120 students)being sent to Elizabeth 
Avenue & other district ES;  
 

•Special Needs students have been 
relocated over time into different schools; 
this is due to CR availability challenges, 
shifting demographics, and the changing 
needs of SE population; 
 

•Currently the ESL Bilingual program is split 
between Pine Grove Manor & Elizabeth 
Avenue; the two schools are used to 
balance demographic profile & enable 
parity in resource assignments;  
 

•The 2005 Transportation Plan overhaul 
has improved operational efficiencies,  
lowered costs and reduced travel time, but 
high expenses still remain due to the high 
volume of need, lack of  sidewalks, or 
alternatives & safe routes to school. 

Franklin Park & Annex 

Pine Grove 
 & MacAfee 

Conerly & 
Hillcrest 

Elizabeth Avenue 
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Conerly Road ES – Built 1966, Addition 1998  
46,495 sf  Grades PK to 4 

Franklin Park Annex  -  Built 1957, 2011 addition  
18,247 sf  Grades Pre-K       2 new CR – 2,000 sf 

Sampson G. Smith 5-6 School – Built 1968 
134,290 sf  Grades 5-6 (former District MS) 

MacAfee Road ES – Built 1966, Addition 2004 
46,449 sf  Grades PK to 4        2 Trailers (4 CR) 

Pine Grove ES – Built 1931, Addition 2004 
51,212 sf  Grades PK to 4      1 Trailers (2 CR) 

OVERVIEW OF DISTRICT FACILITIES  

Franklin Park ES – Built 1998 (adjacent to annex) 
99,000 sf Grades PK to 4            1 Trailer (2 CR) 

Hillcrest ES – Built 1958, Addition 2004  
52,122 sf  Grades PK to 4      2 Trailers (4 CR) 

 
 

FIVE PK-4 ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS 
 

ONE PK ANNEX (at FP) 
 

ONE 5-6 SCHOOL (SGS) 

Elizabeth Avenue ES - Built 1957, 1998 & 2004  
48,919 sf  Grades Pre-K to 4        1 Trailer (2 CR) 
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Transportation Dept. – Trailer  1,450 sf 
Located at 30 Churchill Avenue with bus depot 

Middlebush BOE Administration Building – Built 
1926  26,378 sf   Offices , Tech Hub, storage 

Middlebush Annex (B&G Department 
Built Unknown  6,798 sf (incl. Garage at 2310sf)) 

BOE Property – 175 Claremont Road 
Undeveloped Property with prior use for 
agriculture;  Total Area equals 43.8 Acres 
(Township Block 34.12  and  Lots 4, 5, &6) 
 
Site suitable for New School Construction  
Potential Location for new ES or new MS 

OVERVIEW OF DISTRICT FACILITIES  

ONE 7-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL 
 

ONE 9-12 HIGH SCHOOL 
 

ONE ADMIN BUILDING 
 

TWO SUPPORT FACILITIES 
 

ONE BOE PROPERTY Franklin High School  - Built 2005 
343,000 sf  Grades 9-12  

Franklin Middle School – Built 1960 
222,553 sf   Grades 7-8 (former District HS) 
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DEMOGRAPHICS & ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS 

 

In developing a projection of 5-Year enrollments, the cohort 
survival method is used as a base. This methodology is required 
by law and expected for use by NJ DOE unless a cogent reason 
exists for using another methodology (which then must be justified 
to the Commission of Education). The cohort-survival method 
acquires its name from using grade to grade survival ratios 
derived from recent school history. Survival ratios at each level 
are computed based upon the most recent years’ known data with 
an average survival ratio determined per grade.   
 
Cohort-survival ratios of less than one usually reflect such factors 
as out-transfers, ex-migration, and other such losses. A cohort-
survival ratio greater than one usually reflects such factors as in-
transfers and in-migration. Enrollment projections are made by 
applying individual grade by grade survival ratio to each grade 
level for future years with a base of known enrollments for the 
present year. In reports for districts with self-contained special 
education students, projections are made by using a percent of 
population method. The number of SE students is divided by the 
total population to arrive at a yearly percentage. Then the last 
year’s percentage (in Table 2) is used to project the number of SE 
students reported in future projections (Table 3). 
 
With some adaption to local circumstances (for housing starts or 
other land use factors), the cohort-survival method is the most 
accurate for projecting enrollments. In rapidly developing districts, 
the impact of new residential development must be taken into 
account. This is accomplished by using data derived from the 
Center for Urban Policy Research at Rutgers University along 
with Whitehall’s research. In Franklin Township’s case, there is 
sufficient proposed residential development on the planning 
board log to warrant modifying cohort survival projections. 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS: As part of the LRFP process, 
Whitehall Associates, Incorporated of Kinnelon, NJ prepared a 
Demographic Report and Enrollment Projections dated August 
19, 2011 for FTPS. The report is certified for submission to the 
NJ DOE and the author, Dr. Joseph Richardson, is a qualified 
demographer who prepared the report in compliance with the 
administrative code requirements. District enrollment history 
begins with 2005-2006 school year and ends with 2010-2011. 
The targeted 5-Year Enrollment Projection is based upon school 
year 2015-2016. A longer term (10-Year) projection is provided 
for long range planning purposes and is based upon school year 
2020-2021. The report take into account community dynamics 
and may or may not agree with data posted by NJ DOE which do 
not take into account residential development impact. On 
February 16, 2012 Whitehall Associates prepared an UPDATED 
Report that incorporates Oct. 15th 2011 enrollment data. The  
following info is based upon the February 16th 2012 UPDATE. 
 
ENROLLMENT DATA AND PROJECTIONS: 
In studies for NJ DOE, enrollment data, by grade, for the past six 
years is required. A 5-Year enrollment projection is computed by 
cohort survival method as required by law. The resulting 
enrollments are used to help determine the capacity adequacy of  
educational facilities. Birth figures are obtained from the Center 
for Health Statistics, NJ Dept. of Health and Senior Services. 
This report identifies only those special education students 
assigned to self-contained rooms, SCSE students are defined as 
those with 39% or less time in regular classes. Prior to SY2010-
2011, all SE students were reported by classifications and grade 
groupings such as pre-kindergarten (PK), elementary (K-5), 
middle (6-8) and high school (9-12). Now the District’s SCSE 
students are grouped as “Ungraded” or “”UG”.  
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DEMOGRAPHICS & ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS 

 

Whitehall on forms provided by Whitehall using the NJSMART  
Program Type Codes. This method of reporting has the approval 
of the Office of School Facilities at NJDOE. 
  
SPECIAL NOTE CONCERNING LRFP SUBMISSION: 
If the cohort projections, as developed in the NJ Department of 
Education (NJDOE) Long Range Facility Plan (LRFP) electronic 
data sheets, do not fit a particular district, the correct information 
may be entered manually.  Even so there are some cells on the 
worksheets that cannot be modified, such as the birth to 
kindergarten ratio in districts where the birth figures are 
inaccurate.  If a reason exists not to use the birth to kindergarten 
ratios and some other method is used, such as a regression 
analysis of the kindergarten figures, the information may be 
entered manually.  Any modification to the NJDOE worksheets 
will be fully explained in this report.  In some instances there is no 
way to rectify this report with the NJDOE worksheets.  The Office 
of the Chief of Staff - School Facilities of the NJDOE will accept 
this report in its final form if submitted, in its entirety, along with 
the NJDOE worksheets. This report must be submitted with an 
original signature from the demographer or BOE representative. 
 
GENERAL NOTES ON TABLE INFORMATION: 
Franklin Township is continuing to grow in size. With the 
exception of the 1970’s, the township has experienced double 
digit growth in each decade. The enrollment figures are for 
students housed in  district schools and do NOT include out of 
district placements. This is standard reporting format for NJDOE. 
Table 3 is the main table and conforms to NJDOE worksheet. The 
backup data for Table 3 entries are listed in other tables. 
Projections of student enrollment for the next five years predicts a 
7.56% increase (or 586 additional students over next 5 years). 

NOTES ON SOURCE OF ENROLLMENT DATA:  
In NJDOE forms that must be completed by school districts 
applying for State-funded PK programs, enrollment figures are 
required to be obtained form the Application for State School Aid 
(ASSA). Until 1997 it was customary to use the enrollment 
figures from the ASSA for all facilities related demographics. 
That year the form was changed to report special education 
students in “tiers.” Some, if not the majority, of tier students are 
in “pull-out” programs and occupy seats in regular classrooms 
except for the time they were receiving additional help.   
 
The classification of tiers was changed in 2009 to grade 
groupings. In either case, the students are not counted in the 
enrollment figures of any particular grade. Since seats must be 
provided for students in their regular grade, the ASSA cannot be 
used for accurate student population projections where facility 
planning is concerned. The Fall Survey Report did not change 
and continued to identify only those special education students 
in self-contained classes. Full-time students with Individualized 
Education Plan (IEP) are counted in the grade totals in the Fall 
Survey Report.  By eliminating the Fall Survey Report, NJ DOE 
now officially computes student enrollments from NJSMART 
information using the Program Type Codes.  This was done to 
standardize reporting and make it simpler for the NJDOE to 
prepare reports needed by Federal, State, and local entities. A 
considerable number of districts have made errors in submitting 
NJSMART data which has caused the NJDOE 2010-11 and 
2011-12 enrollment figures (as reported on the web) to be 
unreliable. Various offices at NJDOE are well aware of this and 
are working to eliminate any reporting errors by districts. To 
prepare the demographic report for your district, the October 15, 
2010 and October 15, 2011 enrollment figures were submitted to  



DEMOGRAPHICS 

Franklin Township is a suburban community covering 46.77 square 
miles in Somerset County, New Jersey. It is located approximately 
fifteen miles west of New York City. The school district is in District 
Factor Group GH. The Board of Education maintains nine schools in 
its PK-12 district and maintains Its main offices and administrative 
functions in the Middlebush Administrative Building located at 1755 
Amwell Road in Franklin Township. 
 
MUNICIPAL POPULATION TRENDS: 
The municipal population trends listed for Franklin Township show 
growth between the decades from 1930 to 2010.  As the information 
reveals, the district was stable and mostly comprised of historical 
settlements and farm lands prior to 1940. The largest percentage of 
growth took place in the 1950’s and 1960’s with population 
increases of over 106 percent and 53 percent respectively. This 
reflects the time when housing development took off with the return 
of war veterans and the start of the baby boom generation.  
 
Since that time, Franklin Township has grown steadily and with the 
exception of the 1970’s, the region has continued to experience 
double digit growth in each decade from 1960 to 2010.  Based on 
the known list of residential projects on the planning board roster for 
future implementation, Franklin Township is expected to keep 
growing in its total population size. Land remains available for 
further development, although the growth pace has slowed with the 
community’s active efforts to preserve open space for parkland and 
to manage its growth pattern. Residential development projects 
slated for implementation in this decade, however, will keep student 
enrollment growth continuing. The construction of new residences 
and residential turnovers will result in new students entering the 
school system at elementary level and  at other grade levels as well.  
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MUNICIPAL POPULATION TRENDS 
FRANKLIN TWP. LAND AREA = 46.77 Sq. Mi. 

YEAR POPULATION INCREASE % INCREASE 

1930 6,039     
    260 4.31% 

1940 6,299     
    3,302 52.42% 

1950 9,601     
    10,257 106.83% 

1960 19,858     
    10,531 53.03% 

1970 30,389     
    969 3.19% 

1980 31,358     
    11,422 36.42% 

1990 42,780     
    8,123 18.99% 

2000 50,903     
    11,397 22.39% 

2010 62,300 
    

  
SOURCE:  U.S. Census Bureau 

  



PRE-SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 

PRE-KINDERGARTEN (PK) ENROLLMENT & UNIVERSE: 
As of June 13, 2008, the NJDOE promulgated N.J.A.C. 6A-13A 
which established the ground rules for state funded pre-school 
programs. One factor involved is pre-school program scope and 
whether PK services are offered to 3-year olds and 4-year olds 
(Universal Districts) or just 4-year olds (Targeted District) and how to 
determine the “universe” of the PK population. According to the 
definitions in paragraph 1.2, the “Universe” of eligible 3 and 4 year 
old children means all three and four-year-old general education 
children eligible pursuant to the School Funding Reform Act (P.L. 
2007, c.260) in a district providing a universal or targeted pre-school 
program. The NJDOE Data Center combines the pre-kindergarten 
figures and lists them as PK.  This approach differs from what was 
previously estimated by demographers as a maximum number that 
could be expected to be enrolled based upon live birth cohorts. 
 
The District’s PK data is shown for “universal and targeted districts” 
as well as based upon historical data. The PK 3-year olds and PK 4-
year old calculations are designed to be in line with forms required 
by the NJDOE Office of School Facilities and may or may not agree 
with reporting practices from the NJDOE Office of Pre-School 
Education. PK universe calculations required by NJDOE Pre-School 
Education involves the District Factor Group (GH) and % of free 
and reduced lunches. In targeted districts (such as Franklin Twp) 
the PK figure is calculated as the 1st Grade universe times 2 and 
times the % of free and reduced lunches for a Targeted District PK 
Universe of 455.  The District’s cohort-survival projections for PK is 
based upon actual PK enrollments as of the 2010-2011 school year 
and is projected to be 346 PK in school year 2015-2016.  
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TABLE 1 
PRE-SCHOOL UNIVERSE 

CALCULATION 
 

Table 1 shows Franklin Township’s Pre-School Student 
Enrollment History for the past six years  

and presents a 5-Year Projection.  
 

District Factor Group: GH 
Universal District Calculation = 1st Grade x 2 = 1280 

 
Targeted District Calculation = 1st Grade x 2 x % of 

free and reduced lunches K-12 = 640 x 2 x 37.12% = 475 
 

(based on PK calculations required by NJDOE Pre-School Office) 
 

Total Number of free & reduced lunches K-12 = 2879 
District Percent of free & reduced lunches = 37.12% 

  

School Year         PK Enrollment   
ACTUAL PK ENROLLMENT HISTORY 

2005-06                259 PK  
2006-07                322 PK 
2007-08                356 PK 
2008-09                338 PK 
2009-10                322 PK 
2010-11                276 PK 
2011-12                244 PK   

PROJECTED PK ENROLLMENTS 
(based on cohort survival calculations as of 2010-11 school year) 

2012-13                323 PK 
2013-14                303 PK 
2014-15                313 PK 
2015-16                313 PK 
2016-17                313 PK 
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TABLE 2 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT HISTORY BY GRADE GROUPINGS 

Franklin Township Public Schools Births 

 School  5 Yrs. 
Pre-K - 4 5-6 7-8 9-12 Special District 

 Year  Ago Education Total 

 2005-06  835 2928 1039 1075 1872 264 7178 

 2006-07  935 3132 1056 995 1925 165 7273 

 2007-08  918 3271 1046 1009 2029 187 7542 

 2008-09  926 3337 1014 1014 2003 249 7617 

 2009-10  913 3459 1079 1004 1990 257 7789 

 2010-11  928 3448 1151 1006 1987 273 7865 

Table 2 student enrollment data is taken from the Fall Survey Report provided by the District Administration to the NJDOE and 
to Whitehall Associates directly. These figures  include only students housed in district schools and do NOT include out-of-district 
placements. This Cohort-Survival Method is standard and fully acceptable by the NJDOE and is required by law as the source of 
district enrollments. Birth figures were obtained from the Center for Health Statistics of the NJ Department of Health and Senior 
Services (NJDOH) as standard and as required by law in calculating demographic projections. 

 (Oct 15th 2011)     2011-12        972      3320      1122      1037    1986      290      7755 
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TABLE 2 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT HISTORY BY GRADE LEVEL 

Franklin Township Public Schools – 2011-12 Report 
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TABLE 3 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS (5-Year & 10-Year) 

Franklin Township Public Schools by Grade Groupings 

Table 3 Notes:  
1. Births in projected years were calculated by a regression analysis. Students in those years have not yet been born or reported to date. 
2. Births shown for school years 2013-14 and 2014-15 are provisional. 
3. Projection figures used in elementary years from 2017-18 to 2021-22 are of low confidence since these children have not been born. 
4. Calculations are carried to eight decimal places and totals may vary by one or two students if added manually.  

 SCHOOL 

BIRTHS 
5 YEARS 

Pre-K - 4 5-6 7-8 9-12 UNGRADED DISTRICT 
 YEAR AGO Spec. Ed. TOTAL 

 2012-13  1028 3499 1147 1025 2038 299 8008 

 2013-14  983 3485 1190 1070 2028 302 8076 

 2014-15  917 3515 1198 1093 2070 306 8183 

 2015-16  950 3517 1180 1135 2117 309 8258 

 2016-17  950 3533 1203 1142 2126 311 8315 

 2017-18  950 3481 1256 1125 2220 314 8397 

 2018-19  950 3460 1294 1147 2239 316 8457 

 2019-20  950 3482 1222 1198 2268 317 8487 

 2020-21  950 3482 1201 1233 2292 319 8527 

 2021-22  950 3482 1222 1165 2339 319 8527 
LRFP 5-Year PROJECTION 

 2016-17  950 3533 1203 1142 2126 311 8315 
Development Impact +107 + 36 + 33 + 64 +9 +250 

2016-17 TOTAL 3641 1239 1176 2190 320 8565 
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TABLE 3 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS (5-Year & 10-Year) 

Franklin Township Public Schools by Grade Level 
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TABLE 4-1   RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IMPACT 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Table 4 shows the impact of 
both planned and approved 
residential development in 
the district. The name of 
development, type, number 
of units, number of bedrooms 
and remarks provided by Mr.  
Mark Healey, PP / AICP 
Director of Planning and 
Zoning for Franklin Twp.  
 
The cohort survival method 
assumes the same rate of 
growth during the period data 
and period of projection.  
 
Since the projected 5-Year 
increase in pupil population 
(based on cohort survival) is 
500 and the full development 
impact in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 
is 837, then the net impact of 
300 additional students is 
shown on the line labeled 
Net Development Impact in 
Table 3.  If there had been a 
projected decrease or no 
increase at all in student 
population, then the entire 
Table 4 impact would have 
been considered and shown 
on the Table 3 line labeled 
Net Development Impact. 

DEVELOPMENT TYPE 0F NUMBER OF TOTAL K-12 REMARKS 
UNIT UNITS BEDRMS STUDENTS 

 Parkside Family multi-family 5+ units - rent 4 1 1  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 10 2 7  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 56 3 98  COAH - affordable 
 Summerfields single family detached 66 3 38   
  single family detached 134 4 122   
  multi-family 2-4 units 60 3 48   
  multi-family 5+ units - own 40 3 19   
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 84 1 6   
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 336 2 109   
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 14 3 14   
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 26 1 8  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 78 2 53  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 12 3 21  COAH - affordable 

 Somerset Grand (aka 
Laduree) 

multi-family 5+ units - rent 154 1 11   

  multi-family 5+ units - rent 145 2 47   
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 27 3 26   
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 11 1 4  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 35 2 24  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 12 3 21  COAH - affordable 
 Leewood - 1st Phase multi-family 2-4 units 4 2 2   
  multi-family 5+ units - own 2 2 0   
  multi-family 5+ units - own 14 3 7   
  multi-family 5+ units - own 16 2 11  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - own 4 3 7  COAH - affordable 
      PAGE TOTAL 702   
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TABLE 4-2   RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IMPACT  
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the full impact of both planned and approved residential development with the Grand Total projected at 837 additional 
students and the Net Impact  shown to be 337 in Table 3. Usually the Net Development Impact is added to the LAST YEAR of 5-Year enrollment 
projections and is used for planning new facilities. It is understood, however, that throughout the period of projection, additional student can arrive and 
impact the school system at any time. There is no competent way to determine how many and when students will be added in any particular year.  

DEVELOPMENT TYPE 0F NUMBER OF TOTAL K-12 REMARKS 
UNIT UNITS BEDRMS STUDENTS 

 Somerset Douglas multi-family 2-4 units 72 2 33  Construction Halted - site 
  multi-family 5+ units - own 34 2 4  unoccupied 
  multi-family 5+ units - own 8 2 5  COAH - affordable 
 Lakeside at Franklin single family detached 20 3-4 14  Approved  
 Florez Townhouses single family attached 4 2 1  Approved in 2007 - not built   multi-family 5+ units - own 19 2 2 
  multi-family 5+ units - own 5 2 3  COAH - affordable 
 Leewood - Phases 2 & 3 multi-family 5+ units - own 21 2 3  Prelim plan approved   multi-family 5+ units - own 25 3 12 
  multi-family 5+ units - own 20 2 14  COAH - affordable 
  multi-family 5+ units - own 25 3 44  COAH - affordable 
 Franklin II Associates multi-family 5+ units - own 70      Use variance granted 2006 - 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 164      uncertain future 
  multi-family 5+ units - rent 42      COAH - affordable 
 Kings Row Homes multi-family 5+ units - own 25      Uncertain Future 
 Penrose multi-family 5+ units - rent 50      Potential Development - COAH 
 Leewood - Future Phases multi-family 5+ units - own 34       
  multi-family 5+ units - own 38      COAH - affordable 
 Spring Hill Senior            Age Restricted 
 Future build-out of multi-family 5+ units - rent 200+      Extended build-out  Renaissance Development Area   

PAGE TOTAL 135 

GRAND TOTAL 837 
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Table 5 shows PROJECTED ENROLLMENT BY SCHOOL, BY GRADE FOR 2016-167 The ratio of students was taken from the October 15, 
2011 data supplied by the District and applied to the District-wide projections. This method is required by the NJDOE for LRFP approval.  

TABLE 5 
ENROLLMENT BY DISTRICT SCHOOLS:  2011-12 vs. 2016-17 

 
OCTOBER 15, 2011 ENROLLMENT, BY SCHOOL, BY GRADE 
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Data shows actual counts by grade and by school for the District ‘s October 15, 2011 Enrollment Submission to the Fall Survey Report.  

OCTOBER 15TH DISTRICT ENROLLMENT – 2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 
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Data shows actual counts by grade and by school for the District ‘s October 15, 2010 Enrollment Submission to the Fall Survey Report.  

OCTOBER 15TH DISTRICT ENROLLMENT – 2010 
Franklin Township Public Schools 
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Note:   Data shows actual counts by grade and by school for the District ‘s June 2011 Year End Enrollment .  

YEAR END ENROLLMENT BREAKDOWN – JUNE 2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 
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SCHOOL  ENROLLMENT HISTORY 2005-2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Data shows actual enrollment counts by school for the  past six years of October 15th submissions to the Fall Survey Report. 
 

*NOTE: Sudden drop in FP enrollment and sudden spike in EA enrollment is due to spot re-districting of students to balance school size 
with classrooms available. The spot redistricting  was implemented and coordinated with the start of school in September 2010.  

Franklin Park ES & Annex*  Elizabeth Avenue ES* 
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SCHOOL  ENROLLMENT HISTORY 2005-2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Data shows actual enrollment counts by school for the  past six years of October 15th submissions to the Fall Survey Report.  

Hillcrest ES Pine Grove Manor ES 
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SCHOOL  ENROLLMENT HISTORY 2005-2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Data shows actual enrollment counts by school for the  past six years of October 15th submissions to the Fall Survey Report.  

MacAfee ES Conerly Road ES 
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SCHOOL  ENROLLMENT HISTORY 2005-2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Data shows actual enrollment counts by school for the  past six years of October 15th submissions to the Fall Survey Report.  

Sampson G. Smith Gr. 5-6 Franklin MS (Gr. 7-8) 
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SCHOOL  ENROLLMENT HISTORY 2005-2011 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

Data shows actual enrollment counts by school for the  past six years of October 15th submissions to the Fall Survey Report.  

Franklin High School 9-12 
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DEMOGRAPHICS - SUMMARY IMPACT 
Franklin Township Public Schools 

CONTINUED GROWTH IN FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP 
Historical data shows steady enrollment increases over the past five 
years in district schools including elementary. Enrollment projections 
show ongoing future increases in all District Schools over the next five 
years due to increases in birth rates, cohort survival rates, and the 
projected impact of planned development in the Township. 
 

Projected Growth Rate in next 5 years: 
•340 new PK-4 ES students   
•130 new 5-6 IES/MS (with proposed split of 5th to ES & 6th to MS) 
•140 new 7-8 MS students 
•200 new 9-12 HS students 
TOTAL = 810 PK-12 Net Growth over 5 years (plus 70-90 O of D) 
 
ENROLLMENT HISTORY & PLANNING  
For the past ten years, the municipality has grown by almost 12,000 
residents from 50,900 to 62,300 in 2010. There are 837 new housing 
unit applications approved or pending at the Planning Board, poised for 
new construction which is projected to yield +/-250 school age children 
in next five years (with more to come). Township size will increase in 
the future and will impact the total number of PK-12 students requiring 
public school access for a steady stream of new students to the district.  
 

FTPS’s previous 5-year history shows a growth of 700 students from 
7,170 to 7,865. This growth already has been absorbed by PK-8 grades 
without any new construction providing extra space other than 4 PK 
classes at Franklin Park (opened in fall 2011). This means alternative 
spaces have been pressed into service, class sizes have increased, 
specialty rooms (music and computer labs) have been converted into 
CRs, and SGI classes have clustered programs so that two or three 
groups share the same space.  With more students on the way, FTPS 
needs to begin planning for new construction or acquiring a building for 
conversion into a school. Planning a program of facility expansion and 
improvements must begin soon to avoid any adverse impact associated 
with overcrowding, large size classes, and loss of program services. 
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FTPS past history of rising enrollments is projected to continue over the next 
five to ten years. This means additional CR space will have to be added to 
district schools or a new  school brought online to absorb the projected growth 
and to meet program needs associated with changes in 21st century learning. 



ENROLLMENT FORECASTING 
FTPS is now approaching 8,000  PK-12 in-district students.  The 2016-17 5-Year 
Planning Projection with development impact is 8,565 PK-12 looking to the 
10-Year long-range forecast the district is expected to grow to 8,750 PK-12. 
 

    FUTURE 2021-22 2016-17    VS. PAST 06/11 PAST 10/10 
    PK-4 3600 3641 3448 3503 
    5-6 1250 1239 1151 1156 
    7-8 1200 1175 1006   993 
    9-12 2400 2190 1987 2018 
    UG (SE)    300   320    273   186 
    TOTAL 8750 8565       vs. 7865 7857 
 

On average, the District  has between 530 to 600 students per grade level and 
projections show  700+ new students will enter the system by Year 2016-17: 
300 to 400 new PK-4; 100-200 new 5-6;  100-200 new 7-8;  200-300 new 9-12   
 

Because grade re-configuration is an educational adequacy issue being reviewed 
and evaluated by FTPS, it is important to view these projections in a manner 
conducive to planning for the preferred reconfiguration grouping as follows:  
**400 to 500 new PK-5 seats*;  200 to 300 new 6-8 seats*;  200-300 HS seats 
 

District children with Special Needs are also increasing in number which affects 
enrollment in PK SE classes (full & half-day) and in self-contained SE classes at 
the ES, MS, and HS.  Currently there are 197 Special Needs and 45 alternative 
students being educated out-of-district due to lack of available classrooms 
and program support. More dedicated space is needed to address SE needs in 
house. NOTE: Out-of-district placement involves higher transportation/program 
fees compared with in-district offerings so adding permanent SE space in district 
can help reduce annual cost expenditures . Target is to bring back 50-70 SE out-
of-district placements with the construction/allocation of new SE CR spaces.  
 

The ten year span from 2000 to 2010 has witnessed significant demographic 
changes in the student body make-up. Today FTPS educates a sizable number 
of bilingual students along with pupils requiring special education resources for 
basic skills remediation, self-contained SE classes, academic intervention 
programs, and small group instruction (pull-out Speech, ESL, OT/PT). These SE 
factors need to be accounted for in the planning process for new facilities. 

DEMOGRAPHICS - SUMMARY IMPACT 
Franklin Township Public Schools 
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Since 1998 District has constructed two new schools Including  the 
PK-4 ES at Franklin Park (capacity range of 900-1100)  and the 2005 
Franklin HS (capacity range of  2000-2200 students). Growth has 
continued and will require new expansion plans being formulated. 
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DESIGNING SCHOOLS FOR A CHANGING FUTURE 

RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL FACILITY ISSUES Part II - 01 

IMPACT OF 21ST CENTURY LEARNING ON PK-12 SCHOOLS 
A recent article in Ascent magazine (Summer 2011) summarized some 
of the leading concepts involved in planning and building schools to 
support a new generation’s cognitive skills. Perkins + Will K12 Leader 
Patrick Glenn reviewed some challenges and issues facing designers 
as school districts seek to expand and/or renovate their older stock of 
buildings to accommodate a new generation of learners. It is important 
to “re-think and re-imagine” school design principles since students 
today are more agile, mobile, and can process information at a more 
rapid pace than their parents’ (and possibly their teachers’) generation.  
 
To provide a successful environment for evolving skills, school facilities 
must increase their flexibility, adaptability, and ability to accommodate  
various-sized groups performing a wide range of activities. There is a 
need to support more small group work and facilitate the delivery of an 
integrated curriculum which emphasizes collaboration and hands on 
explorations. These requirements must be blended with other growing 
challenges, such as issues of sustainability, resource conservation, 
changing demographics, and limits imposed by short-range and long-
term budgets. In general schools have not kept pace with technological 
advancements and teaching-style changes that support differentiated 
learning and a more project-based curriculum. There is a growing need 
to create “intimate learning environments” that breakdown the 
sameness of most learning spaces and create opportunities to deliver 
modalities dedicated to specific curricula within a larger school campus. 
 
Focus on Collaboration & Small Learning Communities: Today 
students collaborate with fellow students, work in small groups, and 
access content through differentiated learning styles. Instead of 
segregating subjects into different classes, subjects are being merged 
into projects which stimulate students to work in teams and individually 
to perform the research needed to accomplish multiple assignments. 
This teaching approach has proven more engaging and fruitful since 
students inherently retain more of the project’s learning aspects and the 
peer to peer interactions deepen both understanding and application. 

Classroom activities today are different compared to more traditional 
lecture and assignment approach of the past. As a result, learning 
spaces must offer a variety of group settings. There remains a need for 
lecture-style classrooms, but not all at the same size. There is a need for 
project breakout spaces to accommodate the working styles of 6 to 8 
students at a time and the need for one-on-one tutorial areas. This variety 
means schools must have open spaces to flexibly accommodate these 
settings and an adaptable infrastructure to support changes over time. 
Maintaining a 200 foot long, double-sided corridor with flanking 850sf 
classrooms is becoming extinct due to its rigidity and lack of adaptability. 
Today schools require smaller group-learning spaces integrated into the 
social life of the facility and campus. Classroom and wing designs need to 
include more transparency, utilize operable partitions or roll-up sectional 
doors to open up spaces quickly or subdivide them into smaller rooms. 
Outdoor courtyards should be used to complement and enhance learning 
communities, thereby adding unique resources for environmental studies. 
 
Focus on Flexible Design & Specialized Environments: Larger size 
schools and campuses are establishing small group learning opportunities 
within the larger institution. Large comprehensive schools use planning 
ideas to break down the overwhelming scale and social expectations a  
student endures during a normal school day. This concept suggests taking 
a large school (such as a HS of 2,400 students) and organizing a set of 
instructional spaces into learning clusters. These smaller units may house 
up to 600 students and would streamline day-to-day activities to reduce  
engaged areas to a more compact and less overwhelming scale. Shared 
spaces such as the media center, gymnasium, performing arts center, and 
cafeteria can be organized around a central campus region. Kitchens can 
incorporate project-based learning through adjacent culinary arts CRs and 
lab areas. Enhancing a learning cluster’s independence also suggests 
creating a smaller media center and using the space saved to provide 
dedicated “learning centers” that would support specialization and delivery 
of a cluster’s respective focus. Distributing administration, counselors, and 
teacher-planning areas throughout the cluster also allows adults to be 
more dispersed thereby increasing staff-to-student interactions. 



DESIGNING SCHOOLS FOR A CHANGING FUTURE 

RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL FACILITY ISSUES Part II - 02 

Design strategies that integrate smaller size, specialized learning 
communities help to create schools that are collaborative-based and 
student-focused, rather than perpetuate past generation designs that 
were more teacher-focused. Today teachers are becoming guides to 
skill acquisition rather than a one-way lecturer and deliverer of facts. To  
help in this endeavor, technology must be embraced and integrated. 
 
Focus on Technology-enriched Environments: Using advanced, 
portable and ubiquitous technology helps to drive school planning 
forward. Students growing up today have never been without a 
computer, the internet or even iPods. Incorporating infrastructure to 
help students use laptops, netbooks, smart boards, and other digital-
presentation devices will enhance the learning process and provide 
comfortable environments for discovery and project work. Incorporating 
technology seamlessly through a wireless network is critical to a 21st 
century school’s mission. Providing resources for blogging, tweeting, 
and internet research will allow students to have fingertip access to 
project-related information in real time and upon demand. Technology 
can provide devices that facilitate “the teachable moment”, an inherent 
characteristic of a well-prepared learning environment. 
 
Focus on Sustainable Design & 3-D Learning: Sustainable design 
concepts, widely known as “green design” are playing a big social and 
environmental role in school design. This approach impacts not only 
learning outcomes, but also recruiting and retaining highly-qualified 
teachers and administrators. Sustainable design features increase a 
school’s attractiveness to new families or to students assigned a new 
attendance boundary. Student benefit tremendously from green design. 
Research data has demonstrated that sustainable environments are 
often healthy, well-lit, and able to generate better student performances 
in addition to providing long-term operational savings. The most popular 
techniques are becoming standards in the industry including the use of 
passive solar orientation, abundant daylight in classrooms, and water 
conservation strategies. Studies show students perform better in math 
and reading especially when they are receive direct daylighting. 

Optimizing a building's orientation is an important design strategy which  
generates beneficial results. Positioning the building to capture indirect 
north daylight provides the best option for gaining the benefits of natural 
daylight in classrooms without generating heat in the late spring and 
early fall months. Providing windows on the southern exposure allows 
indoor spaces to take advantage of sunlight during winter months, and 
can work well in other months if overhangs and sunshades are properly 
integrated to control and shade summer sun. Providing minimal window 
openings on the east and west facades will help to control transitional 
temperature swings, glare, and heat buildup throughout the day. 
 
Using the building as a 3-D textbook for lessons can be seamlessly 
integrated with sustainable techniques such as demonstrating how 
rainwater can be collected for use in site irrigation and showing how 
monitoring devices (such as infrared sensors) can help reduce water 
waste and excessive lighting. Other important design strategies can 
focus on performance by maximizing use of high-efficiency mechanical 
units and filtering indoor air to improve its quality – which in turn helps 
lower student and staff absenteeism and increases focus and attention. 
Specifying materials with high levels of recycled content and locally 
harvested within the site’s 500 mile radius contribute to environmental 
stewardship  and can lower costs while raising eco-awareness.   
 
Focus on Budget Management:  School budgets are tighter than ever 
and most districts are experiencing operational and maintenance (O+M) 
budget cuts. This can include everything from cutting back on supplies 
to the necessity of laying off personnel. Financial constraints on the 
O+M side sometimes creates confusion when communities seek to 
fund capital programs that address both new construction and capital 
repairs. In response, districts must figure out ways to do more with less. 
In general funding sources encourage renovating existing school 
buildings rather than building new ones, which trigger more staff and 
teachers. Capital repairs such as roof and window replacements, chiller 
and boiler upgrades, and fixture updates are becoming  more common 
as part of a referendum plan to improve district-wide operations. 



DESIGNING SCHOOLS FOR A CHANGING FUTURE 

RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL FACILITY ISSUES Part II - 03 

There is a lot of capital renewal “backlog need” in most districts. 
This includes taking existing schools designed from the 1950s, 1960s 
or 1970s and bringing them up to current standards of performance and 
operations. Some renewal projects are quite straightforward while 
others involve comprehensive change-in-use renovations, especially if 
older buildings have antiquated features that make them less flexible.  It 
is not uncommon to take a layout limited by rigid departmental structure 
and redesign it for more integrated small learning communities which 
distribute media resources and SGI support. In general, substantial 
dollars can be saved through renewal efforts that update older schools, 
especially those with the added value of a neighborhood heritage or 
optimal location. Renovating old schools to give them a new lease on 
life can unify a community and enhance civic pride as education is 
improved across a district and opportunities provided for advancement 
and skill acquisition suitable for meeting 21st century global challenges. 
 
Focus on Efficiency & Delivery Methods: To help deliver high 
performance schools, there are a variety of construction-delivery 
models employed in the United States. The traditional design-bid-
build method is the primary project delivery method used in NJ. 
This approach can be enhanced if qualitative factors (such as the 
analysis of contractor qualifications and experience) are added into 
the mix in addition to reviewing bid prices. In other states, a 
Construction Manager at Risk model is becoming the preferred 
method of delivery for many districts. Allowing the construction 
manager to participate in the design process creates several 
benefits including a deep understanding of client’s expectations 
from the beginning to the end. Too often it becomes difficult for 
contractors to support field-made design decisions because they 
are excluded from early discussions and are often unaware of the 
key priorities of a project development. Understanding the design 
from the start better allows for adjustments and suitable options in 
construction methods, materials, and schedules to be put forth and 
considered in alignment with project goals and objectives.  

Current budget constraints have added an impetus to explore options 
and examine ways to re-think construction to save money and time. 
High costs associated with transportation and construction require 
smart planning and research to mitigate expenses. Understanding how 
new manufacturing techniques and materials can best be used to lower 
costs is advantageous for designers facing limited financial means and 
short construction schedules. An integrated construction method such 
as the use of precast concrete structural panels can provide significant 
benefits when used effectively. The panel approach can provide good 
thermal mass performance and offer a faster erection schedule. It can 
be designed to support flexible spaces, produce repetitive components 
in a cost-effective way, and yield a high fire-resistance rating with a 
maintenance-free durable finish. It is especially important in schools to 
provide high-quality durability with low M+O needs due to the wear and 
tear of school kids and limited funds available for repairs. It is also 
important to design systems to control moisture and improve energy 
efficiency. New nanotechnology-enabled coatings and insulation 
applications can help enhance thermal protection and performance. 
 
School design can involve exploring alternative options that seek to  
respond to local conditions. Some districts prefer creating parity across 
their community through the use of prototypical designs or “sister” 
school models. Design prototypes can be used to erect multiple schools 
or wings to accommodate rapid enrollment increases. Off-site modular 
construction can improve quality by fabricating parts under controlled 
production measures. This quality is evident when students and parents 
see the rapid enclosure of a building and its durability once occupied. 
Schools must change in many ways to accommodate new generations 
of learners, and designers must be ready to lead this change in 
planning 21st century facilities. Airports, hospitals and research centers 
have significantly changed their appearance, operations and  security 
measures in the past decades, yet school design has stayed rooted in 
1950s style planning. Change is necessary and essential to support the 
learning needs and cognitive principles behind 21st century schools and  
to be integrated into our global society, schools must  evolve over time. 



EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN EDUCATION   

•New level of mastery required for NJ HS graduation 

•3 years science, 2 years world language, APs  

•2 years Visual Performing Arts, Workplace readiness, Tech skills 

•Special Education, ESL, IEP, BSI, CST, OT/PT, ICS, RC 
 

•Emphasis on strong foundation of basic skills 

•Problem solving, critical thinking, ability to synthesize 

•Gathering, evaluating (and discriminating) information 

•Effective Communications, self-starting, acquiring tech skills 
 

•Use of self knowledge, self motivation, self esteem 

•Emotional intelligence & ability to work with others 

•World awareness, CNN/iPod immediacy, global connections 

•24/7 connected, media savvy, Facebook / social networking  

21st c. Focus on acquiring new 
skills  for Global Workforce & 
ways to remain competitive in an 
evolving, global marketplace 

Incorporating Next Generation  
Hi-Tech Attitude, Aptitude, Skills 
plus Online Access & Immediacy 
to increase opportunities & 
advancement for all students 

20th c. Focus on  increasing HS 
graduation requirements & 
achieving new levels of mastery; 
growing awareness of special needs 
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•The One-Room Schoolhouse;  Recognized role for Public Education in a Democracy 
 

•Age Grading & Elementary Model; Emergence of the Comprehensive High School 
 

•Schools Grow in Size Factory Model; Emergence of the Junior High School; larger is better 
 

•The Middle School & Turning Points;  Benefits of smaller units of organization; smaller is better 
 

•Smaller Schools & Grade Pairings; High Tech High with collaborative, project-based learning 

1770 

1850 

1910 

1965-1989 

1996-2008 



TRENDS IMPACTING SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT 

•Personalizing HS, SLC, units of 300 & 600 within larger multiples  

•Block Scheduling, integrated curriculum, mentors & advisors 
 

•Team Concept MS, expertise in adolescents 

•Subject Relevancy & real-life connections 

•Site-based decisions & empowerment  
 

•Multiple Intelligences, Gender differences 

•Collaborative and Project-based Learning 
 

•24/7 multi-media services / on-line support  

•Group/Self-discovery, creativity, social Interactions 

•Sustainability, High Performance, Active Learning 
 

•Flexibility, Spaciousness, Adaptability, Responsiveness to Differentiated 

Learning, Community-Centered, Multipurpose, Resource-Sharing, 

Assembly, Performance-based, Art Everywhere, Learning Centers & 

Project Areas, Technology-enriched, Exploratory labs, Hands-on research, 

STEM (science, technology, engineering & mathematics), High Performance Green 

Turning 
Points MS 

Brain Based 
Learning 

Live Event 
Learning 

Breaking  
Ranks HS 
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Specialized 
Features  

&  Focused 
Developments 
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RESEARCH ON SCHOOL & CLASS SIZE 

 

Researchers found that school size has a stronger relationship with 
learning in high schools with lower socio-economic students and 
high concentrations of minorities. In these schools, learning falls off 
rapidly when the school they attend becomes larger than the optimal 
range. In answer to the query, does a reduced school size really “cause” 
students to learn more? There is now data-driven, documentary 
evidence that school size acts as a facilitating or debilitating factor for 
organizational forms or practices that, in turn, promote student learning.  
 
In the Lee and Smith’s article, High School Size: Which Works Best 
and for Whom? (EE&PA, Vol. 19, No.3, pp.219-220), the authors posed 
theories about 3 school size factors. One factor focused on curriculum’s  
impact. It was assumed that increasing school size would make it easier 
to offer specialized HS curriculum, which in turn would allow schools to 
differentiate what their students learn and better respond to individual 
needs and interests. What they found, however, was that while smaller 
schools are more likely to offer a basic core curriculum that governs the 
majority of its students (regardless of their needs, abilities and 
aspirations) the core curriculum actually serves most students well even 
as it focuses on meeting common needs rather individual needs. Lee 
and Smith’s statistical findings showed strong gains in mathematics and 
reading at small high schools sized at 600 to 900 (and up to 1200) while 
the HS offered a basic core curriculum with little differentiation. The lack 
of offerings did not have the assumed limiting effect, instead the overall 
small HS size and strongly articulated curriculum created an “inclusive” 
atmosphere that served the majority of students well.  
 
A second factor focused on social relations within school settings. 
Here the findings clearly favored the small sized high schools. It was 
documented that social relations between students, school members, 
teachers, and administrators are likely to be more collegial, frequent, and 
personalized in small schools. A third factor focused on high school 
size’s particularized impact on disadvantaged students.  Lee and 
Smith demonstrated that HS size has its most statistically-significant 
impact on the achievement levels attained by disadvantaged students.  

RESEARCH ON SCHOOL SIZE & CLASS SIZE MODELS 
As part of the LRFP process, FTPS needs to review its available 
facilities and assess its ability to meet educational objectives while 
responding to changes in NJ core curriculum standards. These efforts 
include evaluating different reform strategies such as the applicability of 
grade reconfiguration, reduction in class sizes, establishment of new 
programs and changes in teaching methodologies.  
 
The following information provides an overview of current research on 
school size, class size, model schools, grade configuration and the 
corresponding impact that may affect student academic performance 
and achievement. This information is presented to provide background 
data on some of the current educational trends and critical thinking on 
how to improve learning environments for 21st century use. 
  
SCHOOL SIZE RESEARCH 
In regards to school size, the research is clear and consistent. Within 
certain limits, small schools, both elementary and secondary, are 
associated with higher student performance.  In a landmark study 
by Lee and Smith (Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis, vol. 
19, no. 3) statistical results show how achievement in reading and 
mathematics is associated with the size school students attended. The 
study did not draw direct causal links between specific numbers and HS 
achievement nor did it measure how much more students learn in 
smaller size settings, however, data show that school size acts as a 
facilitating or debilitating factor for other organizational practices.  
 
The Lee and Smith results suggest that the “optimal” high school size 
defined in terms of learning effectiveness should enroll between 600 
and 900 students. Schools sized between 900 and 1,200 students fare 
second best.  In schools smaller than 600, students learn less rather 
than more, and in large, urban high schools, especially those over 
2,400 students, students learn considerably less.   
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RESEARCH ON HIGH SCHOOL SIZE 

 

The National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) in 
partnership with Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 
produced a seminal report in 1996 calling for the reform of High Schools.   
Breaking Ranks: Changing an American Institution declared that 
high schools as they now exist are too large, impersonal, and rigid.  The 
report declared that “high schools must break into units of no more than 
600 students so that teachers and students can get to know each other 
better.” Similar conclusions regarding school size have been reached for 
middle and elementary schools.  Positive effects for disadvantaged and 
minority students were also observed on the ES and MS levels.  Small 
schools tend to be associated with higher student achievement.   
 
A 1994 ERIC Digest review by Craig Howley concluded: “Research 
generally points to a negative relationship between school or district size 
and student achievement.  When all else is held equal (particularly 
community or socio-economic status), comparisons of schools and 
districts based on differences in enrollment generally favor smaller units.” 
 
A series of studies have found that small elementary schools benefit 
disadvantaged students the most (by weakening the negative influence 
of background characteristics)…The positive effects of small school size 
on attitudes and satisfaction, extracurricular participation, attachment to 
school, and attendance have been confirmed by decades of research 
findings (Fowler, 1992). But researchers continue to investigate the 
unique influence of school and district size on student achievement.  The 
results have generally pointed to a strong negative relationship between 
size and academic achievement. All else held equal, small schools have 
evident advantages for achievement, at least among disadvantaged 
students (Friedkin and Necochea, 1988; Huang and Howley, 1993).  
 
Concisely stated, students in low-SES communities perform much better 
in small schools, whereas students in high-SES communities perform 
only somewhat better in large-size comprehensive schools. Research 
suggests that larger-sized schools should be broken down into 
smaller units of organization to help improve student achievement .  

HIGH SCHOOL SIZE IMPACT 
Districts with numerous minority or low-income pupils should be keenly 
aware that teaching in smaller size units significantly improves what 
students actually learn. While empirical research on school size is not 
particularly numerous, the Lee and Smith research is consistent with 
earlier studies that provide strong evidence that students learn more 
and have statistical results on state tests in smaller schools.   
 
Researchers Lee and Smith were “struck” by the consistency in data 
that recommended a High School “Unit Size” of about 600 students. 
This figure has been supported by researchers and scholars over the 
years.  Earlier authors argued for high schools of much smaller size as 
being optimal. James Bryant Conant in his influential (1959) book on 
the American HS indicated that a graduating class of 100-150 should 
be sufficient to implement his  recommended curriculum.  
 
John Goodlad, in A Place Called School, said, “The burden of proof, it 
appears to me, is on large size.  Indeed, I would not want to face the 
challenge of justifying a senior high of more than 500 to 600 students 
(unless I were willing to place arguments for a strong football team 
ahead of arguments for a good school, which I am not).”  
 
Theodore Sizer, the founder of the Coalition for Essential Schools, 
wrote in Horace’s Compromise that keeping the structure of a school 
“simple and flexible” is one of the five “imperatives for better schools.” 
This approach includes teaching students in small class sizes as well.   
 
While a HS of 600 today is considered small, the data suggested that 
schools sized 900 to 1200 are also beneficial since those fared second 
best. Very small schools under 600 students had students learn less 
rather than more, and large, urban high schools with over 2,400 had 
students score very poorly on achievement tests and had other markers 
that indicate student learn considerably less than there counterparts at 
smaller size schools. These statistical findings have been reviewed and 
acted upon by the National Association of Secondary School Principals. 
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RESEARCH ON SCHOOL SIZE GUIDELINES 

 

Berliner and Biddle (1995) conclude their book The Manufactured 
Crisis, Myths, Fraud, and the Attack on America’s Schools with the 
following thoughts on the subject of school size. “The general moral of 
our argument should now be clear.  Whether students are poor or rich, 
white or black, average or brilliant, it is easier to teach—and students 
have richer lives—in medium sized schools.  Large schools discourage 
high rates of student participation in school activities; students and 
teachers have difficulty identifying with the culture of the school; and 
students’ bonding with classmates and with the school itself is reduced.  
As a result, student achievement suffers.  Those who design schools of 
tomorrow need to consider this moral seriously and be prepared to resist 
arguments for larger and larger schools.  And districts that are presently 
stuck with large school buildings should seriously consider plans for 
creating smaller units within those schools.”  
 
CLASS SIZE & QUALITY EDUCATION ISSUES: 
The New Jersey Supreme Court researched issues of class size and 
quality education in regards to helping disadvantaged students achieve 
success equal to the rest of the students in the state. The court reviewed 
several studies that documented the beneficial impact of small class size 
on student achievement, including the Future of Children: Critical 
Issues for Children and Youth by F. Mosteller (1995 Fall), which is the 
landmark Tennessee study on class size in early grades. As a result NJ 
published guidelines on target class sizes and funds class size reduction. 
 
In 1997, the Education Law Center, a private corporation supporting the 
rights of disadvantaged children, sponsored a publication identifying 
services needed to supplement regular public education for the poor.  
Entitled Wiping Out Disadvantages, it responded to NJ Supreme 
Court’s explicit instructions to identify those programmatic elements, 
which can supplement and meet the needs of disadvantaged students. 
The ELC’s investigations revealed that there are several supplemental 
programs that have general consensus among educators as being most 
effective in improving academic performance. The report recommended 
the following criteria for educational reform and program development for 
all children and in particular for disadvantaged children. 

SCHOOL SIZE GUIDELINES 
Research is inconclusive on establishing the exact size parameters for 
an ideal or model “school size” covering grades PK to 12. Based upon 
surveys and research, the Council for Educational Facility Planners 
International recommended Target School  Model Sizes as follows:  
 

• PK-5 Elementary  = 300 to 500 preferred; 600 cap consideration 
• 6-8 Middle School = 500 to 750 preferred; 1000 cap consideration 
• 9-12 High School = 800 to 1200 preferred; 1600 cap consideration  
Units of Organization = 150, 250, 300, 400, and 600 maximum 
 

It is widely regarded that in schools sized smaller than this range, 
students are exposed to fewer opportunities for enrichment or support 
programs and teachers have fewer resources, thus resulting in lower 
achievement. In addition higher administrative and facility costs may be 
associated with operating small-sized schools thereby diverting higher 
percentage of available funds away from educational expenses and into 
overhead costs, which would make schools less effective and  efficient.  
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL SIZE IMPACT 
The Carnegie Foundation issued a highly influential 1989 report on the 
needs of middle school students called Turning Points which 
advocated for middle school reform. Its primary recommendation is “to 
create small communities for learning at the middle school level.”   
 
The recent studies and conclusions promoting smaller size schools 
runs counter to pervasive planning trends that developed in the period 
1950-1980 when school district consolidated, especially those in rural 
areas, on the premise that larger schools are more cost efficient to 
operate. Because of this notion, consolidations of small high schools 
were encouraged to create the “comprehensive high school.. It has 
taken many decades of thinking and research to refute this pervasive 
tenet. William Fowler in a 1992 paper presented to the American 
Educational Research Association noted, “It may be useful to 
remember that it took the better part of a half a century to make schools 
larger.  If the next half-century devotes itself to making schools smaller, 
the existing evidence suggests it will be an effort well spent .” 
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RESEARCH ON CLASS SIZE GUIDELINES 

 

CLASS SIZE IMPACT ON FACILITY PLANNING 
The implementation of intervention programs including the wide range of 
small group instruction activities associated with BSI, ESL, Speech, etc, 
along with youth and family intervention services, extended school day 
and year “care” programs, and strategies to encourage parent 
participation all require that additional support spaces are established 
within the school to accommodate hosting these programs.  
 
The supplemental programs cited in NJDOE guidelines are pertinent to 
what is advocated and delivered in Franklin Township Public Schools. 
The LRFP process assumes that quality learning environments and 
related special activity areas are needed at each FTPS school site. 
There is NO advocacy for transporting students between school sites on 
a scheduled basis to supplement basic instruction or accommodate core 
programs because of budget constraints. Isolating programs and limiting 
access are known to negatively impact student learning due to the loss 
of opportunity, loss of teaching time caused by transportation breaks, 
and loss of focus caused by disrupting the student’s schedule.  
 
TRENDS & INFLUENCES ON CLASS SIZE:  
As school enrollment has increased over the past decade, FTPS has felt 
the pressure to increase class sizes and has worked hard to keep class 
sizes small. It is evident, however, sizes are growing in core academic 
courses and at several grade levels depending upon availability of class 
space. At the HS requirements for graduation have increased average 
class size in several departments and it is not unusual to see HS class 
size range from 20 to 30 pupils with an average of 25-28 pupils in 
humanity courses. It has been documented that large class size cuts into 
quality interaction time with teachers and adds distraction and discipline 
problems. The state-supported policy of including SE students into the 
general population (wherever possible) also contributes to larger class 
sizes and increases demands on teachers’ time.  The aim in planning 
new facilities for FTPS is to keep class size averages close to 
meeting the NJ DOE target FES guidelines of PK at 15, K-3 at 21, 
Gr.4-8 at 23, and Gr. 9-12 at 24 as recommended for use state-wide. 

GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
Education Law Center research on supplemental programs impacting 
achievement helped to inform the NJ DOE Guidelines on (FES) Facility 
Efficiency Standards pertaining to Class Size Goals as follows: 
 

NJ DOE RECOMMENDED CLASS SIZE GUIDELINES 
•Provide full-day or half-day Pre-K programs for special needs children 
ages 3 & 4 (target size of 15 PK students per class section); 
•Provide small class size for students in Kindergarten through 3rd 

(Facility Efficiency Standards (FES) size of 21 K-3 students per class); 
•Provide small class size of students in grades 4th through 8th  

(FES target size of 23 Grade 4-8 students per class); 
•Provide small class size of students in grades 9th through 12th  

(FES target size of 24 Grade 9-12 students per class); 
 

SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAM GUIDELINES:  
•Provide school-based youth and family services plus socialization and 
security intervention programs to create safe schools; 
•Encourage parent education and parent participation in schools and in  
classrooms; provide academic-enrichment after-school programs;  
•Extend the school day and year, including provision of summer school;  
•Offer bilingual or English As A Second Language (ESL) programs in 
addition to BSI, enrichment, speech and other pull-out SGI programs; 
•Provide early intervention research-based instructional programs such 
as “Success For All” or equivalent for reading and math curriculum; 
•Provide alternative education programs on the HS/secondary level 
including School-to-Career and School-to-College transition programs. 
 

The recommended supplemental programs form the basis for targeting 
educational reform in NJ and significantly impact school facility design. 
Supplemental programs and small-size classes require more classroom 
space than a “factory model” design to accommodate large group 
activities. Implementing full-day programs for Pre-K SE, SC SE 
students and small group instruction will require additional space 
being dedicated to these classes not less. Similarly implementing a 
program of reduced class sizes likewise adds to the total number of 
available classrooms needed for each grade level impacted. 



CLASSROOM FEATURES 
 

Flexible & Spacious 
Amply-sized for the # of students 

 
Well-prepared Environment  

with built-in storage provisions 
Age Appropriate & Clustered 

for Resource Sharing 
 

Ergonomically Designed  
& Flexibly Furnished 
Natural Daylighting  
Natural Ventilation 

 
Automatic Controls 
Specialized Lighting 

Thermal Controlled HVAC 
 

Special attention to 
 Indoor Air Quality 
CR/Lab Acoustics 

Technology Support 
 

Easy to Clean & Maintain 
Easy to Secure 

Barrier-free Accessible 

FLEXIBLE & SPACIOUS CLASSROOMS 
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RESPONSIVE & ADAPTABLE CLASSROOMS 

Hi-Tech  classroom with 
raised floor provides an 
air displacement system 
that allows for a clean, 
quiet, energy efficient 
distribution of thermal 
comfort along with  
distributing power access 
everywhere in the room. 
Flexible infrastructure is 
responsive and supports 
change and adaptability -  
allowing the classroom to 
accommodate different 
layouts, functions, and 
group sizes over time.  
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RESEARCH ON DISTRICT GRADE CONFIGURATION 

 

Beginning in 1910, junior high schools with grades 7-9 began to appear 
because it was believed that boys and girls entering puberty needed 
programs that were “between” elementary and secondary. These junior 
high students were no longer children, but neither were they young 
adults.  Researchers have concluded, however, that most junior high 
schools became popular not for educational reasons, but to relieve a 
district’s overcrowding.  It is interesting to note that this organization was 
called a “junior” high school and indeed, many of these schools became 
junior images of high schools with departments, courses, clubs, mascots, 
cheerleaders, athletics, and all the rest. A turning point occurred In 
1960s-1980s, when the concept of grade 6-8 “middle school” emerged, 
primarily out of dissatisfaction with failings of large “junior” high schools, 
and partly because children began entering puberty a year earlier than at 
the turn of the century.  Hence, most middle schools are now organized 
with Grades 6-8, although some 5-8 or 7-8 also exist. Consistently the 
high school level operate as a traditional Grade 9-12 four-year structure. 
 
There has been some pairing of years at the HS level with 9-10 and 11-
12 structures and some large size HSs have separated out their first 
year unit as a “freshman house”. While there are no documented findings 
showing specific benefits of these HS structures, the configuration calls 
for a focus on skill acquisition, language arts, writing, researching, and 
problem solving in the first two years, while the last two years focus on 
skill application and  intensive study of literature, world cultures, science 
and math. Under any configuration,  the main efforts of secondary level 
reform is based upon creating smaller units of organization of 400- 
600 to individualize the learning experience and promote diversity.  
 
One reason why alternate HS grade configurations have not been 
effective is due to the difficulty in implementing any separation in athletic 
programs and co-curricular functions. The influence of co-curricular 
activities (primarily associated with athletics and performing arts) and its 
dominance in a community is why average class size and overall school 
size are considered critical factors in evaluating HS performance.   

DISTRICT GRADE CONFIGURATION: 
Is there an optimal district-wide configured grade organization 
associated with higher student achievement? Truthfully, the answer is 
no. There is no single district configuration recognized as the one best 
system. Research can make a case for applying several, common 
grade configurations found in American schools today.   
 
Generally, the most successful American schools are organized on a 
three tier system: an elementary program (commonly PK-2, PK-4, 
PK-5, or PK-6), a middle/intermediate program (commonly 5-8, 6-8, or 
7-8), and a secondary program (commonly 9-12). There is a paucity of  
studies researching the effects of grade configuration.  No single grade 
organization format has consistently been shown to result in superior 
student achievement or social adjustment.  Recent studies, however, 
have focused on the benefits of a two tier system (PK-8 and 9-12) in 
districts with disadvantaged students especially if school sizes remain 
small. There are few quantified research results supporting this two tier 
structure, but reducing transitions may benefit students. For the most 
part, districts are left to make decisions on grade structure based upon 
local, historic preferences, facility resources available, or recognized 
success of a particular educational unit such as a 6-8 MS program. 
  
Initially, schools were organized without grade structure.  The one room 
schoolhouse is held in nostalgic esteem.  As schools grew larger, new 
management patterns were required to administer them.  In 1848 
Boston’s Quincy Grammar School began age grading, considered an 
innovation of that era.  While educational rationales were developed for 
different age groupings, it was essentially a management tool for 
administering larger schools.  Initially it was a two tier system with 
eight years of elementary school and four years of secondary school.  
Different organizations of elementary schools appeared as size and 
local conditions warranted. Uncharacteristically stable, the community’s 
association with a 4-year high school organization (Grades 9-12) and 
its construction as an architectural monument with elements of civic 
pride and identification attached have persevered over the decades.  
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RESEARCH ON MIDDLE SCHOOL MODEL 

 

•Empower teachers and administrators to make local decisions about the 
experiences of adolescent students through creative control by teachers over 
instructional programs, which link greater responsibilities to student 
performances and greater autonomy within the sub-schools or houses. Empower 
teachers to create environments tailored to enhance the intellectual and 
emotional development of the students in their team. 
•Re-engage families in the adolescent’s education by giving families 
meaningful roles in school governance, communications, and home learning. 
•Connect adolescents with communities, which together share resources and 
responsibility for students’ success through identifying and providing service 
opportunities, establishing partnerships and collaborations, and using community 
services to enrich the instructional program. 
 

Recent studies show that “turning point” concepts benefit not only 
younger adolescents (grades 6-8), but also its approach can improve the 
learning environment of older adolescents (grades 9-12). There is renewed 
interest in increasing team teaching opportunities and integrating 
curriculum in all schools. A good MS program is identified by how well it 
supports the healthy growth of its students. While schools hold high expectations 
for academic achievement, educators must ensure that the programs offered are 
appropriate to the learners. Team Teaching is intended to provide a sense of 
“family” within the larger school community and eliminate teacher isolation. 
Instructional subjects are linked to integrate learning experiences and to help 
students see how the material relates to real life. Achievement is geared toward 
activities that help students relate to their out-of-school lives and to finding 
solutions to real problems. Additional classes in such diverse areas as art, 
music, technology, drama, world languages, business and career offerings all 
provide opportunities for students to learn new skills, develop interests, and 
identify aptitudes. There is an emphasis on active learning with teachers 
employing different strategies such as group projects, individual research, 
problem solving and cooperative learning activities, field trips, demonstrations, 
and utilization of community and primary resources. Programs are intended to 
engage students and help them acquire a balanced set of fundamental skills and 
essential knowledge, while developing positive attitudes about responsibility. 
Research studies support the effectiveness of the “team concept” in improving 
academic achievement and social development. The challenge stems from 
entrenched, “traditional department models”, which resist change and 
impede the shift toward interactive and integrated curricula. Barriers must 
give way to “collaborative” teaching and learning efforts. 

“TEAM CONCEPT” MODEL FOR MIDDLE SCHOOLS  
TURNING POINTS  PROGRAM FOR YOUNG ADOLESCENTS: 
The “Team Concept” originally grew out of curriculum development 
aimed at the improving educational services for young adolescents 
(primarily Grades 6-8 or 7-8). In 1989, the influential publication 
“Turning Points – Preparing American Youth for the 21st Century” 
was issued by the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development. The 
report noted that adolescents face significant turning points at this time 
of life characterized by growth and change. With adolescence, youth 
enter a period of trial and error during which many experiment with 
(acceptable and unacceptable) social behaviors on their path to 
adulthood. Freed from the dependency of childhood, young people 
often feel a sense of isolation and vulnerability while being surrounded 
by equally confused peers. There is great desire to belong to a group, 
to establish an identity, and to start making their own decisions. Young 
people today face unprecedented choices and pressures. Additional 
guidance is needed in order to offer attractive opportunities for 
youth to choose a path toward a productive and fulfilling life. The 
Turning Points report recommended the following objectives as the 
basis for an effective “team” approach with integrated curriculum”: 
 

•Create small communities for learning where stable, close, mutually 
respectful relationships with adults and peers are fundamental for intellectual 
development and personal growth. Create schools-within-schools where 
students and staff are grouped into smaller size units of teams and advisors. 
•Instill an integrated curriculum approach to core academics rather than 
isolated subjects that resulting in students literate in math, science, technology 
and the arts. Teach students how to think critically and promote values for 
responsible citizenship in a pluralistic society. 
•Ensure success for all by  inclusion and eliminating the sole use of tracking  
by achievement tests and instead promoting cooperative learning, flexibility in 
instruction and adequate resources (time, facilities, equipment, and materials).  
•Staff schools with teachers who are expert at teaching adolescents and 
who have prepared for this assignment with experience in MS Grades.  
•Improve academic performance by fostering good health and fitness of 
adolescents by providing access to health care and counseling. 
 



6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOLS 

Grade 6-8 MS 
Features 

 
MS Age Grouping targets 

Impact of emerging adolescence 
 

Programs are geared to  meeting 
the specific educational,  

social and  developmental 
needs of 11-14 year olds 

  
Smaller, specialized 

communities for  collaborative 
hands on learning in  teams 
are clustered and supported 

throughout the school 
 

Greater connection and 
 outreach to community  partners 
mentors, and real world relevancy 

outside of the school 
 

Teacher Partnering,  
Academic Team Clusters,  

Integrated Curriculum 
Theme & Career Explorations 

Project-based Applications 
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RESEARCH ON QUALITY EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 
COMMUNITY-CENTERED SCHOOLS 

 

Part II – Design Principles of Community Schools: 
A community school operates differently from a traditional school. Every community 
school is unique, yet taken altogether they share several broad visionary goals. There are 
three conditions that are fundamental to the design and vision of community schools. 
First, learning is envisioned as a life-long process. Second, design must accept that the 
programs are always changing. Third, realization that resources are limited and therefore 
must be shared. Five design principles fundamental to 21st c. learning include: 
•Community school shall enhance student achievement by accommodating the needs of 
all learners. Learning is not age restricted and shall fully embrace life-long learners. 
•Community school shall enhance its neighborhood and serve as centers of community by 
providing a broad array of social services in addition to educational programs. 
•Community school design must result from a planning process that involves and engages 
all stakeholders and keeps them involved as community needs evolve over time. 
•Community school shall consider health, safety and security as fundamental objectives. 
•Community school shall make effective use of all available resources in the area 
including the use of off-site resources. Community school shall plan for flexibility and 
adaptability in its layout and infrastructure to meet continuously changing needs.  
  
Part III – Design Strategies for  Planning Community Schools: 
There is no single way to implement design strategies for community schools. 
The one commonality is that the design since it is communal in nature and 
involves more than just traditional educational issues is going to be innovative 
and it will not “look or function like any other”. The design will be unique and 
responsive to the site and its neighborhood context. 
  
EXTENDED SCHEDULE & HOURS OF OPERATION:  Community Schools are open 
before, during and after school hours. They typically are open seven (7) days per week 
and open all year long. The building does not follow typical school hours or the 
typical school calendar. Instead its extended use requires a different treatment of 
entrances, security, lighting, placement of offices, maintenance cycles, storage, etc. 
  
EXTENDED MANAGEMENT:  Community Schools are typically operated jointly through 
varying partnerships between the school board and one or more community service 
organizations. This relationship requires a lot of planning effort and time to implement. 
  
EXTENDED PROGRAMS GEARED TOWARDS LIFELONG LEARNING:   Community 
Schools are oriented to both student and family learning. The teaming up of community 
services with educational programs opens up new channels of learning. It extends  
the age range of the recipient or user of the building from the youngest early childhood or 
pre-school child up through K-12 and out beyond to parents and senior citizens. This 
orientation requires providing a variety of differently scaled and detailed spaces. 
  
EXTENDED SERVICES GEARED TOWARD COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:  Community 
Schools are inclusive in their  variety and range of social services they facilitate and offer. 

PLANNING A COMMUNITY SCHOOL: 
The planning process for a community school differs from the traditional 
school-based planning effort. The planning process is more complex. It 
requires a greater number and variety of participants and has more obstacles 
to surmount, more objections to respond to, and more inertia to overcome. 
There are three general areas of requirements that must be met to oversee a 
successful community school planning process. The US Department of 
Education published Schools as Centers of Community: A Citizen’s Guide for 
Planning and Design, which can be summarized as follows. 
  
Part I – The Challenge of Community Schools: 
The concept is to build neighborhood schools with smaller class sizes and 
located close to where people live. The challenge is to balance the needs of a 
school building with the needs of the community in order to develop 
opportunities for better neighborhoods and more livable communities. The 
need to renovate, expand or replace educational facilities presents an 
opportunity for citizens, educators and planners to take a broader view of what 
constitutes an effective and appropriate learning environment. A Community 
School Program is characterized by its change in response to changing 
societal needs. Program development is part of a continuous evaluative 
process seeking out new ways to achieve common goals, while carefully 
reviewing the results of activities and needs of neighborhoods.  
   
A “Community School” is defined as a place where services and opportunities come 
together leading to improved learning, stronger families and healthier communities. 
  
A “Community School” is defined as a social hub where enduring relationships develop 
and are supported among educators, families, community volunteers, business leaders, 
health, social and youth development organizations. 
  
A “Community School” is defined as a concept where traditional educational isolation is 
transformed into a partnership effort striving for excellence, high-caliber instruction, and 
the shared use of a community’s assets as the basis for life-long learning. 
 
Over the years there has been a quiet revolution in classroom design. Planners 
acknowledge the need for a wide variety of CR configurations to facilitate 
collaborative problem solving, personalization, and differentiated modalities 
The fundamental paradigm shift is an understanding that education is best if it 
is viewed as a life-long learning process where the school facility is central to  
the learning of a community. A school to be vital must be thought as accessible 
seven days a week, all year long, and to everyone residing in the community. 



Community School  
Features 

 
Extended schedule and  

hours of operation 
 

Extended management  
with emphasis  on  
Shared Services  &  

Time-shared Flexibility 
 

Extended programs  
geared toward  all ages & 
community involvement 

 
Family support &  

Intervention Services 
 

Youth Development 
& Youth Programs 

 
Recreational activities 

& Community Summer Use  
 

Neighborhood Stabilization 
& Economic Revitalization 

 
Community based  media 

 center & assembly venues 

COMMUNITY-CENTERED SCHOOLS 
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RESEARCH ON AGING INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

Buildings older than 75 years are considered to have served their life 
expectancy and may have outlasted their usefulness as educational 
facilities. These buildings are considered prime candidates for alternative 
educational uses, for sale and development, or for recycling into a new 
function. These “rules of thumb” guidelines are based upon meeting 
the needs of a changing educational system and upon considering 
the high cost and long-term economic impact of renovations. Aging 
school facilities and the high cost of renovations are significant national 
problems receiving attention at the federal as well as state levels. This 
situation is causing many communities to take a hard look at the type of 
educational facilities it will plan and provide for in the next century.   
  
Focus on Educational Adequacy: There are many issues to consider 
when deciding whether to renovate or replace a school or building wing. 
These issues include a facility’s ability to meet the needs of students, 
faculty, and technology changes. While much of the educational debate 
focuses on designing new schools approximately 98% of the nation’s 
schools are in place and not educationally adequate for the 21st century.  
 
Educational adequacy is the degree to which a school’s facilities 
can support its instructional mission and methods; it is an 
essential, but often overlooked, element in long range planning and 
in preparing existing facilities for new program initiatives. The 
functional life span of a typical school is generally 50 years; therefore, 
theoretically 2% of the nation’s aging school portfolio should be replaced 
each year. This is not occurring in NJ for economic reasons. Districts are 
struggling to infuse new technology and supplemental programs by  
upgrading existing spaces.  When renovating a school, two important 
questions must be asked: What can be done in a fiscally responsible way 
to bring the school into a standard of adequacy that meets educational 
and instructional needs? And what educational changes need to be done 
via new construction versus interior renovations? It must be recognized 
that is not enough to be structurally sound; schools must also 
fulfill  their teaching mission or else students will be underserved.  

IMPACT OF THE AGE OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS: 
An important planning criteria to consider is to review the age of 
buildings in relationship to their planned LRFP cost of renovations, 
repairs and replacement work needed to upgrade the facility.  
 
The following planning criteria are based upon public school data 
collected by American School & University organization. Nation-wide, 
schools built over 50 to 70 years ago are considered by national 
standards “to have fulfilled their life expectancy” and served their 
communities well, since the cost to renovate and upgrade these 
facilities often does not meet the value offered by new construction. The 
one exception to this general guideline pertains to school buildings built 
80 to 100 years ago which may in fact provide a sound infrastructure 
shell that can be successfully gutted and rehabilitated as a sustainable, 
high performance school. 
 
The general standard for renovation viability  is to consider renovating 
buildings that are 20 to 45 years old. These buildings are considered  
“young enough” to be readily upgraded and retrofitted to meet today’s 
standards in education. For buildings that are 50 to 65 years old, 
districts should consider renovating these buildings only after careful  
evaluation of the structure’s net worth and the community’s net gain. 
Buildings in this age range will be more costly to upgrade to meet 
current code standards and educational requirements. They may be 
more costly to maintain on an annual basis.  
 
To determine feasibility for renovation investment,  the life expectancy 
of infrastructure components for mechanical and electrical systems 
needs to be calculated and evaluated in terms of life-cycle costs. On a 
national average, buildings over 70 years old are considered past 
their functional prime. The  standard is not to provide costly 
renovations or upgrades them, unless there are special features, 
cost considerations, sustainability benefits, or unusual conditions which 
make the structure unique and of high value to the community.  
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RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY 

 

6. Physical Characteristics: The size, shape and functionality of  
teaching stations. This assessment includes a review of room area, 
room proportions, ceiling height, amount of furniture accommodated, 
presence or absence of natural lighting, etc. Unfortunately, these 
criteria are often too expensive to remedy comprehensively.  

7. Environmental Support: The degree to which learning areas are 
comfortable, well lit, odor free, controllable, & conducive to learning. 

8. Spatial Relationships: The proximity of instructional spaces to core 
facilities. It is generally agreed that dining and recreational areas 
should be offset or remote to reduce distractions and noise, while 
learning resource centers should be centrally located in a core area. 

 
Educational assessments are accomplished by analyzing the criteria 
relevant to school operations and weighting the findings to establish a 
relevant score. A typical weighting factor may be: 15%-core capacity, 
20%-program support, 20%-tech support, 10%-security, 20%-instruction 
aids, 5%-physical characteristics, 5%-environmental support, and 5%-for 
spatial relationships. Educational adequacy is typically measured on a 
scale of 0 to 100 with poor schools measuring less than 35 out of 100 
and adequate schools scoring above 75. During assessments, standards 
are developed and data is collected on a room-by-room survey basis.  A 
comprehensive listing of deficiencies is generated along with repair 
solutions and preliminary ballpark costs. Repair deficiencies are posted 
online in the LRFP as part of the overall building condition assessment . 
 
Challenges to designers include how can we reshape existing schools to 
meet future educational practices and support technological advances? 
Solutions must bridge the gap between current and past products while 
introducing new product technologies that improve classroom instruction. 
It is important to consider how educators shape instructional programs to 
respond to trends in education and to shifting societal norms posed by 
changing demographics. They do this while required to pragmatically re-
use antiquated CR environments from the past. The tug between 
modernizing CRs and supporting other facility needs are at the heart of 
what needs to be weighed and balanced as part of successful LRFP. 

EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY ASSESSMENT 
Educational adequacy criteria include conditions realistically remedied 
as part of renovations as well as those posing difficult challenges to 
overcome. These conditions may include inadequately-sized  teaching 
spaces, lack of plumbing facilities, and undersized core areas. To  
assess educational adequacy, a survey needs to be made of the design 
features and components that fall into the following eight categories. 
 

1. Core Capacity: The ability of core facilities to meet the changing 
needs of the student population. Core facilities include toilet rooms, 
media center, cafeteria, administrative areas, and site or land use. 
It is critical to assess the impact of educational programs offered on 
the CR inventory and utilization rate. It is important to evaluate the 
use and impact of permanent versus temporary structures. 

2. Program Support: A provision of special spaces or classrooms 
that support specific curricula such as music, art, science, 
technology, sports, special education, gifted and talented programs. 
Support for special programs may mean MPR spaces that can 
change over time to meet new needs and enhance flexibility. 

3. Technology Support: The presence of infrastructure, data, power 
distribution equipment, and storage within all learning environments 
(CR’s and labs). This addresses the building’s ability to support 
emerging technology and may include wireless hubs, LAN, cabling, 
MMV distribution, dedicated electrical outlets, flexible projections 
and video display screens.  

4. Supervision and Security: The extent that the school’s physical 
configuration helps or hinders building operations. This includes 
site buffers, landscaping, security fencing, sight lines, glazing, 
lighting, and obstructions in instructional spaces or corridors that 
make supervision difficult. 

5. Instructional Aids: The presence of equipment within teaching 
spaces including teacher storage, student storage, writing and 
tackboard surfaces, sinks, demonstration tables, and fixed AV 
equipment. An assessment of these aids may address surface 
heights, types of finishes, and locations within room. 



MPR / GYM VENUES 
 

Appropriately scaled &  
equipped spaces that support  

Large Group Instruction, 
Physical Education,  

Assemblies, & Athletic Usage 
 

Supportive of  
multiple sports & 

 large scale activities 
 

Large, spacious and 
able to accommodate 
school-wide events, 

community functions 
 

Supportive of large motor 
 skills & physical fitness 

 
Contributing Source of 

Community Pride 
and School Spirit 

 
Preference for use of  
Natural Daylighting,  

Selected School Colors,  
and Acoustical Treatment 

MULTIPURPOSE SPACES | GYMNASIUMS 
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ASSEMBLY FEATURES 
 

Functional & Attractive 
Year-round  performance  
venues for  School  Use 

 and  Community Use 
 

Supportive of school activities 
and community-based 

gatherings, dramas 
 and special events 

 
Special Focus on  

appropriate lighting,  
acoustics, sound system, 

visual sight lines, &  
Barrier-free access  

 
Creative design feature that  

make dramatic use of volumes  
colors and materials 

 
Centrally located with  

Convenient access to lobby  
Entrance & parking 

ASSEMBLY | PERFORMANCE 
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MUSIC & PERFORMANCE ROOMS 

MUSIC, DRAMA & 
PERFORMANCE 

FEATURES 
 

Specialized and spacious 
areas or suites of rooms that 

are supportive of a wide 
range of Music Drama, Dance 

and arts-related programs 
 

Special acoustical  
considerations with focus on 
sound treatment , recording 

and broadcast support 
 

Practice + Performance  
areas that are large scaled 
and flexible that will allow 

changes over time 
 

Dramatic use of lighting and 
creative use of shapes 
materials, high volume 
spaces & infrastructure 

components 
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ART ROOMS 

ART ROOM FEATURES 
 

Flexible space adaptive for 
multiple size groups, project\-

based  learning  & a wide range 
of hands on activities 

 
Designed to inspire  

and to encourage  creativity 
and self-discovery 

 
Creative use of space around 

the school to promote 
active learning  & informal 

lessons which may occur on 
edges of spaces, in corridors,  
& other non-traditional spaces 

 
Abundant use of 

natural daylight along with 
artificial light and spotlights 

 
Plenty of open space with 

movable work surfaces  
movable seat & equipment 

 
Plenty of storage & display 
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ART EVERYWHERE 
CREATIVE USE OF 
SPACE FEATURES 

 
Art can happen anywhere and 
anytime with flexible  widening 

of corridor and alcoves 
 

Supportive of use overlap; 
different  usage over time 

 
Supportive of  display 

gallery focus, SGI/ social 
Interactions, etc. 

 
Designed to inspire and 

stimulate different ways of 
thinking, problem solving, & 

establishing critical  
self-judgment skills 

 
Designed to communicate 

 
Designed with sustainable 

materials that promote healthy 
& attractive environment 

 
Creative use of non-traditional 

spaces around the school 
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COMMONS & SOCIAL AREAS 

USE OF COMMONS 
 

Education occurs everywhere; 
Social interactions are  

vital to growth & development 
 

Supportive of different  uses  
& activities over time 

 
Supportive of  displays, 

multimedia presentations, 
assemblies, performances, 
Large Group Interactions 

 
Designed to inspire and 

stimulate different ways of  
experiencing space and 

responding to stimuli 
 

Designed to promote social 
gatherings, unexpected  

meetings, chance  
conversations 

 
Designed with sustainable 

materials & natural  lighting 
 

Creative use of non-traditional 
spaces offer flexibility  
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RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL TRENDS 
21st Century Learning Center 

 

 
Flexibility and change will be essential features of the 21st c. learning 
centers. The design of structural systems, partition materials and furniture must 
be carefully considered to support reconfigurations over time. Lighting must 
include easy to use controls and  movable task lighting. Space allocated for book 
stacks may be converted into project work areas with soft seating. Recent 
conversions to electronic access has shown that while book-checking visits 
decline, the amount of  online material hits increases and research becomes 
more sophisticated.  Students are doing more of their searches online instead of 
on-site, often during off-hours, and checking out more materials. Areas shall be 
set aside for students to prepare multimedia presentations to demonstrate 
mastery of research projects and show prowess with their computer skills. 
 
The most significant change in space requirements is the potential for new 
and different group activities. Talking will be no longer viewed as making 
noise and forbidden. Library surfaces will require acoustical treatment and sound 
dampening devices applied. Support areas may include alcoves to view movies, 
listen to music, enjoy recorded books and tune into online tutoring sessions with 
simple use of ear buds. Planners shall anticipate the size, location, and 
equipment necessary to host small group studies. Media specialists will focus on 
tasks supporting electronic needs, working with teachers to create Web pages, 
and helping students update their online portfolios. Home-to-school links will 
become fully integrated with homework assignments and reference materials 
posted online and work graded and returned via e-mail.  
 
Electronic applications will transform the old-fashioned library into a high-
tech gateway of information. Media specialists will need skills to instruct others 
on research techniques appropriate to discerning the value and content of 
websites and have the ability to stay on top of new developments, liaison with 
faculty members, and oversee media sharing and computer security.  
 
Many libraries in transition will simply add computers to original furniture 
and will suffer the resulting confusion. Old, oak tables will snarls of computer 
wires are not suitable. Instead library furnishings will need to be replaced and 
layouts revised. New furnishing must support tech usage and provide power 
access for recharging purposes. Wireless hubs and variable lighting shall 
provide 100% coverage and all these changes must be embraced and financially 
supported to allow for the evolution of the library into the information gateway  
and learning center of the future. 

THE LEARNING CENTER OF THE 21ST CENTURY: 
In the past, “library” meant the place where small quantities of people 
had access to large quantities of books.  Webster’ defined it as a place 
in which literary, musical, artistic and reference materials are kept for 
use but not for sale. The supply of written information was limited by the 
physical space available. Books were meant to be preserved and 
occasionally used. In the 20th century, the library changed into the 
media center and become known as a place for research and 
processing multimedia information.  In the 21st century, the library is 
continuing to change and evolve into a technology-enriched, learning 
environment, which has access to an infinite amount of data and 
primary information sources. The Internet and the laptop computer 
have revolutionized the concept of portable information and global 
connections. The computer can simultaneously perform as a typewriter, 
printing press, book, and storage place.  
 
The library of the future will still be a place for learning to read, enjoying 
stories, and processing data, but now its emphasis will switch to the 
hands-on use of hand-held devices anywhere and any time. The new 
learning center will become a social hub for making sense of the world 
and communicating with others. The center will still have access to 
information, except it may be stored digitally on a cloud-base file server 
rather than on a disk or in printed form. Database services will  shift to 
internet websites providing access to an enormous amount of materials 
online. There will be opportunities to transform space consumed by 
shelving into project work areas and academic coaching areas with  
lesson plans electronically customized for every student. Libraries are 
now in a “hybrid” transition phase from books and paper to virtual 
environments. Some of the essential changeover requires re-training of  
staff and a new respect for the power of digital resources. Other 
essentials include providing tech support for 24/7 universal access that 
will open the school to a digitally-connected world that extends far out 
beyond its borders. Many activities in 21st century learning centers will 
shift from directed, individual, research to lively small group 
discussions, collaborations, and project work.  



MEDIA CENTER FEATURES 
 

Supportive use  of Mixed Media 
& Technology with varying group sizes 

 
Time-share opportunities with 
extended day community use; 

Flexible functions & support features 
 

Creative use of movable furniture, 
partitions, and equipment to 

support different learning modalities 
 

Balancing the use of traditional 
media access with new, portable  
Digital Technology  & resources 

 
Collaborative work areas 

 
 Balancing a focus on “high touch”  

and “flexible choice” learning by 
offering opportunities for personalized 

research and small group activities  
 

Creative setting that promotes 
social interactions, storytelling, 

presentations & discussions 

MEDIA CENTER / LEARNING CENTER 
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MIXED MEDIA & PROJECT AREAS 

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING 
 

Supportive of STEM programs 
with integrated curriculum & 

extended time for project work 
 

Hands on group activities,  
independent research & the 

tackling of Real World problems 
 

Maximizes Natural Daylighting  
& Minimizes Energy Consumption 

 
High Performance effectiveness 

 through use of equipment, controls 
& appropriate operating systems; 

Flexible Infrastructure Support 
 

Balances personalized 
use of advanced technology 
with group-oriented activities 

 
Facilitates Supervision; 

Facilitates Flexibility & Change; 
Allows freedom of movement 

& provides ample work surfaces 
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RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL TRENDS 
21st century Technology Integration 

 

Network design will accommodate more users at a faster rate and with 
increased capacity for transmitting VVD. All systems including servers, 
printers, Internet ports, monitors, etc must be integrated into every 
learning environment. Network configuration must be multi-platform that 
shares info regardless of format. Access is 24/7 and dispersed across 
campus. Versatile network will support a wide range of spontaneous 
connections and equipment use. Design is based upon ubiquitous use of 
hand-held personal devices instantly accessing the World Wide Web and 
transmitting VVD data through wireless infrared or cellular signals. With 
all this emphasis on technology, however, comes a corresponding need 
for a relief valve into high touch spaces where people connect face-to-
face. These may include lounge spaces, activity areas, and access or 
views to outdoor gardens, reflecting pools and communal spaces. 
 

Function & Design Aesthetic of Multimedia Tech-Infused Spaces: 
1. Lighting is critical and integral. Design zoned lighting with individual 

controls wherever possible. Employ task lighting throughout. 
2. Proper ergonomics are essential for a computer-based environment. 

Seating and table heights need to be adjusted for computer use. 
3. Create inviting and differentiated spaces for reading and research. 
4. Control sound levels through the use of materials, variation in ceiling 

heights, and layout adjacencies of activity areas. 
5. Use darker-colored floors with more neutral-colored work surfaces. 
6. Include operable windows and employ natural day lighting wherever 

possible, particularly near table seating. 
7. Support the pivotal role and work needs of the librarian in their hybrid 

role of teacher, instructional consultant, resource provider, 
technology manager, security consultant and information concierge. 

8. The key to flexibility is sufficient space PLUS high quality furniture. 
Furniture should be changeable and re-configurable. 

9. Technology as a teaching tool will emphasize the use of knowledge 
rather than retrieval of facts. Teacher is facilitator not gatekeeper. 

10. Teaching strategies will facilitate interdisciplinary instruction, 
cooperative learning, 3D projections and simulations, support for 
multiple intelligences and learning styles, and increased use of 
student projects, online portfolios, SGI, and MM presentations. 

EMPHASIS ON TECHNOLOGY SKILLS:  
Economic trends have impacted schools throughout the nation. In the 
1970’-80’s, the value of a college degree fell and poverty increased. 
High birth rates among minority groups contribute to a growing number 
of “have not” families. On the other hand, the “high-tech boom” has  
increased job opportunities, but only for those graduates conversant in 
technology skills. New technologies create the need for higher skill 
levels, requiring life-long education and retraining for employees. 
The use of technology is seen as a prerequisite to being a productive 
citizen and contributor to society. New graduates need to enter the 
work force well prepared with advanced tech skills. It is forecasted that 
more jobs will be decentralized and based upon off-site, web-based 
connections. These jobs will offer greater mobility for workers across 
industries and professions since job skills will be similar and tech 
advancements readily accessible online. Employers will continue to 
emphasize the need for a solid foundation in basic academic skills, 
problem solving, mathematical and analytical skills, coupled with  
interpersonal skills and leadership ability as the basis for successful job 
careers. The hiring of highly skilled, technically literate and motivated 
employees is seen as a solution to reducing the high costs currently 
associated with supervisory inefficiencies, the time associated with 
retraining, and poor product quality.  
 
The impact of technology on education is limitless since it permits self-
paced, self-directed learning that reaches far beyond what can be 
taught inside a classroom by a single teacher. Technology enables a 
teacher to guide a student to explore and discover answers for 
themselves. The Internet allows students to focus and communicate 
with research teams around the world. Information is retrieved almost 
instantly, which can fascinate and engage students. Technology has 
made experiential learning possible through simulation, modeling,  and 
experimentation. Decades ago, the telephone was the most innovative 
technology around. Early phone use was considered sacred and phone 
time was conserved. Today, the telephone is an extension of one’s 
anatomy and media tech usage is evolving the same way.  



TECH FEATURES 
 

Acknowledging Digital Divide 
& need for Hi-Tech Skills as vital 

 prerequisite to effective workforce 
and societal participation; 

Links to Success & Advancement 
 

Integrating technology  skills 
into all areas of learning & 

subject-matter investigations; 
Allowing Freedom to Explore 

 
Changing from “fixed labs” 

to “fluid, accessible usage”;  
Smaller size, Portable Devices 
Frequent hands-on computer 

use for Group Work & Projects 
Celebrating Hi-Tech Expertise 
Allowing self-paced learning 

Immediate feedback & 
 targeted online lessons 

 
Facilitating Internet Explorations 
Guiding research & discernment  

24/7 Everywhere & Any Time 
Wireless & Flexible  

TECHNOLOGY IN SCHOOLS 
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RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL TRENDS 
21st century Technology Integration 

 

5.     LRFP shall rethink and review electrical needs. Tech experts advocate 
that the National Electrical Code  standards are aligned with actual energy 
usage of computers (Underwriters Laboratory rating of a desktop computer 
may be 3-amps, but actual use may be 1-amp or less).The “over-design” of 
electrical amperage costs money that can be better used to support 
grounding of circuits, avoidance of computer “burps” and data loss, surge 
protection at panels, and a design that avoids harmonic distortions. 

6.     LRFP shall rethink standards for new school construction. Design 
standards can vary greatly, but it is generally agreed that with new 
construction it Is cheaper to  run more conduits now than to open up walls, 
ceilings, and floors later. In general, new school walls are being built out of 
drywall instead of masonry blocks to aid in cost and flexibility.  

7.     LRFP shall integrate technology with  room functions. Tech design 
shall vary throughout the building. Retractable ceiling mounted outlets may 
add flexible, modular design in science or tech ed. labs or production 
studios. Some manufacturers now integrate power poles with structural 
beams and light fixtures, creating the framework for a modular office 
workspace. Some planners use perimeter soffits to run wiring. 

8.     LRFP shall keep technology flexible, simple, easy to access and 
maintain. In general, put electrical and cable conduits and VVD 
connections in multiple walls so teachers can teach from any side. Schools 
shall run cabling through wire management trays located in corridors. Wiring 
is either a high grade of copper wiring or fiber optics to support voice, video, 
data, Internet, satellite feeds, telephone, and local area network.  

9.     LRFP shall consider specialized lighting systems for tech support. 
Classroom lighting is shifting toward indirect (non-glare) lighting or parabolic 
lenses. Buildings have motion sensors to turn off lights in vacated rooms, as 
well as sensors that allow building supervisors to heat and cool only certain 
areas of a building that are in use. Using more efficient electronic ballasts 
andT8 fluorescent lamps can save energy costs in schools.  

10.   LRFP shall consider specialized HVAC systems for tech support. 
HVAC systems shall include air conditioning in all office and CR spaces. 
HVAC systems should be computer-controlled and programmed for efficient 
use, directly integrated with monitors connected to the main chiller and 
boiler equipment. This allows maintenance personnel to better monitor the 
equipment and the overall building performance. Unit ventilators adequately 
adjust temperature, but are inefficient at controlling humidity levels. An air  
displacement systems shall be considered as a design alternative.      

  

FUTURE-PROOFING SCHOOLS  
ENRICHING THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT:  
The following “concepts” shall be considered during the LRFP process: 
 
1. LRFP shall include more small conference and work rooms into the 

design.  These are spaces where students and staff can work on team 
projects together, conducting research, writing reports, and assembling 
presentations. The concept design should reflect a really good copy center 
(with conference rooms, teleconference niches, cameras, Internet access, 
and printing resources).  

2.  LRFP shall advocate a greater use of wireless technology. Running 
wires in an under the floor grid can be a waste of money. It is projected 
that advances in technology within five years will make wireless 
communications viable. Wireless computing provides the least intrusive 
and most flexible method for bringing computers into classrooms and into 
daily lives. Wireless systems such as portable computers are ideal for 
connecting portable classrooms into the campus and for promoting home 
and school connections. Wireless technology does have its drawbacks. 
Wireless systems are now slower, are more subject to interference 
disruptions, and have higher service costs. 

3.  LRFP shall advocate a greater use of smart furniture. Smart furniture 
includes high-tech desks and tables that embed all the connections in the 
furniture itself. A school can plug a computer, an electronic device, and the 
Internet into the desk, which is in turn connected to the central media 
retrieval center. While smart furniture is more expensive, it is less costly 
than cabling the floor and it facilitates innovative changes. The smart 
furniture should lock together and be movable and reconfigured easily. 
Other smart furniture includes smart screens, which magnify a computer 
screen allowing a teacher to use the screen as they would a blackboard. 

4. LRFP shall advocate integrating ergonomic design into classroom 
technology. The layout of screens and other teaching aids must be 
geared towards providing excellent visual sight lines for all students. The 
budget should not limit the number of screens or create a situation forcing 
students in the back to strain to see demonstrations. Computers and ports 
should be placed around the perimeter leaving the center open and 
versatile for group work. Ports should be located near the teacher’s desk 
to enable easy monitoring of student work and away from windows to 
reduce glare problems. 



SPECIALIZED CLASSROOMS 

SPECIALIZED 
CLASSROOM FEATURES 

 
Classroom and Lab 

Environments supported 
by specialized equipment and  

Infrastructure systems 
 

Age appropriate –  with 
special attention directed 

to size of furniture, counter 
heights, wall treatment, etc. 

 
Ergonomically  

designed furnishings 
 

Technology Supportive 
 

Specialized lighting, power,  
Ventilation & HVAC delivery 

 
Washable Surfaces with 

Quality Materials appropriate 
to Heavy Duty Traffic &  

Institutional Use 
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RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL TRENDS 
Support for Science & STEM Instruction     

 

Elementary Instruction: Self-contained science CR should include large sink 
with hot and cold water, located on the perimeter with adjacent counter space, 
computers work space, plus space for supply cart with trays for science supplies 
and materials. Science CR should also include fully equipped teacher 
demonstration station with access to all utilities. 
  
Secondary Instruction: Dedicated science labs should include teacher 
demonstration center with technology connections, utilities, and large sink with 
hot and cold water. Additional sinks (up to four) are useful for student 
investigations and should be located on the perimeter or in islands. Provide 
movable carts with trays for storage and distribution of science supplies and 
materials. Provide flexible student tables for group learning and collaborative 
projects; display areas with manipulative materials accessible to students; wall 
cabinets and shelves for equipment storage, and adequate electrical power, 
distribution, and access to technology equipment.  
  
Laboratories: Safety equipment shall include eyewash, goggles, fire 
extinguisher, cut-off switches, and first aid kit. Layout shall permit barrier-free 
access. Sinks shall be wide and deep with swiveling gooseneck faucets to 
facilitate the use of large containers. Resin sinks and countertops shall resist 
chemical corrosion. Hot and cold water service is required along special traps, 
filters, hoses, and connections to chemical waste systems. Options may include 
a rinse away sink with molded fiberglass tray used with specimens and faucets 
with aerators or serrated nozzles.  
 
Prep Room: Provide a separate preparation room for teacher use and the 
storage of science equipment and materials as needed. Prep rooms are best 
located adjacent to science rooms. Provide adequate ventilation, safety 
equipment, countertop work area, large deep sink, variety of shelving and 
cabinets with secured storage for chemicals. Options may include a glassware 
drying rack, enameled slop sink, and waste receptors.  
 
Science Environment: An optimal science program includes access to natural 
settings in which to study science concepts. These resources include native 
plants on school grounds, garden, green house or lean-to structure with water 
source, storage shed for tool storage, nature trails, educational kiosk or science 
pavilion, weather station on roof, and internet access to world-wide data 
collection and distance-learning opportunities. Every room needs a variety of 
storage cabinets including wall, base, tote-tray units with adjustable shelving,. 

EMPHASIS ON HANDS ON SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATORY SKILLS  
PLANNING FOR SCIENCE INSTRUCTION:  
Inductive inquiry, discovery, deductive laboratory, and field activities 
require specialized facilities, class time, space, and equipment. At the 
elementary level it introduces complex problems in a high interest 
accessible way and at the secondary level, science instruction is so 
specialized and different from humanity classes that it must be taught in 
laboratory settings or rooms dedicated to science demonstrations. 
There is a need to adequately equipped and support these rooms with 
sufficient storage and teacher prep areas. 
 
According to the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) in their 
publication Pathways to Science Standards: 21st Century Practices, 
“Proper facilities are an essential resource for effective science investigation 
and instruction and the first line of defense in providing a safe science 
education environment. No curriculum, system of discipline, or instructional 
strategy can fully overcome the limitations resulting from inadequate facilities. 
All students need concrete experiences with scientific phenomena to 
understand basic science concepts and principles. Time, space, equipment, 
and materials are critical components for promoting sustained inquiry and 
insight.” Science instruction can be delivered through separate labs and 
CR spaces or a combined lab/CR. Class size is an important factor 
since it determines number of workstations that fit.  Guidelines suggest 
a minimum of 45sf /pupil for stand-alone demo CR (1,080sf) and a 
minimum of 60sf/pupil for combined lab/CR (1,440sf). A maximum 
class size of 24 students is recommended by the NSTA. Ceiling heights 
are preferred at 10 feet high and additional space is required for 
teacher prep, science storage, and fume hoods.  
  
Sufficient Class/Lab Space is a key factor in promoting active inquiry, 
collaborative learning, safety, and integrating curriculum, especially 
since 60-70% of instructional time should be devoted to hands-on work. 
 

Elementary Grades 1-5: Target room size of 860-1000sf plus prep space. 
 Secondary Grades 9-12: Target lab room size of 1200-1400 sf plus storage 
and prep of 260-400sf with a preferred max of 24/class. 



SCIENCE LAB FEATURES 
 

Flexible space for lab-based 
 inquiry, use of scientific methods 

 & differentiated learning 
 

Group Project Work with 
Lab Partners, Equipment Use, 

& testing of hypotheses 
 

Supportive of science curriculum  
& collaborative STEM  programs 

 
Equipped with scientific 
 instruments requiring  

additional ventilation, power, 
infrastructure  integration &  

advanced technology  
 

Need for abundant storage,  
Safety Features, 

variety of casework 
& sufficient space for 
lecture & lab activities 

 
Access to Prep Room  

with  utility connections 

SCIENCE LABS 
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EXPLORATORY / STEM LABS 
 
 
 

EXPLORATORY FEATURES 
STEM CURRICULUM 

Hands on engagement & Integrated  
Curriculum approach to Science, 
 Technology, Engineering & Math 

 
Flexible  space that allows a 

range of scientific explorations; 
Supportive of differentiated  

learning modalities;  
Use of Community Partners  

& outside expertise 
 

Supportive of project-based  
Learning, small group work 

& integrated STEM  programs 
 

Equipped with  flexible 
 infrastructure &  utilities,  
ventilation &  advanced  

Wireless Technology 
 

Ample storage & Specialized 
Equipment and work area; 

3-D textbook, Use of extra ceiling 
height to support science 
 experiments & discovery 
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RESEARCH ON HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN SCHOOLS 

 

The use of high performance features such as daylighting have resulted in 
improved productivity and educational outcomes. Statistical data shows reading 
and math scores have improved and class groups benefit from more positive 
moods and sustained focus. Health benefits include less absenteeism and nine 
times less tooth decay (from abundant Vitamin D exposure). In comparison,  
windowless classrooms actually show a negative impact on performance.  
 
Other important sustainable features to consider include the following: 
•Rainwater Harvesting & Water Conservation Features: This design strategy integrates 
water conservation with site irrigation, toilet flushing, water reclamation, and the benefits 
of a teaching tool in math, science, social studies, reading and writing sessions. 
 

• Site-Generated / Renewable Energy Sources: This design strategy considers the use of 
site-generated energy systems such as wind and solar power as a means to reduce peak 
electrical demand. These energy sources are clean, free, renewable, and technology used 
to harvest the energy can be incorporated as a learning tool into Eco-Education program. 
 

• Geo-Thermal Design: This design strategy makes use of deep wells and the thermal 
efficiency of underground soil conditions to provide energy efficient and life-cycle low 
operating costs heating system. 
 

• Eco-Education Program: This design strategy emphasizes the use of sustainable school 
features as teaching tools that are incorporated as Earth-friendly elements into the 
educational program of the entire school (across all the disciplines from social studies, 
math, science, English, world language, fine arts, PE and athletics). There are lessons 
that can be built around design features such as rain water collection, windmill, solar 
panels, daylighting monitors, pond, watering can, organized trails, amphitheatre, organic 
gardens, native plantings, irrigation systems, sun dial, recycled materials & greenhouses. 
 

•Life-cycle Cost Evaluation used in the Selection of Materials, Building Components, 
Equipment, Devices, and Systems: This design strategy employs life-cycle cost 
calculations and comparisons when determining the efficiency and ecological impact of 
the choice of a building component, recycled material, or operational system.   
 

•Indoor Air Quality, Energy Management Controls, and Integrated Systems Design: This 
design strategy establishes high standards for designing environmentally responsive 
indoor air quality, for providing highly sensitive energy management controls, and for 
integrating all systems in a holistic team approach. This strategy recognizes that the 
greatest amount of energy efficiency can be achieved only through an integrated system 
approach that incorporates mutual cooperation between the building owners, users, 
designers, engineers, contractors, and maintenance professionals.  
 

• Non-Toxic Green Operations, Maintenance, and Recycling: This design strategy 
examines the options for responsible non-toxic green operations including low-cost 
maintenance and recycling efforts as part of the life-long operation of the building. 

PLANNING HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN SCHOOLS: 
Schools of the 21st century have an opportunity to utilize the building itself as a 
high performance learning environment, functioning as a 3-D textbook for 
lessons. Research indicates the quality of a building’s design and construction 
affects attitudes, achievement, health, and parental involvement. Good school 
design should reflect the district’s mission and goals. “Green” building design 
refers to a holistic, integrated, and collaborative process that is ecologically 
driven. Its benefits are numerous since it has a triple bottom line of saving 
energy, lowering operating costs, and improving educational outcomes. To be 
truly integrated, sustainable goals need to be identified early in the planning 
process and choices made about materials and systems in a holistic way. From 
the start, sustainable design considers how best to site a building to maximize 
access to solar orientation, prevailing winds, vegetation, and existing features. 
 
Trends in delivering 21st c. educational programs include the following:  
•Teachers are becoming facilitators, learning is by discovery, and there is an increasing 
use of technology, team learning, small group collaboration, and integrated curriculum. 
•Classrooms are becoming learning labs, learning labs are becoming fluid and changing 
with needs, and buildings are becoming better connected with the outdoor environment. 
•The brain research revolution is discovering the importance of the arts in developing 
critical judgment skills and impact of play & co-curricular activities have on development. 
• Important educational trends includes the need for small schools and schools within 
schools. It means planning for future growth, including special education & establishing 
a hierarchy of pubic to private space with a prominent role given to arts and athletics. 
•There is a need for resource-sharing and strong community connections with regional  
partnerships, life-long learning, and provision of social services and school-to-work links. 
•Lessons Learned from the Past: do not ignore nature or overly rely on air conditioning; 
do not depend upon windowless classrooms to save energy; do not design “open” 
environments without due consideration for acoustics, proper lighting, & tech support. 
 
Importance of Daylighting on Building Performance: 
Sustainable design includes strategies to provide daylighting for most of the  
day, minimizing the need for artificial light in classrooms. Daylighting strategies 
recognize the limitations associated with solely relying on perimeter daylighting 
and factor in the benefits associated with roof monitors. Recent studies show 
students attending daylit schools out-performed their peers attending non-daylit 
schools by an average of 4.7%. Attending a daylit facility for multiple years has 
an even greater impact, equating to a 14% average increase in achievement. 
Other benefits of daylighting include increased attendance by 3.5 days/year, 
increased concentration levels and reductions in noise and restlessness. 



HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN SCHOOLS 

GREEN SCHOOL DESIGN 
 

USGBC regulates LEED program and 
has a special set of high 

performance criteria used to 
measure and  encourage the 

construction of Green Schools 
 

Five areas of LEED include 
Water, Materials, Energy, Habitat,  

and Health 
 

Green School design has a special 
focus on creating healthy  school 
environments that are also energy 
efficient & economical to operate 

while also promoting the building as 
a 3-D teaching model 

 
Specialized points are given for 
attention paid to providing good 

acoustics, natural lighting  natural 
ventilation, and water efficient 

infrastructure and site 
 

LEED encourages the use of green 
products, recycled materials & 

renewable resources 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Conservation & 

Re-Use of Water 
On Site is a 

fundamental win-
win strategy that 
saves money and 
natural resources 

Use weather station as a teaching tool 

Specify low-flow & dual-flush 
plumbing fixtures as project standard; 

Regulate water flow with monitors; Add 
sensor devices and modify cleaning 
operations to promote healthy IAQ 

along with water conservation 

Incorporate rainwater collection into an 
integrated site planning approach 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Conserving & 

Re-Using Water  
on all surfaces 

should be a major 
design focus 

Green roofs should be considered especially for applications on low, flat roofs to minimize 
stormwater runoff, re-direct and re-use water for positive purposes and to offer engaging 
opportunities as teaching tool; Green roofs provide  thermally efficient roof designs while 
also providing an attractive amenity and the functionality of an additional outdoor space 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Comprehensive approach 

to Recycling & to the use 
of Recycled Materials and 

the disposal of  
Waste Materials 

Recycling & Recycled Materials are to 
be used everywhere… 

…in classrooms, building envelopes, 
AND recycled at construction jobsites 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 

Conservation Measures 
shall reduce overall 

energy consumption  & 
should be paired with the 

targeted use of  
Alternative,  Renewable 

Sources of Energy 

Operational Strategies should focus on Energy Conservation Measures along 
with use of alternative energy sources such as solar panels for electricity 

…underground geothermal 
systems for heating & cooling 

…and wind turbines for 
electricity and power 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Integrated decision-making 

Includes review of options  
& Life-Cycle Cost Analysis  
as part of the evaluation 

process and dialogue  

High Performance design will review 
options and then consider incremental 
improvements in all building systems. 
HVAC design may begin with review of 
basic Unit Ventilator and then evaluate  
more efficient models such as dual CR 
vertical model as well as considering 
alternatives such as implementing air 
displacement through an underfloor 
system that promotes greater efficiency 

BASIC – stand alone UV unit  
(cheap first costs but inefficient & 
expensive to maintain & operate in the 
long term of building use) 

BETTER – high efficiency vertical HVAC unit 

BEST – underfloor air displacement system 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

 
 

Underfloor air displacement system offers many benefits to green school design. It reduces energy-consumption, fuel costs, 
maintenance costs, and noise generated by overhead forced air systems. Instead it uses natural convection currents to slowly 
and quietly bring clean, conditioned air up from the floor surrounding the occupants. This approach optimizes the thermal 
comfort delivered at point of contact and carries away air-borne  pathogens for a cleaner, healthier indoor air quality. The 
raised floor also increases the room’s flexibility and adaptability by facilitating easy delivery of power everywhere in the room. 
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Traditional  Overhead HVAC using Forced Air Distribution System       Integrated Design Approach Utilizing Under Floor Air Displacement  



HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Environmental  

Education plus 
Habitat Awareness 

& Conservation 
should  be 

integrated into the 
site design  

Outdoor CRs plus 
pavilions and courtyard 

features can provide 
inexpensive  - engaging 
& effective opportunities 

for teaching students 
stewardship lessons 

science principles and 
important environmental 
awareness tenets; the 
space around schools 
can be made highly 
productive & green 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Working in spaces with 

natural materials and  
abundant natural daylight 

is linked to gains in 
 Productivity & Attendance 

plus Educational 
Achievement 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN DESIGN 

Water 
 

Materials 
 

Energy 
 

Habitat 
 

Health 
 
 Indoor Air Quality is 

an important focus 
in public buildings 

especially for those 
serving young 

children & seniors 
Attention to indoor air quality is key 
to healthy habitat & occupant comfort; 
operable windows allow for natural 
ventilation & responsive adjustments 

Underfloor ventilation provides several IAQ 
performance benefits including acoustically 
quiet operations, energy efficient thermal 

comfort  & CO2 monitoring 
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RESEARCH ON NATIONAL MODELS OF EXCELLENCE 

 

Special Education and “Mandate” Changes over the Past 10 Years: 
 Comparing educational services delivered ten years ago to requirements today reveals a 
significant number of “State Mandated” educational programs. These SE programs 
affect school operations since CR space must be assigned to host them. They also affect  
operating budgets since State law requires home districts to pay for and provide services for 
classified special needs students. SE mandates cover a wide range of implementation 
strategies including in-district programs, in-class support, self-contained classes, resource 
supplements, and the use of out-of-district placements for the following services: 
      Self-contained SE Classes for Classified Students In-Class Support  
      Mainstreaming of Identified Students  Child Study Team Offices   
      Basic Skills, Remedial and Supplemental Programs Out-of-District Placement  
      Transportation for Special Education Students\ English as Second Language  
      Resource Center and Resource Programs  IEP for Identified Students 
      Barrier-free Accommodations; Physical Assistance Cognitive Assistance 
 
FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS TO ADDRESS EDUCATIONAL NEEDS & CHANCES:  
LRFP shall target construction and renovations to address following “facility requests”: 
• Support for Curriculum Changes: Educational Clusters for related programs & services. 
• Flexible large group teaching space including facilities for team-teaching, integrated 
curriculum, multimedia presentations, performing arts. 
• Flexible small group teaching space including facilities for seminars, breakout groups, 
conferences, group assignments and research. 
• Special activity improvements where needed to accommodate growth & activities 
• Dedicated facilities for art, music, technology education / STEM labs, upgraded science 
labs and prep areas, upgraded media center, planning rooms, presentation areas, etc. 
• Flexible space for staff and administrative offices including faculty-planning rooms, staff 
development and workrooms, offices, etc. 
• Capital improvement upgrades of classroom space addressing issues of roof replacement, 
acoustics, window operation, HVAC / Boiler replacements, lighting, and storage support. 
• Technology infrastructure upgrades and expanded network in all classrooms & schools. 
Action Steps to Improve Educational Adequacy & Upgrade existing Aging Facilities: 
LRFP shall target capital renewal projects to address following “infrastructure requests”: 
• Renovate targeted school spaces as needed with an emphasis on providing improved 
high-tech media center, updated science labs, & well-equipped CR’s in every school. 
• Upgrade equipment and improve operations of core facilities where needed including the 
multipurpose and flexible use of cafeteria, gym/PE, art, music, applied tech, and sciences. 
• Expand administrative facilities where needed including main office, guidance, CST, 
nurse, academic coaches and departmental offices, and faculty work areas. 
• Expand and upgrade exterior facilities including school and community use of recreation 
and athletic fields, parking, access drive, exterior lighting, security, etc. as needed. 
• Amend 5-year maintenance plan and integrate upcoming capital repair and replacement 
(CRR) work with long range school expansion projects. 
• Consider how best to continue and expand annual maintenance expenditures on roofs, 
windows, doors, HVAC, lighting, field maintenance, toiler rooms and CR renewal work. 

21st c. EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY & MODELS OF EXCELLENCE: 
According to NJDOE all school facilities must accommodate student learning 
and support core curriculum content standards. This basic requirement is the 
starting point and schools must do more than link together teaching stations. 
They must educate, encourage, and develop 21st century skills while igniting a 
desire for life-long learning.  As graduation requirements increase and learning 
methodologies change, the burden of accommodating more material, more test 
requirements, and more mandates becomes overwhelmingly challenging. In 
response, schools need to be creative in the ways they respond and to how 
they inspire students to higher levels of achievement and success. Planning 
new school facilities can help change the paradigm of  what occurs in then. 
Looking at National Models of Excellence can inspire new ways to change. 
 
Increasing HS Graduation Requirements & Changes over the Past 10 Years: 
3 Years of Science                         verses 2 Years of Science 
2 Years of World Language  None 
2 Years of Visual, Performing, & Practical Arts None 
Emphasis on Performance and Skill Demonstration Books & Written Tests 
Emphasis on Real World Application & Acquiring None 
Workplace Readiness and Technology Skills No Tech requirements 
English, Social Studies, Math, & PE  Same requirements 
 

Educational Learning Methodologies & Changes over the Past 10 Years:  
Comparing educational methodologies shows students and teachers have developed a 
different relationship. Teachers now must facilitate, while students focus on acquiring an 
integrated group of skills to demonstrate  application verses acquisition, performance 
verses passive test taking, and hands-on mastery of science and technology resources.  
Teachers guide & assist students          verses Teachers dictate & lecture  
Smaller Class Size with Tech in CR  Large Classes / No Tech 
Students work collaboratively in  SGI  Passive Learning 
Students use studios, &project tables  Sit in rows / fixed seats 
Students work independently & online  Rote work / repetition 
Apply info to solve real world problems  Memorize facts for a test 
Demonstrate proficiency, portfolios/presentations Paper & Pencil testing 
Info from primary sources, movies, internet Info from textbooks / slides 
SE Students are mainstreamed and included  SE students not included  
Materials & devices geared for individual  Uniform standards  
Self-paced learning; differentiated modality support Basic methods employed  
Promote talents & success in all students Teach to the “average” 
Multi-tiered Tracks & Course Selections / Electives Limited choice or offerings 
Advanced Placement, Honors, College Prep, etc. One  Track or  Work/Study  



NATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 

Neptune Community  
Elementary School 

Neptune, New Jersey 
 

LEED Platinum 
 

Building as 3-D Textbook 
 Live Action Learning 

Green Roof/Solar Panels 
 

Community-Centered 
with multiple Partners &  
Regional Health Services  

 
Transformation of  

Blighted Neighborhood 
Empowerment Zone 

  
Urban Brownfield  

Redevelopment with 
Geo-thermal System  

Bioswales & Arboretum 
 

Shared Campus with 
PK Center within Park Setting 

High Performance CRs 
Underfloor Air Displacement 

Light Shelves & Shading 
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NATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 

Sidwell Friends  
Middle School 
Washington, D.C. 

 
LEED Platinum  

with goal of 
 Net Zero Energy 

 
Wetlands Courtyard 

Green Roof  
Rainwater Harvesting 

 
Natural Ventilation 
Natural Daylighting 

 
Photovoltaic Panels 
Recycled Materials 

Rapidly Renewables 
Low VOC & Max Filtration 

 
New Construction 

integrated with original 
school building 

 
Living Machine 

filtering & recycling 
waste water  for  reuse 
in grey water system 
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NATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 

High Tech High School 
San Diego, California 

 
Project-based Learning 

Collaborative & Creative Studios  
Open Plan  & Flexible Layout 

100% wireless & tech supported 
 

Out of the Box Thinking 
Differentiated Learning 

 
Advanced Technology Infused  

Grading by Individual Portfolios 
24/7 Online Access 

 
Studio Groups & SGI Approach  

Use of Transparency 
Non-traditional CR shape & forms 

STEM Curriculum Offerings 
 

Community Mentors 
Students as Teachers 

Teachers as Facilitators 
 

Hands on Explorations 
Flexible Furnishings 
Adaptable Spaces 
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NATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 
BREAKING RANKS  

HS Design 
 

Emphasis on  Small Schools 
Personalized Education Plan 
Collaboration & Integration 

 
SGI & Independent Research 

Real World Application 
STEM Investigations 

 
Flexible Space & Time 
Self-directed Learning 

with Mentors & Coaches 
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NATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 

The Willow School 
Gladstone, New Jersey 

 
LEED Gold 

Building as Teaching Model 
Constructed wetlands 

 
Regenerative Living Systems – 
making the site better than it 

previously existed 
 

Lessons revolve around Theme 
of Living with Nature 

Integrated Lesson Planning 
 

Use of natural materials 
and recycled materials; 

Reduction of waste, energy 
consumption, light pollution 

 
Curriculum based on 

Environmental Education 
Alternative Education Model 

Big Order Thinking & Real World 
Problem Solving 

Multi-age Classes with 
respect for Individuals 

Focus on Critical Thinking 
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NATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 

School of One 
New York City Schools 

 
Individualized Instruction 

geared to learning modalities 
 

Self-directed and self-pace 
learning with daily lesson plan 
modified based on feedback 

 
Lessons supported by online 
materials  & shared resources 

 
Flexible Team Teaching 

Fluid Dynamics & Shifting   
group sizes  from 1:1 to 1:50 

 
Lessons revolve around themes 

& integrated curriculum 
 

Flexible, open space planning 
with acoustical treatment; 

Differentiated types of spaces 
with specialized equipment  

 
Students & staff flow from 
space to space as needed 

Environment always changing 
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LRFP DESIGN VISION OPPORTUNITIES 
Bringing the Outdoors Inside 

Recommended Design vision shall include a focus on bringing the outdoors inside 
through design features such as use of natural materials, patios and porches with 
protective overhangs, operable windows with  views of nature,  and  large 
expanses of insulated glass on elevations with appropriate solar orientation and 
exposure. Strengthening nature links can increase environmental  awareness. 
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LRFP DESIGN VISION OPPORTUNITIES 
Making Effective Use of Site Development 

Recommended Design vision shall include a focus on effective site utilization through the design of outdoor teaching  areas, 
courtyards cultivating native plants and  natural habitats, and  the preservation of sensitive site features. School entry points 
can be celebrated with signature signage and architectural components. Multipurpose plazas can turn an  entry into an 
assembly areas. Site work should include the construction of playgrounds, play areas, athletic and recreational fields to be 
used for a  wide range of activities and  shared with community groups  throughout the school year and summer  periods. 
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LRFP DESIGN VISION OPPORTUNITIES 
Maximizing Sustainability & the Conservation of Resources 

Recommended Design vision shall include maximizing sustainability practices and implementing green school design criteria. 
If possible new construction should follow LEED high performance guidelines with a special focus on providing the best 
possible indoor air quality with the minimum amount of energy consumption. Specialty features may include green roofs 
designed to be used as a teaching area, rain gardens and biowswales that recharge the onsite aquifer with stormwater runoff. 
Renewable energy initiatives such as photovoltaic panels can significantly offset energy costs and  provide teaching lessons. 
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LRFP DESIGN VISION OPPORTUNITIES 
Rethinking the Use of Shapes, Forms & Room Layouts 

Recommended Design vision shall consider the use of non-traditional classroom shapes, forms and layouts in order to support 
21st century skill acquisition and facilitated delivery of an integrated curriculum. Focus will be on flexible spaces that support 
project-based learning,, open play layout that allows seamless flow between small and large group instruction, specialized 
areas with equipment support and dedicated areas for independent work., research, small group discussions, large group 
multimedia presentations, display of work, flexible and movable furnishings, storage units, work tables and  individual cubicles. 
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LRFP DESIGN VISION OPPORTUNITIES 
Rethinking the Use & Types of Furniture 

Recommended Design vision shall include a focus on using modern 21st c. types of 
furniture and interior layouts suitable to integrating technology integration and 
facilitating group collaborations and project-based learning. Recent research indicates 
that children learn best when they are allowed to move and select the type of furniture 
and seating that fits them and their task the best. This includes allowing children to 
work on the floor, with cushions, and with other non-traditional types of furniture. An 
element of choice and customization helps children focus their minds and bodies on 
project tasks. At the same time, school furniture needs to be practical, sturdy, easy to 
clean, stackable, and repairable. The Design Vision for furniture selection shall 
emphasize flexibility, ergonometric comfort, freedom to move, child-friendliness, 
attractive shapes and colors, adjustable for different body shapes and sizes, 
supportive of technology, and quickly reconfigurable into different layout arrangements. 
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EXISTING CONDITIONS & MASTER PLANNING 

PART  THREE 
    

EXISTING CONDITIONS & PROPOSED LRFP SCOPE OF WORK 
Review of District Facilities, Site Plan Layouts, & Floor Plan Capacities  

Recommended Design Option & LRFP FINAL PLAN Development  
FINAL LRFP Report – Updated March 01, 2012 

 

PART THREE EXISTING CONDITIONS & MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT 



 
 
 
 

Conerly Road ES – Built 1966, Addition 1998  
46,495 sf  Grades PK to 4 

Franklin Park Annex  -  Built 1957, 2011 addition  
18,247 sf  Grades Pre-K       2 new CR – 2,000 sf 

Sampson G. Smith 5-6 School – Built 1968 
134,290 sf  Grades 5-6 (former District MS) 

MacAfee Road ES – Built 1966, Addition 2004 
46,449 sf  Grades PK to 4        2 Trailers (4 CR) 

Pine Grove ES – Built 1931, Addition 2004 
51,212 sf  Grades PK to 4      1 Trailers (2 
CR) 

DISTRICT FACILITIES OVERVIEW  

Franklin Park ES – Built 1998 (adjacent to annex) 
99,000 sf Grades PK to 4            1 Trailer (2 CR) 

Hillcrest ES – Built 1958, Addition 2004  
52,122 sf  Grades PK to 4      2 Trailers (4 CR) 

 
 

FIVE PK-4 ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS 
 
ONE PK ANNEX (at FP) 
 
ONE 5-6 SCHOOL (SGS) 

Elizabeth Avenue ES - Built 1957, 1998 & 2004  
48,919 sf  Grades Pre-K to 4        1 Trailer (2 CR) 

Part III - 01 DISTRICT FACILITIES 



 
 
 
 

Transportation Dept. – Trailer  1,450 sf 
Located at 30 Churchill Avenue with bus depot 

Middlebush BOE Administration Building – 
Built 1926  26,378 sf   Offices , Tech Hub, 
storage 

Middlebush Annex (B&G Department 
Date Unknown  6,798 sf (incl. Garage @ 2310sf) 

BOE Property – 175 Claremont Road 
Undeveloped Property with prior use for 
agriculture;  Total Area equals 43.8 Acres 
(Township Block 34.12  and  Lots 4, 5, &6) 
 
Site suitable for New School Construction  
Potential Location for new ES or new MS 

DISTRICT FACILITIES OVERVIEW  

ONE 7-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL 
ONE 9-12 HIGH SCHOOL 
ONE ADMIN BUILDING 
TWO SUPPORT FACILITIES 
ONE BOE PROPERTY 

Franklin High School  - Built 2005 
343,000 sf  Grades 9-12  

Franklin Middle School – Built 1960 
222,553 sf   Grades 7-8 (former District HS) 

Part III - 02 DISTRICT FACILITIES 



DISTRICT FACILITIES OVERVIEW           

DISTRICT FACILITIES SUMMARY Part III - 03 



DISTRICT FACILITIES OVERVIEW 
 ELEMENTARY CAPACITIES           

DISTRICT FACILITIES – ELEMENTARY CAPACITY REVIEW Part III - 04 



DISTRICT PROFILE – FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL Part III - 05 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 

Address:  500 Elizabeth Avenue  
 Somerset, NJ 08873  
 
Original Construction : 2005 
Addition/Expansion:  N/A 
 
Gross Building Area: 383,000 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 2048 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 2019 
Currently houses grades: 9 through 12 
 
Designed and built in 2005 as a dedicated, 
comprehensive High School for the District.  
 
The newest District building with a substantial 
anticipated life expectancy.  
 
Primarily constructed as a steel framed, brick 
clad, CMU and concrete floor slabs of durable 
construction 



FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

Roofing: Primarily fully-adhered EPDM single-ply roof, still under 
warranty coverage, experiencing leaks and some delamination, 
being patched.   BOE to maintain the roof warranty, and all 
patching should follow warranty protocol.   
 

Solar Panel Installation:  Recently installed by PPA vendor.  
Undertake inspection to insure roof integrity against any damages. 
 

Brick Facades: Very good condition 
 

Windows: Very good condition 
 

Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Completion of HS Plan: 
Basic site work has been put into place, but a priority need exists 
to complete planned development of athletic fields and 
athletic complex (including new fieldhouse, toilet rooms, new 
field development, etc.).  Completing the phased plans for the 
Athletic Complex is a high priority since this work directly relates 
to enhancing daily and weekly activities on the HS site. In LRFP 
there is a need to expand team locker rooms including facilities for 
visiting teams; this can be accommodated through a expansion of 
2nd floor facilities over the existing locker room areas. 
 

There is a need to upgrade drainage, address problems with 
high water tables and upgrade appearance and function of grassy 
knolls along with providing better exterior lighting and security 
coverage in parking lots and building interior. 
 

There is a need to provide additional lighting in existing parking 
lots to improve general illumination for safety and security. 
There is need to enhance security components over time which 
may include additional provision of cameras and motion detectors. 

Part III - 06 COMPREHENSIVE LONGE RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 

Areas of Concern:  Exterior 



FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
 

Building systems will benefit from continued efforts to 
commission and optimize building equipment use and 
adding measures to monitor & reduce energy consumption. 
Controls must be verified and staff needs recurrent training 
to make use of economizer modes and other features.  
 

Electrical 
 

As a new building, capable of high efficiency, initial levels of 
energy use have been too high to qualify HS for an Energy 
Star award.  Efforts should be made to rectify this situation. 
Owner’s Staff should continue to ‘commission’ the facility 
to bring into most economic operating mode possible.  

 
Areas of Opportunity (LRFP Phased Expansion): 

 
Enrollment projections show a need to expand capacity by 
providing additional 12 new HS classrooms and 
upgrading core areas by the Target Year of 2017-18. The 
year when addition is needed depends upon enrollment 
projections and development impact. District needs to monitor 
its projections and track the influx of new students to the HS.  
 

Growth expansion is shown to occur in Multiple Phases The 
Phase 1 target addition proposes a three (3) story addition 
with 12 new classrooms along with associated corridor 
connections, stairwells, storage/mechanical, toilet rooms, and 
support spaces as needed to complete the addition.  
 

Phase 2 expansion proposes to accommodate both core  
upgrades and CR wing addition including another three-story 
12 CR addition along with Phase 3 proposing future core 
expansion of cafeteria and music areas, and modifications to 
Performing Arts areas. As part of Phases 2 and 3, PE/Athletic 
areas can be upgraded over time  with future expansion of 
gymnasium space and construction of additional PE/Athletic 
locker rooms on the 2nd floor above existing locker rooms.  
 

As enrollment  increases, CR, science labs, specialty rooms, 
and core areas will need to expand over time. Site Plan 
development shows location of multiple phases of work as 
part of a LONG RANGE VISION to accommodate enrollment  
increases at the HS from existing to 2,400-2,600 as needed.  

Part III - 07 COMPREHENSIVE LONGE RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 



FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Existing Conditions Assessment 

 FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
500 Elizabeth Avenue , Somerset, NJ Constructed: 2005   Addition: N/A 3 Stories; 343,000 square feet  
Site size: 100.0 acres;   Grades 9-12 2011 Current Enrollment:  2,019 (Gr. 9-12) (9th ) 601 (10th ) 466 (11th ) 492 (12th ) 427 (SE) 33 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 
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Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(FES/BOE Policy) 

1st 
Floor 

2nd 
Floor 

3rd Floor Total # of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  

Occupancy 
Factor & Notes 

Total  

Grades 9-12 CRs 24 FES / 25 BOE 26 10 26 62 1550 BOE Policy 

SE Classroom 12 FES / 12 BOE 2 0 2 4 48 BOE Policy 

Science Labs 24 FES / 24 BOE 4 8 6 18 432 BOE Policy 

2030 x 85% Utilization Subtotal 84 2030 CR’s & Science Labs 1,725 

Tech / Comp. Labs 24 FES / 25 BOE 0 9 1 10 240 Excludes TV Studio 

Specialty Lab/Studios 
Dance/Piano/Ensemble - NC 

24 FES / 20 BOE 3 2 0 5 120 ECC, Auto, Marketing, & 2 
Home Ec.  

Art Studios / Graphics 24 FES / 25 BOE 0 0 5 5 120 2-D/3-D, MM, Commercial 

Music LGI (3 Suites) Varies 3 0 0 3 NC Instrumental Choral Orch. 
(non-capacity) 

PE  LGI Stations 20 to 35 BOE 6 0 0  6 105 
 60 

3-station Gym, + Wt.rm,  
Wrestling, & Auxiliary Gym 

645 x 75% Utilization Subtotal 29 645 Specialty Rooms 485 

2011 Enrollment: 2,019 Total:  113 2675 75% + 85% CR Util.  2,210 

Max Util. Rate = 85% Total: Total:  113 2675 85% utilization max  2,275 

Cafeteria, Audit/Stage Non-Capacity 2016-17 Projected 2,226 

Library/MC + 6 SGI  Non-Capacity Status Full Utilization 



EXISTING  SITE PLAN 

 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Aerial View of Site 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Site Analysis 

Part III - 10 



EXISTING FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Existing 1st Floor Plan 
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EXISTING SECOND AND THIRD FLOOR PLANS 

 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Existing 2nd & 3rd Floor Plans 

Part III - 12 



Classroom Type / Grade 
Level 

# Students per CR 
(FES/BOE Policy) 

1st Floor 2nd 
Floor 

3rd Floor Total # of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  

Occupancy 
Factor & Notes 

Total  

Grades 9-12 CRs 24 FES / 25 BOE 26 10 26 62 1550 BOE Policy 

SE Classroom 12 FES / 12 BOE 2 0 2 4 48 BOE Policy 

Science Labs 24 FES / 24 BOE 4 8 6 18 432 BOE Policy 

2030 x 85% Utilization Subtotal 84 2030 CR’s & Science Labs 1,725 

Tech / Comp. Labs 24 FES / 25 BOE 0 9 1 10 240 Includes TV Studio 

Specialty Lab/Studios 
Dance/Piano/Ensemble - NC 

24 FES / 20 BOE 3 2 0 5 120 
 

ECC, Auto, Marketing, & 2 
Home Ec.  

Art Studios / Graphics 24 FES / 25 BOE 0 0 5 5 120 2-D/3-D, MM, Commercial 

Music LGI (3 Suites) Varies 3 0 0 3 NC Instrumental Choral Orch. 

PE  LGI Stations      
2016-17 Projected: 2,226 

20 to 35 BOE 6 0 0  6 105 
 60 

3-station Gym, + Wt.rm,  
Wrestling, & Auxiliary Gym 

2021-22 Projected: 2,339 645 x 75% Utilization Subtotal 29 645 Specialty Rooms 485 

Oct 15, 2011 Enroll: 2,019 Total:  113 rms 2675 75% + 85% CR Util.  2,210  

Max Util. Rate = 85% Total: Total:  113 rms 2675 85% utilization max  2,275  

Cafeteria, Audit/Stage, 6 
SGI, Lib.& MC CR 

Non-Capacity  
Non-Capacity 

Add to 
core 

*Expansion 
needed 

2016-17 Projected 
*2021-22 Projected 

2,226 
2,339 

New 12 CR 3-story add 
12 x 24 = 288 x 85% 

Capacity-
generating 

Target 
2017-18 

LRFP 
Plan 

Need 
new CRs 

12 CR 
Addition 

288 max 
+250 (85%) 

Full Utilization plus 
CR & Core Addition 

Expansion 
by 2017-18 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
LRFP HS Development & Growth Expansion needed  
Target 2017-18 with 12 CR addition + Core upgrades 

500 Elizabeth Avenue , Somerset, NJ Constructed: 2005   Addition: Future 3 Stories; 343,000 square feet + Addition SF 
Site size: 100.0 acres;   Grades 9-12 2016-17 Projected Enrollment:  2,226 (9-12 ) (9th ) 644 (10th ) 572 (11th ) 500 (12th ) 474 (SE) 36 
FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL  2021-22 Projected Enrollment:  2,339 (9-12) (9th ) 734 (10th ) 567 (11th ) 548 (12th ) 491 (SE) 39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS  
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FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed Site Plan Development 

New Field Development, New Parking & Building Expansion 

SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN Part III - 14 



PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Long Range Growth Expansion Potential (Multiple Phases) 

Phase I  Target is a12 CR Addition by Year 2017-18 

Part III - 15 



FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
Long Range Growth Expansion Potential (Multiple Phases) 

Phase I  Target is a12 CR Addition by Year 2017-18 

Part III - 16 PROPOSED SECOND AND THIRD FLOOR PLANS 

 



DISTRICT PROFILE – FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL Part III - 17 

FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 

Address:  415 Francis Street, 
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 
Original Construction : 1960 
Addition/Expansion:  1963 & 1991 
 
Gross Building Area: 230,000 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 1032 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 1057  
Currently houses grades: 7 and 8 
 
Originally designed as the District’s High School 
facility and operated as a HS for over 40 years. 
Most recent addition and renovations in 1991 
updated targeted rooms and labs while also 
expanding core capacity and specialty areas.  
 
FMS is a mix of one and two story steel framed, 
brick clad, CMU structure 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: majority is aggregate surfaced BUR membrane; 
highly variable condition. In many areas of the existing 
roofing surface the roof system is aging and deteriorating 
and currently has no roof warranty coverage. Some 
targeted areas show advanced age along with visible 
signs of active leaking. In general, investment is needed 
for roof repairs and replacement work. 
 

Brick facades:  Are in relatively good condition with only 
minor repairs, caulking, and re-pointing work needed. 
 

Doors/Windows/Curtainwall:  Original curtainwall is  
energy inefficient and aging in place. Sections will require 
replacement. Original windows vary in age depending 
upon building wing. Oldest windows and exterior doors 
require replacement parts and repairs. To improve energy 
efficiency, security, and operations, targeted windows and 
exterior doors should be replaced.  
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Athletic fields are aging and deteriorating and require 
upgrades for safety and improved functionality.  There is 
need to improve drainage and field surfaces and need 
to upgrade exterior lighting and security over time. 
 

Existing bleachers at existing stadium area are in poor 
condition and need to be replaced; there is a need for the 
better use of storage. 

FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONGE RANGE FACILITIES PLAN Part III - 18 



Areas of Concern: Interior 
 

Interior Doors: Existing wood doors & 
adjacent walls are damaged in several 
areas within the building and are in poor 
condition in the oldest parts of the school 
 

Locker rooms and Toilet rooms:  Existing 
locker and toilet rooms have been used 
intensively for many years. Current 
conditions are fair to poor and are not 
Barrier Free compliant. There is a need for 
some upgrades and investment over time. 
 

CR Flooring: Original Classrooms have 
VAT flooring. Some VAT tiles are damaged 
and cracked. Evidence of patchwork 
replacements and cracked VAT flooring 
should be replaced & disposed of properly. 
 

Corridor Flooring: Terrazzo flooring has  
noticeable cracking. Floor is in relatively 
good condition, except for cracking. 
 

Renovations & Shop Conversions: There 
is a need to enhance usage of shop areas 
and implement changes to support MS 6-8 
programs. Shop areas can be renovated & 
converted into new uses.  
 

FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONGE RANGE FACILITIES PLAN Part III - 19 



Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
Controls: Limited controls and adjustable access makes 
the system energy inefficient and difficult to balance. There 
is a need for control replacement and energy management. 
 

Boilers: Domestic water from boilers and boiler 
pneumatics are outdated and will be warranting 
replacement over time. 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning in 
multiple locations. This needs to be addressed & corrected. 
 

Terminal Units: Several RTUs and some UVs are not 
functioning – this needs to be addressed; gymnasiums lack 
adequate ventilation and have problems with heat build-up. 
 

Plumbing: There is a need for some plumbing fixture 
replacements and toilet room renovations along with 
need for backflow preventer on incoming domestic service. 
 
Electrical 
Distribution: Original (c. 1960) Federal Pacific distribution 
and panels need to be upgraded and replaced. New panels 
and additional distribution wiring are needed throughout. 
 

Controls: Pneumatic controls panels are original and in 
need of replacement and integration with energy mgmt. 
  
Technology/VVD: Power support, wiring & wireless hubs 
for technology, voice, video, data support are needed. 

Lighting: Inefficient lighting fixtures are located 
throughout. There is high priority need to replace interior 
lighting in 10-20% of classrooms, gyms, library, etc. 
 

Fire Alarm: Original non-addressable system remains in 
place and is beyond lifespan; this needs replacement 
along with upgrading toilet rooms with strobes, etc. 
 
Areas of Opportunity: Future 6-8 MS 
 
Existing MS was originally designed as the district’s high 
school.  The building has a large capacity and its core 
facilities are more than adequate for MS level functions.  
 

Existing floor plan layout is based upon a HS model and 
does not directly support a MS teaming approach to 
curriculum and educational services delivery. Some 
improvements and interior renovations are warranted to 
help convert the building into a Grade 6-8 MS facility.  
 

There is a need to establish MS team planning areas for 
staff and MS large group collaboration and project work 
areas for students. FMS has sufficient space to  handle 
Grade 6-8 conversion if the district goes to a two MS Plan 
and FMS is targeted to hold 1,350-1,500 MS 6-8 students. 
 

There is a need to enhance technology and AV support 
and integrate wireless capability everywhere on campus.  

FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONGE RANGE FACILITIES PLAN Part III - 20 



FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
415 Francis Street , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1960; Expanded : N/A 2 Stories; 222,553 square feet 
Site size: 75.7 acres (shared with Hillcrest)  2011 Enrollment: 1,057 (Grades 7-8) (7th ) 516 (8th ) 521 (SE) 20 
    2016-17 Projected Enrollment:  1,176 (Gr. 7-8) (7th ) 567 (8th ) 608 (SE) 22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Existing Conditions Assessment 

1,500 Max Capacity Target for MS 
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Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(FES/BOE Policy) 

1st  Floor 2nd Floor Total # of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  

Occupancy 
Factor & Notes 

Total  

Grades  7-8 CRs 23 FES / 24 BOE 22 28 50 1150 FES guideline 

SE Classroom 12 FES / 12 BOE 3 3 6 72 FES guideline 

Science Labs 23 FES / 24 BOE 0 14 14 322 FES guideline 

CR Utilization Subtotal 70 1544 CR’s & Science Labs 1,235  

80% CR/Lab Capacity  80% use 1235 85% Util. of CR’s & Labs 

Tech / Comp. Labs 23 FES / 24 BOE 4 0 4 92 Incl. Tech Ed & TV Studio 

Specialty Lab/Studios 23 FES / 24 BOE 5 0 5 115 Excl. Dance/Ensemble/Music  
Shops & Health rms  

Art  Room 23 FES / 24 BOE 2 0 2 46 Art Room & Music CR 

Music LGI Suites Varies 3 0 3 NC Instrumental & Choral Rooms 

PE  LGI Stations 23 FES / 24 BOE 3 0  3 69 2 Gymnasiums & 1 Aux. Gym 

70% Core Utilization Subtotal 17 322 Specialty Rooms 225 

2011 Enrollment: 1,057 Total: 70% use  87 rms 225  80% + 70% Utilization 1,460 

Max Util. Rate = 85% Total: Max   87 rms 1,866 85%  Utilization Max 1,580 

Cafeteria, Audit/Stage Non-Capacity 2016-17 Projected 1,176 

Library/MC +  SGI  Non-Capacity Status Sufficient Capacity Full 



FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Aerial View of Site 

EXISTING  SITE PLAN 
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FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Site Analysis 

SITE ANALYSIS 
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415 Francis Street , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1960; Expanded : N/A 2 Stories; 222,553 square feet 
Site size: 75.7 acres (shared with Hillcrest) LR 2021-22 Enrollment: 1,198 (Grades 7-8) (7th ) 568 (8th ) 613 (SE) 26 (plus 6th at 627) = 1,825 
FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL  2016-17 Projected Enrollment:  1,176 (7-8)  (7th) 585 (8th ) 608 (SE) 22 (plus 6th at 629) = 1,805 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS WITH 6-8 MS CONVERSON 

 

FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LRFP MS Development - Conversion of Existing 7-8 into 6-8 MS  
1,300 to 1,500 Target Capacity  for 6-8 MS Team Approach 
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Classroom Type / Grade 
Level (6 – 8 Teaming) 

# Students per CR 
(FES/BOE Policy) 

1st  Floor 2nd Floor Total # of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  

Occupancy 
Factor & Notes 

Total  

Grades  6-8 CR/ 12 Teams 23 FES / 24 BOE 21 27 48 1104 FES guideline 

SE CRs / Labs / Teams 12 FES / 12 BOE 4 6 10 120 FES guideline 

Science Labs 23 FES / 24 BOE 0 12 12 276 FES guideline 

80% CR Utilization Subtotal 70 rms 1500 CR’s & Science Labs 1,200 

CR/Lab Capacity  Subtotal 1200 85% Util. of CR’s & Labs 

Tech / Comp. Labs 23 FES / 24 BOE 4 0 4 92 Excluding TV Studio 

Specialty Lab/Studios 23 FES / 24 BOE 5 0 5 115 Excl. Dance/Ensemble/Music 
CR, Shops, Health rms  

Art  Rooms 23 FES / 24 BOE 2 0 2 46 Art Room(s) 

Music LGI Suites Varies 3 0 3 NC Instrumental & Choral Rooms 

PE  LGI Stations 24 BOE 3 0  3 69 2 Gymnasiums & 1 Aux. Gym 

2021-22 Enroll: 1,198 (7-8) 65% Core Utilization Subtotal 17 rms 322 Specialty Rooms 200 

2011 Enrollmt: 1,057 (7-8) Capacity: Total:  87 rms 1,822  80% & 65% utiliz. Rate 1,400 

Max Util. Rate = 85% Max Capacity: 1250  + 250 85% & 75% utiliz. Rate 1,500 

Cafeteria, Audit/Stage  
Small Group Instruction 

Non-Capacity  Non-
Capacity 

Existing 
Remain  

*Expansion is 
not needed if 

2nd MS created 

2016-17 Projected 6-8 
*2021-22 Projected 6-8 

1,241 
1,337 

Library/MC +  Support  Non-Capacity Remain In place Status Sufficient Space Full 



FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed Site Plan Development 

Field Upgrades, New Parking, & Expansion Potential 

SITE PLAN 
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FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Existing 1st Floor Plan & Conversion to 6-8 MS 

EXISTING FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
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LRFP FINDING: Existing FMS has sufficient capacity to accommodate 6-8 MS 
conversion if District also converts SGS into 6-8 MS at the same time. FMS 
has long range potential to add a two-story addition with future increase of 6 
new CR, 2 new labs, & support spaces if it is ever needed.  
 
FMS does not have sufficient capacity to handle 1,800 MS 6-8 students in 
ONE comprehensive MS building. Therefore LRFP Final Plan shall convert 
SGS into a 6-8 MS and convert  and adjust FMS for 6-8 use. 
 
1st floor of FMS has potential to renovate and convert existing shop areas 
into new uses supporting 6-8  MS Concept, Team Activities, & Project Rooms. 



FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Existing 2nd Floor Plan & Conversion to 6-8 MS 

 

EXISTING SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
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LRFP FINDING: Existing FMS building has sufficient capacity to handle 
6-8 MS conversion if District also converts SGS into 6-8 MS at the same 
time. FMS has long range potential to add a two-story addition with  
increase of 6 new CR, 2 new labs, & support spaces (if ever needed).  
 
On 2nd floor FMS targeted science labs will need renovations over time 
and changes made to accommodate 6th grade students added to FMS 
and revised curriculum programs.  CRs can be clustered into teams. 
 
MS conversion will require some interior renovations to support Grade 
6-8 teaming structure. There is future need to create Team Planning 
areas for staff and Team Collaboration/ Project Work Areas for students.  
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SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 

Address:   1649 Amwell Road, 
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 
Original Construction : 1968 
Portable Trailers (two): 2012 
Addition/Expansion:  1992 & 2005 
 
Gross Building Area: 152,600 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 1,186 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 1,160 
Currently houses grades: 5 and 6 
 
Previously functioned as 7-8 middle school 
and also an upper elementary school 
housing Grades 4 through 6. Building was 
converted into a 5-6 School in 2005 when 
the HS opened and Grades 7-8 moved into 
Franklin Middle School. 
 
Primarily single-story structure with one-
story media center and two-story classroom 
wing at rear of the building. Two new 
temporary trailers are being added in 2012 
and will remain operating until removed and 
replaced by permanent construction. 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
Roof Deck Structure: Evidence of recurrent leaks has 
led to rusting of  metal roof deck and structural defects. 
This condition warrants further investigation and repairs 
as part of comprehensive capital project. 
 

Roofing: Variety of BUR and single ply EPDM roofs; 
both types showing signs of active leaking and ponding 
water. There is a need to invest in roof replacement work 
based upon a cycle of replacing the worst sections (or 
wing areas) of roofs across district. 
 

Brick Facades:  evidence of movement cracks, mortar 
deterioration, and joints needing caulking, Work is 
needed to prevent water infiltration and correct problem 
areas before they create IAQ problems on interior. 
 

Doors / Windows / Curtainwall:  Curtainwall sections  
and original windows are deteriorating and energy 
inefficient. Difficult to replace parts and keep operable. 
Need targeted replacement work and repairs and 
adjustments to doors, hardware, and security links 
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Athletic field surfaces are wearing out and 
requiring upgrades for safety and improved functionality.  
Need to improve drainage & find ways to increase 
use of SGS field space for soccer and softball fields; 
Need to rethink layouts and avoid losing fields to  new 
development; need to upgrade exterior lighting & 
security system over time. 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
LRFP Overview 

Part III - 29 



. 

Areas of Concern: Interior 
 

Interior Doors & Hardware: Existing doors 
and hardware are in fair to good condition; 
some repairs and replacements required 
 

Locker rooms and Toilet rooms:  Existing 
locker and toilet rooms have been used 
intensively for many years. Current 
conditions are fair to poor and are not 
Barrier Free compliant. There is a need for 
some upgrades and investment over time. 
Lockers will need upgrades for PE athletic 
use with conversion to 6-8 MS operations  
 
Specialty Built-ins: Chalkboards are 
delaminating and need replacement with 
white boards and smart boards. 
 

Casework Built-ins: Classroom casework 
is in poor condition and warrants upgrades & 
replacements as part of CR refurbishing. 
 

CR Flooring: Evidence of damaged VCT 
flooring. Cracked tiles need replacement. 
 

Trailers Added to School: In 2012 two 
trailer units (with 4 classrooms) were added 
to SGS site to relieve overcrowding and lack 
of sufficient classrooms for 5-6 enrollment. 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN Part III - 30 

NOTE ON CAPACITY: Existing school 
is showing signs of CR overcrowding. 
Enrollments are increasing and SGS 
will warrant an addition in next five 
years if it remains the district’s single 
5-6 school facility. Relief is needed. 



Electrical 
District’s 3rd largest building has greatest need for energy 
controls and conservation to reduce power use 
 

Electrical: Federal Pacific original switchboard and lighting 
panels; aluminum line and branch wiring - system needs 
upgrades, targeted new equipment & distribution wiring 
 

Mechanical Control Panels: Mostly original and far 
beyond useful life; Controls are in need of replacement and 
integration with new energy management system 
 

Lighting: Inefficient T-12 lamps in classrooms; there is a 
priority need to replace lighting in  CR, gym, library, etc. 
 

Fire Alarm: Original non-addressable system; beyond 
lifespan; no strobes in toilets; system needs replacing 
 
Areas of Opportunity: Future 6-8 MS 
Existing SGS was originally designed as MS and Upper 
ES.  The building has capacity and core facilities to adapt 
into MS Grades 6-8 operations, especially if core activity 
rooms and site development are enhanced for MS use.  
 

SGS floor plan can be converted into MS team clusters to 
incorporate MS curriculum, resources and educational 
services. Some interior renovations, infrastructure 
upgrades and new equipment installations are warranted to 
help convert the building from 5-6 into Grade 6-8 MS.  

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
Controls: Limited controls and adjustable access makes the 
system energy inefficient and difficult to balance. There is a 
need for control replacement and energy management to 
improve energy efficiency and comfort.  
 

Boilers: Boilers over 40 years old; replacement parts difficult 
to obtain; equipment will warrant full replacement over time. 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning in 
multiple locations. Condition need correction. Band room HVAC 
units unreliable; several RTUs and some UVs are not 
functioning properly and need repairs or upgrades; gymnasium 
can benefit from additional ventilation and exhaust 
 

Elevator: Water is in sump pit and situation needs to be 
remediated and corrected 
 

Plumbing/Toilet Rooms: Install backflow preventer on 
incoming domestic service; replace targeted plumbing fixtures 
and pipe connections; provide general toilet room 
renovations in older bathrooms with original fixtures 
 
Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: there is a need 
to rethink use and layout of tech support and how computer 
labs and existing library spaces can be used and repurposed 
for 21st century collaboration centers where project work, small 
group work, group gatherings, storytelling, and other 
specialized instruction can occur. Renovations may affect 
finishes, furnishings, lighting, VVD connections, tech support, 
and flexible storage access. 
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SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
1649 Amwell Road , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1968; Expanded : N/A 1 Story/2 Story; 134,290 square feet 
Site size: 31.7 acres; Grades 5-6 2011 Current Enrollment: 1,160 (Gr. 5-6) (5th) 583 (6th) 539 (SE) 38 
EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• SGS provides ES structure for Grade 5 and a MS structure for Grade 6; this creates challenges and obstacles in implementing curriculum; 
• SGS provides 23 CRs for 5th and 27 CRs for 6th plus 8 SE rooms; there is a need for 62 CRs (shortage of 12 CR); there is no trailer on site; 
• School operations would improve if grades are reconfigured with 5th grade part of ES structure and SGS converting to either PK-5 or MS 6-8; 
• Infrastructure systems require capital repair and replacement  work at older sections of roofs, windows, doors, floors, toilet rooms, etc.  
• Need to improve bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to develop rear property for recreational use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support 1,100-1,330 students in future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE / FES Policy) 

Quantity of Rooms Capacity 
Subtotal (FES) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 YEAR CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 4 48 SE class size can vary 

Grade 5 CR BOE 22; FES 23 23 529 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Grade 6 CR BOE 22; FES 23 27 621 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Science Labs/CR BOE 22; FES 23 included -- BOE policy 

Tech & Specialty CR BOE 22; FES 23 (4) NC BOE policy 

1 Art / 3 Music Rooms BOE 22; FES 23 (4) NC BOE policy 

3 PE/ Caf/Audit /Stage varies 3 PE +  MPR NC 

2012: 2 trailers added; 
will provide + 4 CR 

Subtotal:   
+92 in new trailers 

50 CR/Sci lab/4SE  
2 trailers = 4 cr (2012) 

1,198 
(+92)  

90% Occupancy Factor 1,078 
(+82) 

Non-Capacity SGI / Resource  2016-17  Projected Enrollment 1,281 

2011 Enrollmt: 1,160 Already overcrowded 2 Trailers not sufficient Overcrowded Capacity Status -203 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
Existing Conditions  Assessment 
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SGS - EXISTING SITE PLAN 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
Aerial View of Site 
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SGS - SITE ANALYSIS 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
Site Analysis 
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SGS - EXISTING FLOOR PLANS 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
Existing 1st & Partial 2nd Floor Plans 
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Existing Grade 5-6 School 



SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
1649 Amwell Road , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1968; Expanded: Future  1 Story/2 Story; 134,290 sf + Proposed ADDITION 
Site size: 31.7 acres; Grades 6-8 MS 2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 1,100 MS 6-8   (6th ) 350 (7th ) 350 (8th) 350 (SE) 50 (Proposed) 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS:  (Note – 2 Trailers added in 2012 to relieve CR overcrowding) 
• Modify site and provide targeted renovations/alterations as needed to re-configure grades and split 5th and 6th pairing (5th in ES + 6th in MS);  
• Maintain or modify dedicated space for art, music, tech lab, science labs, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to improve or expand parking and drop-off/pick-up areas to enhance site safety, operations, & BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and modify play areas as needed to support grade reconfiguration and accommodate building & site changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of Rooms Capacity 
Subtotal (FES) 

Notes Total  

2015-2016 YEAR 3 teams/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SE CR / 3 Teams BOE 12; FES 12 15 180 SE class size can vary 

Grade 6 CR / 3 Teams BOE 22; FES 23 15 345 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Grade 7 CR / 3 Teams BOE 22; FES 23 15 345 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Grade 8 CR / 3 Teams BOE 22; FES 23 15 345 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Science Labs/CR BOE 22; FES 23 included -- BOE policy 

Tech & Specialty CR BOE 22; FES 23 4 NC BOE policy 

Art / Music/ MRP areas BOE 22; FES 23 8 plus core area NC BOE policy 

2016-17 Enrollmt: 1,281 
for 5-6 if it remains UES 

Subtotal: 36 CR/12 SE/12 Labs 
New Add.+ 4 CR/1 lab  

1,215 + 115  
= 1,330 

90% Occupancy Factor 1,200 

Non-Capacity SGI / Resource  3 Teams per Grade 1,100 Projected Enrollment 1,100 

LRFP Add 1 new Team Add 4 cr & 1 lab 5 x 23 = 115 x 90% Sufficient w/add. Capacity  – needs addition 

LRFP CONSIDERATION - SGS MIDDLE SCHOOL 6-8 CONVERSION 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
LRFP MS Development – Conversion of 5-6 into 6-8 MS  

1,000 to 1,150 Target Capacity with Addition 
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SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed Site Plan Development 

Field Upgrades, New Parking, & 6-8 MS Building Expansion 

SGS – LONG RANGE GROWTH & SITE DEVELOPMENT AS 6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL Part III - 37 



CONVERSION TO 6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL WITH TARGETED RENOVATIONS & EXPANSION 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
Proposed 6-8 MS – Phase 1 Modifications 
with Targeted Expansion &  Renovations 

Part III - 38 

LRFP FINDING: Phase 1 Target Capacity of 
1,000-1,150 can be established for Grades 
6-8 MS as part of converting existing 5-6 
SGS. Phase 1 includes CR addition, interior 
renovations of shop and support areas, and 
expansion of MPR Gym/Core Areas; Site 
work includes new parking and athletic field 
development. Design shall be located so as 
to allow  for Phase 2 future growth potential  
and expansion with sizable 2-story addition. 

Phase 1 – MS Floor Plan 



 SGS – LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL & GROWTH AS 6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL 

SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
Long Range 6-8 MS – Phase 2 Growth Potential 

with Future Expansion & Renovations as Needed 

Part III - 39 

LRFP FINDING: SGS Phase 2 
shows  Long Range Potential of 
adding three more MS Teams 
when needed  Core Capacity of 
1,000-1,150 can be increased to 
1,350-1,500 to match FMS as 
part of future development. Plan 
proposes 2 story addition, core 
expansion & interior renovations  

Phase  2  Development 

Phase  2  Development 

Phase  1  MS Plan 
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CONERLY ROAD  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Address:  35 Conerly Road, 
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 
Original Construction : 1966 
Addition/Expansion:  1998 
 
Gross Building Area: 48,500 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 500 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 483 
Currently houses grades: PK to 4 
 
Originally constructed as a neighborhood 
elementary school and has been 
operating as such for 45 years. 
 
Single-story brick-clad steel-framed 
structure, designed and constructed as a 
“twin” or “sister” school to MacAfee Road 
School.  Transportation buses share 
route with Hillcrest ES. 
 
One-story limited area addition was 
constructed in the late 1990s. It is the 
only ES without a trailer on site.  



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: Variety of BUR and single ply EPDM roofs; 
both types showing signs of active leaking and 
delamination.  Continue investment, capital repairs & 
replacement as part of comprehensive renewal effort. 
 

Brick Facades: Variety of conditions and finishes.   
Brick appears to be in the sound condition. Some 
minor mortar and flashing repairs needed. 
 

Doors/Windows/Curtainwall: Original wing has aging 
window that are energy inefficient, deteriorating, & 
requiring replacement.  Addition wing walls and 
windows are in good condition. Need to repair and 
replace targeted doors, hardware and security links. 
 
Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are 
needed along with potential reconfiguration to improve 
pick-up/drop-off site arrangements. 
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces are 
wearing out and requiring upgrades for safety and 
improved functionality.  Need to improve drainage & 
develop additional areas of the site; need to 
upgrade exterior lighting & security over time. 
 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 

 

CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY 
LRFP OVERVIEW 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
Toilet Rooms: Fair to poor condition (largely 
due to age); need to enhance BF code 
compliance and renovate toilet rooms 
 

Interior Doors: Wood doors are in fair 
condition and lack Barrier Free hardware 
and closers. Need to upgrade hardware. 
 

Casework Built-ins: Classroom casework 
is in poor condition and warrants upgrades; 
CR access is non-BF compliant. School 
needs tech / VVD enhancements, smart 
boards, etc. 
 
Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
Controls: Limited controls access and 
original pneumatics; need for ATC control 
replacement and energy management 
system to improve efficiency and comfort 
 

Plumbing: Heat exchanger and targeted 
plumbing fixtures are at end of useful life 
span and require replacement  
 
Terminal Units: Some UV and RTU are not 
functioning properly; Units need repairs, 
upgrades and some targeted replacements. 
Supplemental  HVAC should be considered 
in assembly areas & places w/heat build up 

CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
 
Existing Conerly School has served neighborhood area as 
elementary school since 1966. Site limitations at Conerly 
and stable neighborhood growth pattern recommends that 
Conerly stay a small size elementary school based upon a 
School Model of 400-475 ES students based upon 
averaging three class sections per grade level while also 
providing dedicated instructional space for SGI, SC SE,  
resource rooms, art, music, and science. 
 
LRFP recommends converting Conerly Road ES from PK-4 
into PK-5 once a new ES is built and SGS and FMS are 
converted into two 6-8 MS. This plan implies Conerly Road 
will require interior modifications, exterior field  / play area 
development, new paving/parking, and a small addition to 
accommodate the 5th grade being added to the site.  
 

Conerly Road floor plan can be revised to accommodate 5th 
grade cluster being incorporated into PK-4 layout. Some 
interior changes, infrastructure upgrades, technology 
enhancements, and new equipment are needed to support 
ES program changes associated with 5th grade.  

Areas of Concern: Electrical 
 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and 
consider implementing energy conservation measures. 
 

Electrical: Replace original breakers and expand service 
and distribution wiring as needed to support technology 
and HVAC improvements; targeted some new equipment, 
 

Lighting: Inefficient T-12 lamps in some classrooms; 
need to replace old fixtures in CR, toilet rooms, MPRs, 
library, etc. 
 

Fire Alarm/Security: Upgrade existing systems where 
needed; enhance security monitoring of exterior doors 
 

Toilet Renovations: replace targeted fixtures and pipe 
connections; provide general toilet room renovations in 
older bathrooms with original fixtures.  
 
Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: there is a 
need to rethink use and layout of tech support and how 
computer labs and existing library spaces can be used 
and repurposed for 21st century collaboration centers 
where project work, small group work, group gatherings, 
storytelling, and other specialized instruction can occur. 
Renovations may affect finishes, furnishings, lighting, VVD 
connections, tech support, and flexible storage access. 

CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY 
LRFP OVERVIEW 
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CONERLY ROAD SCHOOL 
35 Conerly Road , Somerset, NJ  Constructed 1966; Expanded :1998 1 Story; 46,495 square feet  
Site size: 12.6 acres; Grades PK-4 (No Trailer) 2011 Current Enrollment: 483 PK-4  (PK ) 36 (K) 86 (1st) 90 (2nd) 78 (3rd) 91 (4th) 85 (SE) 17 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• Conerly Road has immediate need for 28 CRs and only provides 22 CRs (shortage of 6 CR) with no (0) rooms provided in a trailer; 
• School is facing overcrowding within next 5 years; preferred educational model includes LRFP 5th grade in Elementary School setting; 
• Infrastructure systems require capital repair and replacement  work at older sections of roofs, windows, doors, floors, toilet rooms, etc.  
• Need to improve bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to develop rear property for recreational use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support up to 640 students in future. 
• There is no trailer on site to replace, however, the  need for additional classrooms will require expansion of space via new construction. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal (BOE) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 YEAR CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 1 12 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 16; FES 15 1 x 2 32 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 2 BOE 20; FES 21 12 240 BOE policy 

Grade 3 BOE 21; FES 21 4 84 BOE policy 

Grade 4 BOE 22; FES 23 4 88 BOE policy 

TCU / Trailer N/A None on site  

2011 Enrollmt.: 483 Subtotal: 22 CRs 456 90% Occupancy Factor 410 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 2016-17 Projected Enrollment 531 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 4 SGI overcrowded Capacity Status -121 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY  
Existing Conditions Assessment 
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CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY  
Aerial View of Site 
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CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY 
Site Analysis 

SITE ANALYSIS Part III - 46 



Conerly Road School :   2010-11 Current Capacity Breakdown: 
One PK , Four K, Four 1st , Four 2nd , Four 3rd , Four 4th, & One SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 28 CR  90% FES Utilization Capacity = 410 PK-4 
No Trailers   FES Guideline Max Capacity = 456 
Total Provided:   22 CRs   2011 Current Enrollment = 483 PK-4 

FLOOR PLAN 

CONERLY ROAD  ELEMENTARY 
Existing PK-4 Floor Plan 
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Existing PK-4 School 



CONERLY ROAD SCHOOL 
35 Conerly Road , Somerset, NJ   Constructed 1966; Expanded :1998 + Future  1 Story; 46,495 sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 12.6 acres; Grades PK-4 (No Trailer)  2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 531 PK-4 + 69 5th  (PK ) 48 (K) 91 (1st) 93 (2nd) 83 (3rd) 95 (4th) 103 (SE) 19 (5th) 69 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Modify site and add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in neighborhood ES;  
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK and 2 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas, site safety, and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playgrounds and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR (BOE 
v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal (FES) 

Notes Total  

3 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 2 24 SE class size can vary 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 1 (x 2)  32 Full or ½ day sessions (BOE) 

(Resource / SGI) Non-Capacity (2)  0 Pull-out / NC Programs 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 12 252 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 6 138 FES 

TCU / Trailers N/A None on site 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 600 Subtotal: 21 CRs 446 90% Occupancy Factor 400 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 600 LRFP Projected Enrollment 400 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI Need to limit to 
target cap. 

Needs PK-5 
redistricting 

Capacity Evaluation PK-5 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Proposed PK-5 ES School Model (3 sections per grade level) 
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DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 

 

CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY  
LRFP Field Upgrades, new parking, & CR reassigned to PK-5 

Part III - 49 

CR Expansion is not needed 
as part of PK-5 redistricting 
at Conerly Road School 

Core Area/MPR Expansion is 
not needed as part of PK-5 
redistricting at Conerly Road  

Site development recommended to improve 
PE / recreational use of site plus to expand 
Parking and enhance Pick up/Drop off safety 



Conerly Road School :   FUTURE PK-5 Capacity Breakdown: 
One PK , three K, three 1st , three 2nd , three 3rd , three 4th, three 5th & two SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 21 CR  90% FES Utilization Capacity = 400 PK-5 
No Trailers   FES Guideline Max Capacity = 446 
Total Provided:   21 CRs   2011 Current Enrollment = 483 PK-4; Future = 400-440 

FLOOR PLAN 

CONERLY ROAD  ELEMENTARY 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES School Model  

(3 sections per grade level) 
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Future PK-5 School 
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MacAFEE ROAD  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Address:    53 MacAfee Road, 
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 
Original Construction : 1966 
Two Portable Trailers:  1987 & 2012  
Addition / Expansion:    2004 
 
Gross Building Area: 48,500 sf 
Portable Trailer Area:  2,500 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 495 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 492 
Currently houses grades: Pre-K to 4 
 
Originally constructed as a neighborhood  
school; it has been operating as ES for 45 years. 
 
Single-story brick-clad steel-framed structure, 
designed and constructed as a “twin” or “sister” 
school to Conerly Road School.  Transportation 
buses share route with Pine Grove Manor ES.  
 
One-story limited area addition was constructed 
in the late 1990s. District added two trailers in 
1987 to function as temporary facilities. They are 
being replaced in 2012 with 2 new trailers and  
will continue to provide 4 “detached” classroom 
spaces until removed or replaced permanently. 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: Variety of aggregate surfaced BUR and single 
ply EPDM roofs.  Reports of numerous active roof 
leaks.  Roof access hatch dangerous, skylights cracked; 
Continued investment, capital repairs & replacement 
needed as part of comprehensive renewal effort.  
 

Brick Facades: Brick units are in good condition, 
expansion joints require repairs and masonry lintels are 
cracked and damaged at louvers. Some mortar, 
repointing, and flashing repairs needed. 
 

Doors/Windows/Curtainwall Panels:  Original 
windows are aging and deteriorating.  Anticipate 
reinvestment to improve performance, comfort and 
energy efficiency. Need to repair and replace targeted 
doors, replace hardware and add security links. 
 

Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are needed 
along with potential reconfiguration to improve pick-
up/drop-off site arrangements.  
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces are 
wearing out and requiring upgrades for safety and 
enhanced use.  Need to improve drainage & develop 
additional site areas; need to upgrade exterior 
lighting & security over time. 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 

 

MacAFEE ROAD 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  

LRFP OVERVIEW 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
Toilet Rooms: Fair to poor condition due to aging and 
exceeding life span; need to upgrade and comply with BF 
code as part of the renovation of original toilet rooms 
 
Interior Doors: Original doors with updated BF 
hardware, missing closers. Repair & replace hardware. 
 

Trailer access ramp: Missing BF compliant handrails 
on existing ramp 
 

Ceilings: Stained ceiling tiles show evidence of water 
damage; need roof repairs and ceiling/lighting 
replacement work 
 

Multi-purpose Room: Inaccessible stage, VAT 
flooring, missing & damaged ceiling tiles; MPR requires 
repairs and general refurbishing of deteriorating finishes.  
 
Casework / Specialties Built-ins: CR casework is 
in fair condition and warrants upgrades; CRs needs 
new tech / VVD upgrades, data/power access, etc. 
 

Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: 
there is a need to rethink use and layout of tech support 
and how computer labs and existing library spaces are 
used & can be repurposed for 21st century collaboration 
centers where project work, small group work, group 
gatherings, storytelling, and other specialized instruction 
can occur. Renovations may affect finishes, furnishings, 
lighting, VVD connections, tech support, and access to 
flexible storage areas. 
 

MacAFEE ROAD  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Electrical 
Lighting: : Inefficient T-12 lamps are located in school; need 
to replace old fixtures in CR, toilet rooms, MPRs, library, etc. 
 
Fire Alarm/Security: Upgrade existing systems where 
needed; enhance security monitoring of exterior doors  
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
MacAfee Road School has served neighborhood area as 
elementary school since 1966. Site potential & neighborhood 
growth pattern recommend that MacAfee increases in size to 
elementary based on School Model of 500-600 PK-5 ES 
with four class sections per grade level plus dedicated 
instructional space for SGI, SC SE,  resource, art, music, and 
science. Core areas, storage and support shall be expanded. 
 

LRFP recommends converting MacAfee from PK-4 into PK-5 
once new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 
MS. LRFP plan implies MacAfee will need new CR wing, 
interior renovations, exterior field  / play area development, 
new paving/parking, and support for  5th grade students being 
added to school and site.  
 

MacAfee Road floor plan can be upgraded and expanded to 
incorporate 5th grade cluster into layout. Adjustments include 
interior alterations, infrastructure upgrades, new technology 
and equipment needed for ES program changes.  

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
Controls: Limited controls access and original pneumatics; 
need for ATC replacement and energy management 
system to improve efficiency and comfort 
 

Controls: Original pneumatic controls need upgrading and 
replacement to improve functions 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning & 
some UV and RTU not functioning properly; Units need 
repairs, upgrades, & targeted replacements. Supplemental  
HVAC should be considered in assembly areas & places 
with excessive heat build up 
 

Plumbing/Toilet Renovations: No tempering valves or 
master mixing valves (140 degree water being circulated) 
Replace plumbing fixtures and pipe connections in older 
bathrooms and renovate with new finishes & BF access. 
 

Areas of Concern: Electrical 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and 
consider implementing energy conservation measures. 
 

Electrical: Replace original breakers and expand service 
and distribution wiring as needed to support technology 
and HVAC improvements; add new equipment 

MacAFEE ROAD  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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MACAFEE ROAD SCHOOL 
53 MacAfee Road , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1966; Expanded : 2004 1 Story; 46,449 square feet  
Site size: 11.5 acres Grades PK-4 (2 Trailers) 2011 Current Enrollment: 492 PK-4  (PK ) 34 (K) 76 (1st) 91 (2nd) 82 (3rd) 99 (4th) 81 (SE) 29 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• MacAfee has immediate need for 27 CRs and only provides 24 CRs (shortage of 3 CR) with 4 rooms provided in 2 detached trailers; 
• School is facing overcrowding within next 5 years; preferred educational model includes LRFP 5th grade in Elementary School setting; 
• Two trailers  are aging and deteriorating; detached location raises safety and security issues; travel time is disruptive & isolating; 
• Infrastructure systems require capital repair and replacement  work at older sections of roofs, windows, doors, floors, toilet rooms, etc.  
• Need to improve bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to develop rear property for recreational use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support up to 630 students in future. 
• Art, music and resource SGI support currently occur in trailers; preference is to provide dedicated new space through wing addition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal (BOE) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 YEAR CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 3 36 SE class size can vary 

PK CR BOE 16; FES 15 1 x 2 32 ½ day sessions 4yr olds 

Kind to Grade 2 BOE 20; FES 21 12 240 BOE policy 

Grade 3 BOE 21; FES 21 4 84 BOE policy 

Grade 4 BOE 22; FES 23 4 88 BOE policy 

TCU / Trailers* 2 Units Replaced in 2012 (4 included) *2 Detached Module Units (4 CR) 

2011 Enrollmt.: 492 Subtotal: 24 CRs 480 90% Occupancy Factor 432 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Need Addition Projected Enrollmt 2016-17 540 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 7 SGI overcrowded Capacity Status -108 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing Conditions Assessment 
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EXISTING  SITE PLAN 

MacAFEE ROAD  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Aerial View of Site 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

MacAFEE ROAD  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Site Analysis 
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MacAfee School :   2010-11 Current Capacity Breakdown: 
One PK , Four K, Four 1st , Four 2nd , Four 3rd , Four 4th, & Three SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 27 CR  90% FES Utilization Capacity = 432 PK-4 
Two Trailers with 4 CR FES Guideline Max Capacity = 480 
Total Provided:   24 CRs   2011 Current Enrollment = 492 PK-4 

FLOOR PLAN 

MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing PK-4 Floor Plan 
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Existing PK-4 School 

Existing trailers 



 
 

MACAFEE ROAD SCHOOL 
53 MacAfee Road , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1966; Expanded : 2004 + Future 1 Story; 46,449 sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 11.5 acres Grades PK-5 (2 Trailers) 2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 540 PK-4 + 90 5th  (PK ) 45 (K) 81 (1st) 94 (2nd) 87 (3rd)103 (4th) 98 (SE) 32 (5th) 90 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 2 Trailers & add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in  neighborhood; 
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK and 3 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR (BOE 
v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

4 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 3 36 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 2 x 2 60 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 16 336 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 8 184 FES 

TCU / Trailers* Removed 

2016 Enrollmt.: 630 Subtotal: 30 CRs 628 90% Occupancy Factor 555 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab With CR add.  LRFP Projected Enrollmt 2016-17 630 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI Needs addition sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Proposed PK-5 School Model (4 sections per grade level) 
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MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Field Upgrades, new parking, CR expansion to PK-5 

DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 
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CR Expansion 
is needed as 
part of PK-5 
redistricting 
at MacAfee 
Road School 

Field development, 
new drop off, 
parking, etc. are 
recommended for 
improving site 
operations and 
safety at MacAfee 
Road School 

New paving work 
as part of site 
modifications at 
MacAfee Road 
School 



MacAfee School :   FUTURE PK-5 Capacity Breakdown: 
One PK , Four K, Four 1st , Four 2nd , Four 3rd , Four 4th, & Three SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 27 CR  90% FES Utilization Capacity = 555 PK-5 
Two Trailers with 4 CR FES Guideline Max Capacity = 628 
Total Provided:   30 CRs   Current Enrollment = 495; Future 500-600 

FLOOR PLAN 

MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES School Model 

(4 sections per grade level) 
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PINE GROVE MANOR  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Address:  130 Highland Avenue,   
  Somerset, NJ 08873 
 

Original Construction : 1931 
Portable Trailer (one):  1987 & 2012 replacement   
Addition/Expansion:    1954 & 2004 
 
Gross Building Area: 51,200 sf  
Portable Trailer Area:  2,500 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 458 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 439 
Currently houses grades: Pre-K to 4 
 
Original portion of Pine Grove Manor was 
constructed as a neighborhood  school in 1931 
and has been operating for 80 years. It is the 
oldest continuously operating school  in the 
District.  PGM has been expanded twice with 
one-story classroom wing additions. Most recent 
addition added a significant number of 
classrooms, but project was scaled back on the 
extent of renovations in the original building. 
There is no barrier free access to original wing. 
 
District added one trailer in 1987 to function as 
temporary facilities. It is being replaced in 2012 
with a new trailer and  will continue to provide 2 
“detached” classroom spaces until removed or 
replaced permanently with new construction. 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
Roofing: Primarily fully adhered single ply EPDM roof 
membrane in good condition; some limited patching. 
 

Solar Panel Installation:  Recently installed by PPA 
vendor.  Undertake inspection to insure roof integrity 
against any damages 
 

Brick Facades:  Good condition, even in 1930 structure.  
Existing parge-coat failing at main entry columns; need for 
some mortar repointing and flashing 
 

Windows/Doors: units are in good condition however, 
masonry sill conditions are damaged and need repairs; 
doors require hardware repairs and security links 
 
Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are needed 
along with potential reconfiguration to improve pick-
up/drop-off site arrangements.  
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces are 
wearing out and requiring upgrades for safety and 
enhanced use.  Need to improve drainage & develop 
additional areas of the site; need to upgrade exterior 
lighting & security over time. 
 

Barrier Free Access: PGM does not provide BF 
access to original 1931 building. Need addition/alterations 
to upgrade access; need  new BF elevator addition plus BF 
accessible toilet rooms, ramps, hardware, signage, etc. 
 
 
 

PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
Toilet Rooms: Fair to poor condition due to aging and 
exceeding life span; need to upgrade and comply with 
BF code as part of the renovation of original toilet rooms 
 
Interior Doors: Original doors with updated BF 
hardware, missing closers. Transom panel above door 
and exposed pipes and insulation in classrooms; repair 
or replace hardware as needed 
 

Ceilings: Former ceiling & lighting above drop ceiling; 
need to review conditions and repair / remove where 
needed. 
 

Window: Plexi-glass panel not  insulated & caulked. 
 
Casework / Specialties Built-ins: Original 
classroom casework is in fair condition and warrants 
upgrades; CRs needs new tech / VVD upgrades, 
data/power access, etc.  
 
Mechanical Control Panels: Mostly original and far 
beyond useful life, need replacement  of equipment.  
 
Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: need to 
rethink use and layout of tech support and how 
computer labs and existing library spaces are used and 
can be repurposed for 21st century collaboration centers 
where project work, small group work, group gatherings, 
storytelling, and other specialized instruction can occur. 
Renovations may affect finishes, furnishings, lighting, 
VVD connections, tech support, and flexible storage. 

PINE GROVE MANOR  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Electrical 
Lighting: : Inefficient lighting in some classrooms, hallways, 
stairways of 1930s and 1950s wings; need to replace old 
fixtures in CR, toilet rooms, MPRs, library, etc. 
 
Fire Alarm/Security: No strobes in original toilet rooms and 
in existing, aging trailer; Upgrade existing systems where 
needed; enhance security monitoring of exterior doors  
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
Pine Grove Manor School has served neighborhood area as 
elementary school since 1931. Site potential & neighborhood 
growth pattern suggest PGM limits its capacity to stay a 
smaller size ES based on School Model of 400-475 PK-5 
ES with three class sections per grade level plus dedicated 
instructional space for SGI, SC SE,  resource, art, music, and 
science. Core areas, storage and support shall be expanded. 
 

LRFP recommends converting PGM from PK-4 into PK-5 
once new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 
MS. LRFP plan implies PGM will need new BF front entry 
addition with BF elevator, offices, and toilet rooms at front of 
original building. In addition interior renovations, exterior field  
/ play area development, new paving/parking, and support for  
5th grade students will be accommodated on school site. 
PGM floor plan can be modified to incorporate 5th grade 
cluster into layout. Adjustments include interior alterations, 
infrastructure upgrades, new technology, BF upgrades, and 
HVAC equipment needed for ES program changes.  

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
Controls: Limited controls access; PTAC units in new wing 
consistently have controls communication issues; need for 
ATC replacement and energy management system to 
improve efficiency and comfort 
 

Boilers: Steam boilers; sections have been failing; steam / 
condensate piping is failing 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning; 
media center rooftop portion of split system AC 
malfunctions; Units need repairs, upgrades, & targeted 
replacements. Supplemental  HVAC should be considered in 
assembly areas & places with excessive heat build up 
 

Plumbing/Toilet Renovations: Install backflow preventer 
on incoming domestic service; no tempering valves or 
master mixing valves (140 degree water being circulated); 
Replace plumbing fixtures and pipe connections in older 
bathrooms and renovate with new finishes & BF access. 
 

Areas of Concern: Electrical 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and 
consider implementing energy conservation measures. 
 

Electrical: Federal Pacific original panels and Romex wiring 
in 1950s wing; replace breakers, expand distribution wiring 
to support technology and HVAC 

PINE GROVE MANOR  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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PINE GROVE MANOR SCHOOL 
130 Highland Avenue, Somerset, NJ Constructed 1931; Expanded: 2004                2 Story/1 story; 51,212 square feet 
Site size: 17.3 acres;   PK-4 with 1 Trailer  2011 Current Enrollment: 439 PK-4 (PK ) 17 (K) 82 (1st) 89 (2nd) 73 (3rd) 86 (4th) 84 (SE) 8 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• PGM has immediate need for 25 CRs and only provides 21 CRs (shortage of 4 CR) with 2 rooms provided in 1 detached trailer; 
• School is facing overcrowding within next 5 years; preferred educational model includes LRFP 5th grade in Elementary School setting; 
• The trailer is aging and deteriorating; detached location raises safety and security issues; travel time is disruptive & isolating; 
• Infrastructure systems require capital repair and replacement  work at older sections of roofs, windows, doors, floors, toilet rooms, etc.  
• Need to improve bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to develop rear property for recreational use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support up to 590-600 students in future. 
• Third Grade ESL classes currently occur in trailers; preference is to provide permanent  connected space through new construction. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR (BOE 
v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity Subtotal 
(BOE) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 YEAR CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 1 12 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 16; FES 15 1 x 2 32 ½ day sessions 4yr olds 

Kind to Grade 2 BOE 20; FES 21 11 220 BOE policy 

Grade 3 BOE 21; FES 21 4 84 BOE policy 

Grade 4 BOE 22; FES 23 4 88 BOE policy 

TCU / Trailer* Discontinue future usage (2 included) *1 Detached Module Unit 

2011 Enrollmt: 439 Subtotal: 21 CRs 436 90% Occupancy Factor 394 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Need redistricting Projected Enrollment 2016-17 479 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 7 SGI overcrowded Capacity Status -85 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing Conditions Assessment 
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EXISTING SITE PLAN 

PINE GROVE MANOR  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Aerial View of Site 
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PINE GROVE MANOR  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Site Analysis 
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EXISTING FLOOR PLAN 

 

PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing PK-4 Floor Plan 

Part III - 69 

Pine Grove Manor :    
2010-11 Current Capacity Breakdown: 
One PK , four K, four 1st , three 2nd , four 3rd & 4th, & one SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 25 CR  90% FES Utilization Cap. = 394 
One Trailer with 2 CR FES Max Capacity = 436 PK-4 
Total Provided:   21 CRs   Current Enrollment = 439 PK-4 

Existing School is 
multi-story yet does 
not have BF Elevator 
or access to BF 
toilets. gang toilets 
are in basement of 
1931 wing 

Existing PK-4 School 

Two story 
1931 Wing 

One story 
2004 Wing 



 
 

PINE GROVE MANOR SCHOOL 
130 Highland Avenue, Somerset, NJ Constructed 1931; Expanded: 2004 + Future  2 Story/1 story; 51,212 + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 17.3 acres Grades PK-5 (1 Trailer) 2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 479 PK-4 + 91 5th  (PK ) 22 (K) 87 (1st) 92 (2nd) 78 (3rd) 89 (4th) 101 (SE) 9 (5th) 91 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 1 Trailers & add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in  neighborhood; 
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK and 3 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR (BOE 
v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

3 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 2 24 SE class size can vary 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 1 (x 2)  32 Full or ½ day sessions (BOE) 

(Resource / SGI) Non-Capacity (2)  0 Pull-out / NC Programs 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 12 252 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 6 138 FES 

TCU / Trailers N/A Remove One Trailer on site 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 570 Subtotal: 21 CRs 446 90% Occupancy Factor 400 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Limit capacity LRFP Projected Enrollment 400 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI Need to limit 
to target cap. 

Needs PK-5 
redistricting 

Capacity Evaluation PK-5 

PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES School Model (3 sections per grade) 
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PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Field upgrades, new parking, & BF improvements at PK-5 ES 

DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 

 
Part III - 71 

Early Childhood PK-K Wing 
Expansion is not needed as part of 
PK-5 redistricting and development 
at Pine Grove Manor School 

General site improvements including 
recreation field development, new 
parking, improved drop-off, etc are 
recommended to improve operations 
and safety at PGM 

Modify site and 
building to 
accommodate 5th 
grade students 
Provide new 
Barrier Free 
Elevator Addition 
at 1931 Wing front 
entry of school  



EXISTING FLOOR PLAN 

 

PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES School Model 

(3 sections per grade level plus BF elevator addition) 
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Pine Grove Manor :    
FUTURE PK-5 Capacity Breakdown: 
One PK , three K, three 1st , three 2nd , three 3rd & 4th & 1 SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 25 CR  90% FES Utilization Cap = 400 
One Trailer with 2 CR FES Max Capacity = 446 
Total Provided:   21 CRs   Current Enrollment = 439 
Convert to PK-5; add BF elev. Future Enrollment 400-430 

BF Elevator 
Addition added to 
front of the 
original building 
to establish new 
Main Entry, BF 
access plus  new 
offices, toilets, & 
code compliant 
support spaces 

1 

2 

K 

K 

K 

1 
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2 
2 3 
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5 5 5 

4 
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SE 

PK 

BF 
elev. 
add 

BF 
elev. 
add 

Res 

One story 
2004 Wing 

Original 
two story 
1931 Wing 

Future PK-5 School 
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HILLCREST  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Address:  500 Franklin Boulevard 
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 

Original Construction : 1958 
Two Portable Trailers:  1989 & 2012 replacement 
Addition / Expansion:   1963 & 2003 
 
Gross Building Area: 50,000 sf 
Portable Trailer Area:  2,500 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 499 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 466 
Currently houses grades: Pre-K - 4 
 
Originally constructed as a neighborhood elementary 
school on the same campus  with  former HS (and 
current MS). Major portions of Hillcrest have been 
operating for 48 to 53 years. 
 
Single-story steel and masonry school whose core 
space mirrors the design and construction details of 
both Elizabeth Avenue and Franklin Park Annex. Two 
flanking, one-story wing additions were constructed to 
provide CRs and core activity area was expanded in 
2003. District added two trailers in 1989 to function as 
temporary facilities. They are being replaced in 2012 
with 2 new trailers and  will continue to provide 4 
“detached” classroom spaces until removed or 
replaced permanently with new construction. 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: Aging, ponding BUR roof membrane roofing 
with visible deterioration and some active leaking.  
Anticipate need for repairs and replacement investment. 
 

Brick Facades:  Fair condition, masonry at chimney 
above roof is in poor condition requiring repairs to 
prevent water infiltration; wing wall pulling away and 
causing settlement cracking; repairs needed to protect 
exterior membrane. 
 

Doors/Windows: Older aluminum units; some are single 
pane glazing that are aging and energy inefficient; 
anticipate investment here. Doors require hardware 
upgrades and security links. 
 
Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are needed 
along with potential reconfiguration to improve pick-
up/drop-off site arrangements.  
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces are 
wearing out and requiring upgrades for safety and 
enhanced use.  Need to improve drainage & develop 
additional areas of the site; need to upgrade exterior 
lighting & security over time. 
 
 
 
 

HILLCREST  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
 
Toilet Rooms: Fair to poor condition due to aging 
and exceeding life span; need to upgrade and comply 
with BF code as part of renovating original toilet rooms 
 
Interior Doors: Original doors with updated BF 
hardware, missing closers.  
 

Built-ins: Classroom casework and specialty built-ins 
are in poor condition and are not ADA compliant. 
General need for CR refurbishing to improve 
functionality and BF access. 
 

Ceilings: Patched, damaged, stained & missing tiles. 
Roof leaks need to be repaired followed by ceiling and 
lighting replacement. 
 

Flooring: Patched and damaged VAT flooring in 
corridors & CRs should be removed and disposed of 
properly. New VCT or resilient flooring provided.  
 
Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: need to 
rethink use and layout of tech support and how 
computer labs and existing library spaces are used 
and can be repurposed for 21st century collaboration 
centers where project work, small group work, group 
gatherings, storytelling, and other specialized 
instruction can occur. Renovations may affect finishes, 
furnishings, lighting, VVD connections, tech support, 
and flexible storage. 

HILLCREST  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Mechanical Control Panels: Mostly original and have aged far 
beyond useful life span; warrant replacement. 
 

Lighting: Inefficient lighting in multipurpose room; no emergency 
lighting in library; ; need to replace old fixtures in CR, toilet 
rooms, MPRs, library, etc. 
 

Fire Alarm: No strobes in library, faculty room, toilet rooms, and 
trailers; Upgrade existing systems where needed; enhance 
security monitoring of exterior doors  
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
Hillcrest School has served neighborhood area as elementary 
school since 1958. Site potential and projected growth pattern 
supports expanding Hillcrest to ES based on School Model of 
500-600 PK-5 ES with four class sections per grade level plus 
dedicated space for SGI, SC SE,  resource, art, music, and 
science. Core areas, storage and support shall be expanded. 
 

LRFP recommends converting Hillcrest from PK-4 into PK-5 
once new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 MS. 
LRFP plan notes Hillcrest needs to remove trailers and build new 
wing in rear of school along with providing minor interior 
renovations, exterior field  / play area development, new 
paving/parking, and support for  5th grade students. Floor plan 
can be modified to incorporate 5th grade cluster into layout 
through room assignments, interior alterations, infrastructure 
upgrades, new technology, BF upgrades, and HVAC equipment 
supporting ES program changes.  

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
 

Controls: Limited controls access; electronic controls 
on art room UV not functioning; need for ATC 
replacement and energy management system to 
improve efficiency and comfort 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not 
functioning; Units need repairs, upgrades, & targeted 
replacements. Supplemental  HVAC should be 
considered in assembly areas & places with 
excessive heat build up 
 
Plumbing/Toilet Renovations: Check status of 
backflow preventer on incoming domestic service and 
mixing valves; Replace plumbing fixtures and pipe 
connections in older bathrooms and renovate with 
new finishes & BF access. 
 
 Areas of Concern: Electrical 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and 
consider implementing energy conservation 
measures. 
 

Electrical: Federal Pacific original panels in older 
wing; replace breakers, expand distribution wiring to 
support technology and HVAC upgrades. 

HILLCREST  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Electrical 
Lighting: : Inefficient lighting in some classrooms, hallways, 
stairways of 1930s and 1950s wings; need to replace old 
fixtures in CR, toilet rooms, MPRs, library, etc. 
 
Fire Alarm/Security: No strobes in original toilet rooms and 
in existing, aging trailer; Upgrade existing systems where 
needed; enhance security monitoring of exterior doors  
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
Pine Grove Manor School has served neighborhood area as 
elementary school since 1931. Site potential & neighborhood 
growth pattern suggest PGM limits its capacity to stay a 
smaller size ES based on School Model of 400-475 PK-5 
ES with three class sections per grade level plus dedicated 
instructional space for SGI, SC SE,  resource, art, music, and 
science. Core areas, storage and support shall be expanded. 
 

LRFP recommends converting PGM from PK-4 into PK-5 
once new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 
MS. LRFP plan implies PGM will need new BF front entry 
addition with BF elevator, offices, and toilet rooms at front of 
original building. In addition interior renovations, exterior field  
/ play area development, new paving/parking, and support for  
5th grade students will be accommodated on school site. 
PGM floor plan can be modified to incorporate 5th grade 
cluster into layout. Adjustments include interior alterations, 
infrastructure upgrades, new technology, BF upgrades, and 
HVAC equipment needed for ES program changes.  

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
Controls: Limited controls access; PTAC units in new wing 
consistently have controls communication issues; need for 
ATC replacement and energy management system to 
improve efficiency and comfort 
 

Boilers: Steam boilers; sections have been failing; steam / 
condensate piping is failing 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning; 
media center rooftop portion of split system AC 
malfunctions; Units need repairs, upgrades, & targeted 
replacements. Supplemental  HVAC should be considered in 
assembly areas & places with excessive heat build up 
 

Plumbing/Toilet Renovations: Install backflow preventer 
on incoming domestic service; no tempering valves or 
master mixing valves (140 degree water being circulated); 
Replace plumbing fixtures and pipe connections in older 
bathrooms and renovate with new finishes & BF access. 
 

Areas of Concern: Electrical 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and 
consider implementing energy conservation measures. 
 

Electrical: Federal Pacific original panels and Romex wiring 
in 1950s wing; replace breakers, expand distribution wiring 
to support technology and HVAC 

PINE GROVE MANOR  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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HILLCREST SCHOOL 
500 Franklin Boulevard , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1958; Expanded : N/A 1 Story; 52,122 square feet  
Site: Shared w/FMS  (75.7 acres) 2 Trailers  2011 Current Enrollment: 466 PK-4 (PK ) 25 (K) 81 (1st) 72 (2nd) 88 (3rd) 95 (4th) 74 (SE) 31 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• Hillcrest has immediate need for 28 CRs and only provides 27 CRs (shortage of 1 CR) with 4 rooms provided in 2 detached trailers; 
• School is facing overcrowding within next 5 years; preferred educational model includes LRFP 5th grade in Elementary School setting; 
• Trailers are aging and deteriorating; detached location raises safety and security issues; travel time is disruptive & isolating; 
• Infrastructure systems require capital repair and replacement  work at older sections of roofs, windows, doors, floors, toilet rooms, etc.  
• Need to improve bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to develop rear property for recreational use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support up to 630 students in future. 
• Kindergarten and SC SE classes currently occur in trailers; preference is to provide dedicated new space through wing addition. 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity Subtotal 
(BOE) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 Year CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 4 48 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 16; FES 15 2 x 2 64 ½ day sessions 4yr olds 

Kind to Grade 2 BOE 20; FES 21 14 280 BOE policy 

Grade 3 BOE 21; FES 21 4 84 BOE policy 

Grade 4 BOE 22; FES 23 3 66 BOE policy 

TCU / Trailers* 2 Trailers replaced in 2012 (2 = 4 CRs) *2 Detached Module Units 

2011 Enrollmt: 466 Subtotal: 27 CRs 542 90% Occupancy Factor 488 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Need redistricting Projected Enrollment 2016-17 509 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI overcrowded Capacity Status -21 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing Condition Assessment 
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EXISTING SITE PLAN 

 

HILLCREST  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Aerial View of Site 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

HILLCREST  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Site Analysis 
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing PK-4 Floor Plan 

EXISTING FLOOR PLAN Part III - 80 

Hillcrest School :   2011 Current Capacity Breakdown: 
2 PK , 5 K, 5 1st , 4 2nd , 4 3rd , 3 4th, & 4 SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 28 CR  90% FES Utilization Capacity = 488 
Two Trailers with  4 CRs FES Max Capacity = 542 PK-4 
Total Provided:   27 CRs   2011 Current Enrollment = 466 PK-4 

Existing PK-4 School 



HILLCREST SCHOOL 
500 Franklin Boulevard , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1958; Expanded : N/A + Future  1 Story; 52,122sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site: Shared w/FMS  (75.7 acres) ; 2 Trailers  2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 509 PK-4 + 91 (5th)      (PK ) 33 (K) 86 (1st) 75 (2nd) 94 (3rd)99 (4th) 89 (SE) 34 (5th) 91 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 2 Trailers & add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in  neighborhood; 
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK /SE and 3 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

4 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 3 36 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 2 x 2 60 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 16 336 FES (4 sections per grade) 

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 8 184 FES (4 sections per grade) 

TCU / Trailers* Removed 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 600 Subtotal: 30 CRs 628 90% Occupancy Factor 565 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Limit capacity LRFP Projected Enrollment 500-600 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI Redistricting sufficient Capacity Evaluation PK-5 

PK-5 EXPANSION – LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

 

HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES Model (4 sections per grade) 
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Field Upgrades, new parking, drop off & PK ES Expansion 

PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ANALYSIS 

 
Part III - 82 

Hillcrest School will 
require CR addition plus 
core area expansion, 
new paving, drop off 
area, play area, and 
site upgrades to 
accommodate  
PK-5 growth and 
projected enrollments  

Hillcrest School will require CR addition to 
accommodate projected enrollment 
increases in the neighborhood region 

Maintain open land area for flexible, future development; 
options may include early childhood annex, 6th grade 
academy, or sister ES paired with Hillcrest School 



HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES Model 
(4 sections per grade level) 

Part III - 83 PK-5 EXPANSION – LRFP FLOOR PLAN CONSIDERATIONS 
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DISTRICT PROFILE – ELIZABETH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Address:    363 Elizabeth Avenue,  
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 
Original Construction : 1957 
One Portable Trailer:   1989 & 2012 (3 replacement)  
Addition / Expansion:   1998 & 2004 
 
Gross Building Area: 53,800 sf 
Portable Trailer Area:  1,500 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 617 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 681 
Currently houses grades: Pre-K to 4 
 
Originally constructed as a neighborhood elementary 
school, building has been operating as an elementary 
school for 54 years. 
 
Single-story steel and masonry school.  Original core 
areas mirror the construction details and layout similar 
to Franklin Park Annex and Hillcrest Schools.  
 
One-story classroom wings were added in 1998 and 
2004 along with core expansion. District added one 
trailer in 1989 to function as temporary facilities. It is 
being replaced in 2012 by a new trailer and joined by 2 
other new trailers to provide total of 6 “detached” 
classroom spaces in operation until removed or 
replaced permanently with new construction. 
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Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: BUR and single ply EPDM roofs are present; 
both suffer from active leaks.  BUR has substantial 
organic overgrowth to be removed. Anticipate need for 
repairs and replacement investment 
 

Solar Panel Installation:  Recently installed by PPA 
vendor.  Undertake inspection to insure roof integrity 
against any damages 
 

Brick Facades:  Cracks in brickwork and mortar joints 
need repairs to prevent water infiltration 
 

Doors/Windows: 2004 & 1998 wings in good 
condition; older aluminum units have some single pane 
glazing that are aging and energy inefficient; anticipate 
investment here. Doors require hardware upgrades 
and security links. 
 
Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are 
needed along with potential reconfiguration to improve 
parking and pick-up/drop-off site arrangements.  
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces are 
wearing out and requiring upgrades for safety and 
enhanced use.  Need to improve drainage & develop 
additional areas of the site; need to upgrade 
exterior lighting & security over time. 
 

ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
Toilet Rooms/Renovations: Fair to poor 
condition due to aging and exceeding life span; 
need to upgrade and comply with BF code as 
part of the renovation of original toilet rooms 
 
Interior Doors: Doors lack Barrier Free 
hardware, closers & signage mounted at ADA 
ht. Doors warrant upgrades & code compliance 
 
Ceilings: Stained and missing ceiling tiles. 
Roof leaks need to be repaired followed by 
ceiling and lighting replacement. 
 
Flooring: Patched and damaged VAT flooring 
in corridors & classrooms should be removed 
and disposed of properly. New VCT or resilient 
flooring provided.  
 
Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: need 
to rethink use and layout of tech support and 
how computer labs and existing library spaces 
are used and can be repurposed for 21st 
century collaboration centers where project 
work, small group work, group gatherings, 
storytelling, and other specialized instruction 
can occur. Renovations may affect finishes, 
furnishings, lighting, VVD connections, tech 
support, and flexible storage. 
 

ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Lighting: : Inefficient lighting in gymnasium; no emergency 
lighting in library; need to replace old fixtures in CR, toilet 
rooms, MPRs, library, etc. 
 
Fire Alarm/Security: Lacking visual strobe devices in some 
public areas No strobes in original toilet rooms and in 
existing, aging trailer; Upgrade existing systems where 
needed; enhance security monitoring of exterior doors  
 
Mechanical Control Panels: Mostly original and far beyond 
useful life span; warrant replacement.  
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
Elizabeth Avenue School has served neighborhood area as 
elementary school since 1957. Site potential & area’s growth 
pattern suggest EAS should be expanded to larger size 
School Model of 650-800 PK-5 ES with five class sections 
per grade level plus dedicated instructional space for SGI, SC 
SE,  resource, art, music, and science. Core areas, storage 
and support shall be expanded. 
 

LRFP recommends converting EAS from PK-4 into PK-5 
once new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 
MS. LRFP plan implies EAS will need new CR wing addition 
along with interior renovations, exterior field  / play area 
development, new paving/parking, and support for  5th grade 
students. EAS site and floor plan can add 5th grade cluster 
into layout and adjust infrastructure, support new technology, 
BF upgrades, and HVAC equipment needed for ES program . 

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
 

Controls: Limited controls access; need for ATC 
replacement and energy management system to improve 
efficiency and comfort 
 

Boilers: Boilers over 40 years old; replacement parts 
difficult to obtain; need replacement & repairs 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning in 
many places; Units need repairs, upgrades, & targeted 
replacements. Supplemental  HVAC should be considered in 
assembly areas & places with excessive heat build up 
 

Plumbing/Toilet Renovations: Check status of backflow 
preventer and mixing valves; replace aging and deteriorating 
plumbing fixtures and pipe connections in older bathrooms 
and renovate with new finishes & BF access.  
 

Areas of Concern: Electrical 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and 
consider implementing energy conservation measures. 
 

Electrical: Federal Pacific original panels – parts hard to 
replace; need to replace entire breaker panels and expand 
distribution wiring to support technology and HVAC 

ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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ELIZABETH AVENUE SCHOOL 
363 Elizabeth Avenue, Somerset, NJ Constructed 1967; Expanded 1998 & 2004 1 Story; 48,919 square feet  
Site size: 39.4 acres PK-4 with 3 Trailers 2011 Current Enrollment: 624 PK-4                 (PK ) 33 (K) 123 (1st) 124 (2nd) 108 (3rd) 115 (4th) 107 (SE) 14 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• Elizabeth Avenue ES has immediate need for 34 CRs and only provides 29 CRs (shortage of 5 CR) so 2012 added 6 rooms in 3 trailers; 
• School is facing overcrowding within next 5 years; preferred educational model includes LRFP 5th grade in Elementary School setting; 
• Trailers are aging and deteriorating; detached location raises safety and security issues; travel time is disruptive & isolating; 
• Infrastructure systems require capital repair and replacement  work at older sections of roofs, windows, doors, floors, toilet rooms, etc.  
• Need to improve bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to develop rear property for recreational use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support up to 790 students in future. 
• Pre-K & Resource activities occur in trailer; preference is for all CR functions to occur in permanent facilities via new construction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR (BOE v 
FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity Subtotal 
(BOE) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 YEAR CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 3 36 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 16; FES 15 1 x 2 32 ½ day sessions 4yr olds 

Kind to Grade 2 BOE 20; FES 21 16 320 BOE policy 

Grade 3 BOE 21; FES 21 4 84 BOE policy 

Grade 4 BOE 22; FES 23 5 110 BOE policy 

TCU / Trailer* 2012 add 3 new Trailers (3T = 6 CR) (126) *3 Detached Module Units NJ DOE 

2011 Enrollmt: 624 Subtotal: 29 CRs 582 90% Occupancy Factor 524 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Need Addition Projected Enrollment 2016-17 681 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 5 SGI overcrowded Capacity Status -157 

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

 

ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Existing Condition Assessment 
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ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Aerial View of Site 

EXISTING SITE PLAN 
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ELIZABETH AVENUE  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Site Analysis 

SITE ANALYSIS 
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EXISTING FLOOR PLAN 

 

ELIZABETH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Existing PK-4 Floor Plan 
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Elizabeth Avenue School :    
2011 Current Capacity Breakdown: 
1PK , 6K, 5 1st , 5 2nd , 4 3rd , 5 4th, 2 SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 34 CR   
In 2012 Three new Trailer with  6 CRs 
90% FES Capacity = 524 
FES Max Capacity = 582 PK-4 
Total Provided:   29 CRs    
2011 Current Enrollment = 624 PK-4 

Existing PK-4 School 

 In 2012 three 
trailer put on 
site to alleviate 
overcrowding 



 
 

ELIZABETH AVENUE SCHOOL 
363 Elizabeth Avenue, Somerset, NJ Constructed 1967; Expanded 1998 & 2004 + Future     1 Story; 48,919 sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 39.4 acres PK-5 (3 Trailers removed) 2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 681 PK-4 + 129 5th  (PK ) 44 (K) 130 (1st) 128 (2nd) 115 (3rd) 119 (4th) 129 (SE) 15 (5th) 129 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 3 Trailers & add new CR WING to expand enrollment to 6 sections/grade & accommodate 5th grade students & development impact; 
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 4 PK /SE & 4 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and expand/relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

2015-2016 YEAR 6 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 4 48 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 3 x 2 90 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 24 504 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 12 276 FES (5 sections/grade) 

TCU / Trailers* 3 Removed 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 810 Subtotal: 44 CRs 930 90% Occupancy Factor 837 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 810 LRFP Projected Enrollment 800-900 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

 

ELIZABETH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES Model (5 sections per grade) 
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ELIZABETH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Field upgrades, new parking, drop-off, & PK ES Expansion 

PROPOSED PK-5 EXPANSION DEVELOPMENT 
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Elizabeth Avenue site will be developed 
with new PK-5 addition and site 
modifications to accommodate growing 
enrollments in neighborhood region. 
Parking will be expanded and separate 
drop off for cars will be provided. New 
play fields will be developed along with 
playground areas.  



LRFP FLOOR PLAN CONSIDERATION 

 

ELIZABETH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES Model 
(6 sections per grade level) 
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Elizabeth Avenue School :    
Future PK-5 Capacity Breakdown: 
4PK , 6K, 6 1st , 6 2nd , 6 3rd , 6 4th, 4 SC SE 
BOE Policy Need = 44 CRs   
Remove 2012 Three new Trailers (6 CRs) 
90% FES Capacity = 837 PK-5 
FES Max Capacity = 930 PK-5 
Total Provided:  44 CRs    
2016-17 Enrollment = 810 PK-5 

Future PK-5 School 
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DISTRICT PROFILE – FRANKLIN PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Part III - 95 

FRANKLIN PARK  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Address:   30 Eden Street, 
 Franklin Park, NJ 08823 
 

Original Construction : 1998 
Two Portable Trailers:  1987 & 2012 (near Annex) 
Addition / Expansion:   None 
 
Gross Building Area: 100,700 sf 
Portable Trailer Area:  2,500 sf 
 
Oct 15th 2010 Student Enrollment: 1015 
Oct 15th 2011 Student Enrollment: 1120 
Currently houses grades: Pre-K to 4 
 
Second-newest school in the District, Franklin Park 
School is a mix of one-story core space and two-
story classroom space.  Operates together with the 
nearby Franklin Park Annex. 
 
Steel and masonry school construction. Design is 
based upon a 2-story L-shaped classroom wing 
connected to 1-story core wing with activity spaces.  
 
In 1987 District added one doublewide trailer to the 
ES operating in the Annex Building . The  
temporary trailer is being replaced in 2012 and a 
trailer will remain in operation providing 2 
“detached” classroom spaces until removed or 
replaced with permanent construction facilities. 

 
 
 

 
 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: Primarily single ply EPDM roof membrane, 
some ponding, some minor leaks.   Flashing 
terminations need repairs. Anticipate need for repairs 
and replacement investment 
 

Solar Panel Installation:  Recently installed by PPA 
vendor.  Undertake inspection to insure roof integrity 
against any damages 
 

Brick Facades: Good condition with minor 
maintenance needs; some basic repointing, flashing 
and sealant repairs are needed over time. 
 

Doors/Windows: Windows are in Good condition 
except at caulking/sealant beads which need repairs; 
doors are in Good condition and need basic hardware 
maintenance and adjustments.  
 
Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are 
needed to deal with wear and tear of bus traffic; re-
stripping will be needed in future 
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces  
require upgrades and maintenance for safety and 
enhanced use.  Need to improve drainage & 
develop additional areas of site; need to upgrade 
exterior lighting & security over time. 
 
 
 

FRANKLIN PARK  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
Toilet Rooms: Are in good condition and just need 
basic maintenance and repairs. 
 
Ceilings: Sections of ceilings are in fair to poor 
condition, wet & stained due to roof leaks and water 
infiltration. All damaged tiles need replacement. 
 
Flooring: 2nd floor corridor carpet in poor condition 
with evidence of sagging, wrinkling, non-adherence, 
etc. Carpet will need replacement within 5 years.  
 
Trailer Classrooms: Leaks from roof & windows 
damage ceilings & walls. HVAC problems and 
musty odors have prompted replacement of old 
trailer with new unit. 
 
Stairs: Damaged treads warrant repairs  
 
Interior Doors: Doors are in good condition and 
most comply with BF accessibility code  for their 
dimensions, hardware, and signage.  
 
Tech Areas & Media Center Renovations: need to 
rethink use and layout of tech support and how 
computer labs and existing library spaces are used 
and can be repurposed for 21st century collaboration 
centers where project work, small group work, group 
gatherings, storytelling, and other specialized 
instruction can occur. Renovations may affect 
finishes, furnishings, lighting, VVD connections, tech 
support, and flexible storage. 

FRANKLIN PARK  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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Lighting: Inefficient lighting exists in the existing gymnasium; 
opportunity to install energy efficient lighting and to save on 
operating costs. 
 

Electrical/Fixtures/Alarm Systems: Electrical equipment and 
fixtures still relatively new and in prime of operating life; 
systems require testing and preventive maintenance on 
regular basis. 
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
Franklin Park School is newest school and has served area as 
an elementary school since 1987. It is a large school and 
therefore has a cap on any further growth in size. Site potential 
& area’s growth pattern suggest there is need for 2nd ES in the 
area (Claremont Property or equivalent). FPS can receive a 
targeted (small) addition and stay at School Model of 950-
1,100 PK-5 ES with seven class sections per grade level plus 
dedicated pace for SGI, SC SE, resource, art, music, science, 
core areas, storage and support 
 

LRFP recommends converting FPS from PK-4 into PK-5 once 
new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 MS. 
LRFP plan implies FPS will remain the largest ES with 
targeted renovations, field  upgrades, play area development, 
new paving/parking, and support for  5th grade students. FPS 
can add 5th grade  into its layout and adjust infrastructure and 
layouts to adjust to student needs and program changes. 

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
 

Controls: Compatibility issues exist between BMS and 
hardware; need to research and reprogram as needed 
to reach resolution. Controls should be verified and 
staff  trained to reduce excess heating, cooling, lighting 
and  energy waste wherever possible. 
 
Heating: Old Trailer unit not operating properly and 
sufficiently; replaced with new trailer in 2012. 
 
Plumbing: Currently providing tepid water in lieu of 
cold water to emergency eyewash. 
 
Boilers/Terminal Units/ Plumbing: Boilers over and 
UV equipment still relatively new and in prime of 
operating life; equipment and plumbing fixtures require 
preventive maintenance on regular basis. 
 
Commissioning: Building was constructed with 
energy efficient systems and will benefit from 
continued efforts to commission and optimize building 
equipment use and reduce energy consumption.  
 
Electrical 

 
Fire Alarm: Lacking visual strobe devices in some 
public areas; condition warrants follow up.  
 
 

FRANKLIN PARK  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

LRFP OVERVIEW 

COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE FACILITIES PLAN 
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DISTRICT PROFILE – FRANKLIN PARK Pre-K ANNEX Part III - 99 

FRANKLIN PARK  
Pre-Kindergarten ANNEX 

Address:  One Central Avenue 
  Franklin Park, NJ 08823 
 
Original Construction : 1957 
Portable Trailer (one):  1987 & 2012 (near Annex) 
Addition / Expansion:   2011 
 
Gross Building Area: 18,000 sf 
Portable Trailer Area:  2,500 sf 
 
2010 Student Enrollment:  See FPS (total1030) 
Currently houses grades: Pre-K  
 
Originally constructed to serve as neighborhood 
elementary school. Facility has been converted 
into a Pre-Kindergarten Annex that operates 
together with the nearby Franklin Park School. 
 
Steel and masonry construction. Entire single-
story school is composed of core space that is 
mirrored at Elizabeth Avenue and Hillcrest.  Works 
together with Franklin Park School. 
 
In 1987 District added one doublewide trailer to 
the ES operating in the Annex Building . The  
temporary trailer is being replaced in 2012 and a 
trailer will remain in operation providing 2 
“detached” classroom spaces until removed or 
replaced with permanent construction facilities. 

 
 
 

 
 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: Aggregate surfaced BUR membrane 
appears brittle with signs of alligatoring and active 
leaking; Anticipate need for repairs, maintenance 
and replacement investment. 
 

Brick Facades:  Evidence of some brick  & mortar 
deterioration and thru wall stability anchors installed 
to halt building wall movement; follow through with 
repointing, flashing and sealant work are needed. 
 

Windows/Doors: Windows in fair condition, weep 
holes observed filled causing leaks below; need 
caulking, sealant beads, hardware adjustments, and 
general  repairs; windows will warrant replacement 
in time. Exterior doors are in fair to good condition 
and need basic hardware adjustments/maintenance 
 
Paving: Repairs to existing paving surfaces are 
needed to deal with wear and tear of bus traffic;  
 
Field Work, Landscaping, Lighting, & Security: 
Existing PE/Recreation fields and play surfaces  
require upgrades and maintenance for safety and 
enhanced use.  Need to improve drainage & develop 
additional areas of site; need to upgrade exterior 
lighting & security over time. 
.  
 
 
 

PRE-K ANNEX 

FRANKLIN PARK ES Pre-K ANNEX 
LRFP OVERVIEW  
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
 

Toilet Rooms: Fair to poor condition (largely 
due to age and deterioration). Toilet rooms 
need to be renovated with fixtures and 
finishes replaced and ADA upgrades put into 
place. 
 

Interior Doors: Original doors with updated 
BF hardware.  Doors are in good condition 
and need basic maintenance. 
 

Ceilings: Stained & patched sections of 
ceilings in fair to poor condition; tiles are wet 
& stained due to roof leaks and water 
damage; tiles need replacement. 
 

Flooring: Patched & damaged VAT floor in 
corridors & classrooms. Need to remove 
cracked VAT tiles and dispose of properly. 
Anticipate flooring replacement. 

PRE-K ANNEX 

 

FRANKLIN PARK ES Pre-K ANNEX 
LRFP OVERVIEW  
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Electrical 
Lighting: : Inefficient lighting in gymnasium; no emergency 
lighting in east and west wings; need to replace old fixtures 
in CR, toilet rooms, MPR, etc. 
 
Fire Alarm/Security: Lacking visual strobe devices in 
existing toilet rooms and some public areas. Upgrade 
existing systems where needed; enhance security 
monitoring of exterior doors.                                         
 

Areas of Opportunity: Future PK-5 ES 
Franklin Park Annex is the 1957 original ES in the area and 
has been converted into Pre-K use since it only has basic 
support spaces and reasonable size classrooms.  Pre-K 
conversion has been successful. Overall site utilization is 
high so there is need for 2nd ES in area to be developed 
(Claremont Property or equivalent). FPS Annex works with 
FPS to create a large school; additions target School Model 
of 950-1,100 PK-5 ES as capacity limit with seven class 
sections per grade level plus dedicated pace for SGI, SC 
SE, resource, art, music, science, core areas & storage. 
 

LRFP recommends converting FPS from PK-4 into PK-5 
once new ES is built and SGS and FMS convert into two 6-8 
MS. FPS will remain the largest ES with small addition, field  
upgrades, play area development, new paving/parking, and 
support for PK-5. FPS is adding 5th grade  into its layout and 
adjusting infrastructure to support program changes. 
 
 
 

Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
 

Controls: Limited controls access; need for ATC replacement 
with energy management system for efficiency and comfort. 
 

Boilers: Boilers over 50 years old; replacement parts difficult 
to obtain; need to schedule replacement & repairs. 
 

Terminal Units: UV outdoor air intake not functioning; MPR 
lacks adequate ventilation; need to schedule repairs and 
replacements. Supplemental  HVAC should be considered in 
assembly areas & places with excessive heat build up 
 

Terminal Units: Airedale units not operating properly and are 
overly noisy; replacement/repairs are needed. 
 

Plumbing: Hot water storage tank and HW circulating pump 
in need of replacement; install backflow preventer on 
incoming domestic service; replace aging and deteriorating 
plumbing fixtures and pipe connections in older bathrooms.  
 

Areas of Concern: Electrical 
Elementary School is good facility to add new energy 
controls, increase monitoring of fuel and power, and consider 
implementing energy conservation measures. 
 

Electrical: Federal Pacific original panels – parts hard to 
replace; need to replace entire breaker panels and expand 
distribution wiring to support technology and HVAC. 

PRE-K ANNEX 

 

FRANKLIN PARK ES Pre-K ANNEX 
LRFP OVERVIEW  
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FRANKLIN PARK & ECC ANNEX SCHOOL 
30 Eden Street & 1 Central Avenue, Franklin Park, NJ     Constructed 1957; Expanded 1998, 2011    2 Story/1 Story; 117,247 sf 
Site size: 32.4 acres;  PK / PK SE in Annex & PK-4 in FPS 2011 Enrollment: 1,015 PK-4  1 Trailer (2 CR’s); 2012 new 
Combined Enrollment Breakdown:   (PK ) 99 (K) 165 (1st) 174 (2nd) 166 (3rd) 167 (4th) 144 (SE) 100 
EXISTING CONDITIONS & EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
• Franklin Park ES & Annex has immediate need for 52 CRs and only provides 48 CRs (shortage of 4 CR) with 2 rooms in 1 trailer; 
• School is facing overcrowding within next 5 years; preferred educational model includes LRFP 5th grade in Elementary School setting; 
• Trailer is aging and deteriorating; detached location raises safety and security issues; travel time is disruptive & isolating; 
• Infrastructure systems require targeted capital repairs where needed at doors, sidewalks, floors, equipment rooms, roofs, etc.  
• Need to maintain bus drop off, parking , safety and BF access on site; opportunity exists to further develop  recreational fields and use; 
• Core specialty areas are sufficient for current  enrollment , but may require modifications to support up to 1,040 students in future. 
• Grade 3 classes currently occur in trailer ; preference is for dedicated consolidated space via new construction or via re-districting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity Subtotal 
(BOE) 

Notes Total  

2010-2011 YEAR CURRENT CONDITIONS 

SC SE & PK SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 4 48 SE class size can vary  

Pre-K CR (in ECC) BOE 16; FES 15 5 x 2  160 ½ day 4yr olds & FD PK SE 

Kind to Grade 2 BOE 20; FES 21 25 500 BOE policy 

Grade 3 BOE 21; FES 21 7 147 BOE policy 

Grade 4 BOE 22; FES 23 7 154 BOE policy 

TCU / Trailer* Discontinue future usage (2 included) *1 Detached Module Unit 

2011 Enrollmt: 1,015 Subtotal: 48 CRs 1,009 90% Occupancy Factor 908 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Need redistricting Need addition  Projected Enrollment 2016-17 1,120 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 8 SGI overcrowded Capacity Status -212 

EXISTING CONDITIONS PK-4 ELEMENATRY SCHOOL & PK ANNEX 

 

FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 
Existing Condition Assessment 
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FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 
Aerial View of Site 

EXISTING PK-4 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL & PK ANNEX 
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FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 
Site Analysis 

SITE ANALYSIS PK-4 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL & PK ANNEX 
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FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 
Existing PK-4 Floor Plan 

PK-4 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FLOOR PLANS 
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*NOTE: Site development and overall school size is already maximized; consideration should be 
given to re-districting boundaries to relieve enrollment burden from area residents 

Franklin Park School  & ECC Annex:    
2011 Current Capacity Breakdown: 
5PK , 8K, 8 1st , 9 2nd , 7 3rd , 7 4th, 4PK/SC SE 
BOE Policy & Need = 52 CR   
2012 One Trailer with  2 CRs  
90% FES Utilization Capacity = 908 
FES Max Capacity = 1,009 PK-4 
Total Provided:   48 CRs    
2011 Current Enrollment = 1,015 PK-4 

Existing PK-4  
Elementary 

Existing  
PK Annex 

Existing PK-4  
2nd Floor 



 
 

FRANKLIN PARK & ECC ANNEX ELMENTARY SCHOOL 
30 Eden Street & 1 Central Avenue, Franklin Park, NJ         Constructed 1957; Expanded 1998, 2011         2 Story/1 Story; 117,247 sf  + RE-DISTRICTING 
Site size: 32.4 acres;  PK-5 FPS (Trailer removed)    2016-17 LRFP Enroll.: 1120 PK-4 + 160 5th  (PK ) 131 (K) 175 (1st) 180 (2nd) 177 (3rd) 173 (4th) 174 (SE) 110 (5th) 160 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 1 Trailer & replace 2 CR with permanent construction to accommodate 7 sections/grade & accommodate 5th grade students in ES; 
• NOTE: To absorb 5th grade without a sizable larger school, school boundaries must be re-drawn & the overall sending population reduced; 
• Add dedicated space for the return of targeted out-of-district PK and SE classes – provide a total of 5 PK , 3 PK SE and 5 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer , science, resource and SGI rooms; Add 8 CR (2 story addition) & restore music room;  
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and expand play areas as needed to accommodate larger enrollment and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of Rooms Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

7 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE  CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 5 60 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 3 36 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 6 x 2 192 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 28 588 FES (7 sections/grade) 

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 14 322 FES (7 sections/grade) 

TCU / Trailers* Removed Replace TCU with new 

2016 Enrollmt.: 1,280 Subtotal: 56 CRs 1,198 90% Occupancy Factor 1,080 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Need build new PK-5 1,280* LRFP Projected Enrollment 1,280 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI *Re-district insufficient Capacity Evaluation -200* 

FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 
LRFP Site Upgrades & Limited PK ES Expansion 
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FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 
LRFP Site Upgrades & Limited PK ES Expansion 

PK-5 & ANNEX DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 
Part III - 108 

Franklin Park School site will be 
developed with a small addition 
targeted to complete the school 
model of seven (7) sections per 
grade level for FPS capacity range of 
950 to 1,150 students in Grades PK-
5. Addition will be two-story in height 
and provide 8 new classrooms. The 
annex addition has recently come 
online in 2011-12 with four new CR. 



 
 FRANKLIN PARK & ECC Annex ES 

LRFP Proposed PK-5 ES Model 
(7 sections per grade level) 

LRFP FLOOR PLAN CONSIDERATIONS Part III - 109 

Franklin Park School  & ECC Annex:    
FUTURE PK-5 Capacity Breakdown: 
6PK , 8K, 1st, 2nd, 3rd + 8 4th & 5th, 3PK/SC. 5 SE 
2012 One Trailer with  2 CRs (Replaced) 
90% FES Utilization Capacity = 1,080 
FES Max Capacity = 1,098 PK-4 
Total Provided:   56 CRs    
2016-17 Enrollment = 1,280 PK-5 (with 5th)  

Future PK-5 Elementary School & ECC Annex 
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FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

 
 
 

Address:  175 Claremont Road 
 Somerset, NJ 08873 
 

Original Construction : N/A 
Addition/Expansion:  N/A 
 

Site Area: 43.8 Acres 
Twp. Block: 34.12, Lots 4, 5, & 6 
Gross Building Area: N/A 
2010 Student Enrollment: N/A 
 

Currently the property is undeveloped 
and vacant, purchased in 2005 by the 
BOE to serve as a future school site. 
Prior land use was agricultural now it is  
surrounded by residential development.  
 

Site appears suitable for hosting a 
new PK-5 elementary school, early 
childhood Annex and/or 6-8 MS. 
There is possibility of a campus 
approach to development. Further 
analysis including wetlands survey, 
soils testing, environmental impact 
study, etc. are required to determine 
best use and strategies needed to 
prepare site for school construction. 
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FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

Aerial View of Site 
 
 
 

Claremont Rd.  
Property 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
SITE ANALYSIS 

 
 
 

 
Site was originally acquired in 2005 by the FTPS as a possible site for a new school building. Under consideration is the 
construction of a new PK-5 elementary school, new Early Childhood Annex, and/or new 6-8 middle school. Further 
development analysis, environmental impact study, wetlands delineation, soil testing, survey work and documentation 
are required in order to determine the best use and full scope of work needed to prepare the site for school use. Site 
size of 43.8 acres appears appropriate for new school construction, circulation, and recreational fields development. 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
Profile & Property Description 

 

Property Size and Dimensions: The site is an irregular shaped tract of 
land of 43.8 acres. The northerly boundary consists of 2,120’ of frontage 
along Claremont Road. Its easterly boundary is 985’, southerly boundary 
is 1,889’ and westerly boundary is 956’.  
 
Terrain:  The site consists of gently rolling to nearly level terrain and 
most is cleared fields with some wooded areas along the perimeter and 
easterly boundary where a small stream is located. 
 
Easements & Restrictions: A Sun Pipe Line for underground gas 
transmission runs parallel to the property’s easterly boundary. 
 
Floodplain: According to the Flood Insurance Rate Map for Franklin 
Township, Community Panel No. 340434-00015C (dated May 15, 1980) 
the tract is not located in the flood hazard area. 
 
Wetlands: No site-specific wetlands delineation mapping or “Letter of 
Interpretation” (LOI) has been prepared yet to identify the resource value 
of the subject wetlands. A wetlands delineation mapping is needed to 
accurately determine size, shape, location and quality of wetlands. 
Information readily available such as the NJDEP “Monmouth Junction” 
Freshwater Wetlands Map show  areas of freshwater wetlands exist on 
the site. One area is located along the entire easterly border where a 
small stream is located. Another wetlands area is identified in the center 
of the tract and labeled “modified agricultural” wetlands, which refers to 
an area of wetlands altered due to farming operations. The NJDEP 
requires transitions and buffer areas to be placed adjacent to wetlands. 
Buffer widths depend upon the quality of the wetlands and   resource 
value. This remains to be determined, however, a minimum of 50’ 
transition area is required. Approximately 10% of the tract appears 
encumbered by wetlands, while over 35% of the expected soil types 
have severe limitations in regards to supporting dwellings, roads and 
septic fields. The wetlands determination will be a key element in land 
utilization and in finalizing the layout of any proposed facilities. 
 

 
BLOCK 34.12 LOTS 4, 5, & 6: 
In January 2005, Sterling DiSanto & Associates Real Estate Advisors 
prepared an appraisal of the subject property for the FTPS board of 
education. The purchased property at 175 Claremont Road is located 
on the  south side of Claremont 800 feet east of South Middlebush 
Road. It is a 43.8 acre tract previously used as farmland and improved 
with single family dwelling and outbuildings. The land is described as 
Block 34.12, Lots 4, 5. & 6 on official Franklin Township tax maps. 
Information is taken from Somerset County Soil Survey maps and Soil 
Profiles and the Fresh Water Wetlands Maps from NJDEP. The 
referenced information is reliable but approximate and to implement 
property development plans, a comprehensive, on-site delineation of 
wetlands and soils analysis by qualified engineers will be required.  
 
Neighborhood Description: The tract is located in the southern 
portion of Franklin Township near Route 27 and South Brunswick 
border. The Millstone River and historic Delaware & Raritan Canal form 
the neighborhood’s westerly boundary. This area is known locally as 
Griggstown and its southernmost border is Route 518 (Georgetown & 
Franklin Turnpike). The neighborhood can be characterized as semi-
rural yet it is situated at edge of large residential development. The 
property lies near the intersection of S. Middlebush Road and Rte 27 
next to the Hovnanian development of “Society Hill” complex. This 
development includes flats, townhouses, and small size single family 
detached houses. Nearby is a community shopping center anchored by 
a supermarket. To the west of Society Hill is another project developed 
by Hovnanian and referred to as the  “Town and Country” complex; this 
includes 344 lots ranging in size from 2 to 5 acres. The area’s trend is 
upwardly mobile with continued growth projected in the future. 
 
Additional Due Diligence  and Surface Investigations are warranted 
as next steps in investigating highest and best use of the property. It is 
anticipated that high water tables will be an issue to resolve as well as 
lack of municipal sewer connection. Soil testing is needed to determine 
appropriateness of subsurface for  footings and multistory construction. 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
Profile & Environmental Analysis 

 

Utilities: Utilities are available to the property including public water, 
electricity and telephone.  There is no public sewer service currently 
available to the property and  tract is not in the sewer service area. 
 
Environmental: Former occupant had a 1,000 gallon underground 
storage tank (UST) used for heating oil located near the farmhouse 
dwelling. In addition, there was a 500 gallon above ground storage tank 
used for diesel fuel and a 300 gallon  above ground storage tank used for 
gasoline on the property. The BOE retained Adams, Rehman & Heggan, 
Engineers to investigate and report on possible environmental 
contamination. Their analysis indicated there were no pesticides 
detected. In addition, their soil samplings at the storage tank areas 
demonstrated compliance with the State’s soil cleanup criteria. Base 
upon this, there is no stigma or adverse affect on land value due to the 
presence of these tanks and past agricultural use. 
 
Improvements:  The property was improved with a two story single 
family dwelling that was constructed of wood frame with a gable roof, 
dormers, and cedar shake siding. The original section of the house dated 
back to the 1700’s and additions were built over the years. The house 
had 8 rooms, 3 bedrooms and 1 bath and was in fair to poor condition. 
Full demolition of farmhouse and all outbuilding structures has been 
agreed upon as the best way to prepare the land for future development. 
 
Zoning & Legally Permissible Use:  Property is in A-Agricultural Zone 
which requires minimum lot areas of 6 acres and minimum lot frontage of 
400’. The maximum impervious coverage is 20% and maximum building 
height is 35’.  Zone A permits single family detached dwellings along with 
farming operations, schools, and golf courses. Conditional uses are 
permitted including public utilities, kennels, churches, and philanthropic 
organizations.  The site has over 2,100‘ of frontage which enhances its 
development potential. The land was purchased as a potential site for 
a new elementary school or other facility  needed by the School 
District. Site appears suitable for new school construction and 
development.  

 
Soil Types: A preliminary review of the US Department of 
Agriculture’s Somerset County Soil Survey and it accompanying maps 
indicate that the property is made up of six (6) soil types. There include 
the following soil types and approximate locations. 
 

RyB  East Central area; 30% coverage;  Moderate limitations 
Ro     Along eastern stream; 5% coverage; Severe limitations 
BdB  Western area of site; 30% coverage; Moderate to slight 
BdC  Northwest Corner; 5% coverage; Moderate limitations 
KID   Eastern side of site; 5% coverage; Severe limitations 
LbA   West Central area; 25% coverage; Severe limitations 
 
Soil Descriptions: Property’s soil profile is as follows: 
RyB Royce silt loam has 2%-6% slopes and limitations for property 
development due to shallow depth bedrock.  
 

Ro, Rowland soils are found in floodplains and correspond to areas shown as 
forested wetlands on NJDEP maps & flood maps. These soils have severe 
limitations for development due to their association with identified wetlands and 
buffer areas. 
 

BdB and BdC Birdsboro silt loam has 2%-12% slopes and are the soils most 
favorable for development on the property.  
 

LbB, Landsdowne silt loam has 2%-6% slopes and has limitations for 
development due to seasonably high water table. 
 

KID, Klinesville shaly loam has 12%-18% slopes and exists on hillsides and 
sharp breaks on strongly sloping uplands. Limitations consist of high shale 
content and bedrock at depth of 1 to1-1/2 feet.  
 
The majority of the property has slight to moderate limitations for on site septic 
systems. Only 35% has soils with severe limitations. Poor soils will not prevent 
development, however, special septic, footings, and foundations may be 
needed and this adds to development costs. In addition, poor soils often 
require lots to be larger in size to suitably accommodate sanitary systems. 
Other properties in the immediate area, such as Hovnanian’s Town and County 
complex have similar soil profiles and over 344 homes were developed nearby 
on large lots and with on-site septic fields as part of their construction.  
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (5 sections/grade level) 

PHASE 1 New Construction: 700-800 Capacity PK-5 ES 

 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

5-YEAR Projection 5 sections/grade level PHASE 1  PK-5 LRFP NEEDS with Annex 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 9 108 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR (Annex) BOE 12; FES 12 2 24 Full day session SE IDP ECC 

PK  CR (Annex) BOE 16; FES 15 3 x 2 90 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) ECC 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 20 420 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 10 230 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Future Enrollmt.: 700-800 Subtotal: 44 CRs 872 90% Occupancy Factor 780 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 700 LRFP Projected Enrollment 700-800 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI expandable Capacity Evaluation 

PROPOSED NEW PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
175 Claremont Road, Somerset, NJ To be Constructed  (3 years after funds secured)     2 Story; SF TBD; CAPACITY: 800-900 
Site size: Block 34.12 Lots 4, 5, 6 = 43.8 acres  Projected Capacity: (PK ) 100 (K) 100 (1st) 100 (2nd) 100 (3rd) 100 (4th) 100  (5th) 100 (SE) 100  
 
LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
Design a high performance school that maximizes flexibility, tech support, collaborative learning, and energy conservation features; 
Cluster age appropriate rooms together and provide separate, identified wing for PK and PK SE classes; 
Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and adequate small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
Design activity core areas with special features for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
Modify site to accommodate parking, separate bus and car  drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
Develop recreation /athletic fields and playground s as needed to accommodate both school and community use. 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (7 sections/grade level)  

PHASE 2 New Construction: 1,000-1,200 Capacity PK-5 ES 

 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

5-YEAR Projection 7 sections/grade level PHASE 2  PK-5 LRFP NEEDS with Annex 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 14 154 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR (Annex) BOE 12; FES 12 12 144 Full day session SE IDP ECC 

PK  CR (Annex) BOE 16; FES 15 4 x 2 120 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) ECC 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 28 588 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 14 322 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Future Enrollmt.: 1000 Subtotal: 62 CRs 1,328 90% Occupancy Factor 1,200 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 1,000 LRFP Projected Enrollment 1,000 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI expandable Capacity Evaluation 

PROPOSED NEW PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
175 Claremont Road, Somerset, NJ To be Constructed  (3 years after funds secured)     2 Story; SF TBD; CAPACITY: 1,150 
Site size: 43.8 acres PK-5   Projected Capacity: (PK ) 180 (K) 120 (1st) 120 (2nd) 120 (3rd) 120 (4th) 120 (5th) 120 (SE) 100  
 
LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
Design a high performance school that maximizes flexibility, tech support, collaborative learning, and energy conservation features; 
Cluster age appropriate rooms together and provide separate, identified wing for PK and PK SE classes; 
Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and adequate small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
Design activity core areas with special features for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
Modify site to accommodate parking, separate bus and car  drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
Develop recreation /athletic fields and playground s as needed to accommodate both school and community use. 

DISTRICT PROFILE – CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 1150 capacity ES & ECC 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (6 to 8 sections/grade level)  

3 WINGS New Construction: 1,000 to 1,400 Capacity PK-5 ES 

 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

5-YEAR Projection 6 sections/grade level 3 WINGS PK-5 LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 9 108 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 6 72 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 6 x 2 180 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 24 504 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 16 368 FES (5 sections/grade) 

Future Enrollmt.: 1000 Subtotal: 58 CRs 1,232 90% Occupancy Factor 1,100 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 1,000 LRFP Projected Enrollment 1,000 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI expandable Capacity Evaluation 

PROPOSED NEW PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
175 Claremont Road, Somerset, NJ To be Constructed  (3 years after funds secured)     2 Story; SF TBD; CAPACITY: 1,200 
Site size: 43.8 acres PK-5   Projected Capacity: (PK ) 180 (K) 120 (1st) 120 (2nd) 120 (3rd) 120 (4th) 120 (5th) 120 (SE) 100  
 
LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
Design a high performance school that maximizes flexibility, tech support, collaborative learning, and energy conservation features; 
Cluster age appropriate rooms together and provide separate, identified wing for PK and PK SE classes; 
Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and adequate small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
Design activity core areas with special features for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
Modify site to accommodate parking, separate bus and car  drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
Develop recreation /athletic fields and playground s as needed to accommodate both school and community use. 

DISTRICT PROFILE – CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 1200 capacity ES (3 Wings) 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
PHASE 1 New Construction:  700-800 Capacity PK-5 ES 

(LRFP Phase 2 adds capacity up to 1,000-1,150) 
 
 
 

1st Floor 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
PHASE 1 New Construction:  700-800 Capacity PK-5 ES 

(LRFP Phase 2 adds capacity up to 1,000-1,150) 
 
  

 
 

SECOND FLOOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 700-800 CAPACITY PK-5 ES 

2nd Floor 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (6 to 8 sections/grade level)  

3 WINGS New Construction: 1,000 to 1,400 Capacity PK-5 ES 
  

 
 

1st Floor 



SECOND FLOOR PLAN & LRFP PROPOSAL 1000-1400 Capacity ES (3 Wings) 
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CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (6 to 8 sections/grade level)  

3 WINGS New Construction: 1,000 to 1,400 Capacity PK-5 ES 
 
 
 

2nd Floor 
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FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

 
 
 

Address:    1755 Amwell Road, Somerset, NJ 08873 
 

Original Construction : 1926 
Addition/Expansion:  N/A 
 
Gross Building Area: 26,400 sf 
 
2010  Enrollment: Not Applicable (decommissioned) 
Current Function:  BOE Administration Building 
 
Formerly operating as an active school, Middlebush is 
the District’s oldest structure, operating for over 85 
years. Two-story former CR wing surrounds large group 
spaces in center. CRs have been converted to  
Administrative Offices and former MPR hosts the 
District Technology IT Services. The building is not 
barrier free accessible and requires upgrades to 
improve operations and address code upgrades. 

Middlebush Annex 
 (B&G Dept. occupies a 
municipal facility that 
was used as a former city 
hall and police station) 
 

Original Date: Unknown   
 

Building Area: 6,798 sf  
(incl. Garage at 2310sf) 

Transportation 
Department  Trailer 
 
Trailer:  1,450 sf 
 
Located at 30 
Churchill Avenue 



Areas of Concern: Exterior 
 

Roofing: fully adhered single ply EPDM roof membrane 
installation detailing is less than robust.  Previous leaks 
affected district technology server areas 
 
Brick Facades:  Integrity of brickwork shows durability 
of the material when well installed.  Candidate for 
limited repairs if the building remains a long term asset 
for the school district. 
 
Paving: parking lot showing signs of wear and tear in 
some places; lack of protected paths/sidewalks from 
parking lot leading to rear entrances 
 
Windows: are aging and difficult to operate; future 
improvements should include window replacement  
 
Water Drainage/Flood Control: Middlebush is located 
on a site and in an area of the township with high water 
table which has caused flood problems on interior and 
has affected central storage of supplies and technology. 
Precautions need to be taken. Water infiltration has 
significantly affected IAQ and is a key reason why 
BOE should consider finding a new location for hosting 
the BOE offices and central warehouse supplies. 

LRFP ASSESSMENT – MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRIATION 

MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
LRFP OVERVIEW 
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Areas of Concern: Interior 
 

Toilet Rooms: Poor condition (largely due to age, 
wear and tear as existing fixtures operate beyond 
their life span) 
 

Interior Doors: Require BF hardware, panic 
devices & door closers throughout the building.  
 

Ceiling: In poor condition with damage to ceiling, 
stained tiles, and marred walls due to leaks. 
 

Stairs: Non compliant handrails at stairs. Major 
limitation is steep stairs at all entries and lack of  
barrier free access (no elevator), which impacts 
functional use and proper public accommodation. 
 

Storage Access, Security, & Appropriateness: 
BOE has been making use of the former MPR and 
school spaces for use as combination central 
storage depot and area dedicated to technology 
department. Space is not designed efficiently or 
effectively for storage. There are problems with 
water tightness of exterior shell and of water 
damage caused by periodic flooding from 
seasonal high water tables. BOE should consider 
alternative options for its office functions and  for 
its storage needs. Security may not be adequate 
and lack of BF & flexible access causes problems 
. 
LRFP ASSESSMENT – MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRIATION 

MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
LRFP OVERVIEW 
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BF Access: Lack of barrier free 
access is an obstacle for continued 
use of Middlebush by the BOE. Need 
for elevator addition and BF upgrades 
throughout with new doors, ramps, 
handrails, etc. Costs are expensive. 



Areas of Concern: Mechanical 
 

HVAC Systems: Aging equipment is not 
energy efficient or appropriately suited to 
building-wide office function.  
 
HVAC Controls: Limited controls do not 
provide modern energy management 
capabilities, which in turn wastes energy and is 
non-responsive to flexible use; There is a lack 
of monitors, timers, and automatic shut offs 
that impact energy usage and operational 
costs; there is need for enhanced ATC system. 
 
Boilers: Steam boiler is approximately 30 
years old; space heaters indicate building is 
not balanced and central plant capacity may 
be deficient to provide adequate thermal 
comfort to all sections. 
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Areas of Concern: Electrical 
 

Lighting: Inefficient T-12 lamps throughout 
much of building 
 
Electrical Service & Distribution: existing 
system is antiquated and limited in capacity; 
upgrades and replacement of outmoded 
distribution panels are needed 
 
Communications: District-wide IT racks 
located in unsecure area that is vulnerable to 
water damage; no emergency generator to 
support IT function during power loss 
 
Fire Alarm & Security: No strobes in some 
public areas, corridors, office areas, CST room; 
Security and protection of existing IT equipment 
is inadequate 
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MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
Aerial View of Site 
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MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
Existing Floor Plan – Ground Level 

 
 
 

Middlebush Administration Building is a former two-story school structure that has converted classrooms into BOE administrative offices.  Entry 
is through three stairwells from the rear parking lot. There is no central reception area or barrier free access. Each floor requires using stairs to 
access since ground floor is one flight of steps down and upper floor is one flight of steps up from parking lot. A third stairwell is centrally located in 
the front wing and flanked by two gang toilet facilities. Ground floor has been retrofitted to accommodate suites, workrooms, and individual offices 
associated with pupil services, human resources, food services, parent information and CARE program support. The former auditorium now hosts 
the IT department and hub equipment. Other functions include central storage and personnel offices on former stage. Only the (stage-level) 
personnel offices are BF accessible since they are located at the same height as the rear entry door.  

Ground Floor  
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MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
Existing Floor Plan - Upper Level 

 
 
 

Middlebush Administration Building Upper floor level has been retrofitted to accommodate departmental suites, workrooms, conference 
spaces and individual offices associated with Superintendent of Schools, Business Administration areas including assistant BA office, payroll 
and accounting, offices for the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum, and supervisory directors of science and social studies. Layout is based 
upon a three-sided arrangement of perimeter offices (in former classrooms) that wrap around central MPR space (former auditorium & stage).  

Upper Floor 
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MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
Facility Assessment 

 

Most of the staff is required to share a set of gang toilet 
facilities located on the ground floor level. Throughout the 
building, infrastructure systems are aging and deteriorating 
and mechanical system utilizes original piping. Within next 5 
years, fixtures and finishes warrant repair/replacement and 
equipment warrants upgrades. 
 
Neighborhood Description:  
The administration building is centrally located at 1755 
Amwell Road in Franklin Township and nestled within the 
context of the historic village of Middlebush. This area is 
associated with civic use and administration buildings as it 
accommodates the nearby US Post Office, Municipal Center, 
Police Headquarters, Library, Municipal Courts, etc. There is 
also a mix of commercial units, business functions, churches, 
and professional offices located along Amwell Road.  
 
The site is a rectangular shaped tract of land with its 
southern edge having frontage along Amwell Road and its 
western edge bounded by Charles Street. The eastern and 
northern boundaries lie adjacent to residential and municipal 
buildings. The Middlebush building is located in a favorable 
spot for continued  “centralized” administrative use that may 
be associated with shared services with the Township or 
other organizations.  
 
One option suggested during community discussions include 
the conversion and adaptive re-use of Middlebush Building 
as a community-centered facility providing public services 
and/or youth recreational services.  To accomplish this, the 
building will require improved barrier free access as well as 
some general maintenance repairs in addition to any interior 
renovations necessitated by program changes.  

 
DISPOSITION OF FTPS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING: 
District Administration operates out of a former school 
building, (Middlebush Building). Its original construction was 
1926 and the building was renovated and converted over time 
into business office use. Currently the building provides a 
gross building area of  26,400 square feet and house the 
majority of district’s administrative offices including the office 
of superintendent, business administration, departmental 
supervisors, personnel staff, and technology department.  
 
Formerly operating as an active school, the Middlebush 
Building is the District’s oldest structure. It has been operating 
for over 85 years and is in need of refurbishment and 
replacement of systems and equipment which have exceeded 
their functional life span.  
 
Middlebush Building is a two-story masonry and concrete 
structure with converted classroom space surrounding an 
assembly area in the middle of the building. Middlebush is 
limited in size and support spaces which is what caused the 
facility to be decommissioned as a school and converted into 
BOE offices. The  District’s Technology IT Services will be 
moving out of the ground floor central area due to problems 
with the thermal envelope, water infiltration, and  lack of a 
suitable environment for hi-tech activities.  
 
One major deficient is there is no central reception area to 
provide welcome and provide supervisory control over 
building access. Visitors do not know which stair entrance to 
use and have to walk past several areas to find someone to 
receive and direct them. In addition, there is no barrier free 
access to the floor (or to the building) and only three small 
convenience toilets are located on the first floor level.   
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MIDDLEBUSH ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
Facility Assessment 

 

operations into a wing of an existing school –or- exploring options for 
leasing office space available elsewhere in the township.  
 
4) A long range strategy can potentially offer the opportunity of  
combining functional needs with future expansion needs. This can be 
achieved by investigating available properties for sale that may include 
an office structure suitable for administrative use along with a sizable 
tract of land suitable for future school development. 
 
Need for Upgrades:  
Numerous capital issues need to be addressed if Middlebush is 
to remain in operation. These include first and foremost the lack 
of barrier free access which affects staff and public accessibility. 
Also of major concern is the lack of central reception and 
supervisory control at building entrances. This contributes to 
insufficient security and control of functions, equipment, and 
sensitive materials. Due to its age and original design, the 
existing building has an energy-inefficient HVAC system which 
triggers the year-round use of AC units even during winter 
months (to offset the unbalanced heating system). There is also 
a need for flood control in the basement during heavy rains. 
 
Public accommodations must be made to improve barrier free 
access into and throughout the facility. One proposal includes 
the construction of a new elevator addition, central reception 
area, upgrades to building entrances and new walkway access. 
A new elevator would be a permanent solution to BF needs, 
however this scope of work is expensive. Other capital work that 
is overdue includes upgrades and replacement  of windows, 
roof, doors and hardware, plus installation of ramps, handrails, 
signage, signal devices, toilet fixtures, light fixtures etc. and 
other devices needed to comply with code and safety standards.  

 

LRFP Options for Middlebush Administration Building:  
Middlebush Administration Building has several key limitations 
that challenge its continued use as a public facility.  
 
First, it is not barrier free accessible, which severely limits public 
access. Second it has limited space and a structure not 
designed for office use, which constricts layouts, hampers 
communications, and affects relationships between departments. 
Third, its existing infrastructure is aging and deteriorating which 
necessitates major HVAC upgrades, security and flood control 
improvements, and general capital upgrade work in near future.  
 
The outmoded infrastructure including the aging and unbalanced 
heating system is contributing to excessive energy consumption 
and is also causing operational difficulties in terms of 
supervisory control, communications, security arrangements and 
functional inefficiencies. Overall the former school facilities are 
not ideally suited to performance as an office building, thereby 
impacting staff productivity.  
 
Considerations to Improve BOE/Admin Operations: 
1)BOE has the option to work with the municipality and offer 
Middlebush as future site for youth services and community 
recreation center -or- BOE has the option to sell to a developer 
who can demolish the building and reuse the land.  

 
2)Upon property disposal, BOE has the option to work with the 
municipality to share resources in exchange for acquiring new 
offices developed within the municipal complex or on an 
alterative piece of public property with municipal assistance.  

 
3)An alternative strategy includes the option of BOE moving its 
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TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT FACILITY 
Aerial View of Site 

FTPS Transportation Facility is located at 30 Churchill Avenue on the same site accommodating the School Bus Depot where the 
District’s school buses are parked and stored. The location is adjacent to Franklin Township's Public Works Department  
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TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT FACILITY 
Facility Assessment 

Address:    30 Churchill Avenue, Franklin Township, NJ  
Gross Building Area: 1,450 sf 
Current Function:  Trailer Offices for Transportation Department 
 

FTPS Transportation Department: 
The current Department of Transportation for Franklin Township School District 
is housed in a modular office space located at 30 Churchill Avenue in Franklin 
Township. The trailer consists of several desks, filing cabinets, storage units, 
workstations, and restroom facilities. This trailer style facility is approximately 
1,450 square feet in size and it occupies a space on the property that harbors 
the District’s school buses. This property borders the Township’s Public Works 
Department.  
 

Identified Deficiencies:  
The quality of space is spartan and functional and building components are 
typically associated with a 20 year lifecycle standard. The building is adequate 
for its function, however, it is not an energy efficient structure and the trailer is 
becoming due for a series of repairs and upgrades. The existing exhaust 
system for the restrooms needs to be reviewed and repaired and various 
operating parts need to be serviced. The facility lacks emergency lighting in the 
open office area and there are no audio/ visual/ strobe fire alarm devices 
located within the trailer.  
 

Analysis: 
The Transportation Facility is located near the school bus depot so as to be 
close to transportation drivers for dispatch and monitoring services. This 
location near the township’s border with New Brunswick, however, is not ideally 
situated within the district for optimizing convenient access or for 
communicating and interfacing with the central administration. Long range 
consideration may be given to relocating the transportation department 
personnel closer to the administration building for improved communication and 
the coordination of services. A more centralized location would also reduce 
travel distance to any of district’s facilities.  
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PART FOUR FACILITY GOALS, BOE POLICIES & PRIORITY ACTION PLAN 



Facilities shall be safe, secure, healthy & productive centers of learning 
 Facility improvements shall enhance BF access, site security, universal technology  
 support,  HVAC ventilation/IAQ, thermal  envelope, and integrity of roofs; 
 
 

Facilities shall be pro-education & meet local particularized needs 
 Facility improvements shall re-align Grade Configuration to PK-5 and 6-8 MS while 
 maintaining existing 9-12 HS. Plan shall add 6th grade students to MS and restore 5th grade 
 students to  ES level. PK-K Early Childhood Centers may be considered  and planned as 
 part of a school campus development; 
 
Facilities shall be integrated with community vision & resource sharing 
 Facility planning shall explore options for alternative approaches to new construction such 
 as property acquisition and adaptive reuse of an existing building. District shall seek ways 
 to partner with community stakeholders and investigate potential sharing of resources;  
 
Facilities shall be sized appropriately to fit site, program, & accommodate growth        
 Facility planning shall assess available capacities and project future classroom needs; in 
 response district shall expand existing buildings and/or construct new schools over time to 
 meet enrollment projections, maintain target class sizes, & achieve educational adequacy; 
 
Facilities shall increase sustainability, energy-efficiency, and high performance  
 Facility improvements shall include capital repair and replacement work including  upgrades 
 to building infrastructure; District shall replace failing equipment and inefficient  systems; 
 renew fixtures and finishes, enhance technology, and add new support features. 

LRFP DESIGN GOALS 
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LRFP VISION GOALS  

LRFP has to balance Facility Needs with Educational Vision & Functional Objectives  
 
Design Vision shall be based upon Community Values & Stakeholder Input 
 
Facility Improvements shall be linked to District Mission & Top Priority Goals 
 
Building & Ground Operations shall Reduce Costs through Energy Efficiency Measures 
 
LRFP Opportunities shall promote 21st c. Academic Engagement & Hi-Tech Relevancy 
 
BOE shall make fiscally responsible decisions that operate on two fronts:   
 

1st the BOE must make decisions to re-invest and implement critical “capital repair work”  
 

2nd the BOE must begin planning long range facilities to accommodate enrollment 
projections, grade reconfiguration, and the local delivery of 21st c. educational services 

1. Life Safety & Code Compliance work shall be considered Top Priority capital projects 
2. Health & Safety projects shall include HVAC upgrades, IAQ improvements  & roofing work 
3. Security &Tech Advancements along with Communication Network Upgrades shall be implemented 
4. Grade Re-Alignment & Educational Program Support shall be planned as part of expansion initiatives 
5. Aging and deteriorating CR Trailers and infrastructure components shall be replaced or renovated 
6. Design projects shall implement Best Practices & High Performance Energy-Efficiency Strategies 

An effective and successful LRFP must operate on multiple levels and allocate resources wisely: 
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COMMUNITY INPUT INTO LRFP PROCESS  
LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force – EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY GOALS 

GOAL: Address Health, Safety, & Welfare Infrastructure Issues where needed at District Schools 
 Master Plan shall implement important capital work to keep existing building s operating safely and efficiently including: 
• Life Safety, Fire Alarm & Related Upgrades (i.e.. new fire alarm controls, communication system, emergency lighting, etc.) 
• Barrier Free Access Improvements (i.e.. elevator, ramps, chair lifts, toilet access, etc.) 
• Environmental and Health Code Improvements (i.e.. Abatement as needed, HVAC/ventilation improvements, etc.) 
• State and Federal Mandates in regards to Curriculum Programs (i.e.. Small group rooms, Special Ed Resource, Title IX, etc.) 
• Capital Improvement Items Essential to School Operation (i.e. roofs, operable windows, toilet room upgrades, HVAC, boilers, ATC controls, security) 
• Consider ways to Replace Trailers  by removing aging and deteriorating substandard units and relocating classes into permanent facilities;  
• Consider ways to Target School & Class Size  to maintain and achieve appropriate sizes for facility operations , site safety, & academic success. 
 

GOAL: Address Educational Adequacy Issues of “Academic Clustering & Grade Re-Configuration”   
 Master Plan shall implement important capital reorganization work including the following: 
 Reconfigure grade alignment and student distribution & shift to a THREE TIER SYSTEM of PK-5 ES, 6-8 MS & 9-12 HS 
 Incorporate District-wide School Models & Target Class Size Criteria into the Planning Process so as to limit overall school size and  

establish guidelines for class sizes that are conducive to achieving academic success and are supported by evidence-based research data; 
 Consider constructing New School to accommodate growing enrollment – construction may occur on BOE property or via new property 

acquisition and building conversion. Existing schools shall be renovated and reconfigured to support program relocations; student attendance boundaries 
and transportation routes shall be changed as needed. District shall investigate options along with considering the following recommended scenario*: 
*Convert FMS and SGS into two 6-8 MS; expand capacity at Elizabeth Avenue ES, and build a new PK-5 ES at the BOE property on Claremont Road. 

 Reconfigure existing schools to support the “Academic Clustering” via reassigned CRs, rooms adapted to new uses, & added resources; 
 Provide Curriculum Support via renovated spaces that support curriculum changes  (i.e.. different class sizes for  LGI, team teaching, SGI resource 

breakouts, academic coaching, new elective programs, & updated tech spaces for vocational/career-oriented programs) 
 Provide Instructional Support via establishment of “Planning Centers” associated with academic clusters, staff development, conversion of Media 

Center into Instructional Learning Center, and provision of new furnishings, equipment, and technology-enhanced teaching tools wherever feasible. 
 
GOAL: Address Educational Adequacy Issues of Special Education, Curriculum Standards, & Mandated Programs 
 Master Plan shall implement important capital renewal work including the following: 
 Provide New or Renovated Facilities to support  State Mandated Programs & Special Education Initiatives: 
 Support new Curriculum Standards & State Requirements plus support for Electives , Emerging Subjects and Integrated Programs 
 Support State Mandated SC SE Programs and Mainstreaming Initiatives (bringing back out-of-district placements when feasible) 
 Support specialized Resource  Programs for ESL, BSI, and Remedial Instruction 
 Support special Activity Areas for “community-based high interest programs” such as dance, art, music, independent study, etc. 
 Support special Activity Areas for upgraded, revised programs in consumer sciences, IT, applied technology, & career training 
 Provide New or Renovated Facilities to support Emerging Programs and acquisition of 21st Century Learning Skills: 
 Support “21st Century Skills” including concept of media learning center, team teaching , academic coaching , & integrated technology  
 Support staff by providing new equipment, multimedia devices, & furnishings to create new opportunities for differentiated learning  
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COMMUNITY INPUT INTO LRFP PROCESS  
LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force – EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY GOALS 

 
GOAL: Address Local, Particularized Needs in support  of Academic Coaching, Technology & Science Instruction 
 Master Plan shall implement important capital enhancement work including the following: 
 
• Science Renovations shall Replace Outdated Equipment & Upgrade Utilities to better equip Science Labs plus enhance technology & HVAC; 
• Technology Upgrades  shall relocate IT Hub to HS, upgrade electrical service, power distribution, equipment leasing, & flexible backbone; 
• Media Center Conversion shall reuse existing space in new way to increase resource and tech support; new layout, furniture, and functions; 
• Classroom Upgrades shall revise layouts & finishes, add technology, new furniture & teaching tools, upgrade acoustics & HVAC/IAQ systems; 

 
 

GOAL: Address Community Concerns in regards to  Community Outreach & Sharing of Resources 
 Master Plan shall implement important capital re-utilization work including the following: 
 
 Improve Community Outreach & Community Use of Facilities by upgrading highly valued “community” spaces & enhancing access to all. 
Extend the use of buildings (12 months, 7 days/week) and commit to provide programs for lifelong learning and community outreach. 
Implement capital upgrades at the following types of spaces: Classrooms,  Media Center, Cafeteria, Auditorium, Music, Art, Gym & Fitness, & Tech Labs 
 
 Improve Community Use of School Buildings, Classrooms, Performing & Meeting Spaces in existing facilities 
Improve entrances, BF Access to buildings, convenient parking; Upgrade communal meeting areas and revise how Cafeteria and Media Center are used;. 
Integrate advanced technology & better acoustics, improve HVAC comfort level & efficiency; improve HVAC controls & the zoning of buildings 
Increase year-round, extended-day community use of classrooms, auditorium, media center and cafeteria/multipurpose room 
Extend Use of Buildings with Air Conditioning, Lighting Upgrades, Zone Controls, Enhanced Security Systems 
Improve corridors and circulation paths, provide barrier free access throughout, renovate toilet rooms including those designated for public and adult use 
 
 Improve Community Use of Existing School Sites including Physical Education, Fitness Facilities & Athletic Fields  
Improve Gymnasiums and Fitness Centers & Increase Use by the community 
Develop new athletic fields and exterior support space including parking by athletic fields  
Enhance locker rooms, team rooms, and support spaces for use by students, community groups, visiting teams, etc. 
Increase parking on site and improve separation of busses and cars along with modifications to pick-up/drop-off areas and flow where needed 
 
 Consider the long range disposition of Middlebush Administration Building  
Consolidate District-wide Services and consider options about re-deploying the Middlebush BOE Administration Building for other purposes . 
Consider the potential relocation of BOE offices into other facilities to improve functionality, efficiency, and provide barrier-free access to the public.   
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COMMUNITY INPUT INTO LRFP PROCESS  
LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force –  SITE DEVELOPMENT GOALS  

 
 GOAL: Address Site Planning and Community Outreach Issues that Impact Activities on School Sites 
  Master Plan process has identified important capital renewal projects associated with exterior site work that are  
 recommended  by the LRFP Advisory Task Force Subcommittee for implementation over time,  including the following: 
  
Site Development Concept: Consider Site Development linked to Trailer Disposition 
As a way to eliminate substandard instructional facilities, BOE shall consider removing all detached CR Trailers and relocating 
classes into permanent, new construction facilities. The disposition of trailers and site re-development shall take into account LRFP 
goals and objectives. This concept requires further input from the Educational Adequacy Subcommittee, however, new facility  
replacement is recommended to eliminate substandard conditions for reasons of safety, health, welfare and support for enhanced 
productivity and efficiency.  Until trailers can be removed, their use may be re-deployed for non-classroom functions. In all cases, 
educational programming shall determine the governing guideline criteria. 
  
Site Development Concept: Upgrade Playground Safety & Improve Barrier-Free Access at ES sites  
As a way to improve site safety, BF access and code compliance, consider upgrading and/or replacing ES playgrounds as 
necessary to enhance operations, safe play areas and BF access for all students. There is need for playground renewal due to the 
aging and wear-and-tear process. And, there is need for playground changes to respond to barrier-free code updates that are 
targeting BF and “universal” access to playgrounds along with associated play equipment, programs, and recreational activities. 
 
Site Development Concept: Upgrade existing Middle School Fields at MS site 
As a way to improve site safety and operations, BOE shall consider upgrading, repairing, and refurbishing the existing Middle 
School fields; one option is to direct upgrades towards supporting a target use (such as soccer or similar athletic function). Work 
can be coordinated with the timing and implementation of the future second phase work to complete the HS sports field complex . 
 
Site Development Concept: Complete Second Phase of High School Field Development at HS site 
As a way to improve site operations and functional efficiencies, BOE shall consider completing the second phase of the High 
School field complex, including the addition of bleachers, press box, and toilet facilities.  This will enable HS teams to stay on the 
HS site, reducing travel time and transportation costs. This will also allow the site to be more attractive to rent to outside groups. 
  
 Site Development Concept: Pursue Alternate Funding Sources & Community Outreach in support of Outdoor Programs 
Though not necessarily a site-specific issue, BOE shall consider looking at alternative funding sources for implementing site-
related work.  Naming rights, advertisement banners, community sponsorships, etc. have been discussed as possible funding 
sources outside of budget and should be investigated further. This strategy may have the benefit of involving community outreach 
and creating public-private partnerships. 
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COMMUNITY INPUT INTO LRFP PROCESS  
LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force – SITE DEVLEOPMENT GOALS  

 
 GOAL: CONTINUED - Address Site Planning Issues that Impact Activities on School Sites 
   
Site Development Concept: Improving Vehicular Traffic Patterns 
Consider revising vehicular traffic patterns where problematic, either from a bus queuing standpoint (improving the physical space 
on site for buses to queue safely) and/or from a parent drop-off / pickup standpoint (improving the physical space on site for 
parents to queue safely). These improvements are needed in order to eliminate primary grade children from crossing in front of 
vehicles or crossing unsafe road conditions. Improvements are needed to improve parking and paved areas so as to increase on-
site parking, re-configure layouts, and revise entrances that contribute to confusing traffic patterns or impact safety. 
  
Site Development Concept: Improving Sidewalk Access & Pedestrian Safety 
Consider adding or upgrading sidewalks and pedestrian pathways on the school sites, such as between parking lots and buildings, 
drop-off areas and buildings, and parking lots and publicly used fields. Consider adding more sidewalks to schools from 
neighborhood homes.  Investigate “safe routes” to school national program including opportunities for funding projects and 
opportunities  to partner with municipality on improving safe walking routes to schools from neighborhood houses. 
  
Site Development Concept: Improving Wayfinding & Directional Signage 
Consider implementing additional wayfinding signs and directional signage where traffic patterns are confusing or where school 
entrances are difficult to discern.  This would include not only identification signage, but also traffic signage as well (i.e., to help 
direct visitors to parking, parent pickup/drop-off zones, bus loading zones, etc.).  Past initiatives in this area should be continued; 
these initiatives were implemented through discussions and input from the township’s police department.  
  
Site Development Concept: Improving District Centralization & Consolidation of Services 
Consider centralizing District functions where appropriate to reduce on-site physical needs.  Enhance and expand the central 
storage of school supplies and coordinate the delivery of shipments to school sites. The future development of a central 
reproduction facility has been proposed as a way to consolidate services, improve efficiencies, and reduce costs. 
 
Site Development Concept: Determining the Best Use and Value of Under-Utilized Areas of School Sites 
BOE shall consider long range planning goals and Master Site Plan development at each school site including accommodating 
future growth, changes to school amenities, and ways to optimize the use of under-utilized areas of current school sites. There 
may be some potential for alternative development  among  existing school sites. For example, portion of the FMS site fronting 
Hamilton Avenue and portion of front “yard” at Pine Grove Manor have been identified as areas on the sites that may have a higher 
cash value to the District if the land in this area is sold off to a private developer and funds utilized for educational purposes. 
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COMMUNITY INPUT INTO LRFP PROCESS  
LRFP Facilities Advisory Task Force –  INFRASTRUCTURE GOALS  

 
  GOAL: Address Building Infrastructure Issues that Impact the Safe, Healthy & Productive Use of School Buildings 
  Master Plan process has identified important capital renewal projects associated with infrastructure systems that are  
 recommended  by the LRFP Advisory Task Force Subcommittee for implementation under the following protocol: 
  
Infrastructure Concept: Reinvesting in Existing Facilities requires Action & Funding Prioritization 
Infrastructure reinvestment requires a sustained commitment of 1-2.0% of the District’s annual budget.  A near term ‘catch up’ situation may warrant up to 
5.0% of the annual budget to cover critical repair and replacement work. Pursuing other long term financing mechanisms is recommended. Current  
infrastructure needs  across District are projected to cost several million dollars over a 5 year period. With the annual budget expenditure for capital work 
currently set at  0.14%  (or approximately $200k) the gap between needs and resources is huge and requires a re-prioritization effort to rectify. The 
annual cost of repair is accumulating at a faster rate than the annual budget repair allotment is keeping up with. 
  
Infrastructure Concept: Needs must be balanced with Educational Adequacy & Demographic Needs 
FTPS shall implement a Capital Improvement Action Plan that focuses on upgrading infrastructure systems AND expanding facilities in a high 
performance manner to deal with educational adequacy issues AND operational safety, energy efficiencies, and code compliance. The aim is to meet 
educational needs AND protect capital assets far into the future. Balance shall be achieved  by utilizing a “triaged" list of priority projects:  
  EMERGENT LIFE  SAFETY AND/OR  HEALTH RELATED ISSUES & BUILDING  CODE  COMPLIANCE  VIOLATIONS 
  ENERGY SAVINGS POTENTIAL; (EMPHASIS ON COST SAVINGS) & REPLACEMENT OF INOPERABLE  OR  FAILED SYSTEMS (UNLESS TIER 1 EMERGENCY) 
  DETERIORATING CONDITIONS WITH  ESCALATING  DAMAGES AND COST IMPACT 
  VISIBLY WORN COMPONENTS, GENERAL APPEARANCE ISSUES & FUNCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS LINKED TO PROGRAM CHANGES & USER NEEDS 
  
Infrastructure Concept: Needs require a triaged Project Approach based upon Capital Renewal Goals & Strategies 
i. Increase annual budget allocation for  Capital Outlay Projects to a more sustainable level of 2.0% of Operating Budget to help close maintenance 

‘gap’; consider expanding “in house” expertise in critical areas (electrical & plumbing ) to handle repairs while out-sourcing major projects. 
ii. Pursue annual savings in Special Education costs (including transportation component) by bringing back out-of-district placements where feasible & 

improving student outcomes for  those SE pupils who can benefit from in-district placement in nearby district schools. 
iii. Pursue District wide energy savings to help control and reduce building operating costs; Consider participating in performance based contracting 

such as ESIP program to receive improvements paid out of energy efficiency savings and reduced fuel costs.  
iv. Pursue alternative funding opportunities for shared services and /or grants from federal/county/local sources; seek outside funding to help with 

barrier-free access and security projects (BF toilet renovations, telephone, intercom & entry upgrades, security hardware & camera installation). 
 
Infrastructure Concept: Improvements shall address Deterioration Process & Lifecycle Costs in Repairs & Replacement 
District understands that building systems deteriorate over time and lose functionality through exterior envelope breaches, water infiltration, natural aging 
process, and operational wear and tear. Therefore repairs and replacement work can be planned for over time. District shall implement a series of “Half-
Life” Renewal Timeframe Projects via a “triaged” list and pattern of systemic improvements applied across building systems at critical times to optimize 
building reinvestment strategy based on a lifecycle “cost to operate” scale. Renewal strategy aims to keep infrastructure maintenance costs under 
control without allowing components to deteriorate to the point of failure and costly emergency repairs.  
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FACILITIES MASTER PLAN –  GUIDELINE PLANNING CRITERIA: 
• Replace old trailers with new trailers on temporary basis  and then eliminate all trailers over time; This strategy to replace trailers with permanent 

new construction will impact several schools and their sites including: Pine Grove Manor, Franklin Park, MacAfee, Hillcrest, Elizabeth Ave. & SGS.  
 

• Establish preferred grade level configuration for FTPS – consideration shall be given to a THREE TIER system of Elementary PK-5, MS 6-8, HS 9-12 
• Avoid creating excessively large schools  & reconsider grade groupings. Establish parity in school size and resources where possible across the district.  
 Utilize concept of District School Models: ECC PK and PK/SE Annex or Dedicated Wing Model of target 200-300 students max 

    ES (Grades PK-5 or K– 5) target 3 CR or 4 CR or 5 CR or max 7 CR per grade level (preferred 400-600) 
    MS (Grades 6 – 8) target teams of 4 CR or 5 CR per team (preferred range 800-900 ) 
    HS (Grades 9 – 12) target a comprehensive school model of maximum 2400 students  

 
• Utilize BOE Desired Maximum Class Size Standards when planning new facilities.  This targets PK/SE at 16, (K-2 ) 20, (3) 21, (4-6) 22, and (7-12) 25.  

Maximum Capacity for school building shall be calculated using (PK-K) 20, (1-3) 22,  (4-5) 23, (6-8) 24 and (9-12) 25. 
 

• Accommodate  enrollment growth for 5-10 years as projected for each grade .  This targets an average of 650 -700 seats per grade level  as follows: 
   TOTAL PK-12 over 5-10 years  8,500 to 8,800 students    

   PK to Grade 5 ES projection  4,400 to 4,500 students over five to ten years 
   Grades 6 – 8 MS projection 1,850 to 1,900 students over five to ten years 
   Grades 9 – 12 HS projection  2,250 to 2,400 students over five to ten years 

• Expand Support for Special Education in District 
 Increase number of classrooms dedicated to self-contained SE, resource centers, SGI, CST activities, OT/PT, IEP conferences, testing, etc. Target bringing 

back 25-30% of out-of-district SE placements over time (50-70 SE students).  Add/allocate new SCSE CR, SGI spaces, 1 OT/PT and support in each school  
 
• Expand support for Early Childhood Education 
 District Pre-K program is half-day & targets 4 year olds; review LRFP impact of expanding PK programs to include more time or more 3-year-old access 
 
• Maximize use of Existing Sites, Redistrict  Boundaries & Streamline Bussing:  Consider elementary school campuses with PK/SE Annex or Wing 

within ES configuration.  Adjust school attendance boundaries & streamline bussing routes to reduce travel time and costs.  Avoid students changing schools 
before test years (4th & 8th grade). Improve recreation amenities on site for shared community use and  implement 2nd phase of planned HS site development  

 
Consideration of Other District-wide Issues 
• Enrollment growth is projected to occur in southern and northwestern parts of TWP  near Franklin HS , Franklin Park & Elizabeth Ave schools 
• New Schools shall be planned with “expansion” capabilities and designed with features that support flexibility and change over time 
• Capital repairs and replacement work are strongly needed including implementation of life safety, code and top priority items 
• Sustainable practices should employ the use building materials and methods promoting energy and water conservation 
• Community input is needed in planning process to review alternatives & promote municipal tie-in, public-private & shared services 
• Consideration should be given to decommissioning the Middlebush BOE Building and relocating BOE offices to an existing school or to leased office facilities. 

Consider outreach to municipality to discuss what to do with the BOE building  (civic use or sold for development with funds offsetting capital  work) 
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FACTORS CONSIDERED IN MAKING ACTION PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
Status of Existing Building Conditions including Aging & Deteriorating Components affecting Education & Operations 
 Magnitude of Indoor Air Quality concerns and repairs requires replacement of deteriorating  Temporary Trailers with New Units. In 2011 

there were 7 trailers located on 5 sites and providing a total of 14 CR instructional spaces. In 2012 old trailers were replaced with new 
trailers for a total of 11 trailers on 6 sites providing 22 CR. This impacts Pine Grove Manor, Franklin Park, MacAfee (2), Hillcrest (2), 
Elizabeth Ave (3) and SGS (2). A referendum with new construction will be the appropriate time to permanently remove all temporary 
trailers and replace with permanent facilities that can accommodate the projected enrollment growth and 21st century skill acquisition. 

 Long range planning shall consider increasing the annual budget allocation for capital work and explore alternative funding strategies. 
 
Research & Feedback from District on preferred grade re-configuration 
 Support from teachers, administrators and parents to reduce the number of “school attendance changes” (from 4 to 3) and to align 

curriculum programs and assessment criteria to national standards for grade level clusters. This factor recommends implementing a 
THREE TIER system of Elementary PK-5, MS 6-8, HS 9-12 in lieu of existing four tier system to reduce the number of school changes. 

 
Research & Feedback on School and Class Size to help establish District School Models and Class Size Guidelines 
 School Models are being used to compare existing facilities with NJ DOE Facilities Efficiency Standards. This factor impacts the 

number of models being considered so as to make an appropriate “fit” with existing schools.  
 There is an expressed desire to avoid operating excessively large schools or to configure them in such as way so as to create smaller 

units of organization and academic teams (especially at MS 6-8 level).  
 
Maximizing the Best Use of Existing Building Resources and Classroom Layouts 
 Long range planning shall consider the size of existing school buildings, original design intent, available infrastructure support, location 

within the district, vehicular access to the site, and proximity to population centers and demographic profiles. 
 Long range planning shall consider balancing of resources and maintaining an equitable demographic constituency as a foundational 

basis for the “two middle school” concept. This factor aims to avoid a “north-south” split in delivering services at middle school level 
and promote the sharing of resources, convenient access, communication/training of staff, facilitated coordination of bus routes, etc.   

 LRFP shall take into consideration the extent of renovations, additional time to implement, and potential costs involved in making 
change-in-use upgrades. This factor specifically impacts the conversion of Sampson G. Smith School, since its original design is 
best suited to upper grade level education associated with middle school rather than elementary school. As demonstrated in the LRFP 
concept sketches, there is significantly more renovations and costs associated with adapting existing ‘standard size’ classrooms into 
Kindergarten and PK rooms due to NJ DOE requirements for K/PK room size and direct access to BF toilet rooms within the classroom. 

 LRFP shall take into consideration the best use of older buildings, future growth potential of neighborhoods, and limitations imposed by 
physical constraints, BF access, and floor plan layouts. This especially impacts the long range potential of Pine Grove Manor and 
Conerly Road schools, since existing conditions and infrastructure limitations recommend keeping these ES ‘smaller’ in size. 
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FACTORS CONSIDERED IN MAKING ACTION PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
ENROLLMENT FORECASTING: FTPS is now approaching 8,000  PK-12 in-district students.  The 2016-17 5-Year Planning Projection with 
development impact is 8,565 PK-12 looking to the 10-Year long-range forecast the district is expected to grow to 8,750 PK-12. District averages 
between 530 to 600 students per grade level and projections show  700+ new students will enter the system by Year 2016-2017.                                    
This breaks down to: 
 Projected Enrollment Growth: 300 to 400 new PK-4; 100-200 new 5-6;  100-200 new 7-8;  and 200-300 new 9-12   
Because grade re-configuration is an educational adequacy issue being reviewed and evaluated by FTPS, it is important to view these projections in a 
manner conducive to planning for the preferred grade reconfiguration grouping as follows:  
 *Projected Growth & New Configuration:  400 to 500 new PK-5* seats;  200 to 300 new 6-8* seats;  200-300 new 9-12 seats 
District children with Special Needs are also increasing in number which affects enrollment in PK SE classes (full & half-day) and in SC SE classes at all 
levels.  Currently 197 SE and 45 alternative students are being educated out-of-district due to lack of available classrooms and program support. 
More dedicated space is needed to house SE students in house. NOTE: Out-of-district placement involves higher transportation & program fees compared 
with in-district offerings so adding permanent SE space can reduce annual expenditures. Target is to bring back 50-70 SE out-placements over time.  
 
Maximizing the Best Use of Existing School Sites, Attendance Boundaries, and Streamlined Transportation Routes 
 Taking into consideration the size of existing  school sites and how best to maximize development to promote sharing resources with the community 

for recreation use, youth services, adult and higher education opportunities, year-round use of facilities, support for  organizations, etc.  
 Long range factors include adjusting school attendance boundaries to promote neighborhood connections, streamline bus routes (reduce travel time 

and costs), and optimize the balance of demographics and student needs. It is important to avoid students changing schools before testing years . 
 Long range factors include distributing SE PK programs into all elementary schools and considering the impact of more program time or expanded 

access for 3-year-old pupils in the District. Currently SC SE Pre-K program is full-day and targets both 3 and 4 year olds with special needs, while the 
general population Pre-K program is half-day and targets 4-year-olds. Additional PK facilities will increase program flexibility & delivery of services. 

 Long range planning shall consider establishing Pre-K Annexes or ECC (Early Childhood) Wings at existing elementary school sites as a way to 
enhance the delivery of educational services and promote greater site safety and separation of age groups. 
 

Expanding Support for Special Education Programs to Return of Out-of-District Placements where feasible and in best interest 
 School Models take into account the District-wide distribution of SE students and programs. This factor impacts the total number of classrooms being 

dedicated to SC SE classes along with non-capacity generating spaces such as resource centers, SGI, CST, OT/PT , IEP conferences, testing, etc.  
 Long range planning shall provide a net gain of additional SE facilities  to  bring back up to 35-30% of out-of-district SE placements over time. Goal is 

to improve educational delivery at neighborhood level, reduce transportation time/costs, and allow for greater sharing of resources among all schools   
 
Integrating High Performance Design Criteria into New School Planning & Retrofit Renovations 
 New School placement shall take into account existing BOE property available and where enrollment growth is projected to occur (southern & 

northwestern parts near Franklin HS , Franklin Park, & Elizabeth Ave schools). 
 New School design shall be planned with “expansion” capabilities and features which support flexibility and change over time along with 

comprehensive support for advance technology use.  Sustainable practices shall employ means and methods that promote energy and water 
conservation, recycled materials, plus special attention to indoor air quality and use of natural daylighting.  

 Community input is needed in planning process to review alternatives and to promote municipal tie-in, public-private & shared services 
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INVEST IN EXISTING FACILITIES & BEGIN IMPLEMENTING “Essential” CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 
 Begin implementing time-sensitive and critical Capital Work such as Roof Repairs & Replacement Work; 
 Implement District Technology Plan by securing data hub (at HS) & supporting wireless access 24/7; 
 Begin implementing a program of capital renewals of infrastructure components that includes replacing aging or deficient fixtures, 

mechanical and electrical equipment, sensors & controls; 
 Renovate older wings’ toilet rooms including fixture replacement; upgrade existing finishes, outdated labs, shops, CRs; 
 Improve site amenities by repaving targeted areas of parking, improving access roads, bus pick-up/drop-off & enhancing security.  

 

BEGIN PLANNING NEW FACILITIES & A NEW PK-5 SCHOOL TO SUPPORT LRFP PROJECTED GROWTH 
 Support Long Range Enrollment Projections that forecast +/-650 to 800 additional students; 
 Match Elementary & Middle Schools to District Models; consider additions where needed including Elizabeth Avenue. 
 Re-establish Attendance Boundaries as part of redistricting and grade reconfiguration 
 Modify the elementary sending/receiving and transportation routes & establish attendance boundaries for two 6-8 MS 
 Examine community resources for possible “adaptive conversion” of available, empty building into a school 
 Examine community resources for possible “BOE relocation” into available office space & decommission BOE property 

 

CONSIDER IMPLEMENTING 3-TIER EDUCATIONAL DISTRICT RE-CONFIGUREDTO PK-5, 6-8 MS, 9-12 HS 
 Eliminate Grade 5-6 pairing and replace with two 6-8 MS facilities at SGS and FMS; relocate 5th grade back to district ES; 
 Convert Franklin MS to Grades 6-8; consider renovating shop areas as needed to expand capacity and functional use; 
 Convert Sampson G. Smith into Grades 6-8 MS and establish new attendance boundaries and bus routes for 2nd MS; 
 Provide renovations, conversions, and new construction features as needed to meet MS Model and support academic teaming of a 

middle school curriculum at both FMS and SGS;  
 Review existing space and capacity at FMS for possible BOE relocation; consider convert shop areas into possible BOE facilities 
 At HS level, begin preliminary planning for expanding CR capacity within the next 5 to 10 years; consider a 3-story 12 CR addition. 
 At HS complete second phase of site development work; consider improving recreation fields and community use of school sites 

 

REINVEST IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION BY RETURNING 5TH GRADE TO ES; CONSIDER PK-K ANNEX  
 In response to growing enrollment needs, construct new PK-5 Elementary School on BOE Claremont Road property 
 Provide renovations, conversions, and new construction features as needed to return 5th grade to District ES 
 Replace aging  trailers with new trailers and eventually replace all temporary trailers with permanent construction  –in 

2011 there were 7 trailers at 5 sites providing 14 CR; in 2012 there were 11 “newer” trailers at 6 sites providing 22 CR. 
 Consider constructing a separate PK Annex at targeted sites as part of a campus plan or cluster PK & K in dedicated ES wings 
 Add SC SE classroom capacity for PK and SE students including out-of-district placements;  
 Renovate Kindergarten rooms as needed and include BF toilets as part of the layout; 
 Upgrade ES core activity areas where needed and dedicate CR space for art, music, & science 
 Modify facilities to provide additional SGI rooms, Resource Rooms, & academic support spaces 

LRFP ACTION PLAN 
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The following target capacities and school size models are based upon LRFP School Models presented in the Appendix. 
 
BEGIN PLANNING NEW PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TO SUPPORT GROWTH & RECONFIGURATION 
 Plan the construction/opening of a new PK-5 ES with Target Capacity of Phase 1: 700-800 (5 sections/grade level) and 

LRFP Expansion Potential to reach Phase 2: 1,00-1,200 (7 class sections/grade level); consider a PK Annex Wing. 
 Re-establish elementary school Attendance Boundaries as part of redistricting and grade reconfiguration 
 Modify the elementary sending/receiving and transportation routes and establish attendance boundaries for a new ES 

(investigate the impact of constructing new PK-5 on the BOE’s Claremont Road property). 
 
BEGIN PLANNING ES MODIFICATIONS TO RETURN 5TH GRADE TO ES & REPLACE TRAILERS OVER TIME  
 Perform capital repairs, replacements, and renovations needed to upgrade infrastructure systems & improve operations 
 Provide renovations, conversions, and new construction features as needed to return 5th grade to District ES 
 Eliminate temporary trailer classrooms found on six (6) school sites & replace with permanent construction over time 
 Convert Conerly Road School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 400-475 (3 sections /grade level) 
 Convert MacAfee Road  School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 500-600 (4 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Pine Grove Manor School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 400-475 (3 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Hillcrest Elementary School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 500-600 (4 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Elizabeth Avenue School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 800-900 (6 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Franklin Park & ECC Annex into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 950-1,100 (7 sections/grade level)  

 
BEGIN PLANNING FOR  3-TIER SERVICE DELIVERY & GRADE RE-CONFIGURATION PK-5, 6-8 MS, 9-12 HS 
 Maintain Franklin HS as District HS Grades 9-12 and expand as needed to Target Capacity of 2,200-2,450 pupils 
 Convert Franklin MS into a Grade 6-8 MS with target capacity of 1,300-1,500 (4 academic teams/grade level) 
 Convert Sampson G. Smith into a Grade 6-8 MS with capacity of 1,000-1,150 (3 academic teams/grade level)  
 Modify the sending/receiving relationships and transportation routes as part of implementing two 6-8 MS concept. 
 Redistrict attendance boundaries to accommodate 5th grade staying in elementary schools and 6th grade moving to 

two middle schools that are demographically, programmatically, and resource balanced. The two middle schools will have 
slightly different total capacities due to differences in existing classroom facilities available in FMS and SGS. 

 Utilize School Models (found in Appendix) as part of LRFP Final Plan. Models are based upon NJ DOE Facility Efficiency 
Standards (FES) and are used to summarize capacities and provide a listing of educational spaces for each model. 
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The LRFP Report has a timeline element associated with its process of reviews, evaluations, and dissemination. To transform  LRFP findings into 
a recommended Community-Approved Action Plan there needs to input given by the BOE and community on the planning criteria, guideline 
standards, building assessments, and concept diagrams presented in the report. The following schedule summarizes next steps and assigns 
target dates for potential implementation. There are many steps involved in the process and time must be allotted for each one including a 
series of public presentations, BOE reviews, modification loops, cost estimating, and garnering support for a Referendum Vote on the Action 
Plan. The following information outlines some of the required sequences and next steps involved in the process. 

 
LRFP Planning & Community Input Sessions with LRFP Advisory Task Force Committee 
 Meetings with District Administrators, Staff, & Facility/Site Evaluations April, May, June and July 2011 
 Meetings with Community-based LRFP Advisory Task Force May, June, and beginning of July 2011 
 
Presentation & Dissemination of LRFP Findings 
 Meetings with District Administrators and Staff  August and September 2011 
 Input Session with LRFP Advisory Task Force Committee  6th October 2011 and 21st October (at SGS) 
 Upcoming Meetings with BOE Facilities Committee  13th October and  21st October 2011  
 Upcoming Public Presentation to full Board of Education  3rd November 2011 (at FMS) 
 
Moving towards an Action Plan & Referendum Election Date 
 Discussions on BOE options, scope of work to consider, & “end dates” November 2011 
 Looking Ahead: Target Referendum Dates under consideration Consider Sept 25th 2012 (earliest) or Dec 11th 2012 (Target)  
      (Alternatives: Jan. 22nd 2013, March 12th 2013, April 16th 2013) 
  
 BOE and Public determines the scope of proposed projects & costs Target December 2011 through March 2012 –or- June 2012 
 
 Meetings with BOE and Public to discuss and confirm project goals  December 2011 
 Form Referendum Task Force to review scope & preliminary costs January 2012 
 Make Community Outreach to gather input and support for Action Plan January 2012 through March or June 2012 
 Meet with other stakeholders (Council, Police, Fire, EMS, etc.) for input Upon completion of schematic drawings 
  
 BOE votes to approve application to NJ DOE for approval of educational  Minimum five, preferably six months prior to targeted election date 
 and schematic plans, LRFP amendments and details on project scope; A/’E finalizes NJ DOE package including drawings, costs, & forms 
 Applications submitted to NJ DOE (state has 90 (+ 60) days to act); (Target March 2012 at earliest or June 2012 preferred date)  
 Submission of Project Application to Local Planning Board for Comment Concurrent with application to NJ DOE (5 months prior to election) 
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Moving towards an Action Plan & Referendum Election Date 
 BOE approves application to Commissioner of Education for approval 
 of educational and schematic plans, LRFP amendments & project scope At least five months prior to targeted referendum date 
 Applications submitted to NJ DOE; State has 90 (+ 60) days to act 
 
 Submit written letter to Local Planning Board to obtain recommendation Concurrent with application to NJ DOE (5 months prior to election) 
 pursuant to NJSA 40:55D-31, 18A:18A-49  and 18A:18A-16.  
 
 Receipt of Commissioner’s approval of LRFP, educational & schematic Within 90 (+ 60) days following submission of complete 
 plans, and the determination of preliminary eligible costs and costs in  project application; preferably at least 60 days prior to referendum 
 excess of facility efficiency standards    
 
 BOE has 30 days to accept preliminary eligible costs determination BOE may consider State recommendations to cut costs & submit 
 -or- to consider an appeal of PEC to request additional funding revised plans if necessary; State has 30 days to react to an appeal 
 Commission determines final eligible costs & informs BOE in writing Following BOE’s notification of acceptance of PEC 
 
 Upon proposal adoption, BOE shall prepare a supplemental debt Two months before referendum date 
 statement and file in the office of Municipal Clerk and office of School  Adopt resolution authorizing special election and form of proposal 
 BOE Secretary prior to the adoption of the resolution  Notify Public of final approvals & upcoming election  
 
 Remobilize Task Force & initiate public information campaign; organize Two or three months before referendum date: July or Sept 2012 
 PR materials, newsletters, web postings, community presentations, etc. Begin comprehensive media & voter campaign up to election date  
  
 Notify NJ DOE of BOE determinations by returning Attachment A Two months before referendum date 
 
 Send certified copy of proposal to County Clerk, County Board of  1-2 months before referendum, (but no later than 17 days prior)  
 Elections and Superintendent of Elections, if applicable  Voter Registration deadline is 29 days prior to election 
 
 Publication of Military Service and Civilian Absentee Ballot notices At least 51 days prior to election 
 Publication of notice by County Board of Elections per NJSA 19:12-7b3 At least 29-59 days prior to election as required by NJSA 
 File supplemental dept statement in Trenton  Prior to referendum date 
 County Board of Elections publishes notice to registered voters On 7th day and again on day preceding the election 
         If approved, file certified copy of proposal with Commissioner         Following a Yes Vote, prepare certified record of proceedings 
 
 Design, Documentation, Code Review, Bidding  & Construction Phases +/- 1 year Design Phases & +/- 2 year Construction Phases 
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BUDGET ALLOCATIONS & INFRASTRUCTURE “GAP” 
 

Many of the District’s school buildings were built in the same era 
(with notable exceptions of Franklin Park and Franklin HS). This 
similarity in age places concurrent, overlapping  demands upon a 
limited capital budget. A review of the most recent budget allocation 
(0.14%) shows it is not enough money to keep pace with resource 
needs associated with capital repairs and replacements. Industry 
standard “rule of thumb” for district-wide capital work allocation 
should be in the target range of 1-2% of the annual operating budget. 
It also would help if work could be staggered so that replacement 
needs do not all fall due at the same time. Spreading out the time 
intervals between major projects is helpful in managing annual 
budgets and in periodically requiring larger-scale reinvestments. 
 

Current  infrastructure needs  across District are projected to cost several 
million dollars over a 5 year period. With annual budget figure for Capital 
Work currently set at  0.14%  (or approximately $200k) the gap between 
needs and financial resources is huge and requires a re-prioritization effort 
by the BOE to rectify. The annual cost of repair needs is accumulating at a 
much faster rate than the annual budget repair allotment can keep up with. 

INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
COMMUNITY-SUPPORTED ALLOCATIONS 

From a planning perspective, FTPS is moving towards a Capital 
Improvement Action Plan that focuses on upgrading infrastructure 
systems and expanding facilities in a high performance manner 
which integrates sustainability and operational efficiencies into the 
process. The aim is to maintain and create valuable capital asset far 
into the future. The difficult task of satisfying needs with limited 
resources will use the following “triaged" list of priorities: 
 

1.  EMERGENT LIFE  SAFETY AND/OR  HEALTH RELATED ISSUES 
2.  BUILDING  CODE  COMPLIANCE  VIOLATIONS 
3.  ENERGY SAVINGS POTENTIAL; (EMPHASIS ON COST SAVINGS) 
4.  INOPERABLE  OR  FAILED SYSTEMS (UNLESS TIER 1 EMERGENCY) 
5.  DETERIORATING CONDITIONS WITH  ESCALATING  DAMAGES 
6.  VISIBLY WORN COMPONENTS, GENERAL APPEARANCE ISSUES 
7.  FUNCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS LINKED TO PROGRAM CHANGES 
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NOTE: Infrastructure reinvestment planning 
requires a sustained commitment of 1-2.0% 
of the District’s annual budget.  A near term 
‘catch up’ situation may warrant up to 5.0% of 
the annual budget to cover critical repair and 
replacement work. Pursuing other long term 
financing mechanisms is recommended. 



INFRASTRUCTURE REINVESTMENT GOALS 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
COMMUNITY-SUPPORTED REINVESTMENTS 

FUNDING GOAL: increase the annual budget allocation 
for  Capital Outlay Projects to a more sustainable level 
of 2.0% of the Operating Budget to enable a sufficient 
amount of CRR work to be implemented every year. 
Support and close the current maintenance ‘gap’ 

 OPTIONS: Consider a range of reinvestment options for financing the 
work including: 1) Pursuing community grants for security components 
and barrier-free access including: camera systems, phone systems, 
intercoms, entry upgrades, security hardware, & BF toilet renovations. 
 
2) Participating in performance based contracting such as ESIP 
program to save energy and receive improvements paid by installing 
more efficient systems and saving on fuel costs. Consider suitable 
projects for ESIP including a range of MEP upgrades such as: lighting 
replacements, hi-efficiency boilers, system-wide HVAC controls, new 
AHU with energy recovery, upgraded UV’s & energy management. 
 
3) Expand “in house” resource expertise for renewal work by hiring 
electrical, plumbing and technical expertise to undertake as many in 
house operations as possible while out-sourcing larger-scale projects 
 

TRIAGE GOAL:  Despite great need for implementing critical 
renewal work, District spending MUST be balanced between 
infrastructure needs & meeting the highest priority capital 
projects pertaining to accommodating ‘unhoused’ students & 
educating them in safe, healthy, & productive environments. 
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GOAL:  Pursue District 
wide energy savings to 
help control and reduce 
building operating costs 

TOP GOAL: Pursue 
transportation  
savings through 
realignments and 
reconfigurations of 
ES/MS grade 
structure & bring 
back SE students 
from out -of-district 
placement wherever 
feasible 

3.5% 

TOP GOAL:  Pursue district-wide savings in Special Education 
costs (including the transportation component) by bringing back 
out-of-district placements where feasible, reducing costs 
through efficiency measures, and improving student outcomes 
for  those SE pupils who can benefit from in-district placement. 

5% 

72% 

11.5% 



Infrastructure Forensics & Renewal Strategies: 
Building systems deteriorate over time and lose functionality. Building 
envelopes become breached by water infiltration and age through 
exposure to natural forces. Operational wear and tear triggers repairs and 
replacement work over time.  
 

Building Systems Age & Deteriorate at Different Rates: 
•   Structural systems = 100 year life (steel and masonry) ; 60 years (wood) 
•   Roof/Flashing systems = 20 year effective life 
•   Wall Enclosures = 40 year effective life 
•   Energy Systems = 30 year effective life 
•   HVAC/Climate Systems = 20+ year effective life 
•   Building Finishes = 20+ yr effective life 
School buildings are heavily utilized and receive a lot of daily foot traffic by 
occupants. Schools age and deteriorate faster than most other building types. 
School maintenance depends upon tracking physical conditions and replacing 
r deteriorated components BEFORE they fail and become ‘emergency’ 
projects.  Reinvestment strategies  & decisions should be based upon triaging 
priority needs and balancing CRR work with educational adequacy needs. 
 

Infrastructure Components Examined 
Exterior 
Pavement, Curbs, Sidewalks, Roofs, Flashings, Gutters, Drains, Insulation,  Walls 
Frames, Lintels, Windows, Doors, Landings, Masonry, Panels, Hardware  
Interior Floor slabs, flooring, base & trim, thresholds,  Thresholds, Stairs, 
Railings, Treads, Walls, Finishes, Built-ins, Doors, Frames, Hardware, Ceilings, 
Soffits 
HVAC Mechanical 
Roof top units, air handlers, terminal units, ducts, controls, thru-wall units, thru-
window units, split system units, heat pumps, ATC controls   
Plumbing/Sprinklers 
Fixtures, faucets, drains, water lines, fittings, valves, controls, piping 
Electrical On site transformers, service panels, circuiting panels, breakers, 
wiring, devices, switches, lighting, sensors, communication systems, data systems 
Services and Utilities Gas, Electric, Water, Sanitary, etc. 

RATE OF BUILDING DETERIORATION IS BASED UPON 
SEVERAL KEY FACTORS including: 
 

•  Construction Type : heavier, bricks and mortar far outlasts trailers 
•  General Building Integrity is tied to protective Thermal Envelope 
•  Building Mass with accommodation of Thermal Movement 
•  Water Penetration Resistance  
•  Systems Integration and Commissioned Performance 
•  Quality and Integrity of Finishes  
•  Duration Gap between Initial Deterioration and Actual Repairs 

INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
COMMUNITY-SUPPORTED RENEWALS 
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Targeting the “Half-Life” Renewal Timeframe is key to optimizing the 
investment strategy since upgrades / renovations implemented at this 
point avoids costly maintenance upkeep and  increases the return on 
investment. Repair work done after this point is less cost effective. 



Strategies to Tame Long Term Renewal Costs: 
 

Building systems should be maintained on a consistent and current basis. 
Making a building envelope watertight and weatherproof improves its life-
long performance. Maintaining skylights, walls, windows, doors, roofs, etc. 
is critical since they are the first line of defense against exterior elements. 
Water infiltration and freeze-thaw cycles greatly accelerate the physical 
deterioration of materials and cause indoor air quality concerns.  Air leaks 
and thermal gaps lead to physical discomfort, wasted energy and in the 
extreme cases, damaged finishes and infrastructure. 
 
Carefully maintain existing facilities over the longest practical time span 
before contemplating replacement is best long term strategy for school 
O+M. This takes into account the high cost of new school construction and 
best return on investment often comes from upgrading existing facilities.     
 

Renovations and system upgrades cost less than half of  new construction 
 

New construction efforts should be pursued  when: 
•     Buildings or systems have deteriorated beyond the half-life of its key systems 
•     Building or systems pathology is found in the ultimate demise phase of life. 
•     Costs for renovations/upgrades grow out of proportion with replacement . 
•     Projected enrollments significantly exceed operating capacity of the school. 
•     Delivery of educational program is substantially compromised by the facility.   
 

Multiple (targeted) repairs and re-investments over the extended life of a 
facility helps to avoid premature replacement costs and defer expensive 
replacement costs by doubling the extended half-life of key components. 
 

Building components, systems and finishes need to be chosen based  on 
durability, life expectancy, operating efficiency & ease of maintenance 
 

Standardizing components, systems and finishes across the entire District 
will lead to greater efficiencies, reduced maintenance surprises, shorter 
learning curves for building operators, and reduced inventory of parts. 

INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
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Implementing a continuous series of “Half-Life” Renewal Timeframe 
Projects via repeated pattern of critical systemic upgrades applied 
across multiple building systems at same time is the best possible 
reinvestment strategy based on a lifecycle “cost to operate” scale. 
This renewal strategy succeeds at keeping infrastructure maintenance 
costs under control and costs are significantly less to put into action 
than allowing components to deteriorate to point of failure and applying 
emergency repairs. This approach can optimize how repairs are done 
since work can be efficiently grouped together to gain the benefits of 
scale, quality workmanship, and a concentrated focus on tasks. 



Infrastructure Action Plan to Consider for FTPS: 
 

LRFP ACTION PLAN 
The following summary outline identifies infrastructure needs most critical to 
undertake as first-round projects.  This list was developed  with District input, 
community assessment,  and A/E professional guidance.  Further steps are 
needed to finalize priorities and bundle projects for implementation.  Since 
the “Annual Budget” cannot address all the critical needs, top priority work 
will need to be sequenced over several years or folded into a  referendum.  
  
ANNUAL BUDGET CAPITAL PROJECTS 
Window replacement: Conerly, MacAfee, Sampson G. Smith 
Interior walls: Pine Grove Manor (transom windows) 
Toilet  Renovations: Elizabeth Ave., Hillcrest, PGM,  S.G. Smith 
Paving / parking / reconfiguration: Conerly, Franklin Park Annex, 
MacAfee, Pine Grove Manor, Franklin Middle school 
Further sitework: FMS (bleacher replacement, track resurfacing) 
Electrical panel replacement or grounding: Conerly, Franklin Park Annex, 
Hillcrest, MacAfee, Pine Grove Manor, FMS, FHS, Middlebush 
Electrical wiring: Pine Grove Manor, Sampson G. Smith 
  
ESIP PROJECTS 
Mechanical controls: All buildings 
Unit ventilator repair / replacement: Conerly, Elizabeth Ave., Franklin Park 
Annex, Hillcrest, MacAfee, Pine Grove Manor, Sampson G. Smith, FMS 
Rooftop unit replacement: FMS, Sampson G. Smith 
Steam to hot water conversion: Pine Grove Manor 
Hot water storage tank replacement: Franklin Middle School  
  
REFERENDUM PROJECTS 
Roofing replacement: Conerly, MacAfee, S. G. Smith, Elizabeth Ave.   
TCU replacement: Elizabeth Ave., Franklin Park, Hillcrest, MacAfee, PGM 
Elevator additions: Pine Grove Manor, Middlebush 
Electrical panel replacement: Elizabeth Ave., Sampson G. Smith 
Fire alarm system upgrades / replacement: Sampson G. Smith, FMS 

INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
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The Funding Landscape in NJ 
 

Historically, school districts have had two primary funding sources available to 
them for capital infrastructure improvements.  First, funds were either 
appropriated through the district’s annual budget –or-second, raised through 
the sale of bonds authorized through a public referendum.  On occasion 
districts would utilize a lease-purchase financing structure for shorter term 
investments, but regulations have reduced lease-purchase financing from 15 
years to a more limited duration of 5 years.  Further restrictions in the form of 
state-mandated budget caps have reduced the districts’ ability to budget for 
capital upgrades in one year making it extremely difficult to keep up with even 
the most basic of capital improvements on any sort of proactive basis. 
  
Periodically special state funding is available in the form of either debt service 
or state grants (ROD or “regular operating district” grants).  This state  funding 
came about as a result of Abbott v. Burke decisions and  can provide  a state-
share of up to 40% of a project’s eligible costs, leaving only 60% of project 
costs for local funding.  While this funding mechanism is still in place, current 
state budget constrictions have halted its continued implementation, and as of 
October 2011, projects seeking state funding are not being approved (or 
reviewed) by the NJDOE.  Consequently, districts must advise the NJDOE 
through language in a BOE resolution passed upon project initiation that they 
are not seeking state funding for a particular project. 
  
In 2009, the state adopted legislation allowing public entities like school 
districts to implement energy savings improvement programs (ESIPs) that are 
funded through the value of energy savings realized by energy improvements.  
This complex program essentially allows districts to undertake energy-related 
projects for little or no cash outlay, with a 3rd party Energy Savings Company 
(ESCO) staking the capital to make energy-related improvements .  Part of the 
savings are used to pay the ESCO back for their infrastructure investments and 
the balance of savings accrue helps districts reduced their operating costs.   
 
It is anticipated that a district will use each of the different funding strategies as 
a vehicle to move forward with infrastructure repairs, replacements and 
renewals based upon what suits them best. Some  projects will be funded 
through the annual budget process, some will take use an ESIP program, and 
some large-scale work is best suited to approval by public referendum. 



ALTERNATIVE FUNDING OPTIONS: 
 

PARTIAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
The following identifies some funding strategies available right now for in 
particular Energy Conservation Measures and Energy Management Projects. 
Additional information on is provided at www.njcleanenergy.com . 
  
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENERGY AUDIT (LGEA) 
Opportunity for 100% rebate for energy audit to define Energy Conservation 
Measures for all buildings in a school district.  
 
SMART START BUILDINGS 
Opportunity for incentive rebates to help fund the Energy Conservation 
Measures identified by the LGEA. Rebates vary by ECM and are linked to 
the energy saving potential posed by an identified ECM. 
 
DIRECT INSTALL 
Opportunity for engaging in a program that contracts directly with pre-
selected providers to directly install Energy Conservation Measures at a 60% 
savings to the district. The scope, nature and eligible application of the direct 
install ECM is prescribed and regulated by the program. 
  
PAY FOR PERFORMANCE 
Opportunity to implement a whole building approach to providing Energy 
Conservation Measures that are bundled, integrated, and linked to providing 
15% savings in energy consumption.  
 
Under the Pay for Performance Program, there are three incentives:                    
1) Establishment of a savings plan (P4P providing up to $50,000 in value) 
2) The undertaking of projects (P4P providing up to 50% of project value)  
3) The requirement to demonstrate that a minimum of 10% savings in energy 
consumption was achieved (P4P providing up to 25% of project value) 

INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
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COMPLETE FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
A strategic packaging of work to meet incentive energy saving goals. 
 
ENERGY SAVINGS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM  (ESIP) 
Opportunity for implementing a long term funding and direct project 
implementation strategy to execute comprehensive infrastructure and 
energy-related improvements. The program allows for 15 year financing 
with expenses paid by the realized energy savings. This strategy allows 
for a third party to invest in district infrastructure and then be paid back 
over time through incremental energy savings. There are 4 basic steps: 
 
Step 1 - DETERMINE LEVEL OF DISTRICT CONTROL 
District shall decide whether to “do it” themselves and implement 
projects directly with A/E team –or- contract the energy services of pre-
approved Energy Services Companies (ESCO). If a district controls the 
process, they remain in charge of specifying priority order, products 
and equipment being replaced. It a district contracts with an ESCO then 
they relinquish control to outside administration by a team of experts.  
 
Step 2 - CREATE ENERGY SAVINGS PLAN 
District will bundle and package its energy saving projects together so 
as to achieve a targeted 15% savings. Verification of actual savings will 
be done by 3rd part y and results submitted to NJBPU for acceptance.  
  
Step 3 - DEVELOP PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS  
Once energy savings plan is accepted and authorized by NJBPU, then 
project work develops plans and specifications and moves forward with 
15 year ESIP financing put into place. Project work is bid, constructed, 
and commissioned in field to verify actual energy savings.  
 
Step 4 - IMPLEMENT FINAL MEASUREMENT & VERIFICATION  
Post construction process involves important final step of field 
verification, measurement, and documentation to ensure the targeted 
savings  and energy reduction are attained in actuality.  
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There are several specialty systems whose improvements are based upon renewing 
existing conditions under BOE policy directives. These critical systems include data 
delivery, communications, and security; their design can vary and their features can 
offer a range of interconnected functions or provide separate operations.  
  
DATA DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS 
The use of data delivery and school-wide technology systems continue to evolve 
on an ongoing basis. The proliferation of portable technology devices has exploded 
over the past decade, making it difficult to keep current. A successful Technology 
Plan must include both short-term and long-term goals and allow for flexibility in data 
delivery and data storage over time; this impacts the infrastructure required.   
  
There is no particular “standard” for public school technology and record storage 
keeping. NJ schools can operate with some basic hard-wired connections to 
computer labs and file cabinets or be progressively wireless across campuses with 
laptop/notebooks issued to every student and staff member. A wireless backbone is 
inherently more flexible, but has limitations on band width and other capabilities. 
Districts inevitably take different paths towards meeting their technology goals. 
  
Using advanced, portable technology helps drive programs forward.  Computers, 
netbooks, smart boards, internet / social media sites and iPods are ubiquitous. The 
use of digital-presentation devices enhance the learning process and promote 
discovery and collaboration. Incorporating technology seamlessly is critical to a 21st 
century learning, especially including resources for blogging, tweeting, and internet 
research to allow fingertip access to primary source information in real time and upon 
demand. Technology provides devices that facilitate “the teachable moment”, an 
inherent characteristic of a well-prepared learning environment. Infrastructure and  
data distribution equipment must be integrated into all learning environments (CR’s 
and labs) to support emerging technology and include LAN, cabling, dedicated power 
outlets, video distribution systems, and multimedia projectors or display screens. 
  
Advances in wireless technology makes it economically viable to implement since it 
provides the least intrusive and most flexible method for bring computers into CRs 
and daily lives. Wireless systems work well with portable laptops and for connecting 
portable classrooms into a campus setter or promoting home-school connections. 
Wireless systems, however, are slower, more subject to interference disruptions, and 
have higher service costs. It is expected that these detriments will be addressed as 
wireless technology continues to develop. 

BOE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 
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COMMUNICATIONS & SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS  
Today, security systems are extremely important to the operation of a school 
building.  Systems can incorporate any level of access control, passive 
monitoring, and active monitoring.  Security options must be considered not 
only from the viewpoint of bodily protection, but also from the viewpoint of 
property loss.  Various options can include the following considerations: 
1.  Baseline control access at main entrance shall employ a buzzer (with direct visual 
access or camera monitoring by office staff to all exterior doors).   
2.  Camera monitoring of the building’s exterior including passive  real-time images or 
possible recording capabilities in appropriate areas. 
3,  Camera monitoring of corridors and other key spaces.  Interior cameras  
may monitor student activities and help deter unwanted student behaviors. 
4.  Access control at building exterior which may include ID cards or key fobs to help 
control door access.  Systems can record data, monitor usage patterns and keep 
historical records .  ID cards can incorporate other functions such as lunch payments, 
library card access, visible identification, etc.   
 5.  Access control at building interior may expand the identification card or key fob 
system from an exterior application to something integrated into all interior doors. 
 6.  Modification to CR locks and windows shall support the ability to lock down a 
classroom via the door hardware, as well as cover corridor windows to an aid in dealing 
with emergency situations and security threats from internal and external sources 
 
Communication systems are highly dependent on district policy and needs.  
For years schools had simple systems with the main office using a master 
public address (PA) console to make announcements to each classroom.  The 
console also permitted the main office to communicate one-on-one with each 
classroom via a wall or ceiling mounted speaker and use of a CR call button.   
Telephone connectivity to the outside was limited to a few lines and there was 
limited ability to reach the outside from within any of the classrooms.  Recent 
developments in the communications field have resulted in a variety of options 
for schools to implement including the installation of telephones within each 
classroom.  Benefits of this style system include the following: 
1. Ability for staff member to communicate with the outside at any given time.  
Communication is no longer limited to classroom-to-office, but classroom-to-classroom, 
classroom-to-public address, or classroom-to-outside.  In cases of emergencies, this 
type of instantaneous connectivity can be vital.   
2. Teachers can use classrooms (instead of common-areas) for parent phone calls.  All 
staff can be assigned voicemail accounts  accessed from anywhere within the building.  
3. Communications between office and CR can be flexible and private.  Office staff can 
still broadcast within a CR, but more discreet messages may use picking up a handset 
to discuss more confidential items with the office.  
 



 

BOE Policy No.6151 - GUIDING PHILOSOPHY ON CLASS SIZE (Adopted 05/22/72; revised 08/31/95, 10/09/95, 12/16/96, 07/23/98) 
• The Superintendent shall report to the BOE the number of class sections and class sizes at each grade level K-6 annually in September of each year.  

 

• The Franklin Township BOE believes class size influences the quality instruction and the ability of the school district to meet the individual needs of 
each student. All things taken into consideration, the philosophy of the BOE is to promote smaller class sizes in lower elementary grades to insure the 
success of early learners. In implementing this policy, the Superintendent will take into consideration such factors as student needs, curriculum 
requirements, types of instructional setting, district finances, classroom space and equipment limitations. 
 

• The Franklin Township Board of Education also recognizes the need to maintain a teacher/pupil ratio that brings a balance between the educational 
needs and the financial ability of the community. The Superintendent and the BOE will strive to meet the  class size guidelines (per Regulation 6151R 
and/or NJ DOE Guideline on Facility Efficiency Standards) in their planning, budgeting, and annual scheduling. 
 

•      The Board also recognizes that other circumstances may exist that require the establishment of class size parameters more or less than the ranges set  
        forth herein. These may include, but not be limited to: 
       Gender, socio-economic status and racial balance Physical size of classroom, space or equipment limitations 
  Balancing of ESL and/or Special Education needs Age and development levels of student groups & individual student needs 
  Special Education inclusion students State Mandates & Curriculum Requirements  
  District Finances   Administrative Recommendations 

 

• Class sizes shall conform to the space-per-pupil guidelines of NJ Department of Education to the extent reasonably permitted by available resources. 
 

• Whenever class sizes are projected to exceed desired maximums, the Board will consider, upon advice of the Superintendent, measures to ameliorate 
the situation, including supplemental teacher assistance, approved aides, creation of additional sections, construction of additional facilities, etc.  
 

• During periods of overcrowding, nonresident students shall not be admitted under Policy 5118 for more than 5 months (except as required by law). The 
Superintendent may at any time make a determination that an overcrowding condition exists, if he/she determines that the student population as a 
whole or a segment of the student population, has reached a level that negatively impacts on student education needs. This determination will be based 
on an assessment of all relevant factors, including number of students, classroom space, building space, equipment limitations, and student safety.  A 
declaration of overcrowding can be done on the basis of the district as a whole, or on the basis of one or more grade levels. 

 

Regulation 6151R – FACTORS AFFECTING CLASS SIZES (TO BE CONSIDERED BY BOE) 
 

TARGET BOE CLASS SIZE GOALS & NJDOE FES GUIDELINE 
Grade Level              BOE Class Size Goals/Class Section   Desired Maximum/Class Section                  NJ DOE Facility Efficiency Standards 
Kindergarten  Optimum 14 – 17    20  PK = 15 (per class section) 
Grade 1  Optimum 15 – 18    20  K-3 = 21 
Grade 2  Optimum 15 – 18   20  K-3 = 21 
Grade 3  Optimum 15 – 19   21  K-3 = 21 
Grades 4, 5, 6  Optimum 17 – 20   22  4-8 = 23 
Grades 7 – 12  Optimum  24 – 25   25  9-12 = 24 
LRFP GOALS:    1)  Utilize BOE Desired Maximum & NJDOE FES Class Size Guidelines when planning new and renovated facilities. 
                                        2)  Count  existing CR’s to establish Functional & Operational Capacities and compare with enrollment projections. 
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GUIDING PHILOSOPHY BEHIND BOE RESOLUTION FOR THE  FUTURE USE OF TEMPORARY PORTABLE 
CLASSROOMS (Original Policy Adopted DECEMBER 18, 1998)  Resolution establishes goals and expectations for future utilization of TCU’s 
  
• Portable CR’s were acquired to accommodate enrollment growth as a temporary solutions to school overcrowding 
  
• TCU’s purchased during period 1987 – 1989 with expectation of serviceable life of 15 years. 

 
• Functional life is limited; long-term use of external units not conducive to efficient or effective deliver of educational services for safety, security 

inclusion, oversight and educational reasons. 
  
FACILITY GOAL is to eliminate use of all portable trailers without adversely affecting class size or number of dedicated specialized rooms. 
FACILITY GOAL is to eliminate or discontinue use after 15 years of service and remove facility from site. 
FACILITY GOAL  is the planned termination and removal of temporary facilities at 5 schools and  replacement with permanent facilities.   
 
BOE shall consider updating its planned schedule to remove trailers and replace them with permanent facilities 
  Pine Grove Manor (1 unit) Franklin Park (1 unit) and MacAfee Road (2 units) were originally purchased in 1987,  
  scheduled to be eliminated by July 2003 and were replaced by new temporary trailers in 2012. 
  Hillcrest (2 units) and Elizabeth Ave (1 unit ) were originally purchased in 1989, scheduled to be eliminated by July 
  2005 and were replaced by new temporary trailers in 2012 (with two more trailer units added to Elizabeth Ave) 
  SGS received (1 new unit) temporary trailer in 2012.  All older trailers were removed since they exceeded lifespan  
TOTAL TRAILERS: 7 UNITS (14 CR ) in 2011 and 11 UNITS (22 CR) in 2012 – DOE permitted use 2-5 yrs; Typical Lifespan 10-15 yrs 
 
FACILITY NEED Remove aging Trailers and replace with New Temporary Trailer and eventually replace with permanent  
  facilities. When possible lessen the load on infrastructure and use trailers for non-CR functions and pull-outs,  
  in lieu of full day usage of trailers as self-contained academic classes.  
  Replace all trailers with new, permanent classrooms fully integrated into school operations and systems.   
 

  NOTE:  As of  March 2012 plans are underway to replace deteriorated trailers with new ones. The District is aware 
  that trailers accommodating classroom instruction are only considered temporary space rather than permanent . 
  RECOMMENDATION:  New Trailers may be used for 2-5 years or until replaced with permanent built facilities. 
 
LRFP GOAL:  Follow original BOE Policy on eliminating Temporary Portable Classrooms over time. Remove trailers and replace  
  with permanent facilities by constructing new space and/or re-assigning trailers to non-instructional use. 
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BOE POLICY NO. 6151.2 - ADOPTED NOVEMBER 11, 1998 
SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION SPACES (FOR ART, MUSIC, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY) 
  BOE recognized children learn in different ways though various modalities, differentiated learning styles, and from a wide array of 
instructional and experimental approaches.  The BOE supports the development of all children through educational environment that is rich in its diversity of 
approaches and hands on experiences. 
  Content of curriculum offerings vary across subject matters and teachers required sufficient equipment, furniture, supplies, utilities and 
appropriate space to deliver thorough and efficient instruction to students in various modalities of learning. 
  BOE is committed to providing dedicated, specialized CR’s in all schools including ES to support instruction in Computer Technology, Art, 
Vocal and Instrumental Music and Science Lab Experiments. 
  
BOE POLICY NO. 6178 - ADOPTED NOVEMBER 11, 1998 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND FULL-DAY KINDERGARTEN 
 BOE recognizes development in a comprehensive system of early childhood services is a wise investment of public funds that will produce 
social dividends and long term educational benefits.  BOE supports community efforts to provide family-focused childhood programs for children from birth to 
age 3 who are at risk and to produce a school based preschool program for children age 4 so that children and their families experience a smooth transition to 
the public school system at the kindergarten level. 
 For Kindergarten, BOE’s goal is to provide 6-hours, full day program (with 5 day attendance being optional for student’s parents).  
Previously BOE supported a continuation of the extended day 4 hour “overlap” program until such time that appropriate space and resources were made 
available for 6-hour full-day kindergarten classes.  BOE may offer parents the choice of a 6-hours full-day K-program or a traditional 2 ½ hour K-program with 
every effort made to provide a full-day services to every child, including all children at risk. 
LRFP GOAL:     1)  Implement BOE Policy & plan for dedicated instructional rooms to accommodate art, music, science, and 
  technology when planning new and renovated facilities; 
 2)  Count existing CR’s and plan new CR construction to accommodate early childhood education including  
  half-day PK for 4 year olds and full-day PK SE, and kindergarten programs. 
 
BOE SHALL CONSIDER PROVIDING DEDICATED CLASSROOM FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL NEED STUDENTS  
BRINGING BACK A TARGETED NUMBER OF OUT-OF-DISTRICT SE PUPILS INTO HIGH QUALITY FACILITIES 
  BOE recognizes that special education students can be well served in neighborhood setting with appropriate facility and staffing support. 
Goal is to delivery high quality educational services with fewer transitions, disruptions in services, or long distance travel time. Students with special needs 
require supplemental support which can be provided in-district with appropriate staffing and well-equipped classrooms dedicated to differentiated learning.  
 There are financial savings and educational adequacy goals  that can be realized if the needs of special education students can be met and 
addressed  in-district as opposed to requiring out-of-school placement. These include a potential saving on long distance travel time, long distance 
transportation costs, saving on expensive tuition fees, minimizing the disruption of neighborhood and school-peer associations, etc.  
 LRFP GOAL:  Include a target number of dedicated, self-contained SE classrooms in each district school model, preferable in multiples of 3 
or more classrooms, so as to facilitate the flexible assignment of age-appropriate and skill-set appropriate SE classes across the district. BOE shall consider 
bringing back up to 25% of current out-of-district placements as the target number of SE students to return to dedicated in-district, high quality classrooms. 
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DISTRICT-WIDE TECHNOLOGY GOALS, OBJECTIVES & RESOURCE INITIATIVES 
 

Ensure  technology infrastructure is adequate to support instruction    (Current Status: Inadequate) 
100 MB internet connection -Usage seldom goes above 50% of capacity 
Gigabit connections between buildings – existing connections run well below capacity 
Gigabit connections between data closets in buildings – existing connections run well below capacity 
Direct wired 100 MB connections from data closets to all  classrooms – adhering to industry standard 
Cisco Wireless N networks at 4 locations (FMS, SGS, FPS, Admin Bldg): Four (4) out of Ten (10) is less than halfway there! 

Plans are being developed to install wireless access in all schools; this goal is recognized as a top priority 
 

 Create New Data Center at FHS to address facility needs & provide secured, back-up redundancy 
State of the art virtual server environment  is needed to maximize server functionality and minimize power usage 

Provide heightened security through redundancy and quick recovery time from server issues 
Provide a solid foundation for redundant data center operations and information storage 

State of the art Web Filtering, Anti-spam and Anti-virus systems  shall meet highest industry standard (and maintain oversight) 
State of the art Automation Technologies shall facilitate software & image installs  leveraging the power of latest tech advances 
 

Ensure adequate classroom tech equipment to support instruction      (Current Status:  Insufficient) 
District needs a solid equipment refresh process;   District needs yearly adequate funding levels 
Over 75% of CR computers/laptops are almost out of warranty Technology Committee is revitalizing the District Plan 
Leasing plan for CR equipment (as endorsed by MGT Report)  Limited funding has constricted implementation progress 
Lease Equipment  over 4-year program (with 4 year warranty) Return  4-year old equipment to vendor and exchange for new 
Warranty shall be consecutive with the lease timeframe All equipment will  stay under warranty to ensure  reliability 
Recent survey by DTC revealed lack of access to CR equipment is #1 issue with integrating technology as an instructional tool       
Leasing plan will address this issue by moving budget acquisitions from schools and department to a district level 
 

UTILIZE TECHNOLOGY TO HELP REACH DISTRICT GOALS 
1. Technology hardware and software programs shall help Nurture a Culture of Learning through universal, wireless access & reliable leased 

equipment supporting student achievement through seamless curriculum  & hands on instructional use 
2. Technology equipment and devices shall help ensure Safety and Security in all buildings and sites 
3. Technology protocols and systems shall help maximize efficiency of operation and administrative functions 
4. Technology access, District-level support, and prevalence shall help attract, recruit, and maintain a quality staff 
5. Technology shall support multimedia communications and help strengthen community relations & access to information 
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RECOMMENDATIONS from MGT OF AMERICA INC. on Maintenance & Operations 
SUMMARY OF FINAL REPORT dated JANUARY 15, 2009 
   
FACILITY GOAL:    Recommendation is to seek efficiencies and economics in the maintenance and operation of facilities in order to 
maximize the amount of resources being applied to direct instruction, staff training, and academic program support. 
 
Current Facility Challenges:  
a) FTPS is experiencing a growth cycle AND 14 classroom spaces currently take place in substandard & deteriorating portable trailers 
b) Lack of support services facilities to house Maintenance Dept AND Lack of storage for necessary equipment and supplies 
c) Limited energy management procedures and support (requires future investment to harvest energy savings) 
 
MGT Recommendations: 
1. Reorganize B&G management structure (changes to staffing and position and assignments) 
2. Increase staff development and training for electrical, plumbing and HVAC licensing exams 
3. Develop comprehensive 5-10 year LRFP (expanding on the NJDOE format) 
4. Address space needs for central office and maintenance department currently operating in Middlebush Building 
5. Increase preventive maintenance operations, implement essential capital repairs, and consider ways to increase facility funding support 
6. Install additional energy saving devices to lower utility costs & energy consumption; Explore options for utility grants, ESIP program, etc. 
7. Increase B&G involvement in capital planning and building design; digitize archival documents 
8. Improve the CMMS – Computerized Maintenance Management System 
 
 Long Range Facility Planning: 
Issues to be addressed in a 10 year comprehensive Facilities Master Plan include the following: 
• Select preferred grade configuration and assess impact on re-districting school attendance boundaries 
• Review School capacity Information, utilization and educational adequacy revisions 
• Review Building Condition Assessments relating to code compliance and sustainable operations relating 
• Evaluate Site Assessment Information and development potential 
• Develop Energy Mgmt Strategies including:  more efficient lighting systems, electronic ballasts, better illumination coverage, motion 

sensors, dimming capabilities, LED exit lighting, DDC system programmed to perform “load ghedding” to lower peak load by phasing 
energy demands, remote electronic controls for HVAC equipment, separate domestic HW systems, boilers used only for building 
heating, water conservation sensors and dual flush, use of crushers and compactors to reduce solid waster disposal costs, promoting 
behavior changes in staff and students through see conservation program.  
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PARTICIPATION IN SEE PROGRAM – SCHOOLS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
 Enacted as per the recommendations made by MGT of America, Inc.  Report dated January 15, 2005 
 
FACILITY GOALS:   
• Services of a Energy Efficiency Coordinator (EEC), Connie Coriel, have been procured to coordinate Schools for Energy 

Efficiency (SEE) program and function as an instructional resource to principals, teachers, students, administration and maintenance 
staff regarding energy efficiency strategies and options for utility conservation.  

• Program shall promote behavior changes and good habits in staff and students to accelerate recycling, energy conservation, 
avoidance of utility/fuel consumption, energy benchmarking, tracking and monitoring. Staff and students will be encouraged to save 
energy through no and low cost strategies, making simple changes in daily activities to save money and reduce pollution emissions. 

• SEE Program shall monitor utility bills and implement utility cost intervention programs in addition to establishing accounting 
databases and preparing monthly status reports for reporting to the BOE on school comparison assessments. 

• Efforts shall pursue grants and obtain incentives from utility companies to implement ECM’s (Energy Conservation Measures). SEE 
program shall coordinate efforts to work with utility companies, streamlining operations and taking advantage of regional programs 

• SEE shall publicize success stories, promote goals and recognize energy saving achievements to provide incentives for action. Web 
based bulletin board shall track progress of each school and district, and provide share-the-savings rebates to successful schools. 

• SEE shall establish student-led “energy patrols” and involve interested teachers and staff in green committee activities.  SEE shall 
encourage the use of school buildings as 3-D textbooks and as learning labs to model energy conservation and environmental 
stewardship practices, thereby integrating environmental education into the curriculum in real world scenarios. 

  
RECOMMENDED O&M ENERGY MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES FOR SEE PROGRAM: 
• Reduce energy waste by 10% which for Franklin Township translates into more than $250,000 per year of cost avoidance 
• Reduce the current average cost of $300 per student spent on energy.  Focus will be on empowering change and saving energy so 

that “fuel dollars” in the annual budget can be redirected and better spent on education initiatives. 
• Direct attentions to fact energy consumption is one of top three expenditures (more money spent on fuel than books and computers). 
• Pursue the benefits of Energy Star recognition and promote a district-wide enhanced “buy in” and acknowledgement by the public 

that the issue is critically important.  This change in attitude can encourage even greater energy reduction efforts. 
• Theme of SEE campaign is “You Have the Power”; focus is on teaching children about doing the right thing for energy conservation 

shall extend to all grade levels and shall include important, foundational lessons that are best learned early in childhood. 
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BOE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

Schools for Energy Efficiency 



 

EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY ISSUES & CURRICULAR SUCCESS INTIATIVES 
Franklin Twp School District has implemented the following curriculum support initiatives & teaching strategies: 
 

• NJ Quality Single Accountability Continuum (QSAC) monitoring and evaluation system 
• Efforts to achieve Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) benchmarks 
• Use of Reading and Writing workshops and balanced literary model 
• District-wide “Rock for Reading” campaign for 1000 books (fundraiser and focused awareness on reading) 
• Use of specialized programs:  Learnia (Gr. 3-8); Math Trailblazers (K-5); Science integrated w/LA and  use of researched – based 

success strategies throughout curriculum  
• Double periods Math and Language Arts at Franklin MS (longer instructional time and greater continuity in core subject) 
• Literacy and Numeracy coaches and increased collaboration with Language Arts and Math teachers through common planning 

time and team approach to lesson development/writing assessment 
• School-wide provide learning communities at Franklin High School focused on improving literacy across content areas 
• Revamped Academic Intervention Services (AIS) plus trimester updates to track/monitor academic progress 
• Positive behavior support programs at Cornelia, Elizabeth Ave PGM, and Franklin Middle School 
• Hands-on Science program with focus on student research (Science Fair) 
• Math-Science partnership with Kean Univ.; J&J bridge to employment mentoring of 26 Franklin HS Chemistry Students 
• Stanford University Social Studies project at Franklin High School and Reading Compression application at Franklin MS 
• Expansion of tech usage in CR’s with tech coaches and teachers incorporating use of Skype, Google & Wikis, etc. 
• Continued support of Arts with focus on critical thinking and problem solving skills 
•  Model UN support and opportunities for leadership 
•  Health/PE focus on healthy Life Style 

 

2010-11 SIX BROAD INTIATIVES – “ALL GOALS TIE TO SUDENT ACHIEVEMENT” 
Administration has maintained its focus on the following district-wide goals: 
 

1. Nurture a Culture of Learning 
2. Improve student achievement through curriculum revision and instructional support 
3. Ensure Safety and Security 
4. Maximize efficiency of operation and administrative functions 
5. Recruit, hire and maintain a quality staff 
6. Strengthen community relations and communications 
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BOE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 
CURRICULM OBJECTIVES & ACADEMIC RESOURCE GOALS 

BOE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS – CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES & ACADEMIC RESOURCE GOALS 



 

BUDGET ANALYSIS – FORCES IMPACTING BUDGET ALLOCATIONS 
 

Change in Tax Levy Cap (from last 4 year’s 4% Cap) to new 2% cap, imposes mandatory reduction on the budget. 
• Loss of State Aide – Reduction of $6.5m in 2010-11 and reduction of $5m in 2011-2012 
• Continuing Increase in District Enrollment 
• Continuing Increase in Special Needs Expenses, # of students served, rising costs of tuition and transportation 
• Aging Infrastructure is adding to the cumulative total amount of capital needs and expenses 

  Increase due to “deferred” maintenance, repair, and replacement 
  End of lifecycle obsolescence and deterioration of equipment 
  Emergent needs including emergency repairs and temporary fixes 
  Code mandates and continued functional support of operations 

• Absorbing the cost impact of Charter School(s) ($2,837,987) in 2011-12 
  

BUDGET REVIEW – ALLOCATION ADJUSTMENTS TO CONSIDER 
 

Achieve cost savings through contract revisions and  negotiation strategies that help preserve programs and positions; 
• Consider appropriate staffing levels and reduction strategies for all personnel groups including union and non-union staff; 
• Review strategies to reallocate resources to address increasing needs for repairs, replacements, and facility reinvestments; 
• Extend public comment sessions, host budget forums and accept on-line feedback as a way to engage the public; 
• Consider adding 2nd Questions to April Ballot to preserve targeted programs, staffing options, & identified capital projects;  
• Accept feedback on items to restore and maintain within the budget (this may include a balancing of core services with 

desired offerings (such as targeted athletic programs and selected fine and performing arts/athletic programs). 
 

STRATEGIES FOR MAXIMIZING COMMUNITY SUPPORT OF THE SCHOOL BUDGET 
 

Understand the reasons why taxpayers have defeated the school budget 7 out of the last 10 years; 
• Consider new ways to communicate district needs and how they impact budget allocations and options; 
• Engage District Taxpayers and Stakeholders along with Parents and Students in a Community-Centered Process of Change; 
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BOE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS & CONSIDERATIONS 

 
1. Engage Community in Master Planning Discussion & Create New Vision for District Grade Configuration and Growth 
2. Communicate Infrastructure Needs & Top Priority Concerns along with seeking Community Input & Buy-in on capital repairs  
3. Evaluate pragmatic options and investigate alternative ideas and strategies that may utilize existing resources in the community 
4.  Maximize High Performance Sustainable Design Features  throughout new construction, renovation and capital renewal projects 
5. Consider long term  “Return on Investment” versus short term temporary fixes when calculating costs and comparing options 



 

TASKS PERFORMED AS PART OF LRFP MASTER PLAN UPDATE:  
The Franklin Township Board of Education commissioned SSP Architectural Group to assess its existing facilities and create a long range plan for the future. SSP 

was charged with reviewing existing sites and building conditions, updating demographic projections, and evaluating sustainable ways to accommodate 
enrollment growth (over next  5 to 10 years) within the context of supporting 21st century education. The following tasks were performed as part of process. 

 

1. Demographic profile was updated by grade level and by school building; provided 5-Year Enrollment Projection 2015-2016 and 10-Year 
Enrollment Forecast 2020-20211; provided general overview with history, community and district profile summaries. 

2. Existing sites and building conditions were assessed and analyzed including current layouts, grade configuration, and room utilization . Physical 
features and layouts were reviewed in regards to understanding building & ground operations, district practices, & efficiencies. 

3. Program capacity was verified at each school and program needs assessed in comparison to District School Models.                                                                 
Calculated capacities utilizing NJDOE FES guidelines and compared state standards with BOE Policy on Target Class Sizes:                                                                                              
FES: SE (12) PK (15) K-3 (21) 4-8 (23) 9-12 (24)  BOE: SE (8-12) PK (16) K-1 (18-21) Gr.2-5 (21-23) Gr.6-8 (23) 9-12 (24-25) 

4. Existing building conditions and sites were evaluated for compliance with life safety codes, ADA, OSHA, IAQ, fire safety, roofing and thermal 
systems, security, telecommunication and network support). Began estimating a ballpark range for capital work including repairs and 
replacements. Began triaging a list of infrastructure needs in terms of ongoing maintenance and custodial practices verses capital projects. 

5. Strategies were developed to meet future needs (enrollment growth, educational adequacy renovations, repairs, replacements, and upgrades).  
Provided LRFP Plan with recommendations to address future educational trends and enrollment patterns.   Planning criteria was compared to 
BOE policies to establish baseline standards for identified needs and to present prioritized action steps and explanations for ratings. 

6. Upon approval by BOE , NJ DOE website updated with Five Year LRFP entries for demographics, configuration, & agreed-upon  capital work. 

7. Conceptual options for facility improvements developed with a focus on  sustainability, modernization, replacements, expansions, etc. 

8. A priority list of Action Projects developed with an eye towards establishing a 5-Year Action Plan that included scheduled maintenance work and 
long range capital projects. District input and approval was solicited to prepare the  Facility Infrastructure Assessment Report based upon a 
breakdown of systems for • HVAC • Plumbing • Electrical • Carpentry/Masonry • Painting • Grounds • Athletics • Controls / Management. 

9. Funding options for LRFP Plan components were considered as part of feasibility assessment and review of alternative funding sources. 

10. Review of alternative approaches to planning  was discussed to generate ideas on sharing services with Municipality, public/private 
partnerships, adapting non school buildings for school use, selling an existing asset (BOE Building) and (potentially) relocating BOE offices. 

11. LRFP report was Illustrated with photographs, conceptual diagrams, and aerial layouts to provide a snapshot of existing conditions; illustrations 
were also used to present case studies and national models of success for comparison, and to document LRFP development considerations 
and recommendations. A set of  deliverables including CDs of electronic documents were turned over to BOE in user-friendly format. 

LRFP SUMMARY OBJECTIVES 
LRFP TASKS COMPLETED AS PART OF MASTER PLAN 
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LRFP SUMMARY OBJECTIVES 

THE LRFP PROCESS & ACTION PLAN 
FOCUSES ON IDENTIFYING & ADDRESSING 
DISTRICT-WIDE INEQUITIES, EDUCATIONAL 
INADEQUACIES, & INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS 

OVERALL GOAL IS TO CREATE SAFE, 
HEALTHY, AND PRODUCTIVE  PLACES OF 
LEARNING & GROWTH THAT ADDRESS 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES & LONG 
RANGE FACILITY OBJECTIVES  

The Infrastructure Assessment Process is based upon 
analyzing current physical conditions, building systems, and 
finishes…& examining how the interior and exterior of each 
school facility can be improved in terms of functional 
operations, distribution of resources, and energy efficiency. 
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DISTRICT CAPACITY CHARTS & SCHOOL MODELS 

APPENDIX    
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED & SCHOOL MODELS 
Summary of Alternative Options explored during Planning Process shaping the LRFP Final Plan 

Summary of School Models for PK-5 ES, 6-8 MS, & 9-12 HS with Capacity Charts  
FINAL LRFP Report – Updated March 01, 2012 

 

APPENDIX APPENDIX – DISTRICT CAPACITY CHARTS & SCHOOL MODELS 



 

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR SCHOOL SITE DEVELOPMENT – LAYOUT DIAGRAMS & CONCEPTS 
 
The following diagrams represent ALTERNATIVE concept ideas that were explored during the LRFP planning process. Input 

was received from the public during two BOE presentations on October 25, 2011 and January 17, 2012 and from the 
LRFP Advisory Task Force and from the Facilities and Grounds Committee of the FTPS Board of Education during a 
series of meetings held during the spring, summer and fall months of 2011 when the LRFP report was being crafted and 
finalized. Many of the alternative concepts intentionally looked at different ways to configure facilities, ways to test the 
topics being discussed, and alternative ways to achieve LRFP goals for  the Facilities Advisory Task Force to review. 

 
The following diagrams show alternative concepts that were discussed, but did not become part of the recommended scope 

of the Long Range Facilities Plan (LRFP) as approved by the Board of Education at their January 17, 2012 meeting.  
The planning concepts approved for inclusion in the District’s website LRFP entries are found in Part III – Existing 
Conditions & Proposed LRFP Scope of Work. 

 
LRFP SCHOOL MODELS – SUMMARY ATTACHMENTS OF SCHOOL MODEL WORKSHEETS  
 
Following the diagrams associated with Alternative Options for School Site Development the Appendix includes a summary 

of School Models being recommended as the planning basis for the approved LRFP Plan.  The following School Models 
included in this Appendix are based upon utilizing NJ DOE Facility Efficiency Standards (FES) helping to calculate 
targeted school building capacities and for planning the series of spaces needed in each school model that will 
accommodate the District’s enrollment projections and reconfiguration into Three-Tier Delivery of Educational Services.  

 
For long range planning purposes, the District is utilizing the concept of School Models to establish a comparison 

benchmark which includes a summary list of program needs, room assignments, and overall school size along with 
targeted spatial allocations (square foot areas) for each room. The School Model is being used to help analyze the 
effective delivery of educational services in existing buildings as well as helping to quantify future school needs. 

 
 

APPENDIX 
REVIEWING ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS  
FOR MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT  

AT DISTRICT SCHOOLS & SITES  

APPENDIX – LRFP SCHOOL MODELS & TARGET CAPACITIES Appendix - 01 



Alternative Option 
FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL – Future Addition & 

Long Range Site Development Option  

SITE PLAN 

 
Appendix - 02 

 



Alternative Option 
FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 

6-8 Conversion with Long Range Expansion Capability 

PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR ADDITION 

LRFP FINDING: Existing MS site and building has capacity to add a 
two-story addition with targeted growth potential of adding 6 new CR, 
2 new labs, & support spaces. This is not sufficient capacity to make 
FMS into ONE comprehensive MS for entire district. Therefore LRFP 
recommendation is to convert SGS into a second 6-8 MS and convert 
FMS layout as is for 6-8 MS. 

Appendix - 03 



Alternative Option 
FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 

6-8 Conversion with Long Range Expansion Capability 

PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR ADDITION 

 
Appendix - 04 

LRFP FINDING: Existing MS site and building has capacity to 
add a two-story addition with targeted growth potential of adding 
6 new CR, 2 new labs, & support spaces. This is not sufficient 
capacity to make FMS into ONE comprehensive MS for entire 
district. Therefore LRFP recommendation is to convert SGS into 
a second 6-8 MS and convert FMS layout as is for 6-8 MS. 



FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
415 Francis Street , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1960; Expanded : N/A 2 Stories; 222,553 square feet 
Site size: 75.7 acres (shared with Hillcrest) LR 2020-21 Enrollment: 1,337 (Grades 7-8) (7th ) 634 (8th ) 673 (SE) 30 (plus 6th at 656) 
    2015-16 Projected Enrollment:  1,241 (7-8)  (7th ) 654 (8th ) 558 (SE) 29 (plus 6th at 648) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

Alternative Option 
FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL 

6-8 MS Conversion with Long Range Growth Potential 

Appendix - 05 

Classroom Type / Grade 
Level 

# Students per CR 
(FES/BOE Policy) 

1st  Floor 2nd Floor Total # of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  

Occupancy 
Factor & Notes 

Total  

Grades  6-8 CR/13 Teams 23 FES / 24 BOE 21 27 48 1104 FES guideline 

SE Classroom 12 FES / 12 BOE 4 6 10 120 FES guideline 

Science Labs 23 FES / 24 BOE 0 12 12 276 FES guideline 

New Construction (+1 Team) 23 FES / 24 BOE 4 2 6 138 FES guideline 

Subtotal 76 1638 CR’s & Science Labs 

CR/Lab Capacity  Subtotal 1500 90% Util. of CR’s & Labs 

Tech / Comp. Labs 23 FES / 24 BOE 4 0 4 NC Excluding & TV Studio 

Specialty Lab/Studios 23 FES / 24 BOE 5 0 5 NC Excl. Dance/Ensemble/Music  
Shops, & Health rooms  

Art  Rooms & Music 23 FES / 24 BOE 5 0 5 NC 2 Art CR & 2 Music Suites 

PE  LGI Stations Varies 3 0  3 NC 2 Gymnasiums & 1 Aux. Gym 

Subtotal 17 NC Specialty Rooms 

2010 Enrollment: 1,032 Capacity Range: 1,500 to 1,650  93 1776  85% utilization rate 1,400 

Max Util. Rate = 85-90% Capacity Range: 1,750  93 1776 90% utilization rate 1,500 

Cafeteria, Audit/Stage  
Small Group Instruction 

Non-Capacity   Insufficient 
for one MS 

Need 2nd 
MS online 

Add 6th grade 
+650 students 

2016-17 Projected 
*2021-22 Projected 

1,800
1,950 

Library/MC +  Support  Non-Capacity Status Need 2nd MS (6-8) 



Alternative Option 
FRANKLIN MIDDLE SCHOOL – Long Range Use of Site 

Future Potential to add a new school on campus 

CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT 

 
Appendix – 06 

Potential exists to further develop the property &  
Add a new school (MS, ES or ECC) on campus  



Alternative Option 
SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 

 Alternative Site Development for SGS as a PK-5 ES 

SGS - SITE DEVELOPMENT FOR 6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL CONVERSION Appendix - 07 



CONVERSION TO  PK-5 WITH TARGET ADDITION OF 4 PK CR’S 

Alternative Option 
SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 

Alternative Conversion of SGS into PK-5 Elementary 

Appendix - 08 

LRFP FINDING: Existing SGS site and 
building were originally designed for MS 
& Upper ES usage, therefore SGS is 
best suited for adapting to Grades 6-8 
MS rather than converting to PK-5 ES. 
Additional costs and more invasive 
renovations and changes are needed to 
establish new Pre-K and Kindergarten 
classrooms and to modify core spaces, 
toilet rooms, site access, pick up and 
drop off, early childhood play areas, etc.  



SGS – LONG RANGE PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WITH PK ANNEX AND BOE OFFICE RELOCATION 

Alternative Option 
SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 

Long Range Growth Potential of SGS as PK-5 ES 

Appendix - 09 

LRFP FINDING: Existing 
SGS site and building has 
available space to expand 
if so needed, yet original 
design is for MS & Upper 
ES usage, therefore SGS 
is best suited for adapting 
to Grades 6-8 MS rather 
than converting to PK-5 
ES. There will be more 
costs & invasive changes 
needed to establish new 
Pre-K and Kindergarten 
CRs along with modifying 
core areas, toilet rooms, 
site access, pick up/drop 
off, early childhood play 
areas, entrances, etc.  



SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 
1649 Amwell Road , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1968; Expanded: Future  1 Story/2 Story; 134,290 sf + Proposed ADDITION 
Site size: 31.7 acres; Grades PK-5 ES 2015-16 LRFP Enrollment: 950 PK-4 + 150 5th  (PK ) 150 (K) 150 (1st) 150 (2nd) 150 (3rd) 150 (4th) 150 (SE) 50 (5th) 150 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Modify site and provide targeted renovations/alterations as needed to re-configure grades and split 5th and 6th pairing (5th in ES + 6th in MS);  
• Maintain or modify dedicated space for art, music, tech lab, science labs, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to improve or expand parking and drop-off/pick-up areas to enhance site safety, operations, & BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and modify play areas as needed to support grade reconfiguration and accommodate building & site changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal (FES) 

Notes Total  

7 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 5 50 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 3 36 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 5 x 2 150 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 28 588 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 14 308 FES 

TCU / Trailers N/A None on site 

2016 Enrollmt.: 1,100 Subtotal: 55 CRs 1,132 90% Occupancy Factor 1,020 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 1,100 LRFP Projected Enrollment 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

PK-5 CONVERSION- LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Alternative Option 
SAMPSON G. SMITH SCHOOL 

Alternative Conversion of SGS into PK-5 Elementary 

Appendix - 10 



 
 

Alternative Option 
CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Site Development & Expansion Potential 

PROPOSED PK-5 SCHOOL SITE PLAN 

 
Appendix - 11 



 
 

Alternative Option 
CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range PK-5 ES Expansion Potential 

PROPOSED PK-5 SCHOOL FLOOR PLAN 

 
Appendix - 12 

Alternative Floor Plan as Larger Size PK-5 ES 



CONERLY ROAD SCHOOL – Potential Development for Larger School Model based upon Four Class Sections per Grade Level: 
35 Conerly Road , Somerset, NJ   Constructed 1966; Expanded :1998 + Future  1 Story; 46,495 sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 12.6 acres; Grades PK-4 (No Trailer)  2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 531 PK-4 + 89 5th  (PK ) 48 (K) 91 (1st) 93 (2nd) 83 (3rd) 95 (4th) 103 (SE) 19 (5th) 89 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Modify site and add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in neighborhood ES;  
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK and 2 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas, site safety, and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playgrounds and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal (FES) 

Notes Total  

4 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 2 24 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 2 x 2 60 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 16 336 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 9 207 FES 

TCU / Trailers N/A None on site 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 620 Subtotal: 30 CRs 639 90% Occupancy Factor 575 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab LRFP Alternative Enrollment 620 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

Alternative Option 
CONERLY ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Expansion Potential as PK-5 ES  

Appendix - 13 



Alternative Option 
MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Site Development & Expansion Potential 

PROPOSED PK-5 SCHOOL Appendix - 14 



Alternative Option 
MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range PK-5 ES Expansion Potential 

PROPOSED PK-5 SCHOOL Appendix - 15 

Alternative Floor Plan as Larger Size PK-5 ES 



 
 

MACAFEE ROAD SCHOOL – Potential Development for Larger School Model based upon Four Class Sections per Grade Level: 
53 MacAfee Road , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1966; Expanded : 2004 + Future 1 Story; 46,449 sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 11.5 acres Grades PK-5 (2 Trailers) 2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 540 PK-4 + 90 5th  (PK ) 45 (K) 81 (1st) 94 (2nd) 87 (3rd)103 (4th) 98 (SE) 32 (5th) 90 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 2 Trailers & add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in  neighborhood; 
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK and 3 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / Grade 
Level 

# Students per CR (BOE v 
FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity Subtotal  
(FES) 

Notes Total  

4 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 3 36 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 2 x 2 60 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 16 336 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 8 184 FES 

TCU / Trailers* 2 Units = 4 CRs New in 2012 (+92) Temporary Capacity (2-5yrs) NJ DOE 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 630 Subtotal: 30 CRs 628 90% Occupancy Factor 555 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab Trailers replaced LRFP Alternative Enrollment 630 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

Alternative Option 
MacAFEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Expansion Potential as PK-5 ES  

Appendix - 16 



Alternative Option 
PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  
Long Range Site Development & Expansion 

Potential 

PROPOSED PK-K ANNEX & 1-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

 
Appendix - 17 

Alternative ECC 
PK-K Wing 
added to ES 

BF Elevator 
Addition 
added to 
front entry 

Field development, 
new parking & drop off 
revisions to enhance 
site functions & safety 



Alternative Option 
PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range PK-K ECC Wing added to PK-5 ES 

PROPOSED PK-K ANNEX & 1-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

 
Appendix - 18 

Alternative Floor Plan as Larger Size PK-5 ES 

Alternative ECC PK-K Wing added to ES 

BF Elevator Addition 
added to front of the 
original building to 
establish new Main 
Entry, offices, and 
code compliant 
support spaces 



 
 

PINE GROVE MANOR SCHOOL 
130 Highland Avenue, Somerset, NJ Constructed 1931; Expanded: 2004 + Future  2 Story/1 story; 51,212 + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site size: 17.3 acres Grades PK-5 (1 Trailer) 2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 479 PK-4 + 91 5th  (PK ) 22 (K) 87 (1st) 92 (2nd) 78 (3rd) 89 (4th) 101 (SE) 9 (5th) 91 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Remove 1 Trailers & add new CR WING to expand enrollment capacity to accommodate 5th grade students staying in  neighborhood; 
• Add dedicated space for additional PK classes and Special Education classes – provide a total of 3 PK and 3 SC SE classrooms; 
• Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, resource centers and small group instruction (SGI) rooms; 
• Maintain special activity core areas  for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
• Modify and improve site amenities to include expanded parking and improve drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
• Upgrade recreation fields and playground s and relocate play areas as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR (BOE 
v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

4 sections/grade level LRFP NEEDS 

SC SE CR BOE 12; 8-16 varies 3 24 SE class size can vary 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 2 x 2 60 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) 

Kind to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 16 336 FES  

Grades 4-5 BOE 22; FES 23 8 184 FES 

TCU / Trailers* Removed 

2016-17 Enrollmt.: 550 Subtotal: 30 CRs 616 90% Occupancy Factor 555 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab With CR Add. LRFP Projected Enrollment 550 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI Needs addition sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

Alternative Option 
PINE GROVE MANOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Expansion Potential as PK-5 ES  

LRFP CONSIDERATIONS WITH PK-K ANNEX Appendix - 19 



Alternative Option 
HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Site Development & Expansion Potential 
 

PK-K ANNEX & 1-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

 
Appendix - 20 

Long Range PK-K 
ECC Annex 

Located next to 
HillcrestPK-5 ES 

Hillcrest 
expansion 
option 



Alternative Option 
HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  

Long Range Development Potential of Site 

PK-5 ANNEX DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 

 
Appendix - 21 

Hillcrest School will require CR addition 
 plus core area expansion and site  
Modifications to accommodate  
PK-5 growth and projected enrollments  

Hillcrest school is located on 
campus property shared with 
FMS. Property is sufficient in size 
to accommodate a small size 
school that can include an 
Early Childhood Center (PK-K); 
Design can accommodate 
both shared resources as well 
as independent features for 
access, parking, & play areas 



Alternative Option 
HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range PK-K ECC Annex added to PK-5 ES 

Appendix - 22 PK-K ANNEX & 1-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LRFP FLOOR PLAN CONSIDERATIONS  

 

Alternative ECC  
PK-K Annex located  
on Hillcrest campus 

Alternative Floor Plan 
Layout for Hillcrest ES 
Future Growth Potential 



 
 

HILLCREST SCHOOL 
500 Franklin Boulevard , Somerset, NJ Constructed 1958; Expanded : N/A + Future  1 Story; 52,122sf + Proposed NEW ADDITION 
Site: Shared w/FMS  (75.7 acres) ; 2 Trailers  2016-17 LRFP Enrollment: 509 PK-4 + 91 (5th)      (PK ) 33 (K) 86 (1st) 75 (2nd) 94 (3rd)99 (4th) 89 (SE) 34 (5th) 91 
 

LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Provide a campus setting for expanded facilities with a Grade 1-5 ES and ECC Annex; Size is based upon 6 sections per grade level. 
• Remove 2 Trailers, add new CR WING PLUS add a new PK/K Early Childhood Annex; Additional capacity will accommodate up to 6 class 

sections per grade level and with 5th grade students returning to ES; Grade 1-5 ES will provide 6 sections/grade = minimum need of 30 CRs; 
• ECC Annex will provide PK, K, and SE classrooms – a total of 4 PK /SE , 6 K, 2 SE CR (or 4 SGI) rooms; Total Target size = 850-900 PK-5; 
• Annex design is based upon self-contained classrooms, however, PK may access special activity spaces in Grade 1-5 ES when needed; 
• Annex will provide a MPR (cafeteria/gym) with stage, kitchen and support spaces; Office space will support CST staff, nurse station, etc. 
• Site will be modified to include expanded parking and separate drop-off/pick-up areas to increase site safety ,and BF access; 
• Recreation fields, playground s and relocated play areas will be upgraded as needed to accommodate building and site layout changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of 
Rooms 

Capacity 
Subtotal  (FES) 

Notes Total  

2 trailers (4 CRs) removed ECC ANNEX & 1-5 ES  OPTION: LRFP NEEDS 

PK SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 1 12 Full day session SE IDP 

PK  CR BOE 16; FES 15 3 x 2 90 ½ day sessions (4yr olds) ECC 

Kindergarten CR BOE 20; FES 21 6 126 Full day sessions  228 

Grade 1 to Grade 3 BOE 20; FES 21 18 378 FES (6 sections per grade) 

Grades  4 & 5 BOE 22; FES 23 12 276 FES (6 sections per grade) Gr.1-5 

SC SE BOE 12; 8-16 varies 4 48 Class size varies 702 

2016 Enroll.: 850-900 Subtotal: 44 CRs 930 90% Occupancy Factor 835 

Non-Capacity Art, Music, Tech Lab 850-900 LRFP Projected Enrollment 

Specials/Pull-outs Science Lab, 6 SGI sufficient Capacity Evaluation 

ADD PK ANNEX – LRFP CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Alternative Option 
HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Long Range Expansion Potential as PK-5 ES 

Appendix - 23 



FIRST FLOOR PLAN & LRFP PROPOSAL 1000-1150 Capacity ES with ECC ANNEX Appendix - 24 

Alternative Option 
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY  

DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (7 sections/grade level)  
PHASE 2 Long Range: 1,000-1,150 Capacity PK-5 ES 

1st Floor 



SECOND FLOOR PLAN & LRFP PROPOSAL 1000-1150 Capacity with ECC ANNEX Appendix - 25 

Alternative Option 
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (7 sections/grade level)  
PHASE 2 Long Range: 1,000-1,150 Capacity PK-5 ES 

2nd Floor 



FIRST FLOOR PLAN-LRFP CONSIDERATION (showing future growth potential) Appendix - 26 

Alternative Option 
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PK-5 Model (8 sections/grade level)  
3 WINGS New Construction: 1,400+ Capacity PK-5 ES 

 

1st Floor 



DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR NEW 6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL Appendix - 27 

Alternative Option 
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT FOR NEW 6-8 MS (Capacity 1,200-1.400) 

 
 
 

Alternative Option - PROPOSED NEW 6-8 MIDDLE SCHOOL 
175 Claremont Road, Somerset, NJ To be Constructed  (3 years after funds secured)      2 Story; SF TBD 
Site size: 43.8 acres PK-5   Projected Capacity:  400 (6th) 400 (7th) 400 (8th) 50 (SE)  3 years Design + Constr. 
LRFP ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS: 
Design a high performance school that maximizes flexibility, tech support, collaborative learning, and energy conservation features; 
Cluster age appropriate rooms together to support middle school teams and to facilitate shared services; 
Provide dedicated space for art, music, computer lab, science lab, Tech Ed, resource centers and adequate SGI rooms; 
Design activity core areas with special features for media center, MPR gymnasium with stage, and cafeteria with kitchen and support spaces; 
Modify site to accommodate parking, separate bus and car  drop-off/pick-up areas , site safety ,and BF access; 
Develop recreation /athletic fields and playground s as needed to accommodate both school and community use. 

Classroom Type / 
Grade Level 

# Students per CR 
(BOE v FES Policy) 

Quantity of Rooms Capacity 
Subtotal (FES) 

Notes Total  

5-YEAR Projected 10 sections/grade level Gr. 6-8 MS Scenario LRFP NEEDS 

SE CR BOE 12; FES 12 6 72 SE class size can vary 

Grade 6 CR / 4 Teams BOE 22; FES 23 20 460 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Grade 7 CR / 4 Teams BOE 22; FES 23 20 460 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Grade 8 CR / 4 Teams BOE 22; FES 23 20 460 BOE policy (Homerooms) 

Science Labs/CR BOE 22; FES 23 included -- BOE policy 

Tech & Specialty CR BOE 22; FES 23 6 NC BOE policy 

Art / Music Rooms BOE 22; FES 23 4 NC BOE policy 

PE/ Caf/ Audit /Stage varies 4 PE +  MPR NC 90% Occupancy Factor 1,300 

Future Enrollmt.: 1,250 Subtotal: 48 CR/12 sci. labs/6 SE 1,452 85% Occupancy Factor  1,200 

Non-Capacity SGI / Resource  1,250 Projected Enrollment 1,250 

Bldg is expandable  sufficient Capacity Status 



FIRST FLOOR PLAN – NEW MS DEVELOPMENT (Capacity 1,200-1,400)  Appendix - 28 

Alternative Option 
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT FOR NEW 6-8 MS(Capacity 1,200-1.400) 

 
 
 

1st Floor 



SECOND FLOOR PLAN – NEW MS DEVELOPMENT (Capacity 1,200-1,400) Appendix - 29 

Alternative Option 
CLAREMONT ROAD PROPERTY 

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT FOR NEW 6-8 MS (Capacity 1,200-1,400)  

 
 
 

2nd Floor 



 

For long range planning purposes, the District is utilizing the concept of School Models to establish a comparison 
benchmark which includes a summary list of program needs, room assignments, and overall school size along with 
targeted spatial allocations (square foot areas) for each room. The School Model is being used to help analyze the 
effective delivery of educational services in existing buildings as well as helping to quantify future school needs. 

 
 The template used in the LRFP is based upon the NJ Department of Education School Model format which provides a 

side by side comparison of proposed (or existing) district program spaces with the use of NJ DOE Facilities Efficiency 
Standards (FES) Guideline for a school facility of similar size and capacity. 

 
The School Model template calculates the overall functional capacity and the recommended operational capacity for the 

target model. These capacities are based upon adding up the total number of students assigned to each capacity-
generating room (which includes classrooms, labs, self-contained special education rooms, and any capacity-assigned 
specialty rooms) to generate the total functional capacity. This is the maximum number of students, the school model 
can hold based upon using the FES class section guideline of maximum 15 pupils/PK CR, 21 pupils/K-3 CR, 23 
pupils/grades 4-8 CR and 24 pupils/grades 9-12 CR. The operational capacity is calculated by taking a percentage 
reduction (90% or 85%) of the maximum total to account for normal school enrollment distributions.  

 
The selection of a LRFP School Model has been done by targeting an appropriate number of class sections per grade level 

and comparing this to the number of classroom spaces available in an existing school or as a projection of future new 
school needs (based on accommodating unhoused students forecasted by enrollment projections).  

 
The district has established a series of LRFP School Models of different sizes to accommodate the recommended district-

wide grade reconfiguration and three-tier delivery of services: PK-5 ES, 6-8 MS, and 9-12 HS. To implement the grade 
reconfiguration, FTPS will have to construct a new PK-5 elementary school first and expand existing elementary 
schools at targeted sites to provide sufficient CR capacity for moving 5th Grade students back into the elementary level. 
Then elementary school Attendance Boundaries and Bus Routes will have to be revised and reconfigured as well. 

 
Once ES capacity has been expanded, then the district can convert SGS School from Grades 5-6 into a 6-8 Middle School. 

At the same time, Franklin MS will be converted from 7/8 into a 6-8 MS. The district will have to modify transportation 
routes and establish attendance boundaries for two 6-8 MS in lieu of its current 5-6/7-8 format at SGS and FMS. 

APPENDIX 
ESTABLISHING LRFP SCHOOL CAPACITY MODELS  

APPENDIX – LRFP SCHOOL MODELS & TARGET CAPACITIES Appendix - 30 



 

BEGIN PLANNING NEW PK-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TO SUPPORT GROWTH & RECONFIGURATION 
 Plan the construction/opening of a new PK-5 ES with Target Capacity of Phase 1: 700-800 (5 sections/grade level) and 

LRFP Expansion Potential to reach Phase 2: 1,00-1,200 (7 class sections/grade level); consider a PK Annex Wing. 
 Re-establish elementary school Attendance Boundaries as part of redistricting and grade reconfiguration 
 Modify the elementary sending/receiving and transportation routes and establish attendance boundaries for a new ES 

(investigate the impact of constructing new PK-5 on the BOE’s Claremont Road property). 
 
BEGIN PLANNING ES MODIFICATIONS TO RETURN 5TH GRADE TO ES & REPLACE TRAILERS OVER TIME  
 Perform capital repairs, replacements, and renovations needed to upgrade infrastructure systems & improve operations 
 Provide renovations, conversions, and new construction features as needed to return 5th grade to District ES 
 Eliminate temporary trailer classrooms found on six (6) school sites & replace with permanent construction over time 
 Convert Conerly Road School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 400-475 (3 sections /grade level) 
 Convert MacAfee Road  School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 500-600 (4 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Pine Grove Manor School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 400-475 (3 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Hillcrest Elementary School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 500-600 (4 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Elizabeth Avenue School into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 800-900 (6 sections/grade level) 
 Convert Franklin Park & ECC Annex into Grades PK-5 ES with target capacity of 950-1,100 (7 sections/grade level)  

 
BEGIN PLANNING FOR 3-TIER SERVICE DELIVERY & GRADE RE-CONFIGURATION PK-5, 6-8 MS, 9-12 HS 
 Maintain Franklin HS as District HS Grades 9-12 and expand as needed to Target Capacity of 2,200-2,450 pupils 
 Convert Franklin MS into a Grade 6-8 MS with target capacity of 1,300-1,500 (4 academic teams/grade level) 
 Convert Sampson G. Smith into a Grade 6-8 MS with capacity of 1,000-1,150 (3 academic teams/grade level)  
 Modify the sending/receiving relationships and transportation routes as part of implementing two 6-8 MS concept. 
 Redistrict attendance boundaries to accommodate 5th grade staying in elementary schools and 6th grade moving to 

two middle schools that are demographically, programmatically, and resource balanced. The two middle schools will have 
slightly different total capacities due to differences in existing classroom facilities available in FMS and SGS. 
 

NOTE: The following School Models included in this Appendix are based upon utilizing NJ DOE Facility Efficiency Standards 
(FES) as the starting point for calculating capacities and for planning target school models that will accommodate both the 
District’s enrollment projections and its proposed reconfiguration into a Three-Tier Delivery of Educational Services. 

APPENDIX 
ESTABLISHING LRFP SCHOOL CAPACITY MODELS  

APPENDIX – LRFP SCHOOL MODELS & TARGET CAPACITIES Appendix - 31 



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 425-475 pupils at 3 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

1 of 3

DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:
(Only PK, kindergarten, general, and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 15 900 Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 3 15 45 900 2,700

Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 3 0 0 50 150
Kindergarten Clrm. 21 900 Kindergarten Clrm. 3 21 63 900 2,700

Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 3 0 0 50 150
General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 21 850 General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 9 21 189 850 7,650
General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 6 23 138 850 5,100
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Contained Sp. Ed. CR 3 12 36 700 2,100
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces)

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 250 4,000 Cafeteria/MPR 1 250 4,000 4,000
Stage 1,000 Stage (located at MPR/Gym) 1 0 1,000 1,000
Satellite Kitchen 1,200 Kitchen and Receiving 1 0 1,000 1,000

Somerset County

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, 
specialized instruction space, etc.)  as needed.

Franklin Township Public School District

PK-5 Elementary School Model for 425-475 Students

Elementary

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on 
district scheduling practices and coordinating with Section 2b. LRFP Models.

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip 
row of any F.E.S. room that is not included in district model.

Non-departmentalized / self-contained

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Proposed PK-5 Elementary School Model (Dated: September 2011)



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 425-475 pupils at 3 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

2 of 3

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Computer Room 850 Computer Room / Tech Lab 1 23 850 850
Gymnasium 4,000 Gymnasium 1 50 4,000 4,000

Gymnasium Storage Room 250 Gymnasium Storage Area 1 0 250 250
Media Center 75 3,750 Media Center 1 50 2,000 2,000

Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage/Support 1 0 250 250
Art/Music Room 1,250 Art Room & Music Room 2 23 850 1,700
Small Group Instruction Room (4) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 12 400 2,400

Science Lab 1 23 850 850
Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse 1 400 400
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office / Sec. 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 200 200
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 360 Teacher Workroom / Fac. Res. 2 360 720
Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance/CST Recep./Work area 1 150 150
Guidance / Counseling Office 125 Guidance / CST Offices 4 125 500
Program Facilitator 125 Program Facilitator (Acad. Coaches) 2 200 400
Parent Liaison Office 125 Parent Liaison Office 1 120 120
Social Worker / CST Office 125 Social Worker / CST Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office / Area 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coord. Office & Hub 1 150 150

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 471
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 424

Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 500 Total No. of Pre-Kind. Clrms. 3 15 45
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 460 Total No. of Pre-Kind./SE Clrms. 0 12 0

Total No. of Kindergarten Clrms. 3 21 63
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 1-3 9 21 189
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 4-5 6 23 138

 Total No. of Self-Cont. SE Clrms. 3 12 36



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 425-475 pupils at 3 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

3 of 3

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Functional Capacity 24 CRs 424
Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 41,026 Total Net Sq. Ft. 42,815
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 57,436 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 59,941
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 125.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 141.40

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed 
the F.E.S. may fall within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 540-600 pupils at 4 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

1 of 3

DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:
(Only PK, kindergarten, general, and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 15 900 Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 3 15 45 900 2,700

Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 3 0 0 50 150
Kindergarten Clrm. 21 900 Kindergarten Clrm. 4 21 84 900 3,600

Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 4 0 0 50 200
General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 21 850 General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 12 21 252 850 10,200
General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 8 23 184 850 6,800
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Contained Sp. Ed. CR 3 12 36 700 2,100
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces)

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 250 4,000 Cafeteria/MPR 1 250 4,000 4,000
Stage 1,000 Stage (located at MPR/Gym) 1 0 1,000 1,000
Satellite Kitchen 1,200 Kitchen and Receiving 1 0 1,000 1,000

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Proposed PK-5 Elementary School Model (Dated: September 2011)

Somerset County

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, 
specialized instruction space, etc.)  as needed.

Franklin Township Public School District

PK-5 Elementary School Model for 540-600 Students

Elementary

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on 
district scheduling practices and coordinating with Section 2b. LRFP Models.

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip 
row of any F.E.S. room that is not included in district model.

Non-departmentalized / self-contained



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 540-600 pupils at 4 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

2 of 3

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Computer Room 850 Computer Room / Tech Lab 1 23 850 850
Gymnasium 4,000 Gymnasium 1 50 4,000 4,000

Gymnasium Storage Room 250 Gymnasium Storage Area 1 0 250 250
Media Center 75 3,750 Media Center 1 50 2,000 2,000

Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage/Support 1 0 250 250
Art/Music Room 1,250 Art Room & Music Room 2 23 850 1,700
Small Group Instruction Room (4) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 12 400 2,400

Science Lab 1 23 850 850
Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse 1 400 400
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office / Sec. 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 200 200
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 360 Teacher Workroom / Fac. Res. 2 360 720
Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance/CST Recep./Work area 1 150 150
Guidance / Counseling Office 125 Guidance / CST Offices 4 125 500
Program Facilitator 125 Program Facilitator (Acad. Coaches) 2 200 400
Parent Liaison Office 125 Parent Liaison Office 1 120 120
Social Worker / CST Office 125 Social Worker / CST Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office / Area 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coord. Office & Hub 1 150 150

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 601
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 541

Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 500 Total No. of Pre-Kind. Clrms. 3 15 45
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 460 Total No. of Pre-Kind./SE Clrms. 0 12 0

Total No. of Kindergarten Clrms. 4 21 84
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 1-3 12 21 252
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 4-5 8 23 184

 Total No. of Self-Cont. SE Clrms. 3 12 36



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 540-600 pupils at 4 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

3 of 3

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Functional Capacity 30 CRs 541
Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 41,026 Total Net Sq. Ft. 48,015
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 57,436 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 67,221
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 125.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 124.28

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed 
the F.E.S. may fall within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 730-830 pupils at 5 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

1 of 3

DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:
(Only PK, kindergarten, general, and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 15 900 Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 6 15 90 900 5,400

Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 6 0 0 50 300
Kindergarten Clrm. 21 900 Kindergarten Clrm. 5 21 105 900 4,500

Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 5 0 0 50 250
General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 21 850 General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 15 21 315 850 12,750
General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 10 23 230 850 8,500
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Contained Sp. Ed. CR 6 12 72 700 4,200
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces)

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 250 4,000 Cafeteria/MPR 1 250 4,000 4,000
Stage 1,000 Stage (located at MPR/Gym) 1 0 1,000 1,000
Satellite Kitchen 1,200 Kitchen and Receiving 1 0 1,000 1,000

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Proposed PK-5 Elementary School Model (Dated: September 2011)

Somerset County

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, 
specialized instruction space, etc.)  as needed.

Franklin Township Public School District

PK-5 Elementary School Model for 730-810 Students

Elementary

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on 
district scheduling practices and coordinating with Section 2b. LRFP Models.

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip 
row of any F.E.S. room that is not included in district model.

Non-departmentalized / self-contained



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 730-830 pupils at 5 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

2 of 3

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Computer Room 850 Computer Room / Tech Lab 1 23 850 850
Gymnasium 4,000 Gymnasium 1 50 4,000 4,000

Gymnasium Storage Room 250 Gymnasium Storage Area 1 0 250 250
Media Center 75 3,750 Media Center 1 50 2,000 2,000

Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage/Support 1 0 250 250
Art/Music Room 1,250 Art Room & Music Room 2 23 850 1,700
Small Group Instruction Room (4) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 12 400 2,400

Science Lab 1 23 850 850
Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse 1 400 400
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office / Sec. 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 200 200
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 360 Teacher Workroom / Fac. Res. 2 360 720
Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance/CST Recep./Work area 1 150 150
Guidance / Counseling Office 125 Guidance / CST Offices 4 125 500
Program Facilitator 125 Program Facilitator (Acad. Coaches) 2 200 400
Parent Liaison Office 125 Parent Liaison Office 1 120 120
Social Worker / CST Office 125 Social Worker / CST Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office / Area 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coord. Office & Hub 1 150 150

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 812
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 731

Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 500 Total No. of Pre-Kind. Clrms. 6 15 90
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 460 Total No. of Pre-Kind./SE Clrms. 0 12 0

Total No. of Kindergarten Clrms. 5 21 105
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 1-3 15 21 315
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 4-5 10 23 230

 Total No. of Self-Cont. SE Clrms. 6 12 72



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 730-830 pupils at 5 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Functional Capacity 42 CRs 731
Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 41,026 Total Net Sq. Ft. 58,165
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 57,436 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 81,431
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 125.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 111.43

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed 
the F.E.S. may fall within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 800-890 pupils at 6 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template

1 of 3

DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:
(Only PK, kindergarten, general, and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 15 900 Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 4 15 60 900 3,600

Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 4 0 0 50 200
Kindergarten Clrm. 21 900 Kindergarten Clrm. 6 21 126 900 5,400

Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 6 0 0 50 300
General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 21 850 General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 18 21 378 850 15,300
General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 12 23 276 850 10,200
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Contained Sp. Ed. CR 4 12 48 700 2,800
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces)

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 250 4,000 Cafeteria/MPR 1 250 4,000 4,000
Stage 1,000 Stage (located at MPR/Gym) 1 0 1,000 1,000
Satellite Kitchen 1,200 Kitchen and Receiving 1 0 1,000 1,000

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Proposed PK-5 Elementary School Model (Dated: September 2011)

Somerset County

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, 
specialized instruction space, etc.)  as needed.

Franklin Township Public School District

PK-5 Elementary School Model for 800-890 Students

Elementary

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on 
district scheduling practices and coordinating with Section 2b. LRFP Models.

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip 
row of any F.E.S. room that is not included in district model.

Non-departmentalized / self-contained



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 800-890 pupils at 6 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Computer Room 850 Computer Room / Tech Lab 1 23 850 850
Gymnasium 4,000 Gymnasium 1 50 4,000 4,000

Gymnasium Storage Room 250 Gymnasium Storage Area 1 0 250 250
Media Center 75 3,750 Media Center 1 50 2,000 2,000

Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage/Support 1 0 250 250
Art/Music Room 1,250 Art Room & Music Room 2 23 850 1,700
Small Group Instruction Room (4) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 12 400 2,400

Science Lab 1 23 850 850
Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse 1 400 400
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office / Sec. 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 200 200
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 360 Teacher Workroom / Fac. Res. 2 360 720
Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance/CST Recep./Work area 1 150 150
Guidance / Counseling Office 125 Guidance / CST Offices 4 125 500
Program Facilitator 125 Program Facilitator (Acad. Coaches) 2 200 400
Parent Liaison Office 125 Parent Liaison Office 1 120 120
Social Worker / CST Office 125 Social Worker / CST Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office / Area 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coord. Office & Hub 1 150 150

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 888
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 799

Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 500 Total No. of Pre-Kind. Clrms. 4 15 60
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 460 Total No. of Pre-Kind./SE Clrms. 0 12 0

Total No. of Kindergarten Clrms. 6 21 126
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 1-3 18 21 378
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 4-5 12 23 276

 Total No. of Self-Cont. SE Clrms. 4 12 48



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 800-890 pupils at 6 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Functional Capacity 44 CRs 799
Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 41,026 Total Net Sq. Ft. 60,065
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 57,436 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 84,091
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 125.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 105.22

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed 
the F.E.S. may fall within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 990-1100 pupils at 7 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template
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DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:
(Only PK, kindergarten, general, and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 15 900 Pre-Kindergarten Clrm. 8 15 120 900 7,200

Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Pre-Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 8 0 0 50 400
Kindergarten Clrm. 21 900 Kindergarten Clrm. 7 21 147 900 6,300

Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 50 Kindergarten Toilet Rm. 7 0 0 50 350
General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 21 850 General Clrm. (Grades 1-3) 21 21 441 850 17,850
General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grades 4-5) 14 23 322 850 11,900
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Contained Sp. Ed. CR 6 12 72 700 4,200
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces)

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 250 4,000 Cafeteria/MPR 1 250 4,000 4,000
Stage 1,000 Stage (located at MPR/Gym) 1 0 1,000 1,000
Satellite Kitchen 1,200 Kitchen and Receiving 1 0 1,000 1,000

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Proposed PK-5 Elementary School Model (Dated: September 2011)

Somerset County

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, 
specialized instruction space, etc.)  as needed.

Franklin Township Public School District

PK-5 Elementary School Model for 990-1,100 Students

Elementary

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on 
district scheduling practices and coordinating with Section 2b. LRFP Models.

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip 
row of any F.E.S. room that is not included in district model.

Non-departmentalized / self-contained



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 990-1100 pupils at 7 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Computer Room 850 Computer Room / Tech Lab 1 23 850 850
Gymnasium 4,000 Gymnasium 1 50 4,000 4,000

Gymnasium Storage Room 250 Gymnasium Storage Area 1 0 250 250
Media Center 75 3,750 Media Center 1 50 2,000 2,000

Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage/Support 1 0 250 250
Art/Music Room 1,250 Art Room & Music Room 2 23 850 1,700
Small Group Instruction Room (4) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 12 400 2,400

Science Lab 1 23 850 850
Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse 1 400 400
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office / Sec. 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 200 200
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 360 Teacher Workroom / Fac. Res. 2 360 720
Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance/CST Recep./Work area 1 150 150
Guidance / Counseling Office 125 Guidance / CST Offices 4 125 500
Program Facilitator 125 Program Facilitator (Acad. Coaches) 2 200 400
Parent Liaison Office 125 Parent Liaison Office 1 120 120
Social Worker / CST Office 125 Social Worker / CST Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office / Area 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coord. Office & Hub 1 150 150

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 1,102
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 992

Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 500 Total No. of Pre-Kind. Clrms. 8 15 120
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 460 Total No. of Pre-Kind./SE Clrms. 0 12 0

Total No. of Kindergarten Clrms. 7 21 147
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 1-3 21 21 441
Total No. of Gen. Clrms., Gr. 4-5 14 23 322

 Total No. of Self-Cont. SE Clrms. 6 12 72



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - PK-5 ES for 990-1100 pupils at 7 class sections per grade level.xls
ECC_Elem. School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades K-5 PK-5

Functional Capacity 56 CRs 992
Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 41,026 Total Net Sq. Ft. 70,465
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 57,436 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 98,651
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 125.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 99.47

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed 
the F.E.S. may fall within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 6-8 MS for 1040-1150 pupils at 3 academic teams per grade level.xls
Middle School Template
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DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:

Non-departmentalized / Self-contained
(Only general and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

Team or Departmentalized / Dedicated Teacher Clrms. (FES m et hod o logy)

(General clrms., science rms., and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

Team or Departmentalized / Teachers Share Clrms.

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
General Clrm. (Grades 6-8) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grade 6) 12 23 276 800 9,600

General Clrm. (Grade 7) 12 23 276 800 9,600
General Clrm. (Grade 8) 12 23 276 800 9,600

Proposed 6-8 Middle School Model (Dated September 2011) - 3 academic teams/grade level

Somerset County

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on district scheduling 
practices and coordinating with information entered in Section 2b. School Models on the LRP Project Website.

Check applicable methodology below (one box only) .

(Teachers share clrms. to increase room utilization rate and school capacity; All instructional spaces, except for the 
cafeteria, auditorium, small group rooms, large groups rooms, and other instructional rooms that are not typically 
scheduled throughout the day, contribute capacity to the school.)

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip row of any F.E.S. 
room that is not included in district model or is in a different capacity category.

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, specialized instruction 
space, etc.)  as needed.

Grades 6-8 6-8

Franklin Township Public School District

Grade 6-8 Middle School Model for 1,040-1,150

Middle

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 6-8 MS for 1040-1150 pupils at 3 academic teams per grade level.xls
Middle School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

Grades 6-8 6-8
F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL

Science Lab (Grade 6) 3 23 69 1,200 3,600
Science Lab (Grade 7) 3 23 69 1,200 3,600

Science Lab 23 1,200 Science Lab (Grade 8) 3 23 69 1,200 3,600
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Cont. Sp. Ed. Clrm 9 12 108 650 5,850

Sp. Ed. Science Lab 1 12 12 1,000 1,000
Science Prep Rooms (shared) 5 0 0 300 1,500

0 0
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces):

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 350 5,600 Cafetorium 1 350 5,600 5,600
Stage 1,000 Stage 1 50 1,100 1,100
Full-Service Kitchen 1,500 Full-Service Kitchen 1 0 1,500 1,500
Vocal Music Room 1,200 Vocal & Instrumental Music Room 2 23 1,200 2,400
Art Room 1,200 Art Room 2 23 1,200 2,400
CAD Clrm. 1,200 Computer Lab / CAD 2 23 1,200 2,400
Technology Lab 1,200 Technology  / Applied Tech. Ed. 3 23 1,200 3,600
Gymnasium 7,200 Gymnasium 1 46 7,200 7,200

Gymnasium Locker Room (2) 1,000 Gymnasium Locker Room 2 0 1,000 2,000
Gymnasium Office (2) 150 Gymnasium Office 1 0 150 150
Gymnasium Storage Room (2) 200 Gymnasium Storage 2 0 200 400

Media Center 100 6,000 Media Center 1 92 4,800 4,800
Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage Room 1 0 250 250

Small Group Instruction Room (5) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 10 400 2,400
Life Skills Lab 1 23 1,200 1,200
Visual & Performing Arts Stagecraft / Support 1 23 1,200 1,200
Health Classroom 1 800 800

Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse's Suite 1 600 600
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 250 250
Asst. Principal's Office 150 Asst. Principal's Office 1 150 150
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 520 Faculty Workroom/Floor Chair 2 520 1,040



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 6-8 MS for 1040-1150 pupils at 3 academic teams per grade level.xls
Middle School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

Grades 6-8 6-8
F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL

Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance / Counseling Reception 1 100 100
Guidance / Counseling Office (2) 125 Guidance / Counseling Office 4 125 500
Dropout Prevention Counselor 125 Dropout Prevent. / Couns. Office/Supervisor 1 125 125
Community Service Coordinator 125 Community Serv. / Supervisor Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coordinator Office /Supervisor 1 125 125

Counseling Conference / Testing Room 1 250 250

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 1,155
Utilization Rate (select from below) 90%

 90% if self-contained or dedicated teacher clrms. (FES method)
85% if teachers share clrms.

Functional Capacity 1,040
Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. methodology and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 750 Total No. of General Clrms. 36 23 828
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 675 Total No. of Science Rms. 9 23 207

 Total No. of Self-contained SE Rms. 10 12 120
Functional Capacity 55 rms. 1,040

Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 64,753 Total Net Sq. Ft. 91,815
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 90,654 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 128,541
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 134.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 123.66

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed the F.E.S. may fall 
within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 6-8 MS for 1350-1500 pupils at 4 academic teams per grade level.xls
Middle School Template
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DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:

Non-departmentalized / Self-contained
(Only general and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

Team or Departmentalized / Dedicated Teacher Clrms. (FES m et hod o logy)

(General clrms., science rms., and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

Team or Departmentalized / Teachers Share Clrms.

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
General Clrm. (Grades 6-8) 23 800 General Clrm. (Grade 6) 16 23 368 800 12,800

General Clrm. (Grade 7) 16 23 368 800 12,800
General Clrm. (Grade 8) 16 23 368 800 12,800

Proposed 6-8 Middle School Model (Dated September 2011) - 4 academic teams/grade level

Somerset County

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on district scheduling 
practices and coordinating with information entered in Section 2b. School Models on the LRP Project Website.

Check applicable methodology below (one box only) .

(Teachers share clrms. to increase room utilization rate and school capacity; All instructional spaces, except for the 
cafeteria, auditorium, small group rooms, large groups rooms, and other instructional rooms that are not typically 
scheduled throughout the day, contribute capacity to the school.)

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip row of any F.E.S. 
room that is not included in district model or is in a different capacity category.

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, specialized instruction 
space, etc.)  as needed.

Grades 6-8 6-8

Franklin Township Public School District

Grade 6-8 Middle School Model for 1,350-1,500

Middle

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 6-8 MS for 1350-1500 pupils at 4 academic teams per grade level.xls
Middle School Template
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

Grades 6-8 6-8
F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL

Science Lab (Grade 6) 4 23 92 1,200 4,800
Science Lab (Grade 7) 4 23 92 1,200 4,800

Science Lab 23 1,200 Science Lab (Grade 8) 4 23 92 1,200 4,800
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-Cont. Sp. Ed. Clrm 9 12 108 650 5,850

Sp. Ed. Science Lab 1 12 12 1,000 1,000
Science Prep Rooms (shared) 6 0 0 300 1,800

0 0
NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces):

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Cafetorium 350 5,600 Cafetorium 1 350 5,600 5,600
Stage 1,000 Stage 1 50 1,100 1,100
Full-Service Kitchen 1,500 Full-Service Kitchen 1 0 1,500 1,500
Vocal Music Room 1,200 Vocal & Instrumental Music Room 2 23 1,200 2,400
Art Room 1,200 Art Room 2 23 1,200 2,400
CAD Clrm. 1,200 Computer Lab / CAD 2 23 1,200 2,400
Technology Lab 1,200 Technology  / Applied Tech. Ed. 3 23 1,200 3,600
Gymnasium 7,200 Gymnasium 1 46 7,200 7,200

Gymnasium Locker Room (2) 1,000 Gymnasium Locker Room 2 0 1,000 2,000
Gymnasium Office (2) 150 Gymnasium Office 1 0 150 150
Gymnasium Storage Room (2) 200 Gymnasium Storage 2 0 200 400

Media Center 100 6,000 Media Center 1 92 4,800 4,800
Media Center Storage Room 250 Media Center Storage Room 1 0 250 250

Small Group Instruction Room (5) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 6 10 400 2,400
Life Skills Lab 1 23 1,200 1,200
Visual & Performing Arts Stagecraft / Support 1 23 1,200 1,200
Health Classroom 1 800 800

Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Nurse 400 Nurse's Suite 1 600 600
Reception / Main Office 800 Reception / Main Office 1 800 800
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 250 250
Asst. Principal's Office 150 Asst. Principal's Office 1 150 150
Conference Room 300 Conference Room 1 300 300
Teacher Workroom 520 Faculty Workroom/Floor Chair 2 520 1,040



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 6-8 MS for 1350-1500 pupils at 4 academic teams per grade level.xls
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

Grades 6-8 6-8
F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL

Guidance / Counseling Reception 100 Guidance / Counseling Reception 1 100 100
Guidance / Counseling Office (2) 125 Guidance / Counseling Office 4 125 500
Dropout Prevention Counselor 125 Dropout Prevent. / Couns. Office/Supervisor 1 125 125
Community Service Coordinator 125 Community Serv. / Supervisor Office 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office 1 100 100
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coordinator Office /Supervisor 1 125 125

Counseling Conference / Testing Room 1 250 250

TOTALS TOTALS

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 1,500
Utilization Rate (select from below) 90%

 90% if self-contained or dedicated teacher clrms. (FES method)
85% if teachers share clrms.

Functional Capacity 1,350
Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. methodology and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 750 Total No. of General Clrms. 48 23 1,104
Functional Capacity (90% util. rate) 675 Total No. of Science Rms. 12 23 276

 Total No. of Self-contained SE Rms. 10 12 120
Functional Capacity 70 rms. 1,350

Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 64,753 Total Net Sq. Ft. 105,315
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 90,654 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 147,441
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 134.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 109.22

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed the F.E.S. may fall 
within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.



Franklin Twp LRFP Model - 9-12 HS for 2,100-2,470 pupils at comprehensive HS.xls
High School Template
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DISTRICT NAME:

DISTRICT NUMBER:

MODEL NAME:

SCHOOL TYPE:

DISTRICT CAPACITY CALC. METHODOLOGY:

Non-departmentalized / Self-contained
(Only general clrms. and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

House or Departmentalized / Dedicated Teacher Clrms. 
(General clrms. science rms., and self-contained SE clrms. contribute capacity.)

House or Departmentalized / Teachers Share Clrms. (FES m et hod o logy)

APPLICABLE SCHOOLS:

Instructions: Enter data in yellow shaded cells.

Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES: CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES PER DISTRICT PRACTICES:

(Incl. related support spaces) (Incl. related support spaces)
Instructional Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Art Room 24 1,200 Art Studios 5 24 120 1,600 8,000
General Clrm. (Grades 9-12) 24 750 General Clrm. (Grades 9-12) 62 24 1,488 750 46,500
Gymnasium 48 10,000 Gymnasium 1 48 48 12,580 12,580

Franklin Township Public School District

Comprehensive 9-12 High School for 2,100-2,470 Students

High

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL

Proposed 9-12 Comprehensive High School Model (dated September 2011)

Somerset County

Separate district model rooms as "capacity generating" and "non-capacity generating" based on 
district scheduling practices and coordinating with information entered in Section 2b. School Models 
on the LRP Project Website.

Check applicable methodology below (one box only) .

(Teachers share clrms. to increase room utilization rate and school capacity; All instructional 
spaces, except for the cafeteria, auditorium, small group rooms, large groups rooms, and other 
instructional rooms that are not typically scheduled throughout the day, contribute capacity to 
the school.)

Add additional rows for district model spaces at the end of each category (instructional space, 
specialized instruction space, etc.)  as needed.

List district model rooms in same order as F.E.S. rooms in order to facilitate cross-referencing. Skip 
row of any F.E.S. room that is not included in district model or is in a different capacity category.

Grades 9-12 9-12
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades 9-12 9-12

Gymnasium Locker Room (2) 1,800 Gymnasium Locker Room 2 0 0 2,930 5,860
Gymnasium Office (2) 150 Gymnasium Office @ Lkr. Rm. 2 0 0 150 300
Gymnasium Storage Room (2) 200 Gymnasium Storage 2 0 0 200 400

Auxiliary Gymnasium 24 3,400 Auxiliary Gymnasium 1 48 48 4,170 4,170
Aux. Gymnasium Storage Room (2) 200 Aux. Gymnasium Storage Room 2 0 0 200 400

Music Room 24 1,400 Vocal & Instrumental Music 3 24 72 1,800 5,400
Music Practice Room 80 Music Practice Room 7 0 0 200 1,400

CAD Clrm. 24 1,200 CAD Clrm. / Computer Lab 1 24 24 1,200 1,200
Science Demonstration Room 24 900 Science Demonstration Clrm. 0 24 0 1,000 0
Science Lab 24 1,200 Science Laboratory 18 24 432 1,200 21,600

Science Prep Room 150 Science Prep Room (shared) 9 0 0 400 3,600
Self-Contained Sp. Ed. Clrm. 12 600 Self-contained Spec. Ed. Clrm. 4 12 48 600 2,400

Home Ec. / Consumer Sci. Support 0 0 0 0 0
Life Skills / Foods & Culinary Lab 1 24 24 1,200 1,200
Life Skills / Ch. Devel. Lab 1 24 24 1,200 1,200

Technology/Vocational Support 0 0 0 0 0
Tech. Ed. Lab (Multimedia) 4 24 96 1,200 4,800
Applied Tech (Auto etc.) 1 24 24 2,000 2,000
Applied Tech Lab (Engin./Fab.) 1 24 24 2,000 2,000

NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces): NON-CAPACITY GENERATING SPACES (Incl. related support spaces):

Specialized Instruction Space: Instructional / Specialized Instructional Space:
Auditorium (incl. Stage) 6,300 Auditorium (incl. Stage @ 3200 sf) 1 1,200 15,200 15,200
Cafeteria 4,800 Cafeteria 1 400 6,000 6,000
Full-Service Kitchen 2,700 Full-Service Kitchen 1 0 2,500 2,500
Media Center 125 9,775 Media Center 1 50 5,700 5,700

Media Center Storage Room 300 Media Center Storage Room 1 0 300 300
Small Group Instruction Room (6) 400 Small Group Instruction Room 8 10 375 3,000

Media Tech  / TV / Video Prod. 1 50 5,700 5,700
Student Activity Room 1 8 200 200
School Store (incl. Storage) 1 4 200 200
Fitness Center / Wt. Room 1 24 2,800 2,800
Athletic Director Office 1 0 200 200
Coach's Office 2 0 150 300
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades 9-12 9-12

Equipment Room 1 0 300 300
Team Room 2 48 2,000 4,000
Trainer's Room 1 0 400 400
Greenhouse / Science Support 1 0 400 400
Piano Lab / Music Theory 1 0 200 200
Specialty Art / Photography 1 0 300 300

Administrative Space: Administrative Space:
Faculty Dining Room 500 Faculty Dining Room 1 800 800
Nurse 470 Nurse 1 830 830
Reception / Main Office 1,100 Reception / Main Office 1 1,200 1,200
Principal's Office 200 Principal's Office 1 300 300
Asst. Principal's Office 200 Asst. Principal's Office 2 150 300
Conference Room (2) 300 Conference Room 3 300 900
Teacher Workroom 680 Teacher Workroom 1 400 400
Guidance / Counseling Reception 150 Guidance / Counseling Reception 1 150 150
Guidance / Counseling Office (4) 125 Guidance / Counseling Office 7 125 875
Dropout Prevention Counselor 125 Counselors SAC Supervisors etc. 1 125 125
Community Service Coordinator 125 Community Service Coordinator 1 125 125
Security Office 100 Security Office 1 100 100
Supervisor Office (4) 100 Supervisor Office 8 100 800
Technology Coordinator Office 125 Technology Coord. Office 1 125 125
Student Activities Center 250 Student Activities Center 1 250 250

Resource Center / Workroom 1 300 300
Attendance Office 1 125 125
CST/Social Worker Offices 6 125 750
CST/Stud. Services Reception 1 150 150
Conference / Testing Room 1 175 175
Records Room / File Storage 2 100 200
Staff Workroom / Prof develop. 1 800 800
Supvervisor Offices / Workroom 8 300 2,400

0

TOTALS TOTALS
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Grades

Students/ Sq. Ft./ No. of Students/ Total SF/ Total
Room Name Rm. Rm. Room Name Rms. Rm. Capacity Rm. NSF

F.E.S. DISTRICT MODEL
Grades 9-12 9-12

Capacity based on district scheduling and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 2,472
Utilization Rate (select from below) 85%

 90% if self-contained or dedicated teacher clrms.
85% if teachers share clrms. (F.E.S. method)

Functional Capacity 2,101
Capacity: Capacity based on F.E.S. methodology and class size practices:
Maximum Capacity 1,060 Total No. of General Clrms. 62 24 1,488
Functional Capacity (85% util. rate) 900 Total No. of Art Rms. 5 24 120

 Total No. of Gym Stations 4 24 96
 Total No. of Music Rms. 3 24 72
 Total No. of Science Rms. 18 24 432
 Total No. of Other Instructional Spaces 9 24 216

(full class size and schedule)
 Total No. of Self-Cont. SE Clrms. 4 12 48

Functional Capacity 105 rms 2,101
Square Feet: Square Feet:
Total Net Sq. Ft. 97,296 Total Net Sq. Ft. 184,890
Grossing Factor 1.40 Grossing Factor 1.40
Total Gross Sq. Ft. 136,214 Total Gross Sq. Ft. 258,846
Gross Sq. Ft./Student Allowance 151.00 Gross Sq. Ft./Student (based on FES capacity methodology) 123.19

NOTE:
Facilities Efficiency Standards (F.E.S.) are provided to show capacity calculation methodology and included space types for a given school capacity. District model spaces that exceed 
the F.E.S. may fall within the gross sq. ft./student allowance depending upon the school capacity.
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